Planning Board
Agenda
Place

To Be Held Remotely

Date

Tuesday, 03 November 2020

Time

6:30 PM
This meeting is viewable by the press and public on the Council’s
Youtube Channel.

Councillors
Stephen Brain (Chair)
Gary Dillon (Vice-Chair)
Norman Adams
Olu Babatola
Ian Hawking
Denise Hyland
Mehboob Khan
Clive Mardner
Maureen O'Mara
Linda Perks
Geoffrey Brighty
Nigel Fletcher

Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Conservative
Conservative

Members are reminded that officer contacts are shown at the end of each
report and they are welcome to raise questions in advance with the
appropriate officer. This does not prevent further questioning at the meeting.
If you require further information about this meeting please contact the
Corporate Governance Officer:
Jean Riddler
Email: corporate-governance@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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Agenda
1

Apologies for Absence
To receive apologies from Members of the Committee

2

Urgent business
The Chair to announce any items of urgent business circulated
separately from the main agenda.

3

Declarations of Interest Report
Members to declare any personal and financial interests
in items on the agenda. Attention is drawn to the
Council’s Constitution, the Council’s Code of Conduct and
associated advice.

4

Minute
Members are requested to confirm as an accurate record
the Minutes of the meeting held on 2 June 2020.
No motion or discussion may take place upon the Minutes
except as to their accuracy, and any question on this point will
be determined by a majority of the Members of the body
attending who were present when the matter in question was
decided. Once confirmed, with or without amendment, the
person presiding will sign the Minutes.

5

05 - 57 Tuskar Street (former Sam Manners House)
Greenwich, SE10 9UJ – Ref 20.1815.F Report
Ward: Peninsula
The Board is requested to grant full planning permission for
the redevelopment of the site comprising the construction of a
new buildings to provide residential units, as set out in the
report and appendices.

6

06 - Eltham Hill, School, 122 Eltham Hill, Eltham,
London, SE9 5EE – Ref 202302F Report
Ward: Middle Park and Sutcliffe
The Board is requested to grant full planning permission for
the construction of a single storey modular block containing
four classrooms, as set out in the report and appendices.
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07 - Land bounded by Pettman Crescent, Nathan Way
and Hadden Road, London, SE28 – Ref 194398O
Report
Ward: Thamesmead Moorings
The Board is requested to grant full planning permission for
the demolition of structures, site clearance and groundworks
and erection of buildings varying in height, as set out in the
report and appendices.

8

08 - Land at corner of Hadden Road & Griffin Manor
Way and adjacent to Western Way & HMP
Thameside, London, SE28 0DE – Ref 194370F Report
Ward: Thamesmead Moorings
The Board is requested to grant full planning permission for
the provision of a new vehicular access route into HMP
Thameside from Western Way and associated highways
and landscaping works, as set out in the report and
appendices.

Date of Issue
Monday, 26
October 2020

Debbie Warren
Chief Executive

Remote Meetings
This meeting will be conducted remotely in accordance with the Coronavirus Act
2020 and related regulations.
This meeting will be viewable live, and for one year afterwards, on the Council’s
Youtube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/royalgreenwich
Those who have agreed to participate in the meeting have deemed to have
consented to being recorded, and to the public use of the recording.
If you have any queries regarding the recording of meetings, please email the
Corporate Governance Manager at corporate-governance@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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PLANNING BOARD
PUBLIC INFORMATION
PLANNING BOARD IS A MEETING HELD IN PUBLIC, NOT A
PUBLIC MEETING.
This meeting is being streamed live on the Council’s YouTube Channel and a
recording of this meeting will be available to view for one year after this
meeting.
New emergency Regulations have been introduced to enable local authorities
to hold virtual remote meetings. To ensure the smooth running of these virtual
meetings, some of the Council’s procedures have been amended in accordance
with emergency powers.
The following additional procedure rules will apply to meetings of the Planning
Board, which will all be held via the online Zoom facility.
Only those members of the public who have registered to speak at the
meeting 2 working days before the meeting, will be provided with a link to
participate in the meeting.
· During the meeting, all participants will be in control of their own
microphone on Zoom.
· The microphone should be set to mute at all times until the Chairperson
invites you to address the Committee
· Any member of the Planning Board who wishes to ask questions to an officer
or to a speaker who has verbally addressed the Planning Board, or to speak
during the discussion part of the meeting, should do so by raising the thumbs
up icon on Zoom. Please be patient, the Chairperson will be aware you wish
to speak and will come to you in due course.
Each speaker will have two, or more, minutes each to speak (at the
Chairperson’s discretion). Members of the Planning Board will then have the
opportunity to address questions to the speaker, after which the speaker’s
participation in the meeting will end.
· The ‘chat’ function on Zoom will be disabled in the interests of transparency.
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The Chairperson will have complete discretion of the procedure to be
adopted for the meeting and the order in which those entitled to address the
Planning Board are permitted to make his or her submissions.
If you have activated the raised hand function while speaking, please remember
to switch it off once you have finished your submission.
· If the Chairperson needs to adjourn the meeting, she /he will announce the
time of adjournment and indicate when the meeting will be reconvened, and all
participants should stay in the meeting until the meeting has ended.
Any member of the Planning Board who loses visual or audio connection
during the virtual meeting must notify the Chair before any voting takes place
and the loss of connectivity will be recorded within the minutes of the
meeting.
Voting on any agenda item will take place by the Chair asking each member of
the Planning Board on how they wish to vote.
Terms of Reference
Planning Board is responsible for the implementation across the Borough, and
overall co-ordination of the Council’s planning functions and in this respect the
Board is the ‘parent body’ of Area Planning Committees which will deal with
individual, non-strategic planning applications.
To determine all planning applications which are considered to be strategic.
(The Director of Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills has delegated authority, in
consultation with the Chief Executive and Leader of the Council to determine in each
individual case whether a matter is strategic and therefore falls to be considered by
the Board).
To determine non-strategic planning applications where the Director of
Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills, in consultation with the
Director of Legal Services, Leader of the Council and the Chair of Planning,
considers it would be in the best interests of the Authority for the matter to
be determined by the Board rather than the relevant Area Planning
Committee.
Determining planning applications
When determining planning applications and related matters Council Officers
and Councillors must adhere to important principles set out in legislation and
Central Government Guidance.
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Applications shall be determined in accordance with the Development Plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. (Section 38A, Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act, 2004). The development plan comprises the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies 2014 and the
Spatial Development Strategy for Greater London.
The Key Principles of which are:
• If there are other material considerations, the Core Strategy is the
starting point and other considerations weighed up against it.
• Where the Core Strategy is not relevant or there are policy conflicts,
the application must be treated on its merits.
Material Planning Considerations include;
• Statutory provisions contained in Planning Acts and Statutory
Regulations and Planning Case Law.
• Central Government planning policy and advice as contained in
Circulars, The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and
National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG).
• Planning Briefs and other Supplementary Planning Guidance, e.g. Home
Extension Guidelines.
• Site specific issues such as availability of infrastructure, density, car
parking.
• Environmental effects such as effect on light, noise, overlooking, effect
on the street scene.
• The need to preserve or enhance the Special Character or appearance
of Conservation Areas and protect Listed Buildings.
• Previous planning decisions, including appeals.
• Desire to retain and promote certain uses.

Matters that must not be taken into account when determining
planning applications include
• Moral and religious issues.
• Unfair competition.
• Breach of private covenants or other property rights.
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• Devaluation of property.
• Protection of a private view.
• Identity of an applicant or occupier.

The Procedure for considering Applications
The conduct of the meeting is at the discretion of the Chair. According to the
number of items to be considered, the Chair will strictly control the time for
speakers wishing to address the Board.
At the start of the meeting the Chair will summarise the procedure to be
followed, only those who confirmed in advance and were given the meeting
link will be permitted to speak.
1 Council Officers will introduce each item, outlining Officers’
recommendations on the matter, and answer any questions from the Board
Members. The Chair will then invite members of the public to address the
Board.
2. Both objectors to and supporters off an application, including amenity
societies will be invited to address the Board. The Chair has indicated that
the following times will generally be allocated to speakers on any one
application. The Chair may vary the time available, e.g. where there is
a significant number of speakers or where there is a repetition or nonplanning matters are being raised.
•
•
•
•

Individuals – up to two minutes each
Organised groups – up to four minutes each
Elected representatives (MPs and Councillors) – up to five minutes each
Applicant – up to 10 minutes

3. Comments should be confined to planning matters and the public will be
advised to include everything they wish to say in one contribution, as
normally no further opportunity will arise. It must be noted that only
relevant planning considerations can be taken into account when
considering planning applications (see ‘determining planning applications’ for
details).
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4. Members of the Board may wish to ask questions. There will be no further
input from members of the public.
5. The Applicant and or their representatives will be invited to address the
Board, once all other parties have spoken, in order to respond to any
points raised by previous speakers or Members.

6. The public will be able to listen to the Councillors discussing the item and
coming to a decision. The Chair will then announce the decision.

LEAD OFFICERS
Director of Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
Assistant Director (Planning and Building Control)
Development Control Manager - Major Projects
Area Development Manager (West)
Area Development Manager (East)
Legal Adviser – Planning
Corporate Governance Services Manager
Corporate Governance Officer
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PLANNIGN BOARD

ITEM NO
3

TITLE
Declarations of Interests
DECISION CLASSIFICATION
Non-key

1.

WARD(S)
All
FINAL DECISION
To be made at this meeting on the
recommendations in this report

Decisions Required
The Planning Board is requested to:

1.1

Note the list of Councillors’ memberships (as Council appointed
representatives) on outside bodies, joint committees and school governing
bodies.

1.2

Request that Members orally declare any personal or financial interests,
including those detailed, in specific items listed on the agenda as they relate to
matters under discussion.

2.

Members’ Interests

2.1

Appended to this report is a list of the outside bodies, joint committees and
school governing bodies that each member has been appointed to by the
Council or the Leader. The list does not include bodies with which a
Member is involved in a personal or private capacity.

2.2

Personal interests
A Member has a personal interest where any business is likely to affect:
(a)

them, or

(b)

a relevant person or a relevant body (where the Member is aware that
they have the interest);

more than a majority of those in the ward you represent.

ITEM NO: 3
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A relevant person is defined as the member’s spouse or civil partner, a
person who they are living with as husband and wife or as civil partners, or a
person with whom they have a close association.1
A relevant body is defined as (a) any organisation, school governing body or
outside committee or trust which they have been appointed to by the Royal
Borough or by the Leader, or (b) any other voluntary organisation, school
governing body or commercial organisation where you are a management
committee member, school governor, trustee or director.
2.3

Members must declare the existence and nature of any personal interest at
the start of the meeting, or when the interest becomes apparent. Members
must say which item their interest relates to.

2.4

A Member who has a personal interest may stay, speak and vote, except
where the business:

2.5

(a)

affects the financial position of the Member or any person or body
described in paragraph 2.2 above, or

(b)

relates to an interest that would be affected financially or relates to the
determining to any approval, consent, licence, permission or
registration in relation to the Member or any person or body described
in paragraph 2.2 above

Financial Interests
A Member has a financial interest where any business relates to or is likely to
affect an interest set out in paragraph 18 of the Code of Conduct, and which
is the Member’s interest or the interest of a person described in paragraph
2.2(a) above.

2.6

Members must declare the existence and nature of any financial interest at
the start of the meeting, or when the interest becomes apparent. Members
must say which item their interest relates to.

2.7

A Member who has a financial interest must leave the meeting, but may
attend to make representations, answer questions or give evidence relating to
the business, provided that the public are also allowed to attend the meeting
for the same purpose, and provided they leave the meeting immediately after
doing so. The Member must not participate in the discussion nor the vote.

1

See the guidance in Annex 1of the Code of Conduct
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2.8

General
The Code also requires Members to declare interests in relation to relevant
bodies for six months after ceasing from being a member and take the
appropriate action in relation to financial interests.

Background Papers
Agenda and Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the Council – 13 May 2020
Report Author:
Tel:
Email:

Jean Riddler, Corporate Governance Officer
020 8921 5857
jean.riddler@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:
Tel:
Email:

Gurdeep Sehmi, Corporate Governance Manager
020 8921 5134
gurdeep.sehmi@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

ITEM NO: 3
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Councillor
Adams
Babatola
Babatola
Brain
Brain
Brain
Brighty
Dillon
Dillon
Dillon
Fletcher, N
Hawking
Hawking
Hyland
Hyland
Hyland
Khan
Mardner
Mardner
O'Mara
Perks
Perks
Perks

Organisation
Greenwich Dance Agency
London [Pensions] Collective Investment Vehicle
Overview & Scrutiny Joint Health Committee
DG Cities Limited
Greenwich Millennium Village Management Ltd
Greenwich Services Solutions
Blackheath Joint Working Party
Greenwich Housing Rights
Greenwich Services Plus
Greenwich Wildlife Advisory Group
Greenwich Theatre Board
Reserves Forces & Cadets Association
Trinity Laban
Greenwich Enterprise Board
Greenwich Leisure Ltd
Woolwich Creative District Trust
Overview & Scrutiny Joint Health Committee
Sir John Evelyn Charity
Charlton Triangle Homes
Greenwich Leisure Ltd
Overview & Scrutiny Joint Health Committee

Role
Member
Deputy
Deputy
Member
Deputy
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Deputy

Governorship
Discovery Primary School

Thorntree Primary School

Abbey Wood Nursery School
St Pauls Academy
Member
Member
Deputy
Deputy
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Willow Dene School
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ROYAL BOROUGH OF GREENWICH
PLANNING BOARD
2 JUNE 2020 AT 6.30PM
MINUTE
PRESENT:
Members:
Councillor Stephen Brain (Chair); Councillors Norman Adams, Olu Babatola, Peter
Brooks, Garry Dillon, Ian Hawking, Denise Hyland, Linda Perks, Geoffrey Brighty and
Nigel Fletcher
Officers:
Assistant Director Planning & Building Control, Planning Manager (Major Developments),
Planning Officer x2, Assistant Head of Legal Services and Corporate Governance Officer
x2.
Under Standing Orders:
At the commencement of the meeting the Chair announced the procedure which the
remote Meeting of the Board would be followed for considering the item(s) before the
Board. The Chair confirmed the names of members of the public who had registered to
speak on the item(s) and clarified that only those members of the public who had
registered to speak 2 working days before the meeting had been provided with a link to
participate in the meeting.
Item
No.
1.

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received for Councillors Mehboob Khan and Clive
Mardner.

2.

Urgent Business
The Planning Board noted and accepted the Planning Officers’ Addendum
Report’s, circulated in advance of the meeting, in relation to;
Item 5 – Former Police Car Park, r/o 18-26 Royal Hill, Greenwich.
Item 6 – Southwood Site, University of Greenwich,
Further, that a public submission had been circulated to Planning Board Members
in advance of the meeting, in relation to item 5.

3.

Declarations of Interest

1
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Resolved –
That the list of Councillors’ memberships as Council appointed representatives on
outside bodies, joint committees and school governing bodies be noted.

4.

Minutes
Resolved –
That the minute of the meeting of the Planning Board held on 4 February 2020 be
agreed and signed as a true and accurate record.

5.

Former Police Car Park, r/o 18-26 Royal Hill, Greenwich, SE10 – Ref:
20/0718/F
The Planning Board noted the circulation of the Planning Officer’s addendum report
and public submission.
The Planning Officer gave an illustrative presentation of the application advising the
Board Members that Planning Officers considered the proposal to be of a highquality design which complimented the Greenwich Conservation Area and
recommended approval.
In response to Members’ questions, the Planning Officer advised that there was no
evidence that a public right of way or right of access to the site had been
established. That there would be adequate space for a small van to access the
site, when the security gate was unlocked. It was considered that it was unlikely the
proposed residents would drive therefore, a pickup / drop off point, adjacent to
Circus street, was deemed appropriate.
The Planning Board accepted an address from the Greenwich Society
representative who, in speaking in support of the application, stated that the
Greenwich Society felt that the design was imaginative, making effective use of the
site and the design the risk of overshadowing or overlooking. They considered that
the formal design of the side facades, with the overall scale, subtle and well
considered design as well as the use of London Stock brick and the proportion of
the windows was respectful to the surrounding historic building. The Greenwich
Society considered that, whilst being contemporary in feel the proposed building
would blend well with the design of the neighbouring buildings.
He continued that the Greenwich Society positively noted the access residents
would have to the garden and enclosed walk way and appreciated the proposal
that local residents, who had formed an unofficial communal garden on the site,
could help residents maintain the garden. He concluded that the building scored
well on ecological and environmental and sustainable measures and the
Greenwich Society felt that this was a good scheme and would recommend that it
be approved.

2
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In response to a Member’s question, the Greenwich Society representative
confirmed that the Society had opposed the two previous proposal. He noted that
the Council had run a competition to design a scheme for the sight and, whilst the
Greenwich Society was not involved with this process they were impressed by the
chosen architects' other designs and felt that they had done everything possible to
mitigate the impact on the surroundings of the proposal.
The Planning Board accepted an address from a Planning Consultant (DRK
Planning Ltd) who was authorised to speak on behalf of two residents of Royal Hill,
in objection to the application. He advised that his clients living room window
would be 2 metres from the development. The proposal was of a greater overall
floor area, with more units and greater density than the previously refused
applications for the site. This would increase disturbance by way of people
accessing and leaving the site and undermine the quiet character of the area.
He continued that his clients felt there was a lack of recognition of the risk to the
Royal Hill terrace, including their home and Grade 2 Listed building, of complete
collapse due to the construction work. The report briefly referenced site
investigations but there were no engineering details or reports submitted with the
papers before Members, despite the issue of collapse being recorded and raised
by engineering experts as well as by Members on previously refused proposals.
Whilst his clients appreciated the importance of provision for people with learning
difficulties, the proposal still failed to overcome the concerns raised in relation to
previously refused applications regarding density, overdevelopment, harm to or
loss of heritage assets and the prospect of the collapse of neighbouring homes and
therefore, ask that Members refuse this application.
The Planning Consultant clarified for Members that, whilst he had been engaged by
his clients to represent them as a Planning Consultant he had a background as
barrister, solicitor and chartered surveyor.
A Planning Board Member advised that they were also a chartered building
surveyor and, as a point of clarification, noted that should consent be granted and
given his clients building foundations would be within 6 metres of the development,
there was a statutory requirement to engage in a Party Wall agreement, in line with
the 1996 Party Wall Act. Further, that any such party wall agreement should
encompass and address the concerns which had been raised.
The Planning Consultant responded that concerns regarding the impact on the
stability of the properties along Royal Hill had been raised at previous meetings,
though had not been given as a reason for refusal. That his client could only make
assessment from the papers provided for consideration and had noted that no
information on their concerns was provided.
In response to a Member’s enquiry, the Planning Officer brought up images from
the presentation, showing the relationship between the proposed building and the
objectors proposer. She advised that the 1st floor windows from Royal Hill would
overlook the sight and would be at an angle to the proposed building. Further that
the applicant proposed to fit louvered windows to prevent any overlooking to or
from the properties in Royal Hill.

3
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The Planning Consultant was unable to clarify any further information or details as
to the effected window as due to Covid-19 restrictions he had been unable to visit
the site. He also clarified for Members that his instructions suggest his clients were
concerned at the potential collapse of the building, not a garden wall.
In response to a Member’s request the Planning Officer confirmed that the Member
was correct that several of the matters raised were between the developer and the
owner/occupants of Royal Hill and were not Planning Matters. That they would be
discharged by Building Control and the Party Wall Act. Conditions were proposed
relating to the impact on amenity.
The Planning Consultant stated that he believed the concerns raised were relevant
under the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requiring consideration of
such issues where there would be potential for substantial harm or loss to heritage
assets, which formed part of his representation and respectfully submit this was a
planning matter and should be given consideration. He also clarified that one of his
clients had also requested to address the Board on further issues.
The Assistant Director Planning and Building Control advised the Board that the
Officer’s addendum report set out information in relation to additional condition’s
including the requirement for the submissions of a construction method statement
to be signed and endorsed by a chartered engineer.
One of the residents of Royal Hill, who had also been represented by Planning
Consultant addressed the Planning Board advising that the site the railway viaduct
spoil heap. That eight years ago half the building, currently on the site had to be
partially demolished and re-built to rectify stability issues, subsequently further
cracks occurred to the building following the use of heavy machinery on site. There
would be a need to use heavy machinery to construct the new building and, in
mind of the above, believed the construction vibrations could cause considerable
damage to Royal Hill which would be a financial risk to the Council, a health risks
to builders and new occupants which could not be mitigated 100%. He believed it
was an inappropriate site when good and viable alternative sites existed. He drew
the Boards attention to incorrect band revisions from the 19 May mentioned in the
report and the changes had not been reflected in the site plan on page 30 of the
Agenda. Further, the public footpath’s shown on page 27 were illegally closed off.
He felt that the site was too small and problematical and urged Members to refuse
the application.
The Planning Board accepted an address from Councillor Maureen O’Mara, who,
speaking as a Ward Councillor, advised that she had issued a written submission
of supported to the planning application and encouraged the Planning Board
Members to grant consent for this application.
The Planning Board accepted an address from Councillor Anthony Okereke,
Cabinet Member for Housing, who spoke in support of the application advising that
Greenwich Build had amended the proposals based on feedback from residents,
Councillors and MP’s. The proposal complied with national and local guidelines
and was supported by the proposal for the use of small brown field sites. He
appreciated the residents' concerns advising that, if granted, great care would be
taken over how the development proceeded and engagement would continue to
inform residents. The development would be zero Carbon, with a green roof,

4
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rainwater harvesting system and cycle provision and he hoped that the Planning
Officer's recommendation for approval was agreed.
In response to a Members enquiry Councillor Okereke confirmed that he was not
speaking on behalf of the development company but as the Cabinet Member for
Housing.
The Planning Board accepted an address from the architect for the applicant who
stated that they were only involved in the current proposal and commended the
Councils positive handling of the site though opening the design to competition and
engaging with and listening to the comments of residents to develop a proposal
that was respectful to its location. That an investigation report had looked at
ordnance, ground contamination and the underground structures to establish a
conclusion as to how to address the issues, which had been raised in the past. He
noted that the application was for housing to support adults with learning difficulties
with the aim of create a place to let the people build confidence to engage with
locals and the community beyond not to create a development with an institutional
feel .
The architect for the applicant noted it was a complex site and the design aimed to
compliment the various building design aspects of the area and work with the
unique character of the site. The foundations would be pilled through the railway
cutting and old railway sleepers would be used in the garden. He noted the
concerns raised regarding the possible damage to neighbouring properties and
gave assurance that all safe construction methods would be used and engagement
around party wall agreements would be undertaken.
In response to Members’ question’s the applicant’s architect advised that a range
of units were to be provided giving assurance that the 4-bed unit was not a family
unit but designed as a shared space for those who were confident to live with
others. There would be two full time staff on site, 24/7 and the office was to
provide them with a space to retreat to and, in order to avoid the feel of a care
home, was located over the training space not residents' homes. He confirmed that
the proposal was of a reduced height to those previously refused.
In considering the application before them two Member’s expressed that they felt
that the application had been exhaustively explored, had considered the issues
raised and could see no reason why not support it.
A Member commented that they considered the proposal was a vast improvement
on previous schemes. He still had some concern at the potential for damage to
(properties in) Royal Hill and was taking it on trust that the party wall and method
statement plan would cover these.
A Member noted that the previously refused application had not been on the
principle of development but the design and was reassured by the Greenwich
Society’s support. He appreciated that the site had been open for some time, but
the loss of view was not an issue, in this case, that would support refusal. He felt
the quality of design was positive and the scale and massing were now acceptable

5
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A Member commented that they were encouraged that the Greenwich Society and
Ward Councillors had spoken in favour of the application.
Two Member’s commented that, whilst s happy to support the application, they
emphasised the requirement for an enhanced construction method statement to be
provided to recognised residents' concerns before works commenced on site.
The Chair put the Planning Officers recommendation to approve planning consent
to the vote with 10 Member’s in favour, 0 against and 0 abstentions
Resolved unanimously That planning permission for the construction of supported housing scheme
containing five dwellings (1 x 4-bed and 4 x 1-bed) (C3b use class), a training
dwelling with staff office/bedroom (Sui generis use class) and associated
landscaping, waste and cycle store be granted
That consent be granted in accordance;
i. To the conditions in appendix 2 of the report as updated by the addendum report,
to be detailed in the notice of determination; and
ii. To authorise the Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control to make any
minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended conditions as set out in
this report and its addendums, where the Assistant Director of Planning & Building
Control considers it appropriate, before issuing the decision notice.

6.

Southwood Site, University of Greenwich, Avery Hill Road, London, SE9 2UG
- Ref: 20/0252/F
In presenting an illustrative report of the application the Planning Officer advised
that an addendum report had been circulated which mainly related to amendment
to conditions within the main report.
In response to Member’s questions the Planning Officer confirmed that if the
building was required for use beyond the 5 years temporary period, a further
application would need to be submitted for planning consent.
In respect of the trees to be removed the Planning Officer advised that the
application before the Board was a revised version and as it was on Metropolitan
Open Land (MOL) there was a desire to keep the temporary building close to
existing buildings in order to reduce the impact on the open character of the land.
He advised that if the building were move it could result in a greater number of
trees being lost or further impact on the existing parking, which was being reduced
by 1 space by this proposal. He noted that the 4 trees in question could currently
be removed at any time but the proposal required the immediate planting of 4
replacements trees on site and, at the end of the 5 year use and removal of the
building, a further 4 trees being planted. The trees were on the University campus
and, as it was set back from the public realm, there was little impact on the general
public and confirmed that the Councils Tree Officer would be consulted to ensure
that correct type, height and size of the replacement trees.

6
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Board Members noted that there were no public speakers on this application and
felt that they had sufficient information to move directly to the vote.
The Chair put the Planning Officers recommendation to grant consent for planning
permission for temporary construction to the vote with 10 Member’s in favour, 0
against and 0 abstentions.
Resolved unanimously That planning permissions be granted for the installation of a temporary modular
building for use as a chemistry teaching laboratory for 5 years, subject
to the Conditions set out in Appendix 2 of the report, as updated by the addendum.

The meeting closed at 08.10pm
___________________________
Chair
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Planning Board

Agenda Item: 5

3 November 2020

Reference No: 20/1815/F

Applicant: Greenwich New Builds, Royal Borough of Greenwich
Agent:
DP9 Ltd
Site Address:
57 Tuskar Street (former Sam Manners
House) Greenwich, SE10 9UJ
1.

Ward: Peninsula
Application Type: Full Planning
Application

Recommendations

1.1 That Planning Board resolve to grant planning permission for development as
follows:
• Redevelopment of the site comprising the construction of residential
accommodation (Use Class C3) together with associated landscaping,
playspace, refuse and cycle storage and the creation of one blue badge
parking space on Tuskar Street.
Note: The following description of the proposed development is provided by
way of further explanation (not forming part of the formal description of
development set out above) in order to assist Planning Board:
The scheme would provide 32 units, with a unit mix of 8 x 1-bed, 16 x 2-bed,
8 x 3-bed. The development would have a maximum height of 15m.
subject to:
I.

The conditions (Appendix 2) to be detailed in the notice of
determination; and

II.

the prior completion of a Directors’ Agreement securing the heads of
terms as set out in this report (Section 24)

1.2 To authorise the Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control to:
a. make any minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended
conditions as set out in this report (Appendix 2) where the Assistant
Director of Planning & Building Control considers it appropriate, before
issuing the decision notice; and
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b. finalise the detailed terms of the Directors’ Agreement, as set out in
this report (Section 24); and
c.

consider, in the event that the Directors’ Agreement is not completed
within three (3) months of the date of the Planning Board resolution,
whether permission should be refused on the grounds that the
agreement has not been completed within the appropriate timescale,
and that the proposals are unacceptable in the absence of the benefits
which would have been secured, and if the Assistant Director (Planning
& Building Control) considers it appropriate, to determine the
application with reasons for refusal which will include the following:
• In the absence of an agreement to secure financial and non-financial
contributions including for Affordable Housing, Car Club Provision
and CPZ Amendments the development is contrary to Policies 3.11
and 3.13 of the London Plan (adopted March 2016) and Policies H3,
EA(c), IM4 and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014) and the Planning
Obligations (s106) Guidance SPD (adopted July 2015).

2.

Summary

2.1

Detailed below is a summary of the application:
The Site Site Area (m²)
Heritage Assets

Tree Preservation Order
Flood Risk Zone

0.23 hectares
- Within the setting of the East
Greenwich Conservation Area;
- Within the setting of the Locally
Listed Hatcliffe almshouses
No
Zone 3

Proposed Building
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (m²)

9-15m
3-4
Approx. 3460m2
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Housing
Density

Habitable Rooms per
Hectare (HRH)
Dwellings per hectare

Dwelling Mix

Affordable Housing /
Tenure Split
Housing Standards

Transportation
Car Parking

Cycle Parking
Public Transport

1-bed (no. / %)
2-bed (no. / %)
3-bed (no. / %)
Overall Affordable
Housing (no. / %)
Social Rent (no. / %)
Complies with
Technical housing
standards – nationally
described space
standard and London
Plan standards?

No. existing car
parking spaces
No. Proposed Car
Parking Spaces
No. Proposed Cycle
Parking
Complies with policy
PTAL Rating

Sustainability / Energy
Renewable Energy Source (%)
Public Consultation
Number in Support
Number of objections
Main issues raised

139 HRH
139 dwellings per
hectare
8 (25%)
16 (50%)
8 (25%)
32 (100%)
32 (100%)
Yes

Approx. 3
3 on street spaces
64
Yes
4

106%

0
16
• Design of proposal out of
character,
• Amenity impact on surrounding
residents,
• Standard of accommodation of
development, and
• Impact of proposal on landscaping
and biodiversity.
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2.2

The report details all relevant national, regional and local policy implications
of the scheme, including supplementary planning guidance.

2.3

The application is considered acceptable and is recommended for approval,
subject to satisfactory completion of a Directors’ Agreement and conditions
set out in the report.

Figure 1: Site Plan
3.

Site and Surroundings (in detail)

3.1

The site is a fairly regular rectangular parcel of land positioned between
Woodland Grove to the north and Tuskar Street to the south. The site is
currently vacant but was previously occupied by the 1970s Sam Manners
House, a vacant shelter housing block which was demolished in early 2020.
This building had an articulated three-storey form with three segmented arms
and a four-storey central element, closer to Tuskar Street.

3.2

The surrounding context is residential in character. To the north, the
buildings on Woodland Grove are prevalently three-storey high and mostly
dating from the second half of the twentieth century.

3.3

To the east, adjoining the site is a block of flats, with community amenity built
at the same time and with the same style as that of Sam Manners House. This
amenity space is enclosed to the south, on Tuskar Street, by the Hatcliffe
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Almshouses building. This locally listed building dates from about 1870-80. As
described in RBG Local Heritage List, the building is two storey high and has
an eleven-window symmetrical composition. “High pitched, slated roof, the older
part of large slates. Dutch gables at either end and over centre bay of older part.
Very tall red brick chimneys with chamfered angles”.
3.4

To the south, opposite Tuskar Street, there is a historic terrace of two-storey
houses, with pitched roofs and hipped-roofs over front-bays.

3.5

To the west, a pedestrian pathway with concrete paves and a strip of grass
connects Tuskar Street to Woodland Grove and Mell Street and separates
the site from the neighbouring property, a three-storey, brick-block of flats,
with hipped roofs.

3.6

The East Greenwich Conservation Area is located sixty metres to the north,
opposite Trafalgar Road. The Greenwich Park and Westcombe Park
conservation areas are positioned further away, to the south and west of the
site.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1

19/3888/D1 - Prior notification for the demolition of the existing 3-4 storey
building was approved on 4/12/2019.

4.2

05/0620 – Erection of new fencing and gates and re-siting of one staircase to
facilitate a proposed new access control system was approved on 10/03/2005.

4.3

01/1194 – Removal of existing windows and replacement with new double
glazing approved on 21/05/2001

5.

Proposals (in detail)

5.1

The current application seeks full planning permission for the following:
• “Redevelopment of the site comprising the construction of residential
accommodation (Use Class C3) together with associated landscaping,
playspace, refuse and cycle storage and the creation of one blue badge
parking space on Tuskar Street.”

5.2

The proposal is for two flatted buildings and one row of terraces located on
the western, northern and southern boundaries of the site, around a central
courtyard, containing 105m2 of playspace.
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Figure 2: Proposed Site Plan
5.3.

The scheme would provide a total of 32 residential units, comprising of one,
1bed/1person, seven 1bed/2person, 16 2bed/4person and eight 3bed/5person
family units.

5.4

A row of eight, three storey terraces are proposed along the southern
boundary of the site fronting Tuskar Street.

5.5

A three storey building is proposed along the northern boundary of the site
fronting Woodland Groves.

5.6

A part three, part four storey building is proposed along the western
boundary of the site, fronting the pedestrian walkway. The four storey
element is to be located to the north, stepping down to three storeys along
Tuskar Street.

5.7

Three blue badge parking bays are to be created along the northern side of
Tuskar Street by removing the existing ‘Keep Clear’ markings outside the
site.

5.8

The development is to be constructed using modular construction methods.
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5.9

The development is to be finished in brick cladding (multi stock light grey to
northern and western block, yellow to southern terraces with metal
balustrades and surrounds.

6.

Consultation

6.1

The application since being submitted in June 2020 has been subject of preapplication public consultation and application public consultation, comprising
of a press notice, site notice and 210 individual letters, sent to individual
occupiers in the vicinity of the application site. This also included consultation
with statutory bodies and local amenity groups.

6.2 Statutory Consultees
6.2.1 A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
and date
received
Environment
Agency

Summary of
Comments

Officers comments

Site is located within
Flood Risk Zone 3.

Issues relating to flood are
assessed in section 20 of this
report.

No sleeping
accommodation
proposed at ground floor
Thames Water

No objections raised.
Waste - The proposed
development is located
within 15 metres of a
strategic sewer. A
condition is requested to
secure a piling method
statement.

A flood risk evacuation
condition has been included
(Refer to Appendix 2)
Recommended conditions
and informatives are included
in Appendix 2.

Surface Water - No
objection subject to
following sequential
approach to the disposal
of surface water.
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Waste water network
and water treatment
infrastructure capacity –
No objection.
Water
Water network and
water treatment
infrastructure capacity –
no objection

Metropolitan
Police

Informatives requested
relating to protection of
Thames Water assets,
groundwater risk
management and water
pressure
Raised issues regarding
the design of the two
communal entrances into
the blocks. To achieve
‘Secured by Design’
measures we require
either two sets of
communal entrance
doors to create an
airlock or alternatively
through the wall mail
delivery or external
mailboxes to reduce the
risk from tailgating.

Amended plans were
submitted which provided
additional security features
including gating the internal
community open space and
introducing more doors into
the cores of the two flat
buildings as recommended.
The requested conditions
have been included (Refer to
Appendix 2)

Recommends conditions
to ensure the
development achieves
secure by design
accreditation.
Fire Brigade

Access for fire appliances
is required.
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This is without prejudice
to any requirements or
recommendations that
may be made by the
Authority under the
Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order
2005/Petroleum
(Consolidation) Act 1928,
the local authority or the
Health and Safety
Executive.
6.3 Council Departments
6.3.1 A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
and date received
Environmental
Health
(Contamination)

Environmental
Health
(Construction)

Summary of
Comments

Officers comments

Further site investigation
is required in line with
the recommendations of
the submitted Phase 1
contamination
assessment (STM
Environmental dated May
2020)

Issues relating to
contamination are
assessed in section 16 of
this report.

No objection subject to
standard contaminated
land conditions imposed.
No objections.
Recommended condition
for control of Non-Road
Mobile Emissions and
informative regarding
checking for an adequate
water supply for dust
suppression is in place
prior to commencement
of works and
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construction
management.
Schools

Housing

Noted the limited size of
the development and
have no comments to
make.
Tenure Mix – The
proposed 100%
affordable housing tenure
mix is reasonable, within
the wider context of the
surrounding area which
contains a mix of private
housing, Right to Buy
leaseholders and homes
managed by Registered
Providers.

Noted.

Issues relating to
affordable housing are
assessed in section 12 of
this report.
Given the sites
constraints the proposed
housing mix is
considered acceptable.

See an assessment of
residential mix in section
Unit Mix – The proposed 11 of this report.
provision of 25% family
housing is acceptable and
would help with the
numbers of families on
the borough waiting list.
Provision of some four
bed units would be
desirable.
1x 1B1P unit, studio units
are not generally
considered suitable as
part of the affordable
rented provision.
However, in this instance
it is understood that this
provision has been made
to address planning
concerns.
Wheelchair Units – Level
of provision supported.
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Sustainability and Whilst the proposed
Biodiversity
scheme is generally
acceptable, there are
areas of improvement
and measures that the
applicant should consider
for the development and
a number of conditions
are proposed to
ascertain that the
applicant will commit to
investigate them before
and during the
construction of the
development.

Additional information
was provided which was
considered to be
acceptable by the
Sustainability and
renewal officer, subject
to conditions being
included. Issues relating
to sustainability and
biodiversity are
addressed in section 18
and 19 respectively.
Conditions are proposed
in Appendix 2 to address
these specific comments

Further information is
required to demonstrate
that the energy strategy
is fully acceptable;
however, the additional
information provided
through the application
demonstrates that this
can be dealt with by
condition.
6.4 Amenity Groups
6.4.1 A summary of the consultation responses received from Amenity Groups,
along with the officer comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
and date
received
Greenwich
Society

Summary of
Comments

Officers comments

Welcomes provision of
affordable housing and
sustainable measures
proposed.
Proposed development
Issues relating to design
would dominate
and conservation are
surrounding development
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assessed in section 13 of
Grey brick propose could this report.
be cold recommends
warmer brick
Concern provision of
family housing is low on
site.
Quality of proposed
accommodation in
relation to lighting of
lower rooms on the east
façade of the western
block
Impact of proposal on
parking.

These rooms would be
dual aspect and well lit,
achieving the minimum
standards recommended
by BRE Guidelines for
sunlight. See discussion in
section 14 of this report.

The development is to be
car free except for the
creation of blue badge
parking spaces on Tuskar
Street. See discussion in
Conditions for pedestrian section 17 of this report.
along Woodland Groves
should be improved as
The proposed
part of development.
development would
include the removal
existing vehicle crossings
on Woodland Grove and
making good the
footpath. See discussion
under section 17 of this
report.
No response

East Greenwich
Residents
Association
Greenwich
No response
Association of
Disabled People
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6.5 Local Residents and Businesses
6.5.1 A summary of the consultation responses received from local residents and
businesses, along with the officer comments are set out in table below:
Summary of Comments
Not in keeping with the
surrounding area.
The scale of the building will
overwhelm the surrounding
area.

Officers comments
The proposed massing and design is
considered to be appropriate in the
sites context and is supported by
Council’s Design Manager.

Buildings are one storey too high
particularly the western building
on both the Tuskar Street and
Woodland Grove elevations.
Proposed setbacks narrower
than that of Sam Manners House
and would have amenity impacts.
Metal perforated sheet facades,
light coloured, stack bond bricks
and wide range of materials
proposed out of character with
area. Yellow stock brick
considered more appropriate.

The metal perforated sheeting has been
removed from the proposal in favour of
brick cladding to the cores. A condition
in Appendix 2 of the report is
recommended to ensure high quality
materials are used on site.

Proposal would harm the East
Greenwich Conservation Area
The proposal is significantly setback
from the East Greenwich Conservation
Area and is not considered to harm its
significance.
Issues relating to Design, Townscape
and Visual Impact, Impact to the
conservation area and Impact to the
adjacent Listed Buildings are assessed in
sections 13 of this report
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Proposal would result in
overlooking of surrounding
dwellings.

The proposed development would
retain an acceptable level of amenity for
adjoining occupants.

Proposal would result in loss of
sunlight to surrounding
dwellings.

The impacts of the proposal on
adjoining occupiers is assessed in
section 15 of this report.

Increase of residents in area
would increase disturbance.
Impact to Almshouse gardens
unclear.
Proposed development would
provide poor standard of
accommodation to occupants.

The proposed development is
considered to provide a good standard
of accommodation for future occupants.

Proposed internal courtyard
would provide a poor quality
communal space and lack
sunlight

Issues relating to standard of
accommodation are assessed in section
14 of this report.

Proposed terraces have
insufficient amenity space does
not meet 50m2 requirement for
family housing.
Disappointment in loss of felled
trees

Proposal would have a negative
impact on biodiversity on site

The proposed terraces would exceed
the London Plan requirements for
Private Amenity Space and is considered
acceptable.
The felled trees did not have tree
protection orders and as such did not
require consent to fell. These works
undertaken prior to the submission of
the application and are therefore not a
matter for consideration. However, it is
noted that the planting of ten trees is
proposed on site.
A condition is recommended in
Appendix 2 of this report for an
Ecological Management Plan to be
produced to ensure there will be no net
loss in biodiversity on site and to
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promote measures to increase
biodiversity where possible.
Impact on western public
footpath

Gardens are proposed along the
western boundary of the site, with low
front fences. The green nature of the
footpath would therefore be
maintained.

Not enough gardens surrounding
development.
Landscaping is proposed along the sites
western boundary and portions of the
northern and southern boundaries. This
is considered to be acceptable.

Concern around building and
garden maintenance

Enquiry were terraces bin store
to be located.
Proposal fails to take local
resident’s comments into
account.

Issues relating to landscaping and
biodiversity are assessed in section 19
of this report.
The proposed development would be
maintained by Council. Conditions
relating to maintenance of landscaping
are recommended in Appendix 2 of this
report.
A bin store is to be provided within the
front setback of each dwelling house.
The applicant undertook two rounds of
pre-application community consultation
in February and May 2020. This is in line
with the recommendations of the
Statement of Community Involvement
(July 2020).

7.

Planning Context

7.1

This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF – 2019)
• Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space
Standard (Department for Communities and Local Government – March
2015)
• The London Plan (March 2016) - Full details of relevant policies refer
to appendix 3.
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• The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (“Core Strategy” – 2014) - Full details of relevant policies
refer to appendix 3.
• Full details of relevant SPD / Documents refer to appendix 3.
7.2

The Intend to Publish London Plan (December 2019) has been through the
required consultation process, and Examination in Public (EiP), and is due to
be adopted later in 2020. Officers consider due to the imminent publication
of this document the relevant policies within the new London Plan do have
substantial weight and will be referenced and referred to in this report, and
to inform Officers recommendation.

8.

Material Planning Considerations

8.1

This section of the report provides an analysis of the specific aspects of the
proposed development and the principal issues that need to be considered in
the determination of the planning application (Ref: 20/1815/F):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principle of Development (Section 9);
Density (Section 10);
Residential Mix (Section 11);
Affordable Housing (Section 12);
Design and Conservation (Section 13);
Standard of Accommodation (Section 14);
Impact on Neighbouring Amenity (Section 15);
Environmental Health (Section 16);
Highways and Servicing (Section 17);
Sustainability and Energy (Section 18);
Biodiversity (Section 19)
Flood Risk (Section 20)
Fire Statement (Section 21);
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) (Section 22);
RBG CIL (Section 23);
Directors’ Agreement (Section 24), and
Implications for Disadvantaged Groups (Section 25).

9.

Principle of Development

9.1

The site previously contained ‘Sam Manner House’, which provided sheltered
accommodation (use class C3) for older people (minimum age of 55 years)
who require no or a low level of support. Sam Manners House contained 40
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units comprised the following 27 bedsits, ten one-beds, two two-beds, and
one three-bed unit.
9.2

Sam Manners House was decommissioned in 2018 as it was not fit for
purpose, evidenced by the low level of tenants and had significant challenges
to its modernisation. At the time of decommissioning the site housed 22
people aged 65 plus and had 17 rooms/units vacant. Housing Services have
confirmed that the 22 residents have been appropriate rehoused within the
borough. The site was demolished in early 2020 (Prior-approval 19/3888/D1).

9.3

London plan policy 3.8 ‘Housing Choice’ requires boroughs to take into
account the changing age structure of London’s population and, in particular,
the varied needs of older Londoners, including for supported and affordable
provision.

9.4

Supporting text 4.1.12 of Policy H3 ‘Affordable Housing’ of the Core Strategy
Identifies the need in the borough for a range of affordable housing including
family housing and older persons and special needs housing.

9.5

The proposed mix on the subject site and across the wider Greenwich Builds
program has been informed by a brief prepared by Housing which identified
mix of units required to meet the needs of all applicants on the Housing
register, including a proportion of smaller units which are suitable to meet the
needs of older people living within mixed developments, and the provision of
10% wheelchair accessible accommodation.

9.6

The proposed development would be consistent with the boroughs wider
housing policy. The proposal would provide 32 affordable housing units (Use
Class C3), including eight, one bed units which would help meet the need for
affordable housing in the borough, including for older residents.

9.7

The proposal was reviewed by Council’s Housing officer who supported the
provision of affordable housing on site. The principle of the development is
therefore considered acceptable.

10.

Density

10.1 Paragraph 122 of the NPPF provides national guidance on achieving
appropriate densities, stating that development should make efficient use of
land, taking into account: need for housing; local market conditions; availability
and capabilities of existing and proposed infrastructure; the area’s character;
promoting regeneration; and good design.
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10.2 Paragraph 4.1.39 of the Core Strategy states that ‘when considering proposals
for housing developments the Council will give priority to securing a high
quality environment for residents and making the best sustainable use of land,
having regard to the location of the site, to the individual characteristics of the
site and the character of the surrounding area. The Council will utilise the
London Plan Policy 3.4 to guide rates for housing density in applying local
context to the settings defined in the London Plan’.
10.3 Policy 3.4 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that the housing potential of
sites is optimised and states that development should optimise housing output
for different types of location within the relevant density range shown in
Table 3.2. Table 3.2 takes into account location, existing building form,
massing and Public Transport Accessibility (PTAL).
10.4 Based on the character and location of the site, the setting of the site is best
described as “Urban - areas with predominantly dense development such as,
for example, terraced houses, mansion blocks, a mix of different uses, medium
building footprints and typically buildings of two to four storeys, located
within 800 metres walking distance of a District Centre or, along main arterial
routes.” The site has a Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL), of 4. Therefore
Table 3.2 of the London Plan suggests a density of between 45 and 260
dwellings per hectare or 200 and 700 habitable rooms per hectare (HRH).
10.5 The Draft London Plan no longer uses the density matrix. Draft policy H1
states that boroughs should optimise the potential for housing delivery on all
suitable and available brownfield sites through their Development Plans and
planning decisions. Draft London Plan Policies D2 and D3 advocate optimising
site capacity and determining density through a design-led approach and
consideration of future planned levels of infrastructure provision.
10.6 The density of the scheme based on the 0.23 hectare development area
would be 139 dwellings per hectare or 456 HRH. This is considered to be
acceptable and falls within recommended density level in accordance with
policy.
10.7 As further discussed in section 13 below the height, scale and bulk of the
proposal is considered appropriate for the site’s context. The proposed
development maximises the developable area of the site and is therefore
considered to optimise the potential for housing delivery on the site being in
accordance with the Draft London Plan policies.
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11.

Residential Mix

11.1 London Plan Policy 3.8 and Policy H2 ‘Housing Mix’ of the Core Strategy
encourages a full range of housing choice. The exact mix on each site will vary
according to a number of factors including the location of the development,
the character of the surrounding area, Public Transport Accessibility level
(PTAL) and external environment.
11.2 The current application seeks the following housing mix:
Unit type / size
1-bed
2-bed
3-bed
Total

Total (%)
8 (25%)
16 (50%)
8 (25%)
32 (100%)

11.3 The scheme provides a sustainable mix of dwelling types with a satisfactory
presence of family units for this location. It includes a range of 1 bed, 2 beds,
and 3 bed units of which 25% will be family dwellings. The proposed unit mix
is considered acceptable as it maximises the housing provision on site.
12.

Affordable Housing

12.1 The Local Plan seeks to provide mixed and balanced communities through a
mix of tenures within schemes, including Affordable Rented and Intermediate
Housing accommodation.
12.2 Policies 3.11 and 3.12 of the London Plan seek to maximise affordable housing
provision in London. Policy H3 of the Core Strategy requires a minimum of
35% affordable housing. The precise percentage, distribution and type will be
determined by the circumstances and characteristics of the site and of the
development, including financial viability.
12.3 The proposed development would be 100% social rented affordable housing,
being in excess of the minimum requirements.
12.4 The area contains a mix of accommodation, including private housing and
RGB leaseholders and the proposal would replace former Council owned and
managed units. Given the wider mix and the scale of the proposal, the scheme
would not result in the overprovision of social units in the area and would
contribute to the creation of a mixed and balanced local community.
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12.5 The proposal was reviewed by the Council’s Housing Need and Supply
Officer who advised the proposed tenure mix was acceptable. This provision
of social rented housing is to be secured through a Directors’ Agreement.
13.

Design and Conservation

13.1 Policy 3.5 in the London Plan requires new housing developments to be of the
highest quality internally, externally and take account of the surrounding
physical context. Policy 7.1 sets out the overall objectives that good design
should achieve. Policies 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 provide further detailed
requirements for place shaping and achieving a good quality built environment.
13.2 In particular, Policy 7.4 of the London Plan states that new development
should have regard to the pattern and grain of existing spaces in orientation,
scale, proportion and mass and should contribute to a positive relationship
between the built form and the natural features of a site.
13.3 Furthermore, Policy 7.6 of the London Plan states that new buildings should
be of a high architectural quality, be of a proportion, composition, scale and
orientation that enhances the public realm, and should include details that
complement the local architectural palette.
13.4 Core Strategy Policy H5 expects new residential development to achieve a
high quality of design that is consistent with policy DH1. Policy DH1 expects
proposals to demonstrate an understanding of the existing context of the area
and to promote local distinctiveness by providing a site-specific solution. The
policy also requires developments to provide a positive relationship between
the proposed and existing context, paying particular attention to the scale,
height, bulk and massing of the adjacent townscape; and create attractive,
manageable, well-functioning spaces within the site.
13.5 Policy D1 of the draft London Plan (2019) expects new developments to
respond to the existing character of a place by identifying the special and
valued features that are unique to the locality and respect, enhance and utilise
the heritage assets and architectural features that contribute to local
character. Policy D2 of the draft London Plan places further weight on this
process, requiring a clear understanding of the existing local context, including
townscape, block pattern and urban grain, to form the basis of any proposal.
Site layout
13.6 The proposed typologies and layout of the three buildings have been
effectively tailored to the varied surrounding context. On Tuskar Street, a
segmented frontage of terraced houses is proposed, in keeping with the lower
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scaled, terraced character of the street. The houses’ front doors and gardens
effectively activate the street frontage and create adequate threshold and
transition from the public realm to the indoor private space, see figure 4
below.

Figure 3: Proposed Tuskar Street Elevation
13.7 In keeping with the houses, the western and northern flatted buildings
incorporate ground/first floor maisonettes, directly accessed from the public
realm. This would have a positive effect on the passive frontage of the green
pathway and contributes to correct the previously fragmented frontage on
Woodland Grove, which contained car-parking and service entrances to Sam
Manners House.

Figure 4: Proposed Woodland Grove Elevation

Figure 5: Proposed Western Elevation
13.8 The proposed buildings would surround a communal courtyard, with the
distance between the opposite frontages of buildings varying from
approximately 9m to the west to 13m to the east. This space has been
thoughtfully designed, with a welcoming sitting area with tables and a softlandscaped play area with trees on its wider part.
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13.9 Overall, the proposed site layout would improve the existing urban fabric and
complete the currently disrupted street-frontages presented by Sam Manners
House.
Scale, Height, Bulk and Mass
13.10 The proposed development is three to four storeys, with the heights of the
designed blocks optimised to respond to the varied surrounding street’s
context. The site previously contained a predominantly three storey building
with a stepped front building line along Tuskar Street. As such, the proposed
three-storey high houses would be similar to that previously on site. The
houses would reinforce the established domestic character of Tuskar Street,
reflecting the two-storey terrace row which sits opposite the site to the
south. A stepped front building line is also proposed which would break down
the perceived bulk of the proposed houses and express their distinct design,
which reflects the rhythm of bays and segment-elevations of the historic
houses opposite the street.
13.11 On Woodland Grove, the proposed northern block is three storeys in height,
being respectful of the existing parapet of the street, see figure 7 below.

Figure 6: CGI of Woodland Grove
13.12 The western block, fronting the pedestrian pathway would be part four, part
three storeys. The proposed four- storey portion to the north is considered
coherent with the scale and bulk of the neighbouring three-storey building
with hipped-roof. The four storey element would be the tallest on site and
would create an appropriate northern focal point on views approaching from
Mell Street. The building steps down to three storeys to the South, along the
Tuskar Street elevation. This responds to the parapet established by the
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proposed terraced-houses and the lower-scale of the historic terrace
opposite the street. This approach is also considered beneficial to mitigate any
undesired visual impact on the locally listed Hatcliffe Almshouse, visible in the
background of views approaching from western Tusker Street.
13.13 The heights of the buildings have been thoughtfully tailored to the limited
space of the communal courtyard, so as to not create excessive
overshadowing to this space. The third storey of the designed terraced
houses has been significantly set-back from the communal courtyard, to
optimise its exposition to southern sunlight/daylight.
Appearance and materials
13.14 The proposed architecture is considered of good quality. An elegant palette of
materials have been thoughtfully applied to express the distinct forms of the
designed buildings and tailor them to the varied surrounding context.
13.15 An expressive pattern of generous doors and windows and a mix of
projecting and recessed balconies and galleries create a rich and well-ordered
architectural composition.
13.16 The two proposed colours of facing bricks are applied in a way to create a
legible distinction between the ground floor elevation with the individual
entrances and the main volumes of the buildings. Holistically with this
approach, Flemish-bond brickwork is used at ground floor to provide a more
contextual response to the surrounding context, including facing the historic
houses on Tusker Street. Stack-bond brickwork is applied to the floors above,
which donates the scheme with a marked contemporary character,
coherently with its modular technology and the rational pattern of generous
windows and balconies.
13.17 Metal frames, glazing and grey and black off-set brick work is proposed to
articulate the cores’ elevation. The window’s proportions and an element of
detailed brick work is supported. However, the off-set brick detailing
including proportions, colours and placement will need to be carefully
considered to ensure a cohesive design. A condition is recommended to
secure these details. The proposed materials contribute to the legibility of the
overall architecture and its modular character, further expressed by the
visible joints between brick-panels and other features, including the water
pipes and rooftop shroud in dark painted metal designed for the terraced
houses on Tusker Street and the three storey block on Woodland Grove.
The expressive language of window’s metal surrounds and dark grey
ventilation contribute to create distinct elevations for the individual buildings
while creating an overall united composition.
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13.18 It is recommended that any planning permission be subject to a condition
requiring the submission of samples and details of materials for approval prior
to development commencing to ensure that the exact specification of facing
materials would be suitable (Refer to Appendix 2).
Impact on Heritage Assets
13.19 Paragraph 193 of the NPPF (2019) states that when considering the impact
of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage asset,
great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more
important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective of
whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less
than substantial harm to its significance
13.20 Policy 7.4 of the London Plan and Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy are
supportive of developments that respond to local character and history, and
reflect the identity of local surroundings, including its pattern and grain and
the existing scale, proportion and mass.
13.21 London Plan Policy 7.8 requires that development affecting heritage assets
and their settings should conserve their significance, by being sympathetic to
their form, scale, materials and architectural detail. Core Strategy policies
DH3, DH4, DH(h), and DH(j) together seek to protect heritage assets and
locally listed buildings.
13.22 The site’s eastern boundary is adjacent to the locally listed Hatcliffe
Almshouses, a two-storey late 19th century terrace. The site is also located
close to the East Greenwich Conservation Area, the southern boundary of
which is located on the northern side of Trafalgar Road, approximately 65m
to the north of the site.
13.23 A heritage statement prepared by Border Archaeology (dated June 2020)
described the Hatcliffe Almshouses as having a medium historic significance
and the East Greenwich Conservation Area as having a high historic
significance. This was reviewed by Council’s Conservation Officer who
concurred with the assessment.
13.24 The development has been arranged with three storey houses adjacent to the
locally listed Almshouses and opposite the Victorian terrace. The houses have
a staggered building line which reflects the line of the road and the Victorian
terrace opposite. The design is wholly contemporary but uses brick (in both a
traditional and a contemporary way and in different colours) as facing
material, which reflects the materiality of the sites context. The proposed
development would have a legible relationship with the historic houses
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opposite the street, in terms of its form, rhythm of distinct volumes and brick
materiality.
13.25 Approaching from western Tusker Street, the western end-elevation of
Hatcliffe Almshouse would be visible in a central position and sitting behind an
existing buffer on the street with greening and a tree. Thanks to the curve of
Tuskar Street, the designed terrace and western block would sit on a more
peripheral position on this view and create a rather limited visual impact and
harm on the significance of that heritage asset.
13.26 The grain and precise tones of the brick used should be secured by condition
to ensure the building is in keeping with the surrounding character (see
appendix 2 for full wording).
Impact on conservation area
13.27 The proposed development is setback 60m from the southern boundary of
the East Greenwich Conservation Area, clearly demarcated by the Trafalgar
Road high street. The propose development is largely obscured by existing
buildings and views would be limited. The impact on the conservation area
would therefore be negligible.
Conclusion
13.28 It can be summarised that the proposed arrangement of form, scale and
massing of the buildings responds sympathetically to the character, scale and
setting of the site. The proposed materials would also contribute to achieving
an attractive appearance. In combination with the landscape proposals, the
proposal would result in a well-designed, architecturally interesting building
that would contribute positively to the character of the surrounding area and
the visual amenity of the street scene.
14.

Quality of Living Environment provided for future residents

14.1 The current application seeks permission for 32 residential units, consisting of
eight one-bed units, sixteen two-bed units and eight three-bed units.
14.2 The following table shows how this size of unit compares with the
requirements of the Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described
Space Standard’s (2015) standards:
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Flat Type

One bedroom, one
person
One bedroom, two
people (one storey)
One bedroom, two
people (two storeys)
Two bedroom, four
people (one storey)
Two bedroom, four
people (two storey)
Three bedroom, five
people (three storeys)

Nationally
Described
Space
Standard’s (1bed, 2 people
unit over 1
floor)

Proposed
units (m²)

39m2

44m2

50m²

50m²

58m2

74m2

70m²

80-92m²

79m2

88m2

99m2

111m2

14.3 All units comply with or exceed the minimum space standards, including
minimum bedroom size and width and the provision of internal storage.
14.4 The London Housing SPG states that a minimum ceiling height of 2.5 metres
for at least 75% of the gross internal area is strongly encouraged. The floor to
ceiling heights will be at least 2.5m across all rooms within the development
and therefore meets this requirement.
14.5 All flats within the development are dual aspect. The units would therefore
have a good level of light and ventilation, creating a good standard of internal
amenity for future occupants.
Daylight/Sunlight
14.6 Furthermore, a BRE Assessment within the Daylight and Sunlight assessment
prepared by EB7 (18/06/2020) has been carried out within all of the proposed
units, undertaken in accordance with the ‘BRE guide’.
Daylight
14.7 Daylight provision in new rooms may be checked using the average daylight
factor (ADF). The BRE guide recommends in new dwellings, the minimum
ADF of 1 % for bedrooms, 1.5% for living rooms, and 2% for kitchens.
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14.8 The submitted assessment confirms that of the 113 rooms analysed within the
proposed development site, 111 (98%) of these rooms are BRE compliant.
14.9 The two rooms that fall below the recommended levels are the
living/kitchen/dining rooms of the two one bedroom flats, located on the third
floor of the western building, which would have ADF’s of 0.8% and 0.9%. The
poor daylight provision is a result of the windows being overhung by the
external walkway which provides access to adjoining units. In addition, Given
the orientation of the block, these west facing rooms would naturally have a
lower expectation of daylight. On balance, and in context of the total number
of rooms, officers consider the level of daylight within proposed units
acceptable.
Sunlight
14.10 The BRE Guidelines advises that living rooms will appear reasonably sunlight
provided;
a) at least one main window wall faces within 90° of due south and
b) the centre of at least one window to a main living room can receive 25%
of annual probable sunlight hours, including at least 5% of annual
probable sunlight hours in the winter months between
14.11 Of the 32 living areas within the proposed development, 21 (66%) meet or
exceed the recommended levels for both APSH and WPSH.
14.12 Within the northern block the two bedroom unit located on the western end
of the second floor would fall marginally below the recommended levels for
both APSH (18%) and WPSH (2%), due to predominantly southern aspect. It
is however noted that the unit is dual aspect and would achieve a good level
of daylight provision, and on balance is therefore acceptable.
14.13 Within the western block, the living/kitchen/dining rooms of the two, one
bedroom units on the second floor would receive low levels of APSH (7-8%)
and WPSH (1-3%). Similar to daylight provision this is due to the western
aspect and overhanging walkways. However, it is noted that the units are dual
aspect, and that the eastern aspect would receive high levels of sunlight. On
balance these units are considered to provide acceptable level of residential
amenity overall, and in the context of the total number of rooms, officers
consider the level of sunlight within proposed units acceptable.
14.14 The living rooms of the proposed terrace houses are to be located at the rear
of the ground floor, with north facing windows, which due to their aspect
would not be sunlit. The location of the living room to the rear of the
dwelling, adjacent to the rear courtyard and communal amenity space is
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considered to be appropriate. Although not sunlit, these living rooms would
be will lit with average daylight factors in excess of the 1.5% minimum ranging
from 2.2 to 2.8%. On this basis, and in the context of the total number of
rooms, officers consider the level of sunlight within proposed units
acceptable.
Accessible Dwellings
14.15 Policy 3.8 of the London Plan requires that 90% of units meet Building
Regulations requirement M4 (2) ‘accessible and adaptable dwellings’ and 10%
of new housing must meet Building Regulations requirement M4 (3)
‘wheelchair user dwellings’, i.e. be designed to be wheelchair accessible, or
easily adaptable for residents who are wheelchair users. London Affordable
Rented units would be expected to be delivered to a fully accessible standard.
This policy is consistent with that in the intend to publish London Plan policy
D7.
14.16 Three, two-bed units on the second and third floors of the western building
have been designed to be wheelchair accessible (Part M4(3)(2)(b) of the
Building Regulations), meeting the 10% M4(3) target.
14.17 The Council’s Housing Occupational Therapist has reviewed the layouts of
the proposed wheelchair user dwellings and accessible and adaptable
wheelchair dwellings in principle agree that the details can meet the
requirements of Approved Document M4 category 2: accessible and adaptable
dwellings, and Approved Document M4 category 3: wheelchair user dwellings.
However, there are specific details within these requirements that are not
currently met within the proposed development. Therefore, relevant
conditions will be attached to any permission given to ensure full compliance.
Amenity Space and Play Space
14.18 Standard 26 of the Mayor’s Housing SPG states that ‘a minimum of 5sq.m of
private outdoor space should be provided for 1-2 person dwellings and an
extra 1sqm should be provided for each additional occupant’. Balconies should
be a minimum depth of 1500mm. Policy H5 of the Core Strategy states that in
flats a good-sized balcony, a terrace or enclosed communal gardens should be
provided, and family housing should normally have direct access to a private
garden.
14.19 The eight proposed terraces fronting Tuskar Street are to have small private
outdoor amenity space at the ground floor to the rear, as well as 9.5m2
terraces at the second floor. The terraces would therefore provide a good
level of outdoor amenity future occupants.
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14.20 The ground floor flats in the northern and western blocks are to have access
to private amenity space adjacent to the central courtyard. With the
exception of the one bedroom dwelling of the western block, of which the
private amenity space is to be located to the west. These amenity spaces meet
the minimum space standards and would provide a good level of outdoor
amenity.
14.21 Balconies are proposed to the upper floor units of the western and northern
blocks. These meet minimum space and width requirements and are of
practical shape and utility and as such are supported.

14.22 Policy 3.6 of the London Plan requires that new housing development ensure
that children have access to good quality, well designed, secure and
stimulating play opportunities. The required level of provision is calculated
using the methodology set out in the Mayor of London’s Play and Informal
Recreation SPG.
14.23 The Mayor’s Play and Informal Recreation SPG recommends 10sqm of play
space per child. The requirements of children’s play space are divided into
three categories. Space for the under 5s, described as doorstep play; space for
ages 5-11 and children 12 plus.
14.24 Using the Mayor’s SPG Playspace Calculation Spreadsheet, the required
amount of play space for the proposed development based on the number of
units, and tenure split would be a total of 350m2. Split across age groups the
proposal requires 148m2 for children under 5, 114m2 for children 5-11, and
81m2 for children 12 and older.
14.25 The amenity and play statement provided with the application identifies a total
of 105m2 of children’s playspace to be provided within the central courtyard.
This provision would be designed for children up to 11, providing 40% of the
required provision for this age group. This amounts to an under provision of
157m2 across the two younger age groups.
14.26 The scheme has been designed to maximise the provision of playspace on site,
focusing on younger age groups, which require greater supervision. The
proposed development would not provide any playspace for 12-17 year olds
on-site. This amounts to an under provision of 81m2 of playspace for this age
group. Given that ample, high quality open space is available for recreation of
older children within a safe and accessible distance, and that there is a
relatively small number of older children generated by this proposal (less than
10) it is considered acceptable that the play space on site be devoted to the
younger age groups with older children utilising off-site spaces for play.
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14.27 The Majors guidance acknowledges that where it is not possible to provide
play space for all the children in a given development, space can be
accommodated off site and should usually be within an 800m walking distance
from the site.
14.28 The subject site has good access to public open space, being in close walking
distance to the following parks and playgrounds;
• Greenwich Park Playground – 400m from the site
• Mell Street Pocket Park- less than 30m from the site to the north west.
• East Greenwich Pleasaunce including The Bridge community café and
recently refurbished play area. – 600metres from site
• Mycenae House Community Centre and Gardens- 900metres from site.
14.29 In this instance, therefore the provision of play space on site is considered to
be acceptable.
14.30 A condition is proposed to require specific details of the play equipment and
layout to be provided for the on-site play space and to ensure that they are
available for use prior to the occupation of the development.
Conclusion
14.31 Based on the detailed review of all aspects relating to the quality of
accommodation for the proposed residential units’ officers consider the
standard proposed, both internally and externally, are acceptable for all
future occupants of the proposed development.
15.

Impact on the amenity of nearby properties

15.1

Policy 7.6 ‘Architecture’ of the London Plan 2016 states that buildings and
structures should not cause unacceptable harm to the amenity of
surrounding land and buildings, particularly residential buildings, in relation to
privacy, overshadowing etc. Policy DH(b) ‘Protection of Amenity for
Adjacent Occupiers’ of the Core Strategy 2014 states that new development
will only be permitted where it can be demonstrated that the proposal does
not cause an unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers by reducing
the amount of daylight, sunlight or privacy they enjoy or result in an unneighbourly sense of enclosure.

15.2

Policy D3 and D4 of the Intend to Publish London Plan (December 2019)
requires development to deliver appropriate outlook, privacy and amenity as
part of a design led approach and confirms the design of development should
provide sufficient daylight and sunlight to new and surrounding housing that
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is appropriate for its context, whilst avoiding overheating, minimising
overshadowing and maximising the usability of outside amenity space.
15.3

The surrounding properties are listed below, with their approximate
separation distances shown in figure 8 below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

22-48 Tuskar Street (even)
1-5 Woodland Grove (odd)
7-11 Woodland Grove (odd)
Bethell House, 13 Woodland Grove
19a & 19b Woodland Grove
2-30 Woodland Grove (even)
Hatcliffe Almshouse
1-12 Miles House

9m
11
m

7m

10
m

19.
5m

8m

15
m

15.5m

Figure 7: Separation Distance
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15.4 Due to separation distances and location of windows the amenity of the
following residential properties would not be impacted by the proposed
development;
•
•
•
•

22-28 Tuskar Street (even)
46 & 48 Tuskar Street
19a & 19b Woodland Grove
2-30 Woodland Grove (even)

The remaining properties are addressed in turn below.

1-11 Woodland Grove (odd)
15.5 Nos. 1-11 Woodland Grove (odd) are located opposite the site to the north
and contain six, three storey terraces, arranged in two blocks. The north
facing windows of these terraces serve kitchens at the ground floor,
bedrooms at the first and master bedrooms and terrace at the second. The
second floor has been utilised as a living rooms in some of the units.
15.6 The proposed four storey element of the western building would sit opposite
the western block (Nos 1-5, odd) with a separation distance of 11.5m. The
proposed three storey northern building would sit opposite the eastern block
(Nos 7-11, odd), with an approximately 11m separation distance.
Potential Loss of Outlook
15.7 Woodland Grove is considered to provide an adequate separation between
properties. The 11 to 11.5m separation distance would retain outlook and a
sense of openness for inhabitants of Nos. 1-11 Woodland Grove (odd).
Potential overlooking and loss of privacy
15.8 A number of windows are proposed along the four storey elevation of the
western block, and three storey northern block which sit opposite Nos. 111(odd). The separation distance created by Woodland Grove is considered
adequate to mitigate direct overlooking. This separation distance is consistent
with the prevailing pattern of development within the area and the levels of
overlooking are considered typical and acceptable for the site’s urban context.
Bethell House, 13 Woodland Grove
15.9 No 13 Woodland Grove, ‘Bethell House’ is a four storey building containing
three flats, located to the north of the site, opposite the proposed three
storey northern block.
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15.10 The proposed development would be setback between 9.5m and 11.5m from
Bethell House’s lower ground, ground and first floor. With the top storey
setback approximately 15m.
Potential outlook, overlooking and loss of privacy
15.11 Woodland Grove is considered to provide an adequate separation between
properties. The 9.5 to 15m separation distance would retain privacy, outlook
and a sense of openness for inhabitants of Bethell House.
30-44 Tuskar Street (odd)

15.12 The southern side of Tuskar Street, opposite the subject site contains a row
of ten, two storey terraces with the eastern two terraces (nos. 46&48) with
stepped front building lines.
Potential outlook, overlooking and loss of privacy
15.13 Both the proposed row of terrace houses and the southern element of the
proposed western building are to be 3 storeys (9.7m) in height. These
buildings are to be setback a minimum of 15m, from the terraces across
Tuskar street. This relationship is consistent with the predominate urban
character of the surrounding area where terraced houses are located along
both sides of a street. Whilst there will be some additional overlooking,
compared to that of Sam Manners House, which had a greater front building
setback, it is considered to be acceptable in the site’s urban context.
15.14 In addition, amended plans were received which relocated the projecting third
floor balcony from the southern façade of the Western Block, to the eastern
façade, which would create a greater setback between the balcony and the
front façade of the dwelling opposite the site.
1-12 Miles House

15.15 Miles House, a three storey residential flat building, is located to the west of
the subject site opposite the public footpath which joins Tuskar Street and
Mell Street. The eastern elevation of Miles House contains a number of
openings which serve bathrooms, bedrooms and kitchens. Miles House is
setback approximately 3m from the public footpath.
15.16 A part four, part three storey building is proposed along the western
elevation of the site. The proposed building would be setback approximately
5m from the public footpath, creating a window to window separation
distance of 10m between the two buildings.
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Potential overlooking and loss of privacy
15.17 The10m window to window separation is considered adequate to mitigate
overlooking between windows of the two buildings and to retain a sense of
privacy for residents of Miles House.
Potential loss of outlook
15.18 It is acknowledged that the outlook from the eastern windows of Miles House
would change due to proposed building having a smaller setback than that of
Sam Manners House. However, the proposed bulk is generally consistent with
the 3-4 storeys of Sam Manners House, and the 10m separation is not
considered unreasonable. Therefore, it is considered that the proposed
development would not result in a harmful loss of outlook and an undue
sense of enclosure.
Hatcliffe Almshouse (1-12a Tuskar Street)
Potential loss of outlook
15.19 The Locally Listed Hatcliffe Almshouse are located to the east of the site. The
two storey residential block contains a number of windows along its rear,
northern elevation with oblique views of the proposed development. The
main outlook would be across the outdoor amenity space of No. 2 – 10
Woodland Grove (even) and as such the dwellings would retain a good
outlook and sense of openness.
Potential overlooking and loss of privacy
15.20 No windows are proposed along the eastern elevation of the terraces
fronting Tuskar Street and as such privacy would be retained for occupants of
the Almshouses.
Daylight and Sunlight
15.21 A Daylight and Sunlight assessment prepared by EB7 was submitted in support
of the application. The below properties were tested with regards to daylight
- vertical sky component (VSC) & No Sky Line (NSL), sunlight and
overshadowing of amenity space.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

22-48 Tuskar Street (even)
1-5 Woodland Grove (odd)
7-11 Woodland Grove (odd)
Bethell House, 13 Woodland Grove
2-30 Woodland Grove (even)
Hatcliffe Almshouse
1-12 Miles House
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15.22 The neighbouring habitable room windows, rooms and amenity spaces of the
below properties pass all relevant BRE daylight and direct sunlight tests.
• 22-28 Tuskar Street (even)
• 46 & 48 Tuskar Street
• 2-30 Woodland Grove (even)
The remaining properties are addressed in turn below.
15.23 For buildings that neighbour a new development, the guidance suggests that
daylight will be adversely affected if either, its windows achieve a VSC below
27% and have their levels reduced to less than 0.8 times their former value
or the levels of NSL are reduced by more than 0.8 times their former value.
15.24 In terms of sunlight, only windows facing within 90 degrees of due south are
tested for impact on their sunlight. The guidelines suggest that main living
rooms should achieve 25% of annual probable sunlight hours (ASPH) and 5%
during winter (WSPH). Occupiers will notice a change to their sunlight levels
if they fall below this level and are further reduced by 0.8 times their former
value.
1-11 Woodland Grove (odd)
Daylight
15.25 VSC - The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that
40 out of 48 surveyed habitable windows of 1-11 Woodland Grove (odd)
would comply with the VSC BRE standards. Of the 8 affected windows, all
have VSC levels above 18% which is considered reasonable for an urban
location. In addition, these windows serve bedrooms and kitchens which are
considered to require lower levels of daylight than living rooms.
15.26 NSL - The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that
12 out of 19 surveyed habitable rooms would comply with BRE Standards. Of
the 6 notably affected rooms, 3 are minor breaches (0.7) to the first floor
bedrooms and three are major breaches (0.5) to the ground floor kitchens.
As light to these rooms is less important than living rooms and considering
that all rooms will have a VSC above 18% which is considered reasonable for
an urban location the daylight distribution is considered acceptable.
Sunlight
15.27 The submitted report identifies that 9 of the 12 surveyed habitable rooms of
Nos 7-11 Woodland Grove (odd) would meet or exceed the recommended
levels of sunlight for both APSH and WPSH. The three non-compliant rooms
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are the ground floor kitchens of each terrace. These exceed the
recommended APSH, however would receive low levels of WPSH (1-3%,
where 5% is recommended). Whilst it is noted that there would be a loss in
sunlight during winter, overall the proposal would meet the annual sunlight
requirements and remain well lit for an urban location having a VSC above
18%. The sunlight levels are therefore considered acceptable.
Bethell House, 13 Woodland Grove
Daylight
15.28 The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that all
surveyed habitable rooms of Bethell House would comply with the relevant
BRE standards in both VSC and NSC tests.
Sunlight
15.29 The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that all
surveyed habitable rooms of Bethell House would retain acceptable levels of
sunlight above the minimum recommendations of the BRE Guidelines.
30-44 Tuskar Street (odd)
Daylight
15.30 VSC - The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that
all of the surveyed habitable room windows of 30-44 Tuskar Street (even)
would comply with recommended VSC BRE Guidance.
15.31 NSL - However, notwithstanding the broad compliance with VSC the
daylight/sunlight report submitted concludes that the proposal would not be
entirely BRE compliant in terms of ‘no sky line’ (NSL) daylight distribution.
The NSL assessment considers the contribution made by all windows
together. The results of the NSL assessment have shown that 29 out of 33
habitable rooms will retain good levels of daylight entirely consistent with
BRE’s target values of 0.8 the former value.
15.32 The proposal would result in a noticeable reduction in the daylight within the
ground floor living rooms of four terraces (Nos 38, 40, 42 & 44), which would
be 0.7 times its former value. The BRE Guidelines advise that if an existing
building contains rooms lit from one side only and greater than 5 m deep,
then a greater movement of the no sky line may be unavoidable. This is
applicable in this instance as the terraces contain deep single aspect living and
dining rooms. Whilst it is noted that the proposal would result in a decrease
in NSL, the breaches are minor (0.7) and the living rooms would retain a VSC
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of 21-27% which is good for an urban area. On balance therefore, the daylight
distribution is considered acceptable.
Sunlight
15.33 The BRE Sunlight Criteria does not apply as none of the windows facing onto
the Application Site face within 90° of due south and therefore do not fall
within the BRE Sunlight Criteria. Impact on sunlight is therefore not a
consideration.
1-12 Miles House

Daylight
15.34 VSC - The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that
13 out of 30 surveyed habitable windows would retain good levels of daylight
consistent with BRE’s target values (27% VSC or 0.8 times its former value).
The windows that fall below the standard targets retain a VSC of at least
18.7% VSC and in most cases above 20% VSC, which is considered reasonable
for an urban area. It is also noted that these windows serve bedrooms and
kitchens and the proposed development would not impact on the flats
primary living space. All flats within Miles House are dual or triple aspect with
the living rooms located on the western elevation. On balance therefore,
residents would retain an acceptable level of daylight within the flats.
15.35 NSL- An analysis of the developments impact on the flat’s no sky line (NSL)
which calculates what portions of a room have direct daylight, shows that 14
out of 24 rooms comply with BRE Guidelines. As light to these rooms is less
important than living rooms and considering that all rooms will have a VSC
above 18% which is considered reasonable for an urban location the daylight
distribution is considered acceptable
Sunlight
15.36 The BRE Sunlight Criteria does not apply as none of the windows facing onto
the Application Site face within 90° of due south and therefore do not fall
within the BRE Sunlight Criteria. Impact on sunlight is therefore not a
consideration.
Hatcliffe Almhouses (1-12a Tuskar Street)
Daylight
15.37 The Daylight and Sunlight Report (prepared by EB7) demonstrates that all of
the surveyed habitable room windows in Hatcliffe Almhouses would retain
levels of daylight in excess of BRE standards for both VSC and NSL tests.
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Sunlight
15.38 The BRE Sunlight Criteria does not apply as none of the windows facing onto
the Application Site face within 90° of due south and therefore do not fall
within the BRE Sunlight Criteria. Impact on sunlight is therefore not a
consideration.
Overshadowing to Neighbouring Gardens
15.39 The Almshouses contain gardens along its eastern and northern setbacks. The
Daylight and Sunlight assessment prepared by EB7 identified that the majority
of these gardens currently receives less than two hours sunlight. The
proposed development would result in a minor change in the area of the
garden that would receive less than two hours of sunlight, however the level
of sunlight is largely consistent with that received prior to Sam Manners
demolition and is therefore considered acceptable.
Conclusion
15.40 It is considered that the design, scale and positioning of the dwellings would
not unacceptably impact upon residential amenity in terms of loss of privacy,
loss of outlook, sense of enclosure or an adverse loss of sunlight / daylight.
Although there are failures against the BRE Guidance the resultant VSC and
NSL levels are considered high within an urban location such as the site.
15.41 As such, the proposal is considered to comply with policy 7.6 of the London
Plan, policy D4 of the Intend to Publish London Plan and policy DH(b) of the
Core Strategy.
16.

Environmental Health

16.1 London Plan policies 5.21, 7.14 and 7.15 seek to manage potential impacts
concerning contaminated land, air quality, and noise emissions.
16.2 Core Strategy Policy E(a) states that development should not have an adverse
effect on the amenities of adjacent occupiers or users including unacceptable
emissions of noise, light, vibration, odours, fumes, dust, water and soil
pollutants or grit.
Impact during construction
16.3 The applicant has submitted a Dust Management Plan and Construction
Method Statement, which have been reviewed by environmental health and
are considered acceptable.
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16.4 Construction noise impacts would be controlled through these method
statements and a condition limiting hours of demolition and construction to
08:00 to 18:00 hours Monday to Friday, and 08:00 to 13:00 hours on
Saturdays, with no noisy working audible at the site boundary being permitted
on Sundays or Bank Holidays.
16.5 The subject site has a history of complaints about noise and vibration from
recent demolition works on site reflecting both the nature of the work
required as part of the demolition and the proximity of receptors to the site.
The proposed development is to be substantially undertaken off site, due to
the modular construction method and as such should have less noise impacts
than the demolition. However, the contractor should be mindful of the
history of complaints as it is likely to affect the sensitivity of residents to
further noise. Therefore, the engagement and communication proposed is
essential for reducing the likelihood of further complaints. It is advised that
best practicable means should be used by the contractor and that there is
adherence to the relevant British Standards on controlling noise and vibration
from construction sites. It is recommended that an informative to this effect is
included in any approval (see Appendix 2 for full wording). An informative
requiring reference to the Councils’ Construction Site Noise Code of
Practice is also recommended.
Site contamination
16.6 A phase 1 contamination assessment has been carried out by STM
Environmental (dated May 2020). The report advised that ‘potentially significant
potential pollutant linkages were identified and recommended that an intrusive site
investigation is undertaken with the objective of determining the presence and extent
of any soil contamination at the site.’ A condition requiring the submission and
approval of a preliminary risk assessment and verification report to
demonstrate the completion of the remediation works if required (refer to
appendix 2) is therefore recommended.
16.7 Subject to the implementation of these conditions the proposed development
is considered to be acceptable with regards to Environmental Health.
17.

Highways and Servicing

17.1 London Plan Policy 6.13 sets out maximum parking standards for residential
dwellings. The Intend to Publish Draft London Plan Policy T6.1 requires sites
with a PTAL of 4 to be car free. However, sites should still provide disabled
persons parking.
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17.2 Core Strategy Policy IM4 (Sustainable Travel) requires developments
supported by a high level of public transport accessibility and within
Controlled Parking Zones to be car free. However, developments must
provide the minimum level of car parking provision necessary, for people with
disabilities, the level of which should be informed by the proposed end users
and site’s context (Supporting text 6.44 of policy 6.12 of the London Plan).
17.3 The site is located within the East Greenwich Controlled Parking Zone
(CPZ), which restricts parking between 9:00 and 18:30, seven days. There is
heavy demand for parking in the zone where there is limited opportunity. On
street parking in the area is considered to be at a premium and additional
demand will exacerbate problems for existing residents, businesses and
visitors.
17.4 There are six bus routes nearby with stops on Trafalgar Road to the north
(Routes 422, 266, 180, 366, 177, 129 and 188). The site is located approx.
430m from Maze Hill Station. This station is serviced by Thameslink and
Southeastern services, providing direct routes to Dartford and into Central
London. Therefore, the site has good access to public transport, having a
PTAL of 4 on a scale of 1 to 6 where 6 is considered to be excellent.
Car parking
17.5 As noted above, the proposed development will be car free with three blue
badge parking bays to be created on Tuskar Street.
17.6 The Council’s Transport Services have assessed the proposals and consider
the car free housing proposal to be acceptable in this location. To ensure that
there would be no increase in parking pressure in the area as a result of the
development, it has been recommended that future occupiers of the
development should be prevented from obtaining parking permits in the CPZ.
This shall be secured by a Directors’ Agreement.
17.7 Three new Blue Badge parking bays are proposed to be provided on Tuskar
Street by removing the existing ‘Keep Clear’ markings outside the site. The
proposed spaces will not be allocated to any householders but will be
provided for any eligible user.
17.7 The ‘intend to publish’ London Plan recommends parking for 3% of the
proposed accessible units should be provided initially, (i.e. one space), but also
requires a further 7% to be identified as future demand. As such it is
recommended that unless there is a clear need identified with the
development from the outset, the minimum provision should be provided of
one space. The remaining kerb space can then be converted to provide an
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extension to the resident bay. If in the future, there was demand for another
disabled space these could be amended. These works would be carried out at
developer’s expense and must be completed prior to occupation under
condition. The management of these spaces shall be secured by a car park
management condition (See Appendix 2 for full wording). This is supported by
the Council’s transport officer.
17. 9 Highway works are required to remove the existing vehicle crossings on
Woodland Grove and to relay the footway. These works would be carried
out at developer’s expense and must be completed prior to occupation under
condition. This is supported by the Council’s transport officer.
17.10 Given the lack of parking but recognising that car use may still be required on
an ad-hoc basis, car club use is supported. The nearest on-street car club
space is located by Zipcar outside no. 29 Woodland Grove 50m to the east
with other on street spaces on Maze Hill to the west managed by
Enterprise. This shall be secured by a Directors’ Agreement.
Cycle Parking
17.11 Cycle parking has been provided within the private amenity space of the
ground floor units of the western and northern blocks, within ground floor
storage rooms within the western and northern blocks and within an external
storage area along the eastern elevation of the northern block. There would
be a total of 63 spaces in-line with the minimum standards set out in the
London Plan.
17.12 Two short stay visitor cycle spaces are to be provided by the installation of
sheffeld stands within the communal courtyard. No location has been
identified however, this could be accommodated within the curtilage of the
site and shall be secured via condition.
17.13 The proposal has been reviewed by the Council’s Transport Services who
have advised that although the proposed quantum for the residential usage
meets these requirements, further details are required by way of condition. A
condition is therefore recommended (see appendix 2) to secure further
details of the detailed design and layout of the proposed cycle storage areas
to ensure that they designed to an appropriate specification and are
convenient to use.
Travel Plan
17.14 The application has been supported by a transport assessment which
considered the impact of the proposed development on both the local roads
and on public transport. The proposed development will result in an increase
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in person trips in the area however the increased demand on bus and rail
services is considered to be capable of being accommodated by existing
provision.
17.15 Increased traffic generated by the development is considered to have
negligible impact on the highway network as there will be few additional
vehicle based trips due to the limited off street parking provided. The
submitted travel plan statement was reviewed by Council’s Transport Services
who supported its findings.
Waste & Servicing
17.16 With regards to waste and servicing, bins are proposed to be collected from
Woodland Grove for the northern block and Tuskar Street for the western
block and the eight houses. The arrangement was reviewed by Council’s
Waste Services who raised no objections.
17.7 The proposed highways, servicing and parking arrangements are therefore
acceptable and accommodates the needs of existing and proposed residents
within the constraints of the site without unduly impacting the surrounding
road network.
18.

Sustainability and Energy

18.1 London Plan (2016) policy 5.1, 5.2 and Policy E1 of the Core Strategy (2014)
seeks an overall reduction in carbon dioxide emissions with a target for
residential buildings to be zero carbon and compliance with the London Plan
Energy Hierarchy.
18.2 The submitted energy statement prepared by SCMS Associates (dated April
2020) and addendum report states that the proposed development would
achieve a 106% reduction in carbon emissions beyond Part L 2013 complaint
baseline due to the use of renewable energies and other energy demand
reduction technologies utilised in accordance with the London Plan Energy
Hierarchy.
18.3 Energy savings provisions include 83kWp solar Photovoltaics to be fitted to
the roof of the development as well as a centralised and individual wet based
Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs) to provide space heating and hot water to
the development.
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18.4 Full details of how this would be achieved would be secured by condition
(refer to appendix 2 for the full wording). Subject to the recommended
conditions, the proposal would comply with the relevant sustainability policies
and is acceptable.
18.5 Overall the proposal is considered to comply with the relevant London Plan
meeting the required 35% reduction relating to low carbon technologies and
would result in a zero carbon development with appropriate energy and CO2
savings.
19.

Biodiversity

19.1 Policy 5.10 and 7.19 of the London Plan (2016), and policy OS4 of the Core
Strategy (2015) seek wherever possible to ensure that development makes a
positive contribution to the protection, enhancement, creation and
management of biodiversity.
19.2 An Energy and Sustainability Statement Issue 2 prepared by SCMS Associates
Ltd (24th April 2020) was submitted in support of the application. The report
identified that as proposed development would replace an existing residential
block, the site is not considered to be of ecological value or have any features
of ecological value. As such, no Preliminary Ecological Appraisal and Extended
Phase 1 Habitat Survey have been carried out.
19.3 The subject site is in close proximity to the Greenwich Park Site of
Metropolitan Importance for Nature Conservation (SMI), River Thames and
tidal tributaries SMI which provides extensive ornamental areas, opportunities
for wildlife and most notably nesting birds and roosting bats.
19.4 As such additional measures to enhance the development’s biodiversity should
be provided including investigation of biosolar roofs, bird boxes, plants to
support a number of habitat species, plantation of a variety of wildlife planting.
This is recommended to be secured through the submission of a landscape
and ecological management plan (see Appendix 2).
20.

Flood Risk

20.1 Policy E2 of the Core Strategy states that new developments should apply the
sequential and exceptions tests as detailed in the NPPF and the Council’s
Strategic Risk Assessment be used to inform development and reduce flood
risk in the Borough.
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20.2 Policy E3 states that within those areas protected by flood defences but with a
high residual risk classification should implement risk reduction measures with
the primary aim of reducing risk to life.
20.3 The subject site is in Flood Zone 3 and located within an area benefitting from
flood defences. While the site is protected by the Thames Tidal flood
defences up to a 1 in 1000 (0.1%) chance in any year, recent flood modelling
(December 2017) shows that the site is at risk if there were to be a breach in
the defences.
20.4 A Flood Risk Assessment prepared by report by UK Flood Risk, version 1.1,
dated 07/09/20 was submitted. The report satisfactorily demonstrates that
sleeping accommodation in the proposed development will be well above the
modelled breach flood level.
20.5 The application was reviewed by the Environment Agency who initially raised
objection due to the lack of adequate Flood Risk Assessment. This was
subsequently submitted, and the objection was removed. The proposal is
therefore considered to be acceptable in relation to flood risk.
21.

Fire Safety

21.1 Policy D5 ‘Inclusive Design’ and Policy D12 ‘Fire Safety’ of the Intend to
Publish London Plan (December 2019) seeks for all developments to meet the
highest standards of fire safety and requires all major developments include
the submission of a Fire Statement, which is an independent fire strategy,
produced by a third party, suitably qualified assessor.
21.2 The application is accompanied by a Fire Strategy Report prepared by Affinity
Fire Engineering (October 2020). The report was assessed against the GLA’s
London Plan Guidance Sheet Policy D12(B) criteria, of which the proposal
meets all points in the fire statement checklist except for the requirement of
London Plan Policy D5 (B5) which recommends that a fire evacuation lift in all
development where lifts are installed. The northern and western buildings will
have one lift; however, these will not be fire evacuation lifts.
21.3 The proposed development however would meet the relevant Building
Regulations requirements with regards to Fire Safety and access for fire
appliances as required by Part B5 of the building regulation.
21.4 Therefore, whilst a fire evacuation lift is not proposed in this case, full fire
safety compliance with national building regulations would be met as well as
compliance with local plan polices and the fire safety proposals are acceptable.
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22.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

22.1 The Mayor has introduced a London-wide Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) to help implement the London Plan, particularly policies 6.5 and 8.3. The
Mayoral CIL formally came into effect on 1st April, and it will be paid on
commencement of most new development in Greater London that was
granted planning permission on or after that date. The Mayor's CIL will
contribute towards the funding of Crossrail. The Mayor has arranged
boroughs into three charging bands. The rate for Greenwich is £35 per
square metre.
22.2 The current application is liable to this requirement, however as the proposal
is for affordable housing would be eligible for an exemption
23.

RBG CIL

23.1 The Royal Borough adopted its Local Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
charging schedule, infrastructure (Regulation 123) list, instalments policy and
exceptional circumstances relief policy on the 25th March 2015 and came into
effect in Royal Greenwich on the 6th April 2015.
23.2 The current application is liable to this requirement, however as the proposal
is for affordable housing would be eligible for an exemption
24.

Directors’ Agreement

24.1 This planning application has been submitted by the Council which is also the
determining local planning authority for the application. Since it is not
possible legally to bind the applicant via a S106 legal agreement, it has been
agreed that as an alternative to this, a letter and memorandum of
understanding between the proper officer representing the housing authority
as owner of the land, and the proper officer representing the local planning
authority, will be agreed, should the planning application receive a resolution
to grant. The letter and memorandum of understanding (‘Directors’
Agreement’) will include the contributions and other obligations listed below.
24.2 The proposal seeks to deliver 100% social rented housing which will meet
those in greatest housing need and taken directly from the Council’s waiting
list. In light of the housing authority land and long term funding being
contributed towards delivering a 100% social rented scheme, officers consider
that such contributions carry weight in the overall planning balance of the
scheme such that requirements outlined in the Planning Obligations SPD that
would otherwise have been sought, including employment and skills and cycle
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training, are not required in this instance. Given the benefits of a 100% social
rented scheme, and the public subsidy being used to deliver it over the long
term, the priority of delivering much needed affordable housing outweighs
such other mitigation. Mitigation measures have focused on those issues
required to ensure a quality scheme and are centred around transport and
sustainability improvements, these are listed below.
24.3 A number of site specific contributions are considered necessary to make the
development acceptable in planning terms, directly related to the
development, and are fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development, in line with Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure
Levy Regulations. These contributions, to which the applicant has agreed, are
set out below and will be included in the Directors’ Agreement.
.
24.4 Directors’ Agreement – Heads of Terms
Affordable Housing
• Provision of 32 Affordable Housing Units (Social Rent) consisting of the
following mix;
Social Rent

1 Bed
8

2 Bed
16

3 Bed
8

Total
32

a. The use of the affordable units for the purposes of social rented housing
only and for no other purposes;
b. The occupation criteria for tenants, and
c. An obligation to keep service charges for tenants to a minimum.
Transport
• Financial contribution towards car club spaces and payment of membership
for residents of the development for the first five years- £9,600
• Costs associated with altering the Traffic Order to allow for a car free
development.
25.

Implications for Disadvantaged Groups

25.1 The implications for disadvantaged groups identified below are an integral part
of the consideration of the development and community benefits as set out in
the report:
• The proposal would provide 32 socially rented affordable housing units
for local residents, and
• The proposal would provide three M4(3) wheelchair accessible units.
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26.

Conclusion

26.1 Having regard to the above assessment the principle of residential
development is considered to be acceptable.
26.2 Overall the design quality is considered to be of a good standard and would
respect the character and appearance of the locally listed Hatcliffe
Almshouses and East Greenwich Conservation Area.
26.3 The proposal would provide a high standard of residential accommodation
which meets all internal spaces standards.
26.4 Accordingly, it is recommended that permission be granted for application
reference 20/1815/F, in line with Section 1 of this report.
Background Papers:
National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
Planning Practice Guidance
The London Plan (2016)
Minor Alterations to the London Plan (March 2016)
The Intent to Publish London Plan (December 2019)
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July
2014)
Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standard (2015)
Accessible London: Achieving an inclusive environment SPG (October 2014)
Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email.:

Charlotte Norris (Planner)
020 8921 3570
charlotte.norris@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:

Victoria Geoghegan - Assistant Director Planning &
Building Control
020 8921 4296
Victoria.Geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel No.:
Email.:
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation has been submitted by the
applicant in support of application reference 20/1815/F;
Plans
Existing Location Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0000 P00
Existing Block Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0001 P00
Existing Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0100 P00
Existing North & East Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0200 P00
Existing South & West Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0201 P00
Proposed Location Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0000 P01
Proposed Block Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0001 P01
Proposed Ground Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-00-DR-A-00-0100 P02
Proposed First Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-01-DR-A-00-0101 P003
Proposed Second Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-02-DR-A-00-0102 P02
Proposed Third Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-03-DR-A-00-0103 P02
Proposed Roof Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-04-DR-A-00-0104 P02
Proposed North & East Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0200 P02
Proposed South & West Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0201 P03
Proposed North & East Courtyard Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-000202 P02
Proposed South & West Courtyard Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-000203 P02
Proposed Section 01 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0300 P02
Proposed Section 02 - 9011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0301 P02
Proposed Section 03 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0302 P02
Proposed Section 04 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0303 P02
Proposed 1b1p unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0100 P01
Proposed 1b2p unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0101 P00
Proposed 1b2p duplex - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0102 P00
Proposed 2b4- duplex - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0103 P00
Proposed 2b4p wheelchair Unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0104 P02
Proposed 2b4p unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0105 P00
Proposed 3b5p terrace - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0106 P00
Proposed Bay Detail 01 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0200 P00
Proposed Bay Detail 02 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0201 P00
Proposed Bay Detail 03 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0202 P02
Proposed Landscape Plan (general arrangement) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00-DR-L0100 (Issue P8),
Proposed Landscape Plan (Hard Landscaping) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00-DR-L-0101
(Issue P6),
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Proposed Landscape Plan (Soft Landscaping) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00-DR-L-0102
(Issue P5),
Proposed Landscape Plan (Street furniture and lighting) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00DR-L-0103 (Issue P6),
Documents:
Design & Access Statement (Shed KM, June 2020)
Planning Statement (DP9, June 2020)
Daylight Sunlight Overshadowing Report (EB7, 18 June 2020 & Additional Analysis
detail dated 7 May 2020)
Contaminated Land Risk Assessment (STM Environmental report, May 2020)
Energy & Sustainability Statement Issue 3 (SCMS Associates, April 2020)
Flood Risk Assessment Version 1.1 (UK Flood Risk, 7 September 2020)
Fire Strategy Report (Affinity Fire Engineering, 8 October 2020)
Heritage Statement (Border Archaeology, June 2020)
Tree Survey & Arboricultural Method Statement (BCA Landscape Ltd, March 2020)
Transport Statement (Travel Plan statement) (Paul Mews Associates, June 2020)
Construction Method Statement (A&E Elkins Limited)
Dust Impact Assessment (Harrison Environmental Consulting, July 2020)
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Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
1. Conditions and Reasons for Application Reference 20/1815/F:
01. Time Limit
The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than
the expiration of three (3) years beginning with the date on which the permission
is granted.
Reason: As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
02. Approved Drawings
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:
Plans
Existing Location Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0000 P00
Existing Block Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0001 P00
Existing Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0100 P00
Existing North & East Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0200 P00
Existing South & West Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-EX-0201 P00
Proposed Location Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0000 P01
Proposed Block Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0001 P01
Proposed Ground Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-00-DR-A-00-0100 P02
Proposed First Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-01-DR-A-00-0101 P003
Proposed Second Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-02-DR-A-00-0102 P02
Proposed Third Floor Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-03-DR-A-00-0103 P02
Proposed Roof Plan - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-04-DR-A-00-0104 P02
Proposed North & East Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0200 P02
Proposed South & West Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0201 P03
Proposed North & East Courtyard Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-000202 P02
Proposed South & West Courtyard Elevations - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-000203 P02
Proposed Section 01 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0300 P02
Proposed Section 02 - 9011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0301 P02
Proposed Section 03 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0302 P02
Proposed Section 04 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-00-0303 P02
Proposed 1b1p unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0100 P01
Proposed 1b2p unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0101 P00
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Proposed 1b2p duplex - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0102 P00
Proposed 2b4- duplex - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0103 P00
Proposed 2b4p wheelchair Unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0104 P02
Proposed 2b4p unit - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0105 P00
Proposed 3b5p terrace - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0106 P00
Proposed Bay Detail 01 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0200 P00
Proposed Bay Detail 02 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0201 P00
Proposed Bay Detail 03 - 19011SM-SKM-Z1-ZZ-DR-A-20-0202 P02
Proposed Landscape Plan (general arrangement) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00-DR-L0100 (Issue P8),
Proposed Landscape Plan (Hard Landscaping) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00-DR-L-0101
(Issue P6),
Proposed Landscape Plan (Soft Landscaping) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00-DR-L-0102
(Issue P5),
Proposed Landscape Plan (Street furniture and lighting) - 19500SM-BCAL-Z1-00DR-L-0103 (Issue P6),
Documents:
Design & Access Statement (Shed KM, June 2020)
Planning Statement (DP9, June 2020)
Daylight Sunlight Overshadowing Report (EB7, 18 June 2020 & Additional Analysis
detail dated 7 May 2020)
Contaminated Land Risk Assessment (STM Environmental report, May 2020)
Energy & Sustainability Statement Issue 3 (SCMS Associates, April 2020)
Flood Risk Assessment Version 1.1 (UK Flood Risk, 7 September 2020)
Fire Strategy Report (Affinity Fire Engineering, 8 October 2020)
Heritage Statement (Border Archaeology, June 2020)
Tree Survey & Arboricultural Method Statement (BCA Landscape Ltd, March 2020)
Transport Statement (Travel Plan statement) (Paul Mews Associates, June 2020)
Construction Method Statement (A&E Elkins Limited)
Dust Impact Assessment (Harrison Environmental Consulting, July 2020)
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
03. Quantum of development:
Residential Development - The total amount of residential development within Use
Class C3 (Dwelling Houses) shall be no more than 32 units, with a unit mix of 8 x 1bed, 16 x 2-bed, 8 x 3-bed. The development would have a maximum height of 15m.
Reason: In the interests of good planning and to ensure that the development is
carried out in accordance with the approved documents, plans and drawings
submitted with the application and is acceptable to the local planning authority
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04. Details of Materials
No super structure works shall commence until the following is submitted and
approved in writing by the local authority:
a. Detailed schedule and samples of all external materials and finishes, windows
and external doors, roof coverings, water pipes, boundary and retaining walls
and pavement to be used on the development and detailed technical section
drawings of all type walls, showing the joints of all materials and components
to be used on the development,
b. Notwithstanding the approved drawings, details of the brick cladding on the
western and northern building cores showing the size of the bricks used,
colour and finish, and
c. Details of the bin stores in front gardens of houses along Tuskar Street
d. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: To ensure that the local planning authority may be satisfied as to the
external appearance of the building(s), and to safeguard the special architectural and
historic interest of the Progress Estate Conservation Area in accordance with the
NPPF 2019, Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings & Conservation Areas) Act
1990, Policy 7.4 and 7.8 of the London Plan 2016, Policies DH1, DH3, DH(i) and
DH(h) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
2014.
05. Wheelchair Accessible Dwellings – M4(3)(2)(b)
a. Prior to the commencement of above ground works, drawings illustrating
that the three wheelchair accessible M4(3)(2)(b) (shown on plans 19011SMSKM-Z1-02-DR-A-00-0102 P02 &19011SM-SKM-Z1-03-DR-A-00-0103 P02)
hereby permitted comply with Building Regulation requirement M4(3)(2)(b)
‘wheelchair user dwellings’ shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the Council’s Housing
Occupational Therapist.
b. The applicant must fit out the dwellings as approved prior to first occupation
of the development.
Reason: To accord with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan (2016) as amended and
Policy H5 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
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06. Accessible and Adaptable Dwellings
a. Prior to the commencement of above ground works drawings illustrating that
all dwellings in the development hereby permitted (other than those identified
as meeting Building Regulations Requirement M4(3)(2)(b) as part of condition
4 above) have been designed to meet the requirement M4(2) ’accessible and
adaptable dwellings’, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority in consultation with the Council’s Housing
Occupational Therapist.
b. The applicant must fit out the dwellings as approved prior to first occupation
of the development.
Reason: To accord with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan (2016) as amended and Policy
H5 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
07. Children’s Play Areas
a. Prior to the first occupation of the residential units full details of the children’s
play areas (as shown on the drawings hereby approved as listed in condition
2), play equipment and safety measures proposed for the development shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.
b. The play areas and play equipment shall be fully implemented in accordance
with the approved details prior to the occupation of the development and
shall be retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order to ensure that sufficient on-site play facilities are provided for the
future occupiers of the development and to ensure compliance with Policy 3.6 of
the London Plan (2016) and Policy H(e) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
08. Contaminated Land
Prior to commencement of the development approved by this planning permission,
the following components of a scheme to deal with the risks associated with
contamination of the site shall each be submitted to and approved, in writing, by
the Local Planning Authority:
a. A site investigation scheme, based on the Contaminated Land Risk
Assessment (STM Environmental report dated May 2020) to characterise the
site and provide information for a detailed assessment of the risk to all
receptors that may be affected, including those off site.
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b. The results of the site investigation and the detailed risk assessment referred
to in (a) and, based on these, an options appraisal and remediation strategy
giving full details of the remediation measures required and how they are to
be undertaken.
c. A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order
to demonstrate that the works set out in the remediation strategy in (b) are
complete and identifying any requirements for longer-term monitoring of
pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
remediation strategy and verification plan.
Reason: Potential sources of contamination associated with historical uses of the
site should be further investigated to ensure that there is not an unacceptable risk
to health and controlled waters in line with the aims of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF); Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous
substances of the London Plan (2016) and with Policies E(a) and E(e) of the Royal
Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
09. Verification Report
The development shall not be occupied until a verification report demonstrating
completion of works set out in the approved remediation strategy and the
effectiveness of the remediation shall be submitted to and approved, in writing, by
the local planning authority.
The verification report shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out
in accordance with the approved verification plan to demonstrate that the site
remediation criteria have been met. It shall also include any plan (a “long-term
monitoring and maintenance plan”) for longer-term monitoring of pollutant
linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action, as identified in the
verification plan. The long-term monitoring and maintenance plan shall be
implemented as approved.
Reason: Should remediation be deemed necessary, the applicant should
demonstrate that any work has been carried out effectively and the environmental
and health risks have been satisfactorily managed so that the site is deemed
suitable for use; in accordance with the aims of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) (2018); Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous
substances of the London Plan (2016); and with Policies E(a) and E(e) of the Royal
Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
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10. Reporting of Unexpected ground contamination
If, during development, contamination is found to be present at the site, then no
further development of that part of the site shall be carried out until the developer
has submitted and obtained written approval from the Local Planning Authority
detailing how this unsuspected contamination shall be dealt with. The development
shall be implemented in accordance with the Local Planning Authority’s written
approval.
Reason: Potential sources of contamination associated with historical uses of the
site should be further investigated to ensure that there is not an unacceptable risk
to health and controlled waters in line with the aims of the National Planning
Policy Framework(NPPF); Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous
substances of the London Plan (2016) and with Policies E(a) and E(e) of the Royal
Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
11. Construction Method Statement
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the following approved
schemes listed in Condition 2;
• Dust Impact Assessment (Harrison Environmental Consulting, July 2020)
• Construction Method Statement (A&E Elkins Limited)
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the
area generally and ensure compliance with Policy 7.15 of the London Plan (2016)
and Policy E(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (July 2014).
12. Hours of Demolition and Construction
The demolition, earth removal, piling work and any mechanical building operations
required to implement the development shall only be carried out between the hours
of:
•
•
•

Monday to Friday - 8.00am to 6.00pm
Saturdays- 8.00am to 1.00pm and
Not at all on Sunday and Public and Bank Holidays

Reason: To safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area
generally and ensure compliance with Policy 7.15 of the London Plan (2016) and
Policies E(a) and E(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (adopted July 2014).
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13. Non Road Mobile Machinery condition
All Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) of net power of 37kW and up to and
including 560kW used during the course of the demolition, site preparation and
construction phases shall comply with the emission standards set out in chapter 7 of
the GLA’s supplementary planning guidance “Control of Dust and Emissions During
Construction and Demolition” dated July 2014 (SPG), or subsequent guidance.
Unless it complies with the standards set out in the SPG, no NRMM shall be on site,
at any time, whether in use or not, without the prior written consent of the local
planning authority. The developer shall keep an up to date list of all NRMM used
during the demolition, site preparation and construction phases of the development
on the online register at https://nrmm.london/.
Reason: To protect local air quality and comply with Policy 7.14 of the London
Plan (2016) and Policy E(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
14. Water Efficiency
a. Prior to occupation of the dwellings, the approved residential units shall
incorporate and maintain water saving and monitoring measures that will
meet water efficiency standards with a maximum water use target of 105
litres of water per person per day and rainwater collecting butts to collect
rainwater from shed roofs as stated in the approved Energy and Sustainability
Statement Issue 3 prepared by SCMS Associates Ltd (29th May 2020).
b. Prior to first use of the residential units within the development, evidence
including final Water Efficiency calculations prepared by suitably qualified
assessor and evidence of commissioning that the approved residential units
have incorporated water saving and monitoring measures and rainwater butts
that will prevent the undue consumption of water in line with Part A and will
minimise surface water runoff shall be submitted to the Local Planning
Authority for written approval.
Reason: To ensure the sustainable use of water, in accordance with the approved
sustainability statement and policy 5.15 of London Plan (2016) and Policy DH1
Design of Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July
2014) and Royal Borough of Greenwich, Greener Greenwich SPD (2014).
15. Sustainable Design and Construction Standard
The approved residential units shall incorporate sustainability measures as detailed
in the approved Energy and Sustainability Statement Issue 3 prepared by SCMS
Associates Ltd (29th May 2020) and Preliminary Ecological Assessment V1 prepared
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by the Ecology Consultancy (24th April 2019). These measures shall be fully
incorporated prior to first occupation and retained for the lifetime of the
development.
Reason: In the interest of addressing climate change and to secure sustainable
development in accordance with policies 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.9 of the London
Plan 2016, Policy DH1 Design of Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014) and Royal Borough of Greenwich, Greener Greenwich
SPD (2014).
16. Energy Strategy
a. Within three-months of the practical completion of the residential
development and prior to occupation, the following information should be
provided to the Local Planning Authority for written approval:
i. Details of investigation of a waste water heat recovery system and
evidence of feasibility and viability
ii. technical information in line with clauses 10.6 to 10.9 of the GLA’s
energy statement guidance (2020) and evidence including
commissioning of installation that the renewable/low carbon
technologies are installed in accordance with Part ( b ) and certified
under the Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MSC).
iii. the resulting scheme, along with machinery/apparatus location,
specification and operational details of renewable/low carbon
technologies in accordance with Part ( b )
iv. a management plan for the operation of the renewable/low carbon
technologies in accordance with Part ( b )
v. a servicing plan including times, location, frequency, method of servicing
of the renewable/low carbon technologies
vi. Energy Performance Certificates [EPC’s], detailed modelling output
reports showing clearly the DER and TER from the “as built stage” to
confirm compliance with the carbon dioxide savings achieved through
energy efficiency measures and the energy servicing strategy approved
under Part ( b ).
vii. SAP Thermal Bridging and SAP Overheating modelling output reports
to confirm compliance with Accredited Construction Details (ACDs)
and minimisation of overhearing risk and Criterion 3 of the Building
Regulations Part L 2013.
viii. If as built evidence required under (i) to (vi) result in a carbon shortfall,
any remaining carbon dioxide emissions to meet the emissions in line
with Part B should be addressed through a carbon offsetting
contribution to the Council’s Carbon Offsetting Fund.
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b. Prior to the final completion of the development, the approved residential
units shall incorporate and maintain measures to achieve an overall reduction
in regulated CO2 emissions of at least 106% (equal to 18 tonnesCO2/yr)
beyond Building Regulations Part L 2013 through the following carbon
emission savings as detailed in the approved Energy and Sustainability
Statement Issue 2 prepared by SCMS Associates Ltd (April 2020):
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

energy demand reduction measures to achieve at least annual carbon
dioxide emission savings of 2.2 tonnes, equivalent to 13%, in regulated
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions over the compliant BR Part L 2013
base case.
installation of communal and individual Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs
with CoPheating >4) for the provision of space heating and hot water to
achieve at least annual carbon dioxide emission savings of 5.4 tonnes
per year, equivalent to c.32% in regulated carbon dioxide (CO2),
beyond the Be Lean stage of the energy hierarchy.
Installation of 83kWp solar Photovoltaic (PV) system to generate
58.048MWh/year of electricity and reduce the regulated CO2
emissions of 10.6 tonnes per year, equating to 112% in regulated
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions over the Be Clean case (ASHP heating
solution under Part B (ii) ) of the Energy Hierarchy.
Measures to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions associated with other
energy uses not covered by Building Regulations (un-regulated),
including smart meters and energy efficient appliances (where installed)
should be incorporated prior to occupation and maintained in the
development in perpetuity.

Reason: To ensure that the residential units within the development hereby
approved are energy efficient and to contribute to the avoidance of need for new
fossil fuel or other primary energy generation capacity and to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases and to minimise the impact of building emissions on local air
quality in the interests of health, in accordance with policies 3.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6 and
7.14 of the London Plan 2016, Policy E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), Royal Borough of Greenwich, Greener
Greenwich SPD (2014) and the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG
(2014).
17. On-site renewable energy technologies – monitoring
To monitor the effectiveness of the renewable energy technologies including
communal, individual ASHPs and solar PV system, a monitoring agreement will be
signed with the Local Planning Authority prior to first occupation to comply with
the prevailing monitoring requirements which will include the installation of on-site
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automatic meter reading (AMR) devices by the developer and provision of readings
on an annual basis for a period of 5 years following installation and operation of the
renewable energy technology.
Reason: To contribute towards carbon dioxide emission reduction and to comply
with London Plan Policy 5.7 (Renewable Energy) and Core Strategy policy E1
(Carbon Emissions).
18. Centralised Heating System
Within six months of the commencement of the development, the following details
should be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for written approval:
a) Details of the plant room(s), including size, layout and location, thermal stores
(if available) and any other equipment required;
b) Details of the Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs), including centralised and
individual systems, to serve the energy requirements of the dwellings,
including technical information such as operational data and operational
performance, costs, specification and operation/management strategy;
external equipment location, and design;
c) Details of the pipe network (including the size and route, flow and return
temperatures, total length of the heat network in metres (flow and return)
distribution and transmission, diagram route, total plant heating capacity, total
heat generated, total heat supplied to premises and how primary and
secondary site heat network losses have been minimised, if any) for the
connection of all apartments into the centralised heating network;
d) Details of schematic of the site wide heat network showing all apartments
connected into it;
e) Full details of the method of how the proposed centralised system will
facilitate connection to a current market or higher efficiency offsite heating
and/or private wire network including but not limited to: layout of the plant in
the ‘energy centre’ to demonstrate sufficient space has been allowed for the
specified equipment and, where applicable, additional equipment to be
installed in future, different temperature heat network;
f) Details of how the individual heating systems proposed for the maisonettes
and houses will facilitate connection to a current market or higher efficiency
offsite heating and/or private wire network;
g) A safeguarded provision to the edge of the site;
h) Details and evidence of a post-commissioning assessment, completed by an
independent assessor, for the centralised ASHP system installed, certifying
that it has been well designed in line with items (a) to (f), runs efficiently, has
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reliability of supply, a reasonable customer tariff and appropriate management
and maintenance arrangements are in place.
The allocated space within the development shall be constructed in accordance with
the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the allocated space for energy equipment within the
development is designed in a manner that ensures that the development contributes
to reducing the use of fossil fuel or other primary energy generation capacity, is
designed to connect to an offsite heating and/or private wire network and to reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases in accordance with policies 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 of the
London Plan 2016, policies DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (2014) and Greener Greenwich SPD (2014).
19. Landscape and Ecological Management Plan
a. A Landscape and Ecological Management Plan shall be submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority before the
commencement of the development. Development proposals must ensure
that there will be no net loss of biodiversity and, wherever possible, make a
positive contribution to the protection, enhancement, creation and
management of biodiversity and achieve or even exceed the required Urban
Greening Factor (UGF) score for the approved site. The Landscape and
Ecological Management Plan shall include:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Investigation and details of biosolar roofs, bird boxes, plants to
support a variety of habitat species and wildlife planting;
Long term design objectives;
Management responsibilities;
Maintenance schedules for all landscaped areas other than small,
privately owned domestic gardens;
A report from a suitably qualified ecologist specifying how the
landscape features have been developed for biodiversity and
ecological enhancement; and
Details of all landscape features, including plans and cross-sections.
Details of all hard landscape features to be incorporated in any part
of the site not occupied by buildings
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b. Evidence that all ecological and landscape features, biosolar roof (if proposed),
bird boxes and number of habitat species have been installed in accordance
with the details approved under Part A should be submitted to and approved
by the local planning authority prior to first occupation.
c. The Landscape and Ecological Management Plan shall be implemented prior to
first occupation of the development and maintained as approved.
Reason: In order to ensure that the Council is satisfied with the proposed
maintenance regime for the landscaped areas, to enhance the nature conservation
value and biodiversity of the site, and to ensure compliance with Policy 7.19 of the
London Plan (2016) and Policy OS(f) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
20. Hard and Soft Landscaping Details
a. Prior to commencement of the development, a detailed Landscaping
Strategy for all the hard and soft landscaping of any part of the site not
occupied by buildings including details of:
• Planting
• Trees
• Areas of paving
• Car parking areas
• Amenity areas
• Playspace provision
• Lighting
• Bollards
• Materials
shall be submitted and approved in writing by the local planning authority.
b. All hard landscaping works which form part of the approved scheme under
part (a) shall be completed prior to occupation of the development.
c. All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the landscaping scheme under
part (a) shall be carried out in the first planting and seeding seasons
following the occupation of the buildings or the completion of the
development, whichever is the sooner. Any trees or plants which within a
period of 5 years from the completion of the development die, are
removed or become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be replaced in
the next planting season with others of similar size and species.
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Reason: In order that the local planning authority may be satisfied as to the details
and quality of the landscaping scheme, to ensure the development provides a high
quality environment for future occupiers and to comply with Policies 5.12, 7.4, 7.5,
and 7.19 of the London Plan (2015) and Policies DH1, E3, OS(f) and CH1 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July
2014).
21. Secured by Design
SBD Measures
a. The development hereby permitted shall incorporate security measures to
minimise the risk of crime and to meet the specific security needs of the
development in accordance with the principles and objectives of Secured by
Design. Details of these measures shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority prior to commencement of the
development and shall be implemented in accordance with the approved
details prior to occupation.
SBD Certification.
b. Prior to occupation a satisfactory Secured by Design inspection must take
place. The resulting Secured by Design certificate shall be submitted to and
approved by the local planning authority prior to occupation.
Reason: To ensure that Secured by Design principles are implemented into the
development in accordance with policies 7.3 of the London Plan (2016) and policy
DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(2014).
22. Fire Statement
The development shall be implemented in strict accordance with the measures
outlined in the Fire Strategy Report dated 8 October 2020 prepared by Affinity Fire
Engineering and retained as such for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order to protect the living conditions and safety and security of the
occupants in accordance with Policy 7.13 of the London Plan (2016).
23. Piling Method Statement
No piling shall take place until a PILING METHODSTATEMENT (detailing the depth
and type of piling to be undertaken and the methodology by which such piling will be
carried out, including measures to prevent and minimise the potential for damage to
subsurface sewerage infrastructure, and the programme for the works) has been
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submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority in consultation
with Thames Water.
Any piling must be undertaken in accordance with the terms of the approved piling
method statement.
Reason: The proposed works will be in close proximity to underground sewerage
utility infrastructure. Piling has the potential to significantly impact / cause failure of
local underground sewerage utility infrastructure.
24. Cycle Parking Provision
a. A minimum of 63 long stay secure and dry cycle parking spaces shall be
provided within the development as indicated on the plans hereby approved.
b. A minimum of 2 short stay secure cycle parking spaces shall be provide within
the development.
c. No development shall commence on site until the full details of
the cycle parking facilities have been submitted to and approved in writing by
the local planning authority.
d. All cycle parking spaces shall be provided and made available for use prior to
occupation of the development and maintained thereafter.
Reason: To promote sustainable travel and to ensure compliance with Policy 6.9 of
the London Plan (2016) and IM4, IM(b) and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
25. Car Park Management Plan
a. The development shall not be occupied until a car park management plan of
the three parking bays on Tuskar Street, in relation to the development has
been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.
b. The car park management plan shall detail the provision of one blue badge
parking bay, as well as details how the provision of two blue badge parking
bays could be brought into such use where there is an identified demand
relating to the development
c. The car park management plan as approved shall be implemented prior to
occupation of the Development and shall thereafter be retained and
maintained in accordance with the details approved under (a).
Reason: To ensure that safe and secure off-street parking is maintained and
managed to that satisfaction of the Council and ensure compliance with Policy IM(c)
of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted
July 2014).
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26.

Highway Works

The development shall not be occupied until details of the works required to
remove the existing vehicle crossings on Woodland Grove and to relay the footway
and to remove the existing ‘Keep Clear’ markings on Tuskar Street, extend the CPZ
parking bay and create one blue badge parking bay with dropped crossover have
been approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority; and the development shall
not be occupied until those works been constructed in accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: In the interests of highway and pedestrian safety, to ensure a high quality
of public realm and to ensure the development is well integrated with its
surroundings in accordance with the requirements of Policies 6.12 and 6.13 of the
London Plan (2016)and IM1, IM4 and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
27. Monitoring Information
Monitoring info shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority in accordance
with the details set out in Appendix 4 as follows;
a. Schedules M2 and M3 shall be submitted two months after the date grant of
the Planning Permission; and
b. Schedules M3 and M4 shall be submitted annually from the date of grant of
the Planning Permission until the completion of the Development.
Reason: To enable the Local Planning Authority to update the London
Development Database (LDD).
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2. Informative(s) for Application Reference 20/1815/F:
01. Positive and Proactive Statement
The Council engages with all applicants in a positive and proactive way through
specific pre-application enquiries and the detailed advice available on the Council’s
website. On this particular application, positive and proactive discussions took place
with the applicant prior to the application being submitted through a pre-application
discussion. In addition, positive discussions took place which resulted in further
information being submitted.
02. Construction
The applicant is advised that there is a history of complaints about noise and
vibration from recent demolition works on site reflecting both the nature of the
work required as part of the demolition and the proximity of receptors to the site.
The contractor should be mindful of the history of complaints as it is likely to affect
the sensitivity of residents to further noise. Engagement and communication
proposed is essential for reducing the likelihood of further complaints. It is advised
that best practicable means should be used by the contractor and that there is
adherence to the relevant British Standards on controlling noise and vibration from
construction sites.
03. Construction Works
Works of demolition and construction shall be carried out during normal working
hours, i.e. 08:00 to 18:00 hours Monday to Friday, and 08:00 to 13:00 hours on
Saturdays, with no noisy working audible at the site boundary being permitted on
Sundays or Bank Holidays.
Reference shall be made to:
The Councils’ Construction Site Noise Code of
Practice http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/417/pollution_control__construction_information_and_advice
The Mayor of London’s ‘The control of dust and emissions from construction and
demolition’ Best Practice
Guidance http://www.london.gov.uk/thelondonplan/guides/bpg/bpg_04.jsp
BRE four part Pollution Control Guides ‘Controlling particles and noise pollution
from construction sites’.
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04. Dust Minimisation
It is recommended that the contractor checks that adequate water supply (source /
pressure, etc) for dust suppression is in place before the commencement of works.
04. Fire Safety
Access for fire appliances and adequate water supplies for firefighting purposes, shall
be provided in accordance with as required by Part B5 of the current Building
Regulations Approved Document.
05. Occupational Therapists
The applicant is advised to contact the Council’s occupational therapist to inspect
the accessible units and check compliance with M4(2). This should happen initially at
first fix stage and at agreed intervals thereafter. The Councils occupational
therapists can be contacted on 020 8921 2614.
Thames water
06. Groundwater Risk Management
A Groundwater Risk Management Permit from Thames Water will be required for
discharging groundwater into a public sewer. Any discharge made without a permit
is deemed illegal and may result in prosecution under the provisions of the Water
Industry Act 1991. We would expect the developer to demonstrate what measures
he will undertake to minimise groundwater discharges into the public sewer. Permit
enquiries should be directed to Thames Water's Risk Management Team by
telephoning 020 3577 9483 or by emailing trade.effluent@thameswater.co.uk.
Application forms should be completed on line via www.thameswater.co.uk. Please
refer to the Wholsesale; Business customers; Groundwater discharges section.
07. Water Pressure
Thames Water will aim to provide customers with a minimum pressure of 10m
head (approx 1 bar) and a flow rate of 9 litres/minute at the point where it leaves
Thames Waters pipes. The developer should take account of this minimum pressure
in the design of the proposed development.
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08. Water Mains
There are water mains crossing or close to your development. Thames Water do
NOT permit the building over or construction within 3m of water mains. If you're
planning significant works near our mains (within 3m) we'll need to check that your
development doesn't reduce capacity, limit repair or maintenance activities during
and after construction, or inhibit the services we provide in any other way. The
applicant is advised to read our guide working near or diverting our pipes.
https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-a-large-site/Planning-yourdevelopment/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes
09. Underground Water Assets
The proposed development is located within 15m of our underground water assets
and as such we would like the following informative attached to any approval
granted. The proposed development islocated within 15m of Thames Waters
underground assets, as such the development could cause the assets to fail if
appropriate measures are not taken. Please read our guide 'working near our assets'
to ensure your workings are in line with the necessary processes you need to follow
if you're considering working above or near our pipes or other structures.
https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-a-large-site/Planning-yourdevelopment/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes. Should you require further
information please contact Thames Water. Email:
developer.services@thameswater.co.uk
10. Community Infrastructure Levy
You are advised that the application granted may be subject to the Community
Infrastructure Levy (‘the CIL’). There are two CIL charges in Royal Greenwich - the
Mayoral CIL, which was introduced 1 April 2012; and the local CIL, introduced 6
April 2015. The Council’s Planning Obligations Team will review your permission
and will confirm if a CIL liability arises. If liable, you will receive a CIL Liability notice
that details the amount that will be due on the commencement of development.
Prior to starting on site, you must submit an Assumption of Liability form and
Commencement Notice to the Council. More information on CIL and the
necessary forms are available at:
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/info/1004/planning_policy/1182/community_infras
tructure_levy_cil
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Appendix 3 – National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents.
1. The London Plan (March 2016) – The following London Plan policies are of
consideration:
London’s People
3.1
Ensuring Equal Life Chances for all
3.2
Improving Health and Addressing Health Inequalities
3.3
Increasing Housing Supply
3.4
Optimising Housing Potential
3.5
Quality and Design of Housing Development
3.8
Housing Choice
3.9
Mixed and Balanced Communities
3.10
Definition of affordable housing
3.11
Affordable housing targets
London’s response to climate
5.1
Climate change mitigation
5.2
Minimising Carbon dioxide emissions
5.3
Sustainable design and construction
5.4A
Electricity and gas supply
5.7
Renewable energy
5.9
Overheating and Cooling
5.10
Urban Greening
5.11
Green roofs and development site environs
5.12
Flood Risk Assessment
5.13
Sustainable drainage
5.14
Water quality and wastewater infrastructure
5.15
Water use and supplies
5.17
Waste capacity
5.18
Construction, excavation, and demolition waste
5.21
Contaminated Land
London’s Transport
6.3
Assessing effects of development on transport capacity
6.7
Better streets and surface transport
6.9
Cycling
6.10
Walking
6.12
Road Network Capacity
6.13
Parking
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London’s Living Places and Spaces
7.1
Building London’s neighbourhoods and communities
7.2
An inclusive design
7.3
Designing out crime
7.4
Local character
7.5
Public Realm
7.6
Architecture
7.7
Location and design of tall and large buildings
7.8
Heritage assets and archaeology
7.13
Safety Security and resilience to emergency
7.14
Improving air quality
7.15
Reducing and managing noise, improving and enhancing the
acoustic environment and promoting appropriate soundscape
Implementation, Monitoring and Review
8.2
Planning Obligations
8.3
Community Infrastructure Levy

2. The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014) – The main Core Strategy policies relevant to this
application are:
Housing Policies
H1
New Housing
H2
Housing Mix
H3
Affordable Housing
H5
Housing Design
Economic Activity and Employment Policies
EA(c)
Skills and Training
Design and Heritage Policies
DH1
Design
DH3
Heritage Assets
DH4
Maritime Greenwich World Heritage Site
DH(b)
Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
DH(h)
Conservation Areas
DH(i)
Locally Listed Buildings
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Open Space Policies
OS4
Biodiversity
OS(f)
Ecological Factors
Environment and Climate Change Policies
E1
Carbon Emissions
E2
Flood Risk
E3
Residual Flood Risk
E(a)
Pollution
E(c)
Air Pollution
E(e)
Contaminated Land
E(f)
Living Roofs and Walls
Cohesive and Healthy Communities Policies
CH1
Cohesive Communities
CH2
Healthy Communities
Infrastructure and Movement Policies
IM1
Infrastructure
IM4
Sustainable Travel
IM(a)
Impact on the Road Network
IM(b)
Walking and Cycling
IM(c)
Parking Standards
3. Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents – the following planning
guidance / documents are considered relevant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mayor of London’s Housing SPG 2016 (‘Mayor’s Housing SPG’)
Mayor of London’s Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal
Recreation SPG 2012 (‘Mayor’s Play and Informal Recreation SPG)
Mayor of London’s Homes for Londoners Affordable Housing and
Viability SPG 2017 (‘Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG’)
Mayor of London’s Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive
Environment SPG (2014)
Mayor of London’s Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction
and Demolition SPG (2014)
Mayor f London’s Social Infrastructure SPG (2015)
Mayor of London’s Character and Context SPG (2014)
Mayor of London’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014)
Mayor of London’s View Management Framework SPG (2012)
Air Quality Neutral GLA Planning Support Update (2014)
Royal Borough of Greenwich Planning Obligations SPD (July 2015)
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•
•
•

Royal Borough of Greenwich Greener Greenwich SPD
Royal Borough of Greenwich Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standard
(Department for Communities and Local Government – March 2015)
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Appendix 4 – Monitoring Forms
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Planning Board

Agenda Item: 6

3 November 2020

Reference No: 20/2302/F

Applicant: Portakabin Limited
Agent:
Mr Michael Holloway, Daniel Watney LLP
Site Address:
Eltham Hill, School, 122 Eltham Hill,
Eltham, London, SE9 5EE

Ward: Middle Park and Sutcliffe
Application Type: Full Planning
Permission

1.

Recommendation

1.1.

The Board is requested to grant full planning permission as outlined below:
• Construction of a single storey modular block containing four classrooms.

1.2

Subject to the Conditions set out in Appendix 2.

2.

Summary

2.1.

Detailed below is a summary of the application:
The Site Site Area (m²)
Local Plan Allocation

1.9ha
Land to the south and west of the site
is Metropolitan Open Land
Grade II (within the curtilage of the
application site)

Heritage Assets
Proposed Building
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (m²)

3.1m
1
273m2

Transportation
Car Parking

50

No. existing car parking
spaces
No. Proposed Car Parking
Spaces
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Cycle Parking

No. Proposed Cycle Parking

Public Transport

Complies with policy
PTAL Rating

Education
No. of Pupils
No. of Staff
No. of Classrooms
Public Consultation
Number in Support
Number of objections
Main issues raised

Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed
Existing
Proposed

22 cycle spaces to be
secured via planning
condition
Yes
5
900
1050
138
145
50
54

1
0
N/A

2.2.

The report details all relevant national, regional and local policy implications
of the scheme, including supplementary planning guidance.

2.3.

The application is considered to be policy compliant and is recommended for
approval subject to the conditions set out in the report.

3.

Site and Surroundings

3.1.

The application site is located within the grounds of Eltham Hill School which
has a site area of 1.9ha. The school is located on the southern side of Eltham
Hill. To the east of the application site is Mecca Bingo, whilst to the south and
west of the site is Queenscroft Creation ground, which is designated as
Metropolitan Open Land (MOL). The site also adjoins no.118 Eltham Hill to
the West.

3.2.

Officers note that there is a Grade II listed garden house and boundary wall
within the school site. Whilst this is the case it is in the north of the site,
approximately 81 metres away from the proposed development and is
screened by the existing school buildings. Whilst the development will have
no impact on the heritage asset the listing of the summerhouse and wall is
summarised below:
o ‘C17 brick walls much repaired and with new coping. Part reduced to 2
feet height, with wood fence over. Reddish-brown brick. Remains of West
entrance 2 square piers with stepped plinths but tops missing. At SouthITEM NO: 6
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west angle of wall a small, square Garden House with renewed, high
pitched roof. New window in West wall; but in north and east walls round
arched openings of gauged, bright red brick, with impost blocks and
keystones, that on North wall supporting cornice band. Red brick jambs
and quoins’.
3.3.

The relevant section of the application site is located towards the southern
section of the existing school site. This area is currently occupied by 4 x car
parking spaces and an allotment ground. There exists a mature line of trees,
immediately to the south of the site along the boundary with Queenscroft
Recreation Ground.
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4.

Relevant Planning History
-

08/1191/F - Erection of a temporary three-storey building to provide
4,988 square metres of temporary classroom accommodation – Approve
– 06/11/2008

-

10/1450/F - Demolition of existing 1970's buildings, refurbishment of
1920's school building, construction of three 1-3 storey buildings to
provide 10,028 sqm of education floorspace and ancillary plant, sports
pitch, landscaping and car parking – Approve – 02/09/2010

-

19/2454/F - Construction of a dining / multi use canopy enclosure and
replacement of existing window with door. This development may affect
the setting of the Grade II listed Garden House and Boundary Walls to
the North and West of the school building. – Approve – 03/09/2019

5.

Proposal

5.1.

The proposed development is for the construction of a single storey modular
block in the southern part of the site comprising four classrooms, alongside a
small staff office and kitchenette and toilets. The proposal would measure
12.3m x 23.1m with an area of 273sqm. The height of the structure would be
3.1m. The materials used in its construction would be as follows:
- Wall Panel – Colour Goosewing Grey
- PVC Windows – Colour Anthracite Grey
- Aluminium Glazed Doors – colour Anthracite Grey
- Polycarbonate Canopy
- Fascia – Colour Anthracite
- Steel Doors – Colour Anthracite

6.

Consultation

6.1.

The application since being submitted in August 2020 has been subject of
public consultation, comprising of two site notices placed outside of the site
on the 20th August 2020 in different locations. Internal consultation was also
under taken with other Council department and the three ward Councillors
were consulted on the 21st August 2020.
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6.2.

Council Departments
A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in the table below:
Details of
Representation
and date
received

Summary of Comments

Parks and Open
spaces

No comments

Education

To ensure that the school can continue
to operate with a new intake of pupils
for the academic year 2020/21, thereby
supporting Royal Greenwich in meeting
its sufficiency duty by ensuring that
every resident pupil has a secondary
school place, Children’s Services is fully
supportive of this application.

Officers
comments
Noted

Noted

7.

Planning Context

7.1.

This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF – 2019)
• Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space
Standard (Department for Communities and Local Government –
March 2015)
• The London Plan (March 2016) - Full details of relevant policies refer
to appendix 3.
• The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (“Core Strategy” – 2014) - Full details of relevant policies
refer to appendix 3.
• Full details of relevant SPD / Documents refer to appendix 3.
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8.

Material Planning Considerations

8.1.

This section of the report provides an analysis of the specific aspects of the
proposed development and the principal issues that need to be considered in
the determination of the planning application (Ref: 20/2302/F):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Principle of development
Design and Appearance
Impact on neighbouring amenity
Transport and Highways
Ecology and Trees
RBG CIL

9.

Principle of Development

9.1.

Paragraph 94(a) of the NPPF states that Local Planning Authorities should give
great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools through decisions
on planning applications. Policy 3.18 of the London Plan (2016) sets out that
proposals which support the provision of educational facilities, to meet the
demands of a growing and changing population and which enable greater
educational choice, should be encouraged and proposals which address the
projected shortage of secondary school places are particularly supported.

9.2.

Policy CH1 support the development of new and improved community
facilities, which includes education provision, where there are identified local
needs and where the development is in line with the Royal Borough's strategy
for the provision of services.

9.3.

The proposed development would provide Eltham Hill School with an
additional 4 classrooms and would enable the school roll to increase from
900 to 1050. The provision of additional education facilities on the site is
supported by Children Services who have confirmed that the proposed
development will ensure that the school can continue to operate with a new
intake of pupils for the academic year 2020/21, thereby ensuring that every
resident pupil has a secondary school place.

9.4.

In light of the above the principle of the proposal is supported and would
comply with the aims of adopted planning policy.
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10.

Design and Appearance

10.1. Paragraph 127 of the National Planning Policy Framework (2019) (NPPF)
states that developments should be visually attractive, as a result of good
architecture, layout and appropriate and effective landscaping. Developments
should also be sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting.
10.2. London Plan (2016) Policy 7.4 and Policy 7.6 look to ensure that development
takes into consideration the form, function, and structure of an area, place or
street and the scale, mass and orientation of surrounding buildings.
10.3. Policy DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (Core Strategy) (2014) requires new development to be of a high
quality, which should positively contribute to the improvement of both the
built and natural environment.
10.4. It is accepted that modular buildings are not intended to be permanent
building solutions and as such their design and appearance is of a standardised
form. In respect to the massing and scale of the scheme the single storey
modular block would be a subordinate structure in relation to the main
building. Due to the developments siting to the rear of the school and to the
north of the mature line of trees, which provides natural screening, it would
not have any negative impact on the street scene or the character of the
wider area. The proposed design, massing, scale and siting would therefore be
acceptable.
10.5. With respect to materiality the proposed materials are considered to be
sympathetic to the main building and would therefore be acceptable. The
proposed development is therefore considered to comply with the above
outlined policies.
11.

Impact on Neighbouring amenity

11.1. Policy DH(b) of the Core Strategy requires new development, including
extensions and renovations, to demonstrate that there would be no
significant loss of amenity to adjacent or nearby properties, by reducing the
amount of daylight, sunlight, privacy or outlook they enjoy, or by creating an
unneighbourly sense of enclosure. This is supported by Policy 7.6 of the
London Plan (2016). The proposal would also involve the intensification of
the existing use and as such consideration is given to Policy E(a) of the Core
Strategy, which seeks to ensure that developments have no adverse impact in
terms of noise and disturbance.
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11.2. The proposed development would be sited to the rear of the school and to
the north of the mature line of trees which provides natural screening. The
building would therefore be sited well away from any adjoining buildings, with
the Mecca Bingo building being the closest. It is considered that due to its
siting and subordinate scale, the development would not have any adverse
impact in terms of loss of daylight and sunlight, loss of outlook, loss of privacy
or an increased sense of enclosure to adjoining properties.
11.3. Whilst the proposal would see an increase in the number of pupils on site,
the site is already in use as a school and it is considered that the additional
pupils would not result in an unacceptable increase in noise and disturbance.
In coming to this view Officers are mindful of the school’s location and that
the majority of residential properties are a considerable distance away from
the school boundary.
11.4. The proposal would therefore be acceptable in respect of its impact on the
residential amenity of neighbouring occupiers and complies with adopted
planning policy.
12.

Car and Cycle Parking

12.1. Policy 6.13 of the London Plan sets out the maximum parking standards for
various forms of development. Core Strategy policy IM(c) states that
developments with a high public transport accessibility level (PTAL) and
within a controlled parking zone (CPZ) should be car free. Eltham Hill School
has a high PTAL rating of 5 due to its access to public transport in the form
of local bus services. Directly opposite the school on Eltham Hill the
designated on-street parking spaces are within the Eltham Town Centre CPZ.
12.2. The proposal would result in the loss of 4 x car parking spaces which are
currently used for overflow staff car parking. It has been confirmed that the
parking spaces that are lost within the site can be re-provided within the site
through more efficient marking of the spaces which will ensure that there is
no overall loss of staff and visitor car parking on site. This is supported, and a
condition has been attached in respect of re-providing the spaces within the
school site.
12.3. With regards to cycle parking, Table 6.3 of London Plan policy 6.9 states that
for education facilities a minimum of 1 space per 8 staff and 1 space per 8
students should be provided for long stay purposes and that 1 space per 100
students should be provided for short stay purposes. In respect of the
current development this would equate to 22 additional cycle spaces to be
provided, which will be secured via a planning condition.
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13.

Ecology

13.1. Core Strategy policy OS(f) requires development to take account of
ecological factors. The development would not affect any protected species
and the mature tree belt to the south of the site, fall outside of the redline
boundary and would not be affected as a result of this application.
13.2. The proposed modular block will be placed on a small area of land currently
used informally by the School for food growing. These are temporary and
removable and will be relocated elsewhere within the external areas of the
site to facilitate the modular block.
14.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)

14.1. The Mayor has introduced a London-wide Community Infrastructure Levy
(CIL) to help implement the London Plan, particularly policies 6.5 and
8.3. The Mayoral CIL formally came into effect on 1st April, and it will be paid
on commencement of most new development in Greater London that was
granted planning permission on or after that date. The Mayor's CIL will
contribute towards the funding of Crossrail. The Mayor has arranged
boroughs into three charging bands. The rate for Greenwich is £35 per
square metre.
14.2. The current application would not be subject to this requirement.
15.

RBG CIL

15.1. The Royal Borough adopted its Local Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
charging schedule, infrastructure (Regulation 123) list, instalments policy and
exceptional circumstances relief policy on the 25th March 2015 and came into
effect in Royal Greenwich on the 6th April 2015.
15.2. The current application would not be subject to this requirement.
16.

Conclusion

16.1. The development would be acceptable in principle and would comply with
national and regional policy. For the reasons outlined within this report the
proposed development would be acceptable.
16.2. Accordingly, it is recommended that permission be granted for application
reference 20/0362/F in line with Section 1 of this report.
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17.

Background Papers:
- National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
- The London Plan (2016)
- Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014)

Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email.:

Fidel Miller (Planning Officer)
020 8921 6438
Fidel.Miller@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:

Victoria Geoghegan (Assistant Director Planning & Building
Control)
020 8921 5704
Victoria.Geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel No.:
Email.:
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation has been submitted by the
applicant in support of application reference 20/23/F:
PTK-A2-00-DR-A-1001 P02, PTK-A2-00-DR-A-1801 P03, PTK-A2-00-DR-A-1802
P01, PTK-A2-00-DR-A-2001 P01, Planning Statement (Rev B) and Site Plan.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
Conditions and Reasons for Application Reference 20/2302/F:
Condition 1 - Implementation Period
The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three (3) years beginning with the date on which the permission is
granted.
Reason: As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
Condition 2 – Approved Drawings
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:
PTK-A2-00-DR-A-1001 P02, PTK-A2-00-DR-A-1801 P03, PTK-A2-00-DR-A-1802
P01, PTK-A2-00-DR-A-2001 P01, Planning Statement (Rev B) and Site Plan.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
Condition 3 - Materials
The development shall be constructed in those materials as submitted namely:
- Wall Panel – Colour Goosewing Grey
- PVC Windows – Colour Anthracite Grey
- Aluminium Glazed Doors – colour Anthracite Grey
- Polycarbonate Canopy
- Fascia – Colour Anthracite
- Steel Doors – Colour Anthracite
Reason: To ensure that the design is delivered in accordance with the details
submitted and assessed so that the development achieves the necessary high
standard and detailing in accordance with Policy 7.4 of the London Plan (2016),
Policy DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(July 2014).
Condition 4 – Replacement Car Parking Spaces
Prior to the first occupation of the development 4 replacement car parking spaces
shall be provided within the school grounds and the additional spaces shall be
retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure the permanent retention of the space(s) for parking purposes,
to ensure that the use of the building(s) does not increase on-street parking in the
vicinity, to prevent the net loss of on site parking spaces and to comply with Policies
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6.13 of the London Plan and Policy IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 5 – Cycle Parking Spaces
Prior to the first occupation of the development 22 additional secure and dry cycle
storage spaces shall be provided within the school grounds and the additional spaces
shall be retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure that adequate cycle storage facilities are provided on site and
that the development complies with the requirements of Policy 6.9 of the London
Plan and Policy IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 6 – Temporary Consent
The development hereby permitted shall be discontinued and the land returned to
its former lawful use on or before 1st September 2026.
Reason: In order that the local planning authority may assess the impact of the use
at the end of the limited period hereby permitted, in terms of its design and
appearance and in light of Policy 7.4 of the London Plan and Policy DH1 of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Informative(s) for Application Reference 20/2302/F :
Positive and Proactive Statement: The Council engages with all applicants in a
positive and proactive way through specific pre-application enquiries and the
detailed advice available on the Council’s website. On this particular application,
positive and proactive discussions took place with the applicant prior to the
application being submitted through a pre-application discussion. As the proposal
was in accordance with these discussions and was in accordance with the
Development Plan, no contact was made with the applicant prior to determination.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 3 – National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents.
1. The London Plan (March 2016) – The following London Plan policies are of
consideration:
London’s People
3.18 Education Facilities
London’s Living Places and Spaces
7.4 Local character
7.6 Architecture
London Transport
6.9 Cycling
6.13 Parking
2. The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(July 2014) – The following Core Strategy policies are of consideration:
Design and Heritage Policies
DH1
Design
DH3
Heritage Assets
DH(b)
Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
DH(i)
Locally Listed Buildings
Environment and Climate Change
E(a)
Pollution
Open Space Policies
OS(f)
Ecological Factors
Cohesive and Healthy Communities Policies
CH1
Cohesive Communities
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Planning Board

Agenda Item: 7

3 November 2020

Reference No: 19/4398/O

Applicant: Berkeley Homes (East Thames) and Peabody Land Ltd (c/o of
agent)
Agent:
Gerald Eve LLP, 72 Welbeck Street, London, W1G 0AY
Site Address:
Land bounded by Pettman Crescent,
Nathan Way and Hadden Road,
London, SE28

Ward:
Thamesmead Moorings
Application Type:
Hybrid application (part Full, part
Outline)

1.

Recommendation

1.1

The Planning Board is requested to grant Planning Permission as outlined
below:
Part detailed application (with no matters reserved) for development to the
east of Pettman Crescent (Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8) which comprise: Demolition
of structures, site clearance and groundworks; Erection of buildings to
include residential and ancillary residential uses (Class C3); Flexible use
floorspace for: a. retail (Class A1), café/restaurant (Class A3) and drinking
establishment (Class A4) uses; and/or b. Offices (Class B1a)); and/or c. Nonresidential institutions (Class D1) and community use (Class D2). New
pedestrian, vehicle and cycle accesses and internal routes, and associated
highway works; Provision of on-site cycle, vehicle and service parking at
surface and lower ground floor level; Provision of public open space, amenity
and play space and landscaping; and Installation of plant and energy centres.
Part outline application (all matters reserved except for access) for works to
Plots 1, 5, 6 and 9 which comprise: Erection of buildings to include
residential uses (Class C3); Employment floorspace (Class B1c and/or Class
B8) with associated communal and staff facilities; A primary substation;
Flexible 'walk-to' use floorspace for: a. retail (Class A1) and café/restaurant
(Class A3); and/or b. Non-residential institutions (Class D1). Provision of onsite cycle, vehicle and service parking; Provision of public open space,
amenity and play space and landscaping; and new pedestrian, vehicle and
cycle accesses and internal routes, and associated highway works.
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1.2

Consent be granted subject to:
(i)

To resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the prior
completion of an agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended) containing the planning obligations as
summarised in the heads of terms set out in this report (see section 26),
any addendums, and the minutes of this Planning Board meeting.

(ii) Referral of the application to the Mayor of London as required under the
terms of The Town and Country Planning (Mayor of London) Order
2008;
(iii) Members confirming in their decision that account has been taken of
environmental information, as required by Regulation 26 of the Town
and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
2017.
(iv) A statement being placed on the statutory Register confirming the main
reasons and consideration of which the Planning Board decision was
based as required by Regulation 29 of the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017;
(v) To authorise the Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control to:
a. make any minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended
conditions as set out in this report (Appendix 2), its addendums and
the minutes of this Planning Board meeting, where the Assistant
Director of Planning & Building Control considers it appropriate,
before issuing the decision notice; and
b. finalise the detailed terms of the planning obligations pursuant to
Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended), as set out in this report, its addendums and the minutes of
this Planning Board meeting.
(vi) In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within
three (3) months of the date of this Planning Board meeting, to
authorise the Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control to
consider whether permission should be refused on the grounds that the
proposals are unacceptable in the absence of the benefits which would
have been secured, and if so, to determine the application with reasons
for refusal which will include the following:
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- In the absence of a legal agreement to secure financial and nonfinancial contributions including for affordable housing, health
infrastructure, transport and highway works, public transport
enhancements, public realm improvements, employment and training,
delivery of the Plumstead Power Station project, environmental
sustainability, open space and community facilities the development
would contrary to policies H3, H5, H(e), EA4, EA(c), OS1, E1, CH(a),
IM1, IM4, IM(a) and IM(b) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014) and the Planning
Obligations (s106) Guidance SPD (adopted July 2015); and
(vii) Conditions set out in Appendix 2 of this report.
2.

Summary

2.1

Detailed below is a summary of the application and which elements are
submitted in full (no matters reserved) and outline (matters reserved):
The Site – (Full and Outline)
Site Area (ha)
Local Plan Allocation

Heritage Assets
Tree Preservation Order
Flood Risk Zone

7.19 ha
Part of application site (Plot 1) is
included in the draft Site Allocations
Local Plan document as site T2 Pettman
Crescent/Gyratory. See paragraph 7.3
below for further information.
Area of High Archaeological Potential
No
Flood Zone 3

Proposed Building – Plot 1 (Outline)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

Up to 51.1-70.4m AOD
Up to 11-17 storeys
Up to 37,820m2

Proposed Building – Plot 2 (Full)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

12.1-43.6m AOD
9-11 storeys
19,326m2
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Proposed Building – Plot 3 (Full)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

15.2-41.9m AOD
3-10 storeys
19,461m2

Proposed Building – Plot 4 (Full)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

35.1m AOD
8 storeys
15,338m2

Proposed Building – Plot 5 (Outline)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

Up to 18.5-37.8m AOD
Up to 8 storeys
Up to 15,927m2

Proposed Building – Plot 6 (Outline)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

Up to 22-44.5m AOD
Up to 10 storeys
Up to 16,530m2

Proposed Building – Plot 7 (Full)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

14-42.9m AOD
2-10 storeys
20,646m2

Proposed Building – Plot 8 (Full)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

12.7-38.3m AOD
2-9 storeys
20,244m2

Proposed Building – Plot 9 (Outline)
Building height (metres)
No. of storeys
Floor area (GIA m²)

Up to 15.5-47.8m AOD
Up to 2-11 storeys
Up to 34,924m2
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Housing
Overall Units
proposed
Density

n/a

1750 (915 Full/Up to 835
Outline)
Units per hectare (u/Ha) Up to 243 u/Ha
Habitable Rooms per
Up to 633 HR/H
Hectare (HR/H)
Dwelling Mix
1-bed 1P (no. / %)
59 / 3.4%
1-bed 2P (no. / %)
702 / 40.1%
2-bed 3P (no. / %)
210 / 12%
2-bed 4P (no. / %)
603 / 34.5%
3-bed 5P (no. / %)
148 / 8.5%
3-bed 5P D (no. / %)
28 / 1.6%
4-bed (no. / %)
0 / 0%
Affordable
Overall Affordable
700 / 40%
Housing / Tenure Housing (no. / %)
Split
Social Rent (no. / %)
429 / 70%
61%
Intermediate / Shared
184 / 30%
39%
Ownership (no. / %)
Additional Intermediate 87 / 100 %
/ Shared Ownership (no.
/ %)
Private (no. / %)
1050 / 60%
Housing Standards Complies with Technical Yes
housing standards –
nationally described
space standard and
London Plan standards?
Non-Residential Uses
Existing Use(s)
Existing use (Classes) /
Operator
m²
Proposed Uses
Proposed use(s) (Classes) /
(Detailed)
Operator
m²
Proposed Uses
Proposed use(s) (Classes) /
(Outline)
Operator
m²
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NA
A1, A3, A4, B1a, D1,
D2
1,044m²
A1, A3, B1c, B8, D1
Up to 4,259m²
(including up to 3,211
m² B1c and B8)
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Employment

Transportation
Car Parking

Cycle Parking
Public Transport

Existing Number of Jobs
Proposed number of jobs

0
479 FTE jobs/year
during construction
and 175 FTE jobs/year
during operation

No. existing car parking
spaces
No. Proposed Car Parking
Spaces
Proposed Parking Ratio
No. Proposed Cycle Parking
Complies with policy
PTAL Rating

0

Sustainability / Energy
BREEAM Rating
Reduction in regulated CO2 emissions
Renewable Energy Source (%)

Up to 497
0.25-0.3
3170 (residential)
Yes
2-5 (average 4)

Minimum Excellent with
reasonable endeavours to
achieve Outstanding
35.3% (detailed elements)
beyond Building Regulations Part
L 2013
ASHP/Solar PV 32% (detailed
elements)

Public Consultation – 1st Round
Number in support
0
Number of objections
1
Number of comments
1
Main issues raised (Addressed
- Difficulty accessing proposals;
in section 6 of the report)
- Assume blocks will not be affordable
housing;
- Inadequate parking provision, including
for tradespeople vans will increase
parking problems elsewhere;
- Consider Woolwich needs to be redeveloped before any emphasis is
placed on building houses that are not
within reach of local people;
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- The high street shops have closed
down at a fast pace, leaving only "Pop
up shops" that are there for a very
short period of time and then another
shop will replace it;
- The area looks dreary and poverty
stricken, and it is in need of a serious
facelift.
Public Consultation – 2nd Round
Number in support
Number of objections
Number of comments
Issues raised included in list above

0
0
1
As above

2.2

The report details all relevant national, regional and local policy implications
of the scheme, including supplementary planning guidance.

2.3

The application is considered acceptable and is recommended for approval
as set out in section 1 of this report.

2.4

Site /Plan
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3.

Site and Surroundings
- Site description

3.1

The application site is described in the submission as comprising 5 individual
parcels as annotated on the set plan above and set out in the table below.
Site 5 is subject to a separate planning application (reference 19/4370/F).

3.2

Sites 1-4 total approximately 7.19 ha in area and are split into two parcels by
the Pettman Crescent gyratory. Sites 1-3 are grouped in a parcel to the east
of the gyratory and are bounded by Nathan Way, Shurguard self-storage and
the Ridgeway to the south, the Belmarsh, Thameside and ISIS Prisons to the
north and industrial land to the east. Site 1 includes Griffin Manor Way
which provides vehicular access to the prisons. Both sites 1 and 2 are
characterised by former industrial uses and now comprise a large area of
vacant hardstanding with tracts of grassland and self-seeded scrub enclosed
by metal palisade fencing. Site 3 comprises an area of accessible open
grassland and mature and semi-mature trees.

3.3

Site 4 is located to the west of and within the Pettman Crescent gyratory. It
is located north of McDonalds and south and east of various trade units and
the Stagecoach bus depot. This site comprises enclosed grassland. Site 5 is
located to the north of Hadden Road and east of Western Way adjacent to
the main entrance to the prisons. It forms a linear strip of land comprising a
roadside verge and associated tree cover along Western Way and
incorporates the existing prisons entrance. It shares its southern boundary
with Site 3. All sites are broadly flat.

3.4

The application site is located approximately 150m north of Plumstead Rail
Station. The average Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) rating of the
site is 4, albeit it varies between 2 and 5 across the site. PTAL is graded
between 0 and 6b where a score of 0 is very poor access to public transport,
and 6b is excellent access to public transport.

3.5

The site does not lie within an Area of Special Character, Locally Protected
or Strategic Views or a Conservation Area (CA) and there are no listed
buildings on site. The closest protected assets are the Grade II Council
Depot (former Plumstead Power Station) at White Hart Avenue
(approximately 150 metres southeast of the site); Plumstead Library
(approximately 845m south east of the site) and Plumstead Fire Station
(approximately 549m south east of the site). The Royal Arsenal CA is
approximately 500 metres west of the site; and the Plumstead Common CA
and the Plumstead Common/ Winn Common Areas of Special Character,
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approximately 900 metres south of the site. The site is located in one of the
Borough’s Areas of High Archaeological Potential (AHAPs).
3.6

The site is subject to a number of land use designations, some of which apply
to the whole site and some to individual parcels as set out in the table
below. All sites (1-5) are located within the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area (OA) and the Thamesmead Strategic Development
Location (SDL). The entire Borough is defined as an Air Quality Management
Area (AQMA) and Plumstead High Street, which is located approximately
170 metres south of the site, is defined as an Air Quality Focus Area
(AQFA).

3.7

All sites are located within Flood Zone 3 and within an area benefitting from
the Thames tidal defences.

3.8

The OA is designated through the London Plan as one of London's major
reservoirs of brownfield land with significant potential to accommodate new
housing, commercial and other development. The SDL is designated through
the Core Strategy and spans a wide area from Plumstead Rail Station
eastwards to the Borough boundary with Bexley, and northwards up to the
River Thames. It encompasses a variety of land uses, including the
Thamesmead District Centre, the West Thamesmead Strategic Industrial
Land (of which Sites 1 and 2 form part), HMP Belmarsh, large areas of
existing housing and areas of Metropolitan Open Land.

3.9

Sites 1, 2 and 3 are located within the Abbey Wood, Thamesmead and
Plumstead Housing Zone. It is one of 30 Housing Zones designated across
London in 2014 as part of a strategy to encourage joint working to
accelerate house building. Housing Zone status is not a planning designation
subject to specific planning policy.

Site

Name

1

Griffin Manor Way

Area
(ha)
3.52

Designations
- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area
- Thamesmead Strategic
Development Location
- Abbey Wood, Thamesmead and
Plumstead Housing Zone
- West Thamesmead SIL
- Archaeological Priority Area
- Flood Risk Zone 3
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2

PlasRecycle

2.12

3

Highway Land

0.87

4

Pettman Crescent

0.67

5

New Prison Access
(subject to separate
planning application)

0.3

- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area
- Thamesmead Strategic
Development Location
- Abbey Wood, Thamesmead and
Plumstead Housing Zone
- West Thamesmead SIL
- Archaeological Priority Area
- Flood Risk Zone 3
- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area
- Thamesmead Strategic
Development Location
- Abbey Wood, Thamesmead and
Plumstead Housing Zone
- Archaeological Priority Area
- Community Open Space
- Flood Risk Zone 3
- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area
- Thamesmead Strategic
Development Location
- Archaeological Priority Area
- Flood Risk Zone 3
- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area
- Thamesmead Strategic
Development Location
- Archaeological Priority Area
- Flood Risk Zone 3
- Site of Nature Conservation
Importance (SINC)

Site designations
- Surroundings
3.10

The application site is located in north Plumstead. The immediate
surroundings south and east of the site comprise warehouse buildings in
commercial, storage and light industrial use fronting onto Nathan Way and
the Ridgeway (including the Shurguard self-storage building), and a mix of
vacant/ temporary sites between the Ridgway and the railway that leads to
Plumstead Rail Station. To the north the HMP Thameside, Belmarsh and ISIS
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Prisons extends along Western Way for approximately one kilometre, where
it meets the White Hart Triangle industries.
3.11

To the west of the site is the internal area of the Pettman Crescent gyratory,
with an internal road and larger commercial and industrial buildings including
the Stagecoach bus garage, sui generis units with car rent/repair and retail
units related to the construction industry, the Royal Mail depot and a
McDonald’s restaurant and drive-through. This mix of use and scale marks a
transition in character from the industrial areas described above to the
residential area in Broadwater north-west of the site. This area immediately
opposite Pettman Crescent includes two-storey houses, residential blocks of
3 and 4 storeys, the Heronsgate Primary School and Broadwater Green, a
designated community open space.

3.12

North Plumstead and the application site is separated from Plumstead High
Street (A206), Plumstead Rail Station and the centre of Plumstead (a District
Centre) to the south by the Ridgeway (a 5.6km long embankment with linear
public footpath and cycleway owned by Thames Water) and heavily trafficked
roads associated with the gyratory.

3.13

There are two Sites of Borough Grade II Importance for Nature
Conservation (SBIINC) in close proximity to the site; the Belmarsh Ditches
and the Ridgeway. The first runs parallel to Western Way, along the
landscaped walkway fronting the prison north of the site and the latter runs
parallel to the south-eastern side of the site, opposite Nathan Way. The
Ridgeway constitutes an important green corridor between Plumstead and
Crossness and has good links with the Green Grid and Green Chain routes,
connecting many local attractions, including the Thames Path.

3.14

Plumstead Rail Station is approximately 150m south of the site and operated
by Southeastern, with trains linking locations between central London
(London Bridge and Cannon Street) and Kent. The bus routes within the
surrounding area will see changes in conjunction with the launch of Crossrail
/ Elizabeth line. Western Way, Griffin Manor Way and Pettman Crescent
form the A2016, which along with Plumstead Road (A206) approximately
120 metres south of the site, are part of the Strategic Road Network (SRN)
and thus under Transport for London (TfL) management.
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4.

Relevant Planning History
-

Site 1 (Griffin Manor Way)

4.1

14/10/2016: Formal Screening Opinion confirming EIA not required (relating
to Sites 1, 3 and 4) for “930 residential units, 1,500sqm of retail space,
1,750sqm of community space, and 1,000sqm of commercial space with
associated access, servicing, parking provision and landscaping” (reference
16/2354/EIA).

4.2

14/09/2015: Outline planning application approved for “redevelopment of
the site for light industrial/research and development (B1 b and c), general
industrial (B2) and/or storage (B8) purposes with ancillary offices, including
access to Griffin Manor Way and Nathan Way, car parking and servicing”
(reference 13/2631/O).
Site 2 (PlasRecycle)

4.3

31/05/2017: Planning permission approved for boundary fencing (reference
17/0337/F).

4.4

09/01/2017: Prior Approval not required for demolition of all existing
buildings on Site 2 (reference 16/3757/D1).

4.5

09/01/2017: Formal Screening Opinion confirming EIA not required for
demolition of all buildings on Site 2 (reference 16/3953/EIA).

4.6

05/10/2015: Certificate of Lawful Development (for proposed works)
approved for “installation of roof mounted photovoltaic units across the
roof area of the large group of warehouse units at the eastern portion of the
site” (reference 15/2147CP).
-

4.7

Site 3 (Highway Land)

14/10/2016: Formal Screening Opinion confirming EIA not required (relating
to Sites 1, 3 and 4) for “930 residential units, 1,500sqm of retail space,
1,750sqm of community space, and 1,000sqm of commercial space with
associated access, servicing, parking provision and landscaping” (reference
16/2354/EIA).
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-

Site 4 (Pettman Crescent)

4.8

14/10/2016: Formal Screening Opinion confirming EIA not required (relating
to Sites 1, 3 and 4) for “930 residential units, 1,500sqm of retail space,
1,750sqm of community space, and 1,000sqm of commercial space with
associated access, servicing, parking provision and landscaping” (reference
16/2354/EIA).

4.9

19/09/2008: Reserved matters approved to outline planning permission dated
17/7/2002 (Ref: 01/2523/O) as varied under application 06/1689/V to provide
a 121 bed hotel with associated car parking (reference 08/1794/R).

4.10

2002: Outline planning permission approved for mixed use redevelopment of
the site to provide trade units (B1, B2 and B8), car sales showroom, car
wash, hotel (C1), drive through restaurant (A3) and associated parking and
landscaping (reference 01/2523/O). Extended in 2006 to allow a further 3
years for the submission of reserved matters (reference 06/1689/V).
-

4.11

Sites 1-4

03/08/2017: Planning permission approved for erection of a 2.4m palisade
fencing with 2 x 4m wide gates, around front and side of Sites 1, 2, 3 and 4
(reference 17/0340/F).
-

Site 5

4.12

04/01/2010: Reserved matters approved for the siting, external appearance,
design and landscaping of outline planning permission dated 14/12/2007 (Ref.
07/2266/O).

4.13

14/12/2007: Outline planning permission approved for “redevelopment to
provide a local prison (Class C2A) comprising up to 35,000sq.m (gross) and
access provided off Griffin Manor Way, provision of 260 off street car
parking spaces and enhanced ecological zones” (reference 07/2266/O).
-

4.14

Sites 1-5

12/06/2018: Formal Scoping Opinion issued under the Town & Country
Planning (EIA) Regulations 2017 for a mixed use development comprising of
1,800 residential units, up to 20,000 sqm of industrial use (Class B1c and B8),
up to 5,000 sqm of flexible employment (Class B1, D1 and D2) including a
max cap of 1,500 sqm of Retail (Class A1, A2, A3 and A4), associated parking
and alterations to the public realm.
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5.

Proposals (in detail)

5.1

This planning application (Application A) is for a comprehensive
redevelopment of the site (referred to as the Masterplan) to provide a
residential-led, mixed use scheme and has been submitted in part full, part
outline form as below.

Site plan and plots
5.2

Broadly the development comprises up to 1750 dwellings within a series of
mansion blocks varying in height between 1 and 13 storeys across the site
plus one taller building of 17 storeys. 40% of the dwellings would be
affordable. Ground floor flexible commercial uses are proposed along
Western Way and up to 3200sqm of flexible industrial uses are proposed
adjacent to the eastern boundary. Car parking is proposed at ground and
lower ground level thereby raising the residential accommodation to account
for the site’s location within Flood Zone 3. The proposals include new
pedestrian and cycle routes and a series of public open spaces, including a
large park within the centre of the scheme and two green links to connect
the site with the Ridgeway.
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- Full details (no matters reserved)
5.3

Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 are submitted with full details (referred to in the
submission as outline with no matters reserved).

5.4

Plot 2 is located between Pettman Crescent (east) and the new garden
square. The southern part of the plot would provide the main vehicular
access to the development and this plot therefore forms part of the gateway
into the site. The plot would comprise 2 blocks between 9 and 11 storeys
orientated north-south and either side of a private podium level garden,
beneath which would be a car park and cycle store accessed via a ramp. The
western most building would be set back 12m from Pettman Crescent (east)
and include a mix of ground floor flexible commercial uses (Class A1, A3,
A4, B1a, D1 and/or D2) with residential dwellings above. The eastern most
building would be one of two symmetrical ‘Park Blocks’ framing the park and
would comprise a site concierge with residential dwellings above. Plot 2
would be a mixed tenure block (shared ownership and private).

5.5

Plot 3 is located in the north west corner of the site directly north of Plot 2
and immediately south of the new prison access. It would be set back 12m
from Western Way. Plot 3 would comprise 3 building types arranged around
a private podium level garden over a lower ground car park and cycle stores
accessed from within the site. The western most blocks would include a mix
of flexible commercial uses (Class A1, A3, A4, B1a, D1 and/or D2) fronting
onto Pettman Crescent (east) with residential dwellings above. The northern
most block would comprise five deck-accessed duplexes over the energy
centre within a 3 storey building. The eastern most blocks would comprise 8
storeys facing onto the internal road. Plot 3 would be a single tenure block
(affordable rented).

5.6

Plot 4 is located to the north of the site between the central park and the
prisons. It would comprise 2 wholly residential blocks up to 8 storeys
arranged north-south with a private podium level garden between, beneath
which would be a car park and cycle stores accessed via a ramp to the north.
The buildings have been designed to prevent overlooking of the adjacent
prisons. Plot 4 would be a mixed tenure block (shared ownership and
private).

5.7

Plot 7 is located in the south west corner of the site, at the junction
between Pettman Crescent (east) and Nathan Way and adjacent to the main
vehicular access. It therefore forms part of the gateway to the site alongside
Plot 2. The plot would comprise 2 blocks of up to 10 storeys with a lower 2
storey element providing 3 podium accessed duplexes adjacent to Nathan
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Way. The western most blocks would include a mix of flexible commercial
uses (Class A1, A3, A4, B1a, D1 and/or D2) fronting onto Pettman Crescent
(east) with residential units above. It is proposed to locate a gym, ancillary to
the residential use at ground floor adjacent to the vehicular access road. A
private podium level garden would be provided between the buildings,
beneath which would be a lower ground car park and cycle stores accessed
via a ramp from the main access road. Plot 7 would be a mixed tenure block
(shared ownership and private).
5.8

Plot 8 is located between the garden square and Nathan Way and comprises
2 wholly residential blocks up to 9 storeys in height with a lower 2 storey
element providing 3 podium accessed duplexes adjacent to Nathan Way. A
private podium level garden would be provided between the buildings,
beneath which would be a lower ground car park and cycle stores accessed
via a ramp from the north. Plot 8 would be a mixed tenure block (shared
ownership and private sale).

5.9

Full details are also submitted in relation to the internal access road and
landscaping and public open space. The access road is proposed to route
from Pettman Crescent (east), around the northern perimeter of Plot 4 and
between Plots 6 and 9 onto Nathan Way.

5.10

The proposals are underpinned by a comprehensive landscape strategy that
promotes circulation and permeability within and across the site. The
strategy includes approximately 11,286sqm of dedicated publicly accessible
amenity space in the form of a new public park (100m by 85m) with
naturalised pond and play area and a series of linear green corridors and
8159sqm of other publicly accessible space in the form of high quality
streetscape. The proposals also make provision for private balconies and
terraces and private communal amenity space across each plot.
- Outline (all matters reserved except access)

5.11

Plots 1, 5, 6 and 9 are submitted in outline with matters reserved including
appearance, landscaping, layout and scale. Access details are included to
enable access roads to be delivered for the whole site within the initial
phases. The outline component seeks to secure parameters for the land
uses, siting, bulk and massing of the buildings and open spaces on and
adjacent to these plots and is supported by relevant parameter plans. The
application is also supported by a Design Code to ensure that individual
buildings and open spaces submitted in future reserved matters applications
follow the design principles established in Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 and comply
with the identified parameters.
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5.12

Plot 1 is located on the west side of Pettman Crescent (east) and would
feature several building types, including mansion blocks and a curved building
at the southern extent and a tower building at the north. Buildings would
range between 11 and 17 storeys. Plot 1 would be wholly residential and
allow for ground floor accommodation elevated approximately 1.5m above
pavement level. Car parking to the rear of the plot would be accessed via
Pettman Crescent. Plot 1 would be a mixed tenure block (affordable rented,
shared ownership and private sale).

5.13

Plot 5 would be located in the north east corner of the site adjacent to the
prisons. The plot would comprise 2 mansion blocks up to 8 storeys in height
orientated north south. The west side would comprise residential dwellings
over a car park and the east side would accommodate a new primary
substation (with access from Hadden Road) with deck-accessed residential
dwellings above and deck accessed duplexes to the south. Plot 5 would be a
single tenure block (affordable rented).

5.14

Plot 6 would be located to the east of the site and comprise the co-location
building with flexible industrial uses and servicing space at ground and
mezzanine levels and residential dwellings within a mansion block and deck
accessed duplexes above. These buildings would be up to 10 storeys in
height. The co-location building would be accessed via Hadden Road to the
east. Plot 6 would be a single tenure block (affordable rented).

5.15

Plot 9 would be located to the east side of the garden square. It would
comprise 4 building types, including a park block, mansion blocks and deckaccessed duplexes to the south ranging between 2 and 11 storeys. The park
block would accommodate ground and first floor flexible walk-to services
with private amenity space and residential dwellings above. The mansion
blocks would be wholly residential. Plot 9 would be a single tenure block
(private sale).

5.16

The parameter plans identify the proposed publicly accessible and private
amenity space, including podium level private amenity space for all plots and
vehicular and pedestrian access points for all land uses.

5.17

By reason of the size and scale of the masterplan it is intended that it would
be constructed and delivered in phases. The submitted Phasing Plan shows 5
development phases and 2 infrastructure phases. The Planning Statement
refers to the phasing as minimising construction periods and impacts on the
local area.
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5.18

The above proposals will result in the redevelopment of the existing
vehicular access to the prisons. For this reason, a new vehicular access to
the prisons is proposed and is subject to a separate full planning application
(Application B). To ensure that prisons access is not interrupted it is
recommended that appropriate construction sequencing, including delivery
of the new prisons access prior to the removal of the existing prisons access
is secured within the S106 Legal Agreement.

6.

Consultation

6.1

The application has been subject of three rounds of public consultation,
comprising of a press notice, site notices and over 1000 individual letters,
sent to individual occupiers in the vicinity of the application site. This also
included consultation with statutory bodies and local amenity groups.

6.2

The current round of consultation (required pursuant to Regulation 25 of
the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations 2017 in response to
submission of further information relating to archaeology) ends on 30
October 2020. Any consultation responses received after publication of this
report will be recorded in an Addendum report.

6.3

For the purposes of consultation, the description of development is:
Part detailed application (with no matters reserved) for development to the
east of Pettman Crescent (Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8) which comprise: Demolition
of structures, site clearance and groundworks; Erection of buildings varying
in height from 1 to 11 storeys plus a single lower ground floor level; Up to
915 residential units; Ancillary residential uses (Class C3); Flexible use
floorspace for: a. retail (Class A1), café/restaurant (Class A3) and drinking
establishment (Class A4) uses; and/or b. Offices (Class B1a)); and/or c. Nonresidential institutions (Class D1) and community use (Class D2). New
pedestrian, vehicle and cycle accesses and internal routes, and associated
highway works; Provision of on-site cycle, vehicle and service parking at
surface and lower ground floor level; Provision of public open space, amenity
and play space and landscaping; and Installation of plant and energy centres.
Part outline application (all matters reserved except for access) for works to
Plots 1, 5, 6 and 9 which comprise: Erection of a lower ground floor level
and buildings varying in height from 1 to ground plus 16 storeys; Residential
development of up to 835 residential units; Employment floorspace (Class
B1c and/or Class B8) with associated communal and staff facilities; A primary
substation; Flexible 'walk-to' use floorspace for: a. retail (Class A1) and
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café/restaurant (Class A3); and/or b. Non-residential institutions (Class D1).
Provision of on-site cycle, vehicle and service parking; Provision of public
open space, amenity and play space and landscaping; and New pedestrian,
vehicle and cycle accesses and internal routes, and associated highway
works.
64

Statutory Consultees
A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
Greater London
Authority (GLA)
Stage 1 Response

Summary of Comments
Principle of development:
- Principle of plan-led release
of SIL to provide up to
1,750 homes and flexible
commercial floorspace,
along with the intensification
of industrial uses in the
wider SIL broadly
supported.
Release of SIL for nonindustrial uses:
- Further information
required on industrial
intensification strategy,
mechanisms to secure
delivery of intensified
industrial uses and
mitigation measures to
ensure residential units
suitably designed and wider
SIL’s operation is not
compromised.
Affordable housing:
- Scheme does not qualify for
Fast Track route. Applicant’s
FVA will be reviewed by
GLA. Request confirmation
affordable blocks achieve
same level of design quality
as the market and mixed
tenure blocks.
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Officers
comments
Noted.

Noted.
See section 9
‘Principle of
development (SIL)’
and section 16
‘Pollution from
Noise, Air Quality
and Land
Contamination’,
including
consideration of the
Agent of Change
principle.
Noted.
See section 14
‘Affordable Housing’.
The development
would be tenure
blind.
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- In line with Intend to Publish
London Plan Policy H5 and
the Mayor’s Affordable
Housing and Viability SPG,
early, mid and late stage
review mechanisms
required.
Urban design:
- Applicant should introduce
variety into massing strategy
to improve urban hierarchy,
enhance pedestrian/cyclist
legibility, reduce significant
number of single aspect
units and maximise active
frontages. Design Codes
must also be strengthened,
including explicitly
recognising specific
condition of plots 5 and 6.
Sustainable drainage and water:
- Need to identify level of risk
from sewer flooding;
- Need to consider use of
flood resilient construction
measures;
- Nathan Way Flow Route:
final details of the finished
ground levels and proposed
drainage features in this area
of the site could be agreed
at the detail design stage.
These should adequately
address the overland flow
route to ensure any risk of
flooding to the site is
managed and flooding of
Nathan Way is not
increased.
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No mid or late stage
review mechanisms
are secured. See
section 14 for
assessment.
Noted.
See section 11
‘Design Quality,
Townscape and
Heritage’ and section
15 ‘Quality of the
Residential
Environment’.

Noted.
Flood Risk
Assessment
Addendum
submitted. See
section 21 ‘Water
Resources, Drainage
and Flood Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
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Transport for
London (TfL)

Transport:
- Proposals appear to
prioritise vehicular
movements over pedestrian
and/or cyclists, due to the
positioning of the access
into the site, the limited
scale of the proposed
amendments and due to the
car parking level proposed.
Trip generation assessment
- Concerns that trip
generation assessment
provided underestimates the
impact of the development
on the bus network;
- Concerns regarding absence
of highway modelling data.
Public transport
- Request £1.8m financial
contribution towards bus
service enhancements
(equivalent to 5 additional
services) to mitigate
increased demand from
development. Absence of
contribution would result in
full buses and longer wait
times.
- Further engagement with
TfL required regarding
relocation of existing bus
infrastructure on Nathan
Way.
Walking and cycling
- Welcome improved
arrangement of wider
verge/cycleway/footway on
Pettman Crescent;
- Further work required in
relation to footpath and
cycleway design;
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Noted.
See section 17
‘Transport and
Access’.

Noted.
See section 17
‘Transport and
Access’.
Detailed model
outputs have been
provided to TfL for
review.
Noted. £500,000
financial contribution
towards bus service
enhancements to be
secured via S106. See
section 17 ‘Transport
and Access’.
Noted.

Noted.

Detailed design and
specification will be
subject of separate
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- In absence of adoption,
public access and
appropriate quality of
construction, maintenance
and cleansing must be
secured through a walkway
(or similar) agreement in
line with Section 35 of the
Highways Act 1980;
- Strong walking/cycling links
required to Plumstead Rail
Station;
- Enhanced footways required
on Nathan Way;
- Enhanced pedestrian access
to Island Site required;
- Active Travel Zone
assessment required.

S278 Highways
Agreement.
Noted. Public rights
of way to be secured
via S106 Legal
Agreement.

Subject to Public
Realm in Plumstead
(PRIP) funding. See
paragraph 17.16.
Detailed design and
specification will be
subject of separate
S278 Highways
Agreement.
See recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
Vehicle access
See section 17
- Consider primary vehicle
‘Transport and
access off Pettman Crescent Access’.
will result in car dominated
landscape and place
Issues indicated as ‘to
vehicular movement over
be addressed at later
that of sustainable and active design stages’ only
travel;
refer to the details of
- Issues raised in the Stage 1
the pedestrian
Road Safety audit have yet
crossing layout and
to be addressed
bus stop relocation
substantively;
subject to S278
- Measures to deter ratHighways
running required.
Agreement.
See recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
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Transport for
London (TfL) Crossrail
Infrastructure
Protection
Historic England
(GLAAS) –
Archaeology

Car parking
- Residential and commercial
uses should be car-free with
exception of disabled
parking;
- Impact of on-street parking
and loading within the public
realm to be addressed (e.g.
through inset bays that can
used for pedestrian
movement when not in use
should be considered).
Cycle parking
- Object to proportion of
stacked cycle stands (95%)
and Sheffield stands (5%)
and aisle widths. Request
20% cycle parking provision
be more accessible Sheffield
stands at standard spacing to
address equality impact
concerns.
Recommend conditions to
safeguard Stagecoach bus
garage operations, secure a
Parking Design and
Management Plan, electric
vehicle charging points, delivery
and serving plan, construction
and logistics plan and travel
plans.
No comment. Application
relates to land outside the
limits of land subject to
consultation by the Crossrail
Safeguarding Direction.
Having considered the draft
Geoarchaeological Fieldwork &
Updated Deposit Model
Report, 2-6 Griffin Manor Way,
QUEST, 7 September 2020, I
am happy to recommend its
approval. While the above
ITEM NO: 7

Noted.
See paragraphs 17.39
– 17.48 of section 17
‘Transport and
Access’.
See recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

Noted.
See paragraphs 17.49
– 17.53 of section 17
‘Transport and
Access’.
See recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
See recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

Noted.

Noted.
See paragraphs 11.74
- 11.80 within section
11 ‘Design Quality,
Townscape and
Heritage’ and
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Historic England –
Historic Buildings
and Areas

Environment
Agency

Natural England

report has highlighted areas of
possible high potential, the site
work to date has not identified
specific ‘hot spots’ of nationally
important archaeology. The
conclusion does not rule out
such potential, but it does
provide a level of confidence
that the on-going
archaeological interest can be
secured by condition(s). The
scope and detail of the
archaeological evaluation stage
will then be followed by a
programme of appropriate
mitigation, the form of which
can only be determined
following evaluation, if it is
determined that there is an ongoing archaeological interest
with the site. Recommend
conditions to ensure the
geo/archaeological interest is
conserved, including through
foundation design and
community engagement.
On the basis of the information
available to date, HE does not
wish to offer any comments.
HE suggests that the views of
the Council’s specialist
conservation advisers are
sought, as relevant.
No objection, subject to
conditions being imposed.
These relate to flood risk
management, groundwater
protection and pollution
prevention.
No comments. See Standing
Advice to assess potential
impacts on protected species.
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recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

Noted. Refer to
Conservation Officer
response at
paragraph 6.3 and
section 11 ‘Design
Quality, Townscape
and Heritage’.
See section 21
‘Water Resources,
Drainage and Flood
Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
Noted. See section
20 ‘Environment and
Climate Change’.
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Thames Water

Waste water infrastructure
(surface water and foul water
drainage)
- Recommend condition to
determine whether
network reinforcement
works may be required to
accommodate the
proposed development and
to avoid sewage flooding
and/or potential pollution
incidents.
Water infrastructure
- Recommend condition to
determine whether
network reinforcement
works may be required to
accommodate the
proposed development and
to ensure sufficient capacity
is made available to
accommodate additional
demand.
Strategic water mains
- Recommend conditions
relating to protection and
piling methods to safeguard
underground water utility
infrastructure.
Drainage strategy
- Drainage strategy required
to specify point(s) of
connection and peak
discharge rates into the
public sewer system for
foul and surface water.
Surface water drainage
strategy does not give
appropriate regard to the
drainage hierarchy and
greenfield runoff rate in
accordance with London
Plan requirements. We
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Noted.
See section 21
‘Water Resources,
Drainage and Flood
Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
See section 21
‘Water Resources,
Drainage and Flood
Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

See section 21
‘Water Resources,
Drainage and Flood
Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
See section 21
‘Water Resources,
Drainage and Flood
Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
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Network Rail

Metropolitan
Police/Counter
Terrorism
Security Advice

Ministry of Justice

expect surface water to be
attenuated to Greenfield
run-off rates following
London Policy 5.13 and
achieve 5l/s/ha for all
weather conditions.
Requested meeting to discuss
how the proposal will interact
with Plumstead station and the
national railway network and to
identify any mitigation that may
be required as part of this
development.
Key points relate to lighting,
surveillance, access control,
climbing aids, emergency
services access, signage and
anti-social behaviour.
Recommend a ‘Secured by
Design’ condition, to ensure
the development will achieve
the security requirements.
Particular attention required to
ensure route between site and
Plumstead Station is fit for
purpose.
Transport
- Consider Hadden Road
should be retained and could
link with the new access to
the east of the site from
Nathan Way to the multi
storey car park.
- Support provision of an
additional access point from
Nathan Way to the east of
the development, providing
the Prisons with an additional
access to their multi storey
car park. Support principle of
gate controlled access or
similar to the car park.
ITEM NO: 7

No specific mitigation
required. See
paragraphs 17.36 and
17.37 of section 17
‘Transport and
Access’.
Noted.
See section 19
‘Health and
Wellbeing’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

Noted.
A separate planning
application for an
additional access to
the prison directly off
Nathan Way is under
assessment
(reference
20/1279/F).
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- Essential that new access to
the prison is delivered prior
to removal of the current
access from Griffin Manor
Way or any other temporary
access solution. This must be
agreed via a S106 Agreement
linked to both applications A
and B.
- Important that Transport
Statement has fully
considered impact on the
Prisoner Escort and Custody
Service (PECS) vehicles.
Design
- Mitigation measures to
windows/balconies to
restrict views of the Prisons
is supported.
- Mitigation measures will
require post construction
assessment to ensure
effectiveness and need to be
secured and maintained in
perpetuity (through a S106
agreement).
- Request same restrictions
applied to Plots 3 and 4 to
mitigate overlooking are
also applied to Plot 5.
- Request that any future
height considerations for
Plot 5 be limited to the
heights agreed (or lower)
for Plots 3 and 4 along the
prison boundary.
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Appropriate
sequencing will be
secured within the
Section 106 Legal
Agreement. See
Section 26 ‘Legal
Agreement’.
Applicant has
confirmed this to be
the case. Transport
Assessment
concludes the prison
access arrangements
would not be
adversely affected.
See paragraphs 12.28
– 12.33 of section 12
‘Impact on the
amenity of nearby
properties’,
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2) and Section 26
‘Legal Agreement’.
To be secured
through the Design
Code and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
Height of buildings on
Plot 5 would be
required to comply
with the approved
parameter plans.
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Construction
- Request input to detailed
Construction Logistics Plan
and Construction Charter.
- Demolition, construction
and operational phases are
important considerations to
MoJ/Prisons, especially in
relation to site access, use
of plant/ machinery (cranes
especially) and utilities.
- Site and any machinery must
be kept locked outside
hours of construction and
that use of such equipment
is carefully controlled.
- Works must not impact on
continuity of utilities to the
Prisons as a neighbouring
party and noted sensitive
receptor to the
development.
- Any vibration from works
must be strictly controlled
to ensure that it does not
affect any prison operations,
e.g. below ground alarm
triggers.
Utilities
- Support undertaking of hand
dug trial holes to verify the
precise line and level of all
utilities in the vicinity of the
development.
- Any diversion of utility
services must ensure that
there is no interruption to
their servicing to the
Prisons.
Flooding
- Support the measures to
reduce flooding in the
locality. There is concern
ITEM NO: 7

Noted.
See recommended
conditions (Appendix
2) requiring
consultation with
Ministry of Justice.

Noted.

Noted.
Appointment of a
Community Liaison
Officer to be secured
by condition.
Noted. See
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

Noted.

Noted.
See section 21
‘Water Resources,
Drainage and Flood
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London City
Airport

Sport England

Scotia Gas
Networks (SGN)
London Fire
Brigade

however that the proposed
drainage measures will lead
to increased water draining
into or being diverted
towards the western ditch
which runs along the
western boundary of the
prisons, parallel to Western
Way. This needs to be
carefully reviewed. MoJ has
a lease on this ditch and an
obligation to inspect and
maintain the ditch. Any
increased groundwater or
runoff to this is of concern.
No objection subject to
conditions to safeguard airport
operations, including relating to
details of use of cranes/tall
equipment and bird
management strategies.
No objection. Recommend use
of Sport England’s Active
Design guidance (October
2015) in the master planning
process.
Advised on how to find
information regarding location
of SGN pipes.
Pump appliance access and
water supplies for the fire
service were not specifically
addressed in the supplied
documentation, however they
do appear adequate. In other
respects, this proposal should
conform to the requirements
of part B5 of Approved
Document B.
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Risk’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).

Noted. See
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
Noted.

Noted. Recommend
advice is included as
an informative
(Appendix 2).
Noted.
See section 19
‘Health and
Wellbeing’ and
recommended
conditions (Appendix
2).
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6.5

Council Departments
A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Summary of Comments
Representation
Education - Local authority has a statutory duty
Early Years
to ensure sufficiency of high quality,
and Childcare
accessible early years’ places.
Team
- Confirm on-site nursery required to
meet demand and 1048sqm is
suitable for predicted child yield.
Request nursery secured by
condition.
- There are no nurseries within the
immediate location. Closest on the
other side of the Ridgeway in an
industrial site. There are two others
are considerable walking distance and
so not accessible – in any event they
are at capacity.
- Public transport access to site is
limited - location of proposed D1
allocated specifically for nursery use
closest to train station area of site
and accessible to all plots would be
more suitable.
Education - Disagree with estimated child yield
Admissions,
and consider estimated potential
Place Planning,
demand for the primary age group
Systems and
equivalent to between one and two
Resilience
forms of entry.
- Expect to be able to absorb older age
groups within existing provision.
- Given that the land is surrounded by
major roads and the Ridgeway, any
agreement should include provision
that ensures easy access to local
amenities, including schools.
Public Health - Concerns regarding inadequate
and Wellbeing
provision and location of 3+
bedroom units within development.
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Officers
comments
Noted.
See paragraphs
18.13 – 18.14 of
section 18 ‘Social
Infrastructure’.

Noted.
See paragraphs
18.15 – 18.19 of
section 18 ‘Social
Infrastructure’.
Noted.
See section 17
‘Transport and
Access’.
See section 13
‘Residential Mix’,
section 14
‘Affordable
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Greenwich
CCG

Waste
Services

Housing

- Query impacts on local GP practices,
secondary and tertiary health
services.
- Consider insufficient consideration of
wider health impacts and
mitigation/enhancement required.
- Consider financial contribution
should be secured via S106 rather
than CIL for improving existing
primary care facilities.
- Request financial contribution of
£2,641,531 for capital costs of
increased capacity of primary
healthcare, community and mental
health services and acute care
infrastructure, for example at
Gallions Reach Health Centre to
address the health demands from this
development.
- Total number, type and location of
waste and recycling containers are
adequate for the total number of
properties.
- Queries relating to capacity of
specific bin stores relative to specific
blocks, WEEE and textiles recycling,
bin rotation and temporary storage.
Affordable housing:
- No comments.
Unit mix:
- Provision of 17% 3 beds in the
Affordable rented housing and 10%
across the scheme overall is
comparatively low relative to the
40% 3 bed plus requirement.
Wheelchair units:
- Require 10% wheelchair units across
each tenure. These should provide a
mix of unit sizes.
Car parking:
- Disabled parking should be provided
as close as possible to wheelchair
accessible dwellings.
ITEM NO: 7

Housing’ and
section 18 ‘Social
Infrastructure’.
£1m financial
contribution
towards health
infrastructure to
be secured via
S106.
See section 18
‘Social
Infrastructure’.
£1m financial
contribution
towards health
infrastructure to
be secured via
S106.
See section 23
‘Waste and
Recycling
Storage and
Collection’ and
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).
Noted.
See section 13
‘Residential Mix’,
section 14
‘Affordable
Housing’.
See paragraphs
15.54 – 15.60 of
section 15
‘Quality of the
Residential
Environment’.
Noted.
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Other:
- Affordable rented units to be
provided at London Affordable Rent
levels
- Shared ownership units to be subject
to RBG maximum income levels for
the initial 3 month marketing period
- In addition to private amenity space,
public amenity space should be of
highest quality in terms of design and
materials and should be accessible to
all tenures within the development.
Environmental - No objection subject to conditions
Protection
relating to construction impacts,
(Air Quality,
including dust and air quality
Noise and
monitoring; machinery; noise and
Ground
emissions from fixed plant and
Conditions)
equipment, including extraction and
ventilation systems; odour
assessment, sound insulation for the
residential dwellings from traffic
noise; Delivery and Servicing Plan;
Construction Logistics Plan; Travel
Plan; contamination, subsequent
remediation and verification.
Occupational - London Plan requirement is for 10%
Therapist
of dwellings to comply with the
standards of Approved Document
M4 category 3: wheelchair user
dwellings: M4(3)(2(a) Wheelchair
Adaptable dwellings & M4(3)(2)(b)Wheelchair Accessible dwellings.
- Concern regarding loss of bedspaces
required to achieve M4(3)(2)(a)
wheelchair adaptable dwellings.
- Recommend conditions to secure
compliance with 90% M42 and 10 %
M43 and the social rent/affordable
dwellings that are M43 should be
wheelchair accessible at completion.
Flood Risk
- No objection subject to conditions.
Manager
(Local Lead
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To be secured
via S106 Legal
Agreement.
See section
15.61 – 15.69 of
section 15
‘Quality of the
Residential
Environment’.
Noted.
See
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).

Noted.
See paragraphs
15.54 – 15.60 of
section 15
‘Quality of the
Residential
Environment’
and
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).

Noted. See
recommended
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Flood
Authority)
Sustainability
and Renewal

conditions
(Appendix 2).
- No objection subject to conditions
Noted. See
and planning obligations to secure the section 20
energy strategy, BREEAM
‘Environment
requirements, water efficiency,
and Climate
sustainable design and construction,
Change’, section
biodiversity and overheating
26 ‘Legal
measures.
Agreement’ and
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).
Street Trees
- Request financial compensation of
Noted. See
£346,713 (equivalent to 60% of the
paragraphs 20.15
CAVAT value of each tree) for the
– 20.21 of
removal of existing trees on adopted section 20
public highway;
‘Environment
- Harm from tree loss would not be
and Climate
wholly offset by proposed tree
Change’.
planting strategy.
Transportation Design:
Noted.
and Highways - Interim arrangements need to be
See section 17
Officer
considered between the existing
‘Transport and
prison access arrangements and that Access’.
of the future Masterplan. Sufficient
re-grading of the existing footway and
cycleway will also be required at a
detailed stage.
- Consideration should be given to
Nathan Way
widening the foot and cycle paths and crossing
improving the layout proposed to
improvements
enable safe crossing of Nathan Way. are proposed.
- Recommend a landscaping strip or
Amended plans
verge is provided to separate
submitted to
pedestrians and cyclists from
include a buffer
Western Way.
between the
- Proposals must demonstrate they do road and cycle
not hinder the implementation of a
path.
Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) scheme
See paragraph
along Western Way.
17.38.
Pedestrian/cyclist infrastructure:
- Given the reliance on travel
Financial
associated with the development by
contribution of
ITEM NO: 7
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modes other than the car, it is
recommended that contributions be
sought towards improving public
transport or pedestrian and cyclist
infrastructure improvements,
including between the site and
Crossrail and the Ridgeway.
- Footways around the site are in a
poor condition and given that
vehicular crossovers need to be
abandoned and new formed, it is
recommended that the footways
surrounding the site are re-laid /
improved in line with the Healthy
Streets approach possibly including
tree planting into the street scene.
- Recommend an Active Travel Zone
(ATZ) Assessment is undertaken.
- Recommend financial contribution be
sought to compensate for loss of
Highway Land and trees.
- New pedestrian crossing would have
to be linked to all the other signals
on the gyratory to optimise flow
around it.
- Standard SPD planning requirements
and contributions would apply
regarding cycle training, cycle facility
improvements, public realm
improvements, car club membership
etc.
Cycle parking:
- Recommend adequate cycle provision
made in line with the
recommendations of the Intend to
Publish London Plan policy, taking
account of Transport for London’s
Pedestrian and Cycle Design Guides.
Car parking:
- Potential for overspill parking to
occur in the area. Ultimately the
nature of the area will change but in
the interim, waiting restrictions
ITEM NO: 7

£617,000
towards
transport and
highways
secured via S106
legal agreement.
Street trees are
proposed.
Resurfacing of
footways to be
secured by a
S278 Highways
Agreement.
See
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).
Noted.
See section 26
‘Legal
Agreement’.

Noted.

Noted. Financial
contribution of
£617,000
towards
transport and
highways
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Urban Design
Manager

would be required to curtail such
demand possibly with the
introduction of a CPZ.
Highways impacts
- Traffic modelling conclusions suggest
level of vehicular movements could
be accommodated on the highway
network, there is limited background
information to support that
conclusion.
- Concerns regarding proposed bus
stop obscuring sight lines from new
vehicular access and sudden lane
changes for vehicles approaching and
passing through the new pedestrian
crossing increasing the risk of red
light violations at the crossing.
- Internal roads should be designed to
a 20mph design speed and in addition
to signage, would be expected
provide physical measures. The
internal road layout is not considered
suitable for adoption.
- Not all issues within initial road safety
audit have been addressed and the
design team responded by indicating
many of the issues would need to be
addressed at design stage. Highway
issues should be resolved before
determination.
Deliveries and servicing:
- Recommend all servicing
arrangements are accommodated on
site and that the loading bay on
Nathan Way is removed. The
emergency, refuse and delivery
vehicle access to the site appears to
have adequate space for vehicles to
turn on site.
Site Layout
- Overall spatial strategy, including
location of uses supported in design
terms
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secured via S106
legal agreement.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted. See
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).
Noted.

Noted. See
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).

Noted.
See section 11
‘Design Quality,
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- Generally, plots thoughtfully arranged Townscape and
with adequate distances and wellHeritage’.
proportioned podiums
- Wider spacing between blocks on
Plots 3 and 9 should be considered
- Consider mansion block typology
applied too systematically and
alternative building types should be
considered to create slimmer
buildings and wider open spaces
- Proposals well integrated by
pedestrian routes
Townscape, massing and form
- Buildings too similar in height and in
some cases (Plots 3 and 9) too high
and bulky relative to open spaces and
key views
- Concerns regarding excessive and
unrelieved 12-13 storey parapet
height of plot 1 which detracts from
the 17-storey tower
- Detrimental visual impact on views
from Woolwich Arsenal and
Plumstead Road from west and
Nathan Way and Ridgeway from east
- Consider proposed massing should
have stepped down more legibly and
gradually towards south east
Character
- Homogenous approach to double
loaded corridor typology increases
monolithic feel of buildings
- Monolithic response reads too much
as an estate rather than composition
of character areas
- Two-storey links accepted in
principle but not adequately
integrated with character, scale and
language of taller blocks
- Consider approach would have been
improved by integrating other
building types
Internal layouts
ITEM NO: 7
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Conservation
Officer

- Approach to covered parking and
upper ground floor residential
supported;
- Deck units activate podium spaces
and streets
- Consider some bike stores should
have been accessed from street
- Limited number of true dual-aspect
units
- Excessive number of units per core
- Layout of Plot 3 results in extensive
inactive frontage
Architecture
- Support contribution of concepts,
features and materials to richness and
quality of architecture
- Building accesses adequately
expressed
- Consider additional building types
would have been beneficial to overall
architectural quality
Landscape
- Comprehensive strategy of new
green spaces, trees and rainwater
gardens is effectively integrated
within the overall design of the
scheme and surrounding context
- Further details required on technical
detailing and material finishes
- Green links to Ridgeway would have
a positive impact on this route in
environmental and accessibility terms
- Query ability to achieve soft
character of decks
- Proposed development significantly
larger than surrounding buildings and
in terms of bulk, massing and
articulation does not relate well or
make a positive contribution to the
surrounding townscape, open-spaces
and local key long vistas.
- Proposed development will be higher
than adjacent Council Depot /
ITEM NO: 7

Noted.
See section 11
‘Design Quality,
Townscape and
Heritage’.
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Plumstead Power Station, makes no
reference to the relationship with the
heritage asset and cause some
detrimental harm to its setting. Harm
is considered to be ‘less that
substantial’.
- Consider reduction in height, scale
and massing would assist in creating a
more human scale and positively
address the surrounding context,
both from an architectural and
townscape perspective.
6.6

Amenity Groups
A summary of the consultation responses received from Amenity Groups,
along with the officer comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
West
Thamesmead
Community
Association

Summary of Comments
Comments neither objecting to or
supporting the planning application as
below:
- Would like to see an increase in
the provision of mixed use
community space, including use as
places of worship;
- Would like to see pedestrian and
cycle access prioritised to reduce
vehicle traffic and improve air
quality;
- Would like to see a focus on
prioritising small independent
retailers and businesses;
- Would like to see the use of
innovative technologies that
support sustainability including
sustainable urban drainage and
rainwater recapture technologies,
blue/green spaces to reduce the
urban heat island affect, renewable
energy options, carbon offsetting,
restoring natural habitats to
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Officers
comments
Noted.
See paragraph
9.45.
See section 17
‘Transport and
Access’ for
further details on
accessibility and
enhancements to
pedestrian and
cycle
infrastructure.
See section 20
‘Environment and
Climate Change’
and section 21
‘Water
Resources,
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provide wildlife habitat and
corridors.
6.7

Drainage and
Flood Risk’.

Local Residents and Businesses
A total of 3 response have been received from local residents and businesses.
A summary of these responses, along with the officer comments are set out
in table below:
Summary of Comments
- Difficulty accessing proposals;
- Assume blocks will not be
affordable housing;
- Inadequate parking provision,
including for tradespeople vans will
increase parking problems
elsewhere;
- Consider Woolwich needs to be
re-developed before any
emphasis is placed on building
houses that are not within reach of
local people;
- The high street shops have closed
down at a fast pace, leaving only
"Pop up shops" that are there for a
very short period of time and then
another shop will replace it;
- The area looks dreary and poverty
stricken, and it is in need of a
serious facelift.

Officers comments
The planning application is available to
view online and arrangements for
viewing hard copies of the application
were publicised.
See section 17 ‘Transport and Access’
in relation to car parking.
Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

7.

Planning Context

7.1

This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF – 2019)
• National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)
• Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space
Standard (Department for Communities and Local
Government – March 2015)
• The London Plan (March 2016) - Full details of relevant policies refer
to Appendix 3.
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• The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (“Core Strategy” – 2014) - Full details of relevant policies
refer to Appendix 3.
• For full details of relevant SPD / Documents refer to Appendix 3.
7.2

The Intend to Publish London Plan (December 2019) has been through the
required consultation process, and Examination in Public (EiP), and is due to
be adopted later in 2020. Officers consider due to the imminent publication
of this document the relevant policies within the Intend to Publish London
Plan do have substantial weight and will be referenced and referred to in this
report and do inform Officers recommendation.

7.3

The Royal Greenwich Site Allocations Preferred Approach has been subject
to public consultation. The Regulation 19 draft of the Site Allocations Local
Plan (SALP) is scheduled to be taken to Full Council for approval for formal
public consultation in November 2020, with submission expected in Spring
2021 and Examination in Public following in Summer 2021. Part of the
application site (Plot 1) is included in the Preferred Approach document as
site T2 Pettman Crescent/Gyratory. Officers consider the draft SALP is a
material consideration with limited weight.

8.

Material Planning Considerations

8.1

This section of the report provides an analysis of the specific aspects of the
proposed development. The principal issues that need to be considered in
the determination of the planning application (Ref: 19/4398/O) include:
-

Principle of development (Section 9);
Density (Section 10);
Design Quality, Townscape and Heritage (Section 11);
Impact on the amenity of nearby properties (Section 12);
Residential Mix (Section 13);
Affordable Housing (Section 14);
Quality of the Residential Environment (Section 15);
Pollution from Noise, Air Quality and Land Contamination (Section 16);
Transport and Access (Section 17);
Social Infrastructure (Section 18);
Health and Wellbeing (Section 19)
Environment and Climate Change (Section 20);
Water Resources, Drainage and Flood Risk (Section 21);
Wind Microclimate (Section 22);
Waste and Recycling Storage and Collection (Section 23);
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-

Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (MCIL) (Section 24);
RBG CIL (Section 25);
Legal Agreement (Section 26);
Implications for Disadvantaged Groups (Section 27); and
Planning balance and conclusion (Section 28).

8.2

As Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) development, the planning
application is supported by an assessment of the environmental impacts
arising from the proposed development in the form of an Environmental
Statement (ES). The ES is consistent with the EIA Scoping Opinion issued by
the Council on 15/06/2018 which confirmed that the following matters
should be included:
- Demolition and Construction;
- Noise and Vibration;
- Air Quality;
- Transport;
- Water Resources, Flood Risk and Drainage;
- Ground Conditions and Contamination;
- Archaeology and Built Heritage;
- Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing;
- Wind Microclimate;
- Ecology;
- Socio-economics; and
- Health and Wellbeing.

8.3

The application has been assessed in accordance with the Environmental
Impact Assessment Regulations 2017 (the EIA Regulations). Consultation on
the ES was carried out in accordance with the above Regulations. During the
review process, the Council’s consultants requested additional information
for clarification and further information under Regulation 25 of the EIA
Regulations. As such, further consultations were carried out and a notice
published in the press in accordance with Regulation 25 of the above
Regulations.

8.4

The ES has been independently reviewed by LUC who produced their Final
Review Report (FRR) dated September 2020. It is considered that the ES
provides a full account of the development proposed in the planning
application and the likely significant effects on the environment including
measures to mitigate any environmental effects. The EIA consultants have
confirmed that, in their professional opinion, the ES is compliant with the
requirements of the EIA Regulations and is considered to contain sufficient
environmental information to enable determination of the planning
application.
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8.5

Royal Greenwich, as the relevant planning authority, has examined the
‘environmental information’ and has used this information to reach reasoned
conclusion on the significant effects of the proposed development on the
environment. These conclusions have been incorporated into the relevant
environmental sections of this report.

8.6

In addition, each section includes a description of any features of the
development and any measures envisaged in order to avoid, prevent, reduce
and, if possible, offset, likely significant adverse effects on the environment.
This report also specifies how these measures are to be secured if the
application is granted planning permission i.e. through planning conditions
and/or planning obligations.

8.7

Conditions are recommended to ensure that the development is carried out
in accordance with the parameters assessed in the ES (for the full wording of
these refer to Appendix 2).

9.

Principle of development (Strategic Industrial Land/SIL)

9.1

Sites 1 and 2 are designated as SIL. Intend to Publish London Plan Policy E4
and London Plan Policy 2.17 seek to ensure a sufficient supply of industrial
land in London through promoting, managing and protecting SILs as London’s
main reservoirs of industrial and related capacity. LP policy 2.17B states
development proposals in SILs should be refused unless:
a) they fall within the broad industrial type activities outlined in para 2.79
(including general industrial, light industrial, storage and distribution,
waste management, recycling, utilities etc),
b) are part of strategically co-ordinated process of SIL consolidation
through a plan-led approach,
c) the proposal is for employment workspace to meet identified need for
small or medium sized enterprises (SMEs) or new emerging industrial
sectors or,
d) the proposal is for small scale ancillary services for industrial occupiers
such as a café or workplace crèche.

9.2

Similarly, policy E5 of the Intend to Publish Plan provides specific guidance on
SIL, stating that development proposals for uses in SIL, other than SIL
appropriate uses should be refused, except in areas released through a
strategically coordinated process of SIL consolidation. The release must be
carried out either through a planning framework, Development Plan
Document or part of a co-ordinated master planning process in collaboration
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with the GLA and relevant borough, not through ad-hoc planning
applications.
9.3

Both LP policy 2.17(C) and the Intend to Publish Plan policy E5(E) state that
proposals in SIL, or adjacent to SIL, should not compromise the integrity or
effectiveness of these locations in accommodating industrial type activities
and their ability to operate on a 24-hour basis.

9.4

Policy E7 of the Intend to Publish London Plan provides further guidance on
industrial intensification, co-location and substitution. This policy, along with
Policies E4 and E5, are the subject of a Direction by the Secretary of State
(SoS). Specifically, policy E7B states intensification can be used to facilitate
consolidation of an identified SIL to support the delivery of residential and
other uses as part of a plan led process of SIL intensification and
consolidation, where it meets the criteria in Intend to Publish London Plan
policy E7D. This includes:
- the industrial and related activities on-site and in surrounding parts of the
SIL are not compromised in terms of their continued efficient function,
including for access;
- the intensified industrial, storage and distribution uses are completed in
advance of any residential component being occupied; and
- appropriate design mitigation is provided in any residential element, with
particular consideration given to safety and security, layout/orientation,
design quality, agent of change, vibration and noise and air quality.

9.5

The Intend to Publish London Plan previously included a requirement to
ensure no net loss of industrial capacity. Industrial capacity was defined as the
quantum of floorspace on the site or the amount of floorspace that could be
provided at a 65% plot ratio, whichever is greater. This requirement has
however been deleted from the plan under the SoS Direction.

9.6

In accordance with the requirements of Intend to Publish London Plan policy
E5 the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood consultation draft OAPF identifies 3
potential options for the redevelopment of West Thamesmead and the
future of West Thamesmead SIL. Option 1 proposes to intensify the SIL,
including Sites 1 and 2, and locate residential and light industrial uses around
Plumstead Station. Option 2 proposes to release the southern portion of Site
1 and introduce residential and mixed-use development as part of the
intensification of residential uses surrounding Plumstead Rail Station. Option
3 proposes to release Sites 1 and 2 from SIL, enabling the residential and
mixed land uses to be introduced in this location, with intensification to
enhance industrial capacity in the wider SIL.
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9.7

At a local level, CS policy EA4 identifies the West Thamesmead/Plumstead
Industrial Area, including the White Hart Triangle as one of 4 SILs in the
Borough which are to be retained and protected for continued industrial use.

9.8

In relation to North Plumstead, the emerging SALP document states that SIL
will be protected and intensified for industrial use, and underused land
developed at this key location.
- Assessment

9.9

The Masterplan proposals are consistent with option 3 of the consultation
draft of the OAPF insofar as they would provide the opportunity for the
intensification of industrial land in the wider SIL to enable the consolidation
and release of the relevant parts of the application site (Sites 1 and 2) from
SIL. In this regard, the proposal is part of a plan-led approach to SIL
management, rather than an ad-hoc application and would be in accordance
with LP policy 2.17B(b) and Intend to Publish Plan policy E5. The proposals
also include small scale ancillary services in the form of a nursery as
permitted by LP policy 2.17B(d).

9.10

Notwithstanding the absence of existing industrial activity on the application
site, both adopted and emerging planning policy at all levels seeks to
safeguard industrial capacity on SIL and to achieve industrial intensification to
support London’s economic function. This is also an objective of the OAPF,
which recognises the potential to release some SIL near to Plumstead Station
for non-industrial uses, on the condition that re-provision of lost industrial
capacity associated with that release is secured elsewhere in accordance with
Intend to Publish London Plan policy E7.

9.11

In this case Peabody Land Limited (Peabody), one of the joint applicants,
owns a significant amount of land in the wider Thamesmead SIL, thereby
creating an opportunity to co-ordinate the necessary SIL intensification
through the master planning approach endorsed by planning policy. Prior to
submission of this application Peabody produced a Commercial and Industrial
Masterplan (CIM), covering approximately 122.5 hectares within
Thamesmead. The objectives of the CIM were to demonstrate how Peabody
could deliver a range of new industrial accommodation over the short,
medium and long term (20 years) through a coordinated masterplan and
investment approach.
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9.12

Pursuant to the CIM, this planning application is supported by a West
Thamesmead SIL Masterplan Strategy (prepared by We Made That
Architects). Building on the CIM the SIL Masterplan Strategy relates
specifically to how the Thamesmead SIL (encompassing an area of
approximately 69.7 hectares) could be intensified to provide a range of
industrial use types in line with the objectives of the draft OAPF and Intend
to Publish London Plan policy.

9.13

The document identifies vacant sites within the wider SIL and an analysis of
the existing plot ratios within the application site. The SIL has a very low
average plot ratio of 22% which is a reflection of the age of the building stock
and generally inefficient layouts. The Masterplan Strategy concludes that
52,840sqm of industrial floorspace could be provided within the West
Thamesmead SIL over the short term (0–5 years). A total of 145,892 sqm of
industrial floorspace could be provided over the short, medium (5–10 years)
and longer term (10+ years).

9.14

The GLA notes that the proposed industrial uses on the application site (Site
1.1 in the SIL Masterplan Strategy) cannot all be considered to be SIL
appropriate, as the majority of this floorspace is within stacked facilities.
Intend to Publish London Plan policy E7 states that co-locating industrial and
residential uses is only appropriate in Locally Significant Industrial Sites (LSIS),
not SIL. The co-locating of industrial and residential floorspace fundamentally
impacts how the industrial land can be used in the future and, therefore, is
not appropriate for SIL. The GLA therefore consider the total additional SIL
floorspace proposed should more accurately be 138,285 sqm (equating to
45,233 sqm in the short term).

9.15

The intention of the SIL Masterplan Strategy is to demonstrate how the
shortfall from this site could be delivered as and when market demand
justifies. Importantly the sites identified in the SIL Masterplan Strategy do not
benefit from planning permission for intensification and the Strategy does not
secure a particular quantum of delivery. This is therefore a largely theoretical
exercise about potential future capacity. With the exception of the colocated elements within the outline element of the application site, the
Masterplan does not commit to the delivery of intensified industrial
floorspace and this represents a limitation to it. Notwithstanding this, the
proposed Plot 6 co-location building would be suitably located to provide a
transition between uses and act as a catalyst for regeneration of the wider
SIL.
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9.16

The Masterplan instead proposes to secure £5m and an Investment Strategy
through the S106 legal agreement. The Investment Strategy identifies
measures to achieve the opportunities for intensified industrial development
detailed within the SIL Masterplan Strategy. Implementation of the strategy
would be overseen by a Steering Group (comprising representatives of
Peabody, Royal Borough of Greenwich and the GLA). The purpose of the
Steering Group would be to implement the Masterplan Strategy, with priority
to the redevelopment of Site 7 for intensified industrial development. The
delivery of Site 7 would be a Joint Venture with support from the GLA and is
capable of delivering 34,895sqm of industrial floorspace and up to 560 jobs.
The Investment Strategy would include commissioning of a Site 7 feasibility
study within one month of grant of planning permission of the Masterplan
and an aim to secure a Delivery Strategy, including planning permission for
intensified industrial development on Site 7 within three years of the date of
planning permission for the Masterplan.

9.17

Irrespective of whether there is demand for and it is viable to deliver the Site
7 development, the Steering Group will also consider options for delivery on
the other short term opportunity sites within the Industrial Masterplan
Strategy. The Investment Strategy would also facilitate environmental and
public realm improvements and infrastructure improvements across the
wider SIL as well as considering opportunities for consolidating shortmedium term leasehold interests in it. Such investments would be with the
express aims of directly benefitting occupiers, attracting new tenants and
increasing demand for new industrial floorspace in the SIL and always in
addition to those improvements that are expected of Peabody in their role as
responsible landowner. This approach will maximise the opportunity for
intensification and higher densities to be achieved.

9.18

Whilst the Investment Strategy is considered to provide a robust mechanism
for the future delivery of innovative industrial intensification proposals and
has the potential to bring about transformational change in perceptions of
the wider West Thamesmead SIL, it does not wholly satisfy policy objectives
insofar as it does not commit to the actual delivery of a specific quantum of
intensified industrial uses, nor in advance of any residential component being
occupied.

9.19

In order to address this and to ensure the timely delivery of intensified
industrial floorspace in the SIL, the S106 legal agreement would secure a
financial contribution of £2.4m towards the delivery of the Plumstead Power
Station project. Plumstead Power Station is a substantial Council-owned
Grade II listed building located approximately 450m to the south east of the
site and within the West Thamesmead SIL.
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9.20

Following the award of Good Growth Funding in 2018, the Council has
undertaken a feasibility study which identifies how the Power Station site is
capable of industrial intensification to provide a workspace hub comprising
circa. 5000sqm of light industrial and flexible hybrid industrial (B1c/B2/B8)
space for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises that is appropriate to
the local market in terms of format and pricing. The contribution from this
development would be used to bridge the funding gap between the Good
Growth funding and match funding to secure the intensification of the site for
SIL appropriate employment uses and secure the lifespan of the listed
building. It would also act as an employment catalyst for surrounding
regeneration and support the Good Growth of Plumstead. Whilst it is not
possible to secure delivery in advance of any residential occupation on the
site, the Power Station project is anticipated to be delivered within 2-3 years
of implementation, and therefore likely to be delivered before any floorspace
through the Investment Strategy (the associated monies for which will
become available 5 years after implementation of the Masterplan).
- Conclusion

9.21

Whilst the majority of land in SILs should be retained and intensified for
industrial uses, both adopted and emerging London Plan policy contains
scope for selected parts of SILs to be consolidated through a carefully coordinated plan-led approach. In this case, there is a consensus as outlined in
the draft OAPF that this well-connected part of the West Thamesmead SIL is
appropriate for development for other uses and is capable of contributing to
other planning priorities including housing and affordable housing in
accordance with Intend to Publish London Plan policy E4(E). It is relevant
that the principle of the plan-led release of the site from SIL to provide up to
1750 homes and flexible commercial floorspace, combined with the
intensification of industrial uses in the wider SIL is broadly supported by the
GLA.

9.22

Officers consider that a financial contribution and Investment Strategy would
appropriately facilitate the release of this part of the SIL for other uses,
including affordable housing. Specifically, the financial contribution would
enable timely delivery of intensified Class B1c, Class B2 and Class B8
industrial floorspace through the Power Station project. The Investment
Strategy would intensify existing low density sites and improve the areas
attractiveness to the market over the short, medium and longer term.
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9.23

These commitments would on balance assist in mitigating the impact of
unacceptable development and to make it acceptable in planning terms.
Furthermore, Officers are satisfied that the Investment Strategy and a
financial contribution of the scale and nature sought would meet the
statutory tests in regulation 122 (as amended by the 2011 and 2019
Regulations). It is necessary to make the development acceptable in planning
terms, directly related to the development and fairly and reasonably related
in scale and kind to the development.

9.24

As detailed in section 16 below, the proposed development, and in particular
plots 1 and 6 would incorporate appropriate design mitigation to ensure it
would not compromise existing or future SIL operations surrounding the
site.
Principle of development (housing)

9.25

The NPPF is a set of national guidelines from which the principles of modern
planning are cascaded into local planning policy and is a material
consideration in the determination of planning decisions. It sets out that the
purpose of the planning system is to deliver sustainable development which
needs to balance economic, social and environmental priorities.

9.26

Chapter 5 requires the delivery of a wide choice of high-quality homes and to
boost significantly the supply of housing. Paragraph 59 of the NPPF (2019)
states that “to support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting
the supply of homes, it is important that a sufficient amount and variety of
land can come forward where it is needed”. Paragraph 72 acknowledges that
the supply of large numbers of new homes can be best achieved through
planning for larger scale development provided it is well-located, designed
and supported by adequate infrastructure and facilities. Paragraph 117
requires planning policies and decisions to promote an effective use of land in
meeting the need for homes and other uses, while safeguarding and
improving the environment and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions
with an emphasis on making as much use as possible of previously-developed
or ‘brownfield’ land.

9.27

Adopted London Plan policies 3.3 and 3.4 seek to deliver significant housing
across London by requiring development proposals to optimise housing
output having regard to local context and character, design and transport
accessibility. London Plan policy 3.7 relates specifically to large residential
developments, stating that proposals should be progressed through an
appropriate plan-led process where capable of accommodating more than
500 dwellings in order to encourage higher densities and where necessary
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co-ordinate provision of social, environmental and other infrastructure and
create neighbourhoods with a distinctive character, sense of local pride and
civic identity.
9.28

At a regional level the site is located within the Thamesmead and Abbey
Wood Opportunity Area and London Plan policy 2.13 is relevant, stating that
development proposals within opportunity areas should amongst other
things seek to optimise residential and non-residential output and densities,
provide necessary social and other infrastructure to sustain growth, and,
where appropriate, contain a mix of use.

9.29

Policy 2.13 also promotes the use of opportunity area planning frameworks
to meet (or where appropriate, exceed) the established minimum guidelines
for housing and/or indicative estimates for employment capacity. The Intend
to Publish London Plan identifies the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood
Opportunity Area as having capacity for the delivery of a minimum of 8000
new homes which is significantly greater than the capacity established in the
adopted London Plan.

9.30

In accordance with policy 2.13 the opportunity area is subject to a draft
OAPF (published for consultation between December 2019 and March 2020)
which identifies the area as having capacity for up to 15,500 new homes
subject to transport infrastructure investment.

9.31

At a local level the site is identified in the Core Strategy as being within one
of 6 Strategic Development Locations. CS policy H1 establishes the
Borough’s housing targets and the expectation for new housing to be
developed in its Strategic Development Locations. In 2014 the housing
delivery target was 2,595 per year. The 2016 London Plan increased it to
2,685 per year. When the new London Plan is adopted, this is expected to
increase to 2,824 per year for the 10 year period 2019/20 - 2028/29.

9.32

Part of the application site (Plot 1) is allocated for residential-led mixed use
development in the Royal Greenwich SALP document as part of the larger
site T2 Pettman Crescent/Gyratory. The allocation includes development
guidelines that will be considered in the relevant sections of this report,
however in terms of land use the site is identified as suitable for co-location
of industrial and residential development and provision of compatible
business workspace and commercial uses.

9.33

Plot 1 is also identified within Area OA7 of the Thamesmead and Abbey
Wood SPD (2009) and is subject to development guidance relating primarily
to improving the gyratory and surrounding public realm.
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-

Assessment

9.34

The application site is clearly identified in both the LP and CS as a strategic
location where a significant amount of growth is expected to meet the
Borough’s housing targets. This ambition is further demonstrated by the
former designation of a large part of the site (Sites 1, 2 and 3) as a Housing
Zone and its incorporation into the Opportunity Area Planning Framework.

9.35

Furthermore, Site 4 is included within the draft Site Allocations Preferred
Approach document as suitable for residential-led mixed use development.
Whilst Site 4 would not make provision for a mix of uses as envisaged in the
draft SALP it forms one part of the wider site allocation and will not preclude
the delivery of industrial and commercial uses on other parts of the site in
the future.

9.36

The proposed development would be consistent with the Housing Zone
objectives of unlocking and accelerating the delivery of additional housing
within Greenwich, assisting in meeting the housing target, boosting the supply
of housing in accordance with the NPPF and concentrating development and
growth within an identified OA and SDL.

9.37

In summary, subject to an assessment against other relevant land use policies
(with particular reference to SIL), it is considered that the delivery of 1750
new homes in this location would be in accordance with national, regional
and local level planning policy and guidance.
Principle of development (commercial)

9.38

Paragraphs 85-90 of the NPPF state that planning decisions should support
the role that town centres play at the heart of local communities, by taking a
positive approach to their growth, management and adaptation. It advises
LPAs to apply a sequential test to planning applications for main town centre
uses (including retail and offices), which are neither in an existing centre nor
in accordance with an up-to-date plan by assessing availability of sites in town
centres, then in edge of centre locations; and only if suitable sites are not
available should out of centre sites be considered. PPG advises that the
sequential test should be proportionate and appropriate for the given
proposal.

9.39

When assessing applications for retail and leisure development outside town
centres, which are not in accordance with an up-to-date plan, LPAs should
require an impact assessment if the development is over a proportionate,
locally set floorspace threshold. As Royal Greenwich has no locally set
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threshold, the default threshold is 2,500m2 of gross floorspace. This should
include assessment of the impact of the proposal on existing, committed and
planned public and private investment in a centre or centres in the catchment
area of the proposal; and the impact of the proposal on town centre vitality
and viability, including local consumer choice and trade in the town centre
and the wider retail catchment (as applicable to the scale and nature of the
scheme). The impact test should also be undertaken in a proportionate and
locally appropriate way, drawing on existing information where possible.
9.40

At a local level, policy TC1 of the Core Strategy refers to town centres,
suggesting they are the preferred location for major retail, cultural office and
other uses that attract and serve the public. Policy TC6 relates specifically to
supporting retail development and the quality of the environment in district
centres.

9.41

Also, of relevance is the Royal Borough of Greenwich Retail and Leisure
Study (2018). This study forms part of the evidence base for the new Local
Plan and includes a health check of both Plumstead and Thamesmead Town
Centres. Plumstead is identified as a centre that serves the day-to-day retail,
service and leisure needs of local residents. Its key strengths lie within its
convenience offer and healthy provision of retail and financial services. The
study also identified the poor environmental quality of the centre. Overall
the health check assessment concluded that Plumstead is a healthy centre
with fragility in some areas.

9.42

In relation to Thamesmead, the study concluded that both the convenience
and comparison offer is strong, albeit the centre lacks a sense of place and
identity. Overall, the health check assessment concluded that Thamesmead is
a healthy centre.
-

9.43

Assessment

The application site is not located within a designated town centre. The
closest part of the site to Plumstead District Centre is approximately 250
metres from the edge of the District Centre boundary, and 550 metres from
the edge of the Primary Shopping Frontages. Plumstead District Centre has a
number of local shops and services that play an essential role in providing for
the day to day convenience needs of residents, as well as catering for the
special needs of black and minority ethnic residents. It is one of seven
designated District Centres within the hierarchy of town centres, comprising
Major Centres, District Centres, Local Centres and Neighbourhood Parades.
The site is also located approximately 2.7km southwest of Thamesmead
District Centre, which is largely purpose built and offers a good mix of
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comparison and convenience shopping, including large format retail units
within the Cannon Retail Park.
9.44

The application proposes a total of up to 2,092sqm GIA of flexible
commercial floorspace (Use Class A1, A3, A4, B1a, D1 and D2) across the
Masterplan. Although not exclusively retail, these uses are also considered to
be ‘town centre uses’ as defined in the NPPF. Detailed Plots 2, 3 and 7 would
include ground floor level flexible commercial floorspace of 1,044sqm
fronting Western Way and the main entrance road between Plots 2 and 7.
Outline Plot 9 would include up to 1,048sqm of flexible ‘walk-to’ services. It
is proposed to impose maximum caps on each use as below:
Use class

Maximum cap for Flexible
Commercial Floorspace (GIA
sqm)
Retail (Class A1)
500sqm
Cafés/Restaurants (Class A3)
400sqm
Drinking Establishments (Class A4) 200sqm
Offices (Class B1a)
400sqm
Community Uses (Class D1)
1,500 sqm
Leisure (Class D2)
200 sqm
Proposed flexible commercial floorspace areas
9.45

The table confirms a total maximum GIA for Class A Uses of up to
1,100sqm, with up to 500sqm of this being used for A1 retail floorspace. The
proposals also include a maximum of up to 1,500sqm GIA for Class D1
community uses (in the form of ‘walk-to’ facilities), 200sqm for Class D2
leisure uses, as well as a maximum of 400sqm of B1a office space. In response
to the West Thamesmead Community Associations comments, the specific
nature of the community uses are not specified and could accommodate a
range of occupiers.

9.46

The planning application is supported by a Retail Assessment, including a
sequential assessment. Notwithstanding the total commercial floorspace
would be below the 2,500sqm threshold (NPPF), the Retail Assessment also
includes an impact assessment.

9.47

In accordance with the requirements of the NPPF and PPG, the Retail
Assessment includes consideration of whether there are any sequentially
preferable sites that have the potential of accommodating the floorspace
associated with the proposed development. In undertaking this assessment,
the applicant notes there is no longer a requirement to demonstrate
disaggregation when addressing flexibility in the sequential test. This means
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there is no requirement for the applicant to consider whether the proposed
development can be altered or reduced so that it can be made to fit an
alternative site in a preferred location. In this case the only available sites
within the District Centres relate to vacant retail units and do not represent
practicable alternatives.
9.48

On the basis that the town centre uses are proposed to support the wider
Masterplan and are integral to it, the sequential assessment concludes that
there are no alternative sites of equivalent size capable of accommodating
the proposed development, even accounting for flexibility in format and
scale. Notwithstanding this, the site is accessible and well connected to
Plumstead District Centre and passes the sequential test.

9.49

The Retail Assessment also includes a health check of Plumstead and
Thamesmead District Centres. The findings are consistent with those of the
2018 study insofar as the Plumstead District Centre continues to provide a
range of services to meet the day to day needs of local residents, including
convenience stores, financial services, a Post Office and a library but has a
generally poor environmental quality. Similarly, Thamesmead District Centre
is considered to be in relatively good health, with a good provision of
convenience and comparison floorspace.

9.50

Subject to securing the maximum floorspace caps via condition, the proposed
commercial uses would be small in scale and spread across a number of units.
The retail and community uses would be fully integrated into the
development and designed to meet the needs of those living in and using the
new development. It is not anticipated that these uses will become a
destination in their own right, attracting people from the wider Plumstead or
Thamesmead area.

9.51

Although within walking distance, the site is separated from Plumstead
District Centre by the A206 and adjacent railway line and therefore officer’s
concur with the conclusions of the impact assessment that the incorporation
of small scale town centre uses, primarily designed to serve the immediate
catchment, would be unlikely to result in a significant loss of trade from it.
Similarly, by reason of the distance of the site from the larger Thamesmead
District Centre, the development would not compete with or have an
adverse impact on the overall vitality or viability of this centre.

9.52

In summary, it has been demonstrated that there are no suitable sequentially
preferable locations for the proposed development and the sequential test
required by the NPPF is therefore passed. Furthermore, the impact
assessment has demonstrated that the proposals will not lead to a significant
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adverse impact on the overall vitality and viability of Plumstead or
Thamesmead District Centres, nor will it compromise any future investment
coming forward. Although located in an out-of-centre location, the site is
within walking distance of Plumstead District Centre and it is envisaged that
its redevelopment will attract new residents and employees to Plumstead
resulting in an overall positive effect on Plumstead High Street in terms of
increased footfall and spend.
Principle of development (Community Open Space)
9.53

Site 3 is an area of designated Community Open Space as defined on the
RBG policies map. Policy OS1 of the Core Strategy seeks to safeguard,
enhance and improve access to existing public and private and open space,
including Community Open Space. Policy OS(b) states that new buildings on
Community Open Space will only be permitted where they are ancillary to
the existing land use, are limited in size and extent, are sensitively sited and
are compatible with neighbouring development.

9.54

London Plan policy 7.18 states that the loss of protected open spaces must
be resisted unless equivalent or better quality provision is made within the
local catchment area. Replacement of one type of open space with another is
unacceptable unless an up to date needs assessment shows that this would
be appropriate. Similarly, Intend to Publish London Plan policy G4(B) states
that development proposals should not result in the loss of protected open
space and where possible create areas of publicly accessible open space,
particularly in areas of deficiency.

9.55

The area of Community Open Space within Site 3 comprises approximately
3,965sqm of open grass and trees. There is no fixed seating or other
facilities, including for example play equipment. Notwithstanding that it is
accessible to the general public, the quality of the space is significantly
compromised by the noise and air quality impacts arising from its location
directly adjacent to the Pettman Crescent gyratory. By contrast, the
proposals include the creation of 11,286sqm of publicly accessible amenity
space, including a large formally landscaped public square in the centre of the
site and other areas of soft landscaping and tree planting.

9.56

The proposals would be contrary to policy OS1 and OS(b) of the Core
Strategy. However the fact that the Community Open Space has been
designated as a Housing Zone (after the adoption of the Core Strategy) and
that the proposals would deliver significantly more and higher quality public
open space provision than that to be lost in accordance with London Plan
policy 7.18 is a material consideration. As advocated by the Intend to Publish
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London Plan the proposals would also provide opportunities for walking and
cycling via green links that would also enhance connectivity across the wider
network of open spaces, including Broadwater Green and the Ridgeway. In
conclusion, these factors are considered to represent circumstances of
sufficient weight to justify a departure from the Core Strategy policy
protecting Community Open Space.
10.

Density

10.1

Paragraph 122 of the NPPF provides national guidance on achieving
appropriate densities, stating that development should make efficient use of
land, taking into account: need for housing; local market conditions;
availability and capabilities of existing and proposed infrastructure; the area’s
character; promoting regeneration; and good design.

10.2

Paragraph 4.1.39 of the Core Strategy states that ‘when considering
proposals for housing developments the Council will give priority to securing
a high quality environment for residents and making the best sustainable use
of land, having regard to the location of the site, to the individual
characteristics of the site and the character of the surrounding area. The
Council will utilise the London Plan Policy 3.4 to guide rates for housing
density in applying local context to the settings defined in the London Plan’.

10.3

Policy 3.4 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that the housing potential of
sites is optimised and states that development should optimise housing
output for different types of location within the relevant density range
shown in Table 3.2. Notwithstanding this the London Plan states that the
density matrix should not be applied mechanistically, without being qualified
by consideration of other factors and planning policy requirements. Table 3.2
takes into account location, existing building form, massing and Public
Transport Accessibility (PTAL).

10.4

Based on the character and location of the site, the setting of the site is best
described as “Urban - areas with predominantly dense development such as,
for example, terraced houses, mansion blocks, a mix of different uses,
medium building footprints and typically buildings of two to four storeys,
located within 800 metres walking distance of a District Centre or, along
main arterial routes.” The site has an average Public Transport Accessibility
Level (PTAL) of 4. Therefore Table 3.2 of the London Plan suggests a
density of between 70-260 dwellings per hectare or 200-700 habitable
rooms per hectare (HRH).
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10.5

The Intend to Publish London Plan no longer uses the density matrix. Policy
H1 states that boroughs should optimise the potential for housing delivery
on all suitable and available brownfield sites through their Development
Plans and planning decisions, especially on sites with existing or planned
public transport access levels (PTALs) of 3-6 or which are located within
800m of a station. Intend to Publish London Plan policies D2 and D3
advocate optimising site capacity and determining density through a designled approach and consideration of future planned levels of infrastructure
provision.

10.6

The density of the scheme based on the total application site area of 7.19ha
would be up to 243 dwellings per hectare or 633 habitable rooms per
hectare. Whilst these densities fall within the guidelines in the London Plan
they should also be considered in the context of the requirements of both
the London Plan and Core Strategy to consider the individual circumstances
of the site and the qualities of the development proposed.

10.7

Section 1.3 of the Mayor’s Housing SPG (2016) provides further guidance on
optimising housing potential (Policy 3.4 of the London Plan). Paragraph 1.3.51
explains that it may be acceptable for a particular scheme to exceed the
density ranges, provided it is of a high design quality and is tested against a
list of considerations to ensure other qualitative concerns are met.

10.8

In this case the site comprises brownfield land located within an area
identified for strategic growth. It is located in close proximity to Plumstead
Rail Station and as a whole benefits from good public transport accessibility.
On this basis planning policy advocates the density being optimised.

10.9

Whilst there is contextual justification for the level of density proposed,
there are other relevant considerations such as the quality of residential
accommodation proposed including the general size of the units and rooms,
and whether the scale of development gives rise to wider impacts on the
character of the area. These are all considered in detail in the report
sections below.

10.10 In summary:
- The scheme provides a sustainable mix of dwelling sizes, including a
range of studio, 1 bed, 2 bed and 3 bed units. (See section 13)
- The development is underpinned by sound master planning principles and
of a high quality design and layout and will secure a good quality living
environment. (See section 15)
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-

The development will have access to high quality open space including
the central park, on-site play facilities for young children and access to
private amenity space for residents. (See sections 15 and 20)
The development will offer a range of neighbourhood facilities and be
accessible to a range of local shopping and community facilities within
Plumstead district centre.
Appropriate provision has been made to address the infrastructure
requirements of the development and to mitigate its environmental
impacts. (See section 19)
Appropriate provision has been made to address the impacts of the
development on the public transport network. (See section 18)

10.11 Overall, it is considered that the proposed density is acceptable in the
context of the location of the site and the quality of the design of the
proposed scheme. It is considered that it complies with adopted and
emerging London Plan and Core Strategy density policies which aim to
optimise housing output.
11.

Design Quality, Townscape, Visual Impact and Heritage

11.1

The Government attaches great importance to the design of the built
environment, with national policy placing great emphasis on the importance
of good design as a key aspect of sustainable development. The requirements
outlined in paragraph 127 of the NPPF include the need to add to the overall
quality of the area and establish or maintain a strong sense of place. While
appropriate innovation and change, such as increased density, is not to be
prevented or discouraged, developments must be sympathetic to local
character, including the surrounding built environment.

11.2

Paragraph 124 states that the creation of high quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve.
Good design is considered to be a key aspect of sustainable development,
creates better places in which to live and work and helps make development
acceptable to communities.

11.3

Paragraph 127 states that developments should:
a) function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short
term but over the lifetime of the development;
b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate
and effective landscaping;
c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built
environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging
appropriate innovation or change (such as increased densities);
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d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets,
spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and
distinctive places to live, work and visit;
e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate
amount and mix of development (including green and other public space) and
support local facilities and transport networks; and
f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health
and well-being, with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users
and where crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the
quality of life or community cohesion and resilience.
11.4

Paragraph 130 states that permission should be refused for development of
poor design that fails to take the opportunities available for improving the
character and quality of an area and the way it functions. Paragraph 131
expects great weight to be given to outstanding or innovative designs which
promote high levels of sustainability or help raise the standard of design
more generally in an area, so long as they fit within the overall form and
layout of their surroundings.

11.5

The National Design Guide (2019) further supports the principles of the
NPPF and seeks to illustrate 'how well-designed places that are beautiful,
enduring and successful can be achieved in practice'. This sets out ten
characteristics of well-designed places.

11.6

Policy 3.5 of the London Plan requires new housing developments to be of
the highest quality internally, externally and take account of the surrounding
physical context. Policy 7.1 sets out the overall objectives that good design
should achieve. Policies 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 provide further detailed
requirements for place shaping and achieving a good quality built
environment.

11.7

In particular, London Plan Policy 7.4 'Local Character' requires developments
to have regard to the form, function, and structure of an area, place or street
and the scale, mass and orientation of surrounding buildings. Policy 7.6
'Architecture' states that buildings should be of the highest architectural
quality, be of a proportion, composition, scale and orientation that enhances,
activates and appropriately defines the public realm and comprise details and
materials that complement, not necessarily replicate, the local architectural
character; not cause unacceptable harm to surrounding amenity or land in
relation to privacy, overshadowing and microclimate; incorporate best
practice in resource management and climate change; provide high quality
indoor and outdoor spaces and integrate well with the surrounding streets;
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be adaptable to different activities and land uses; meet the principles of
inclusive design; and optimise the potential of sites.
11.8

The supporting text to LP policy 7.6 states that the massing, scale and layout
of new buildings should help make public spaces coherent and complement
the existing streetscape. They should frame the public realm at a human
scale and provide a mix of land uses that activate its edges and enhance
permeability in the area. New buildings should integrate high quality urban
design ensuring an appropriate balance between designing out crime
principles and appropriate levels of permeability.

11.9

Intend to Publish London Plan policy D1 expects new developments to
respond to the existing character of a place by identifying the special and
valued features that are unique to the locality and respect, enhance and
utilise the heritage assets and architectural features that contribute to local
character. Policy D1B seeks the optimisation of site capacity through the
design-led approach. Policy D2 of the Intend to Publish London Plan places
further weight on this process, requiring a clear understanding of the existing
local context, including townscape, block pattern and urban grain, to form
the basis of any proposal.
- Access and layout

11.10

LP policy 7.1 ‘Lifetime Neighbourhoods’ states that development should be
designed so the layout, tenure and mix of uses interface with surrounding
land and improve people’s access to social and community infrastructure,
including amongst other things, local shops, employment, commercial
services and public transport. The design of new buildings and spaces should
help reinforce or enhance the character, legibility, permeability and
accessibility of the neighbourhood.

11.11 Appropriately for a development of this size, the proposals would be
accessible from a number of locations and the masterplan demonstrates a
well-considered approach in relation to access and permeability, particularly
for pedestrians and cyclists. The masterplan is described as landscape-led
and is structured around the provision of a large public open space (central
garden square) in the centre of the plan that links with other areas of public
open space (green fingers/corridors) across the site. In this respect the
layout of buildings and public spaces are well integrated and reflect existing
and proposed desire lines in the area. Specifically, the proposals would
incorporate high quality east-west connections linking the development to
the wider communities of Broadwater Green to the west and the Ridgeway
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and Plumstead High Street to the south. This is consistent with the Housing
SPG which recognises how good permeability supports place shaping.
11.12 The main vehicular access to the residential component of the site would be
from Pettman Crescent (east). The circuitous layout of internal roads would
enable vehicles to exit the site via Nathan Way without encouraging through
traffic. Access to the industrial element of the site in Plot 6 would be from a
separate access on Nathan Way. The approach to access, including
separation of the majority of vehicular traffic associated with the residential
and industrial components is welcomed.
11.13 The masterplan comprises 17 mansion blocks within 9 courtyard plots.
Blocks are generally orientated on or close to a north-south axis thereby
facilitating east-west aspects and maximising sunlight and daylight into
podium gardens.
11.14 Although residential-led, the development proposes a mix of uses at ground
floor. In terms of layout, a mix of flexible commercial uses are proposed in
primary frontage locations, including adjacent to Pettman Crescent (Plots 2,
3 and 7) and the main vehicular entrance road. Although no commercial
uses are proposed on Plot 1 it is proposed to provide four prominent
building entrances which would assist in activating the frontage on the west
side of the A206. Flexible walk-to services would be appropriately located in
Plot 9 and accessible to both residents and employees of the flexible
industrial uses located in the co-location building adjacent to the SIL in Plot
6. The Class B1c/B8 uses in Plot 6 would represent an appropriate transition
between the residential uses to the west and the SIL to the east. In this
respect the layout is considered to successfully interface with surrounding
land and improve access to neighbourhood facilities.
11.15 Generally, the plots surrounded by public routes are thoughtfully arranged
to facilitate a rational grid of buildings and open spaces. The buildings
adjacent to Pettman Crescent (east) would all benefit from significant
setbacks of up to 12m from the road to enable the provision of pedestrian
and cycle paths and landscaping. This would be consistent with the draft
development guidance for Plot 1. The grid approach defines adequate
distances between buildings and well-proportioned podium spaces in the
majority of plots of the scheme and where blocks run parallel to each other.
However, some plots (notably Plots 3 and 9) are irregularly shaped resulting
in opposite blocks of height becoming increasingly close to one another as
one or both blocks are cranked towards the other. Subject to achieving
satisfactory living conditions within these blocks the overall approach to the
layout of the site is supported in accordance with relevant policies.
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11.16 Whilst the Urban Design Manager has reservations about the current layout
the proposals were subject to a CABE Design Review in 2018 at which time
the Panel were supportive of the site layout, noting the widening of streets,
softening of the grid, shortening of the blocks and the movement of the
public square to a more central location which they considered contributed
to a more successful and coherent overall masterplan. In response to advice
from the Panel the layout was amended to include lower buildings at the
ends of each podium.
11.17 The GLA confirmed in their Stage 1 response that the layout raises no
strategic concerns.
- Height, scale and massing
11.18 Although building heights vary across the masterplan, the majority of
buildings would be 8-11 storeys high. Within this range the tallest buildings
would be located adjacent to Pettman Crescent (10, 12 and 13 storeys) and
on the east and west sides of the central garden square (11 storeys). A
single tower of 17 storeys is proposed at the northern most tip of Plot 1
adjacent to Western Way.
11.19 The National Design Guide includes specific advice on tall buildings.
Paragraph 70 states: “Proposals for tall buildings (and other buildings with a
significantly larger scale or bulk than their surroundings) require special
consideration. This includes their location and siting; relationship to context;
impact on local character, views and sight lines; composition - how they
meet the ground and the sky; and environmental impacts, such as sunlight,
daylight, overshadowing and wind. These need to be resolved satisfactorily
in relation to the context and local character”.
11.20 Policy 7.7 of the London Plan states that applications for tall or large
buildings should include an urban design analysis that demonstrates the
proposal is part of a strategy that will meet the following criteria:
- generally, be limited to sites in the Central Activity Zone, opportunity
areas, areas of intensification or town centres that have good access
to public transport
- only be considered in areas whose character would not be affected
adversely by the scale, mass or bulk of a tall or large building
- relate well to the form, proportion, composition, scale and character
of surrounding buildings, urban grain and public realm (including
landscape features), particularly at street level;
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- individually or as a group, improve the legibility of an area, by
emphasising a point of civic or visual significance where appropriate,
and enhance the skyline and image of London
- incorporate the highest standards of architecture and materials,
including sustainable design and construction practices
- have ground floor activities that provide a positive relationship to the
surrounding streets
- contribute to improving the permeability of the site and wider area,
where possible
- incorporate publicly accessible areas on the upper floors, where
appropriate
- make a significant contribution to local regeneration.
11.21 The same approach is set out locally by Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy,
which states that all developments are required to achieve a high quality of
design by taking into account the existing townscapes and established layout
and spatial character of an area. The policy also requires developments to
provide a positive relationship between the proposed and existing context,
paying particular attention to the scale, height, bulk and massing of the
adjacent townscape; and create attractive, manageable, well-functioning
spaces within the site.
11.22 For the purposes of London Plan policy 7.7 the majority of proposed
buildings comprise tall and large buildings by reason of being substantially
taller than their surroundings and causing a significant change to the skyline.
11.23 Intend to Publish London Plan policy D8 defines tall buildings based on local
context and states that Development Plans should define what is considered
a tall building for specific localities, the height of which will vary between and
within different parts of London. It states that “boroughs should determine if
there are locations where tall buildings might be an appropriate form of
development…any such locations and appropriate tall building heights should
be identified in Development Plans”. It goes on to state that “tall buildings
should only be developed in locations that are identified in Development
Plans”. Policy D8(C) states that development proposals should address
visual, functional, environmental and cumulative impacts.
11.24 At a local level, CS policy DH2 ‘Tall Buildings’ identifies the locations
established in the Tall Buildings Assessment (2011) where tall buildings may
be appropriate, including at Tamesis Point in Thamesmead, Thamesmead
Town Centre and the area directly surrounding Abbey Wood train station.
The application site is not identified and the presumption in policy DH2 is
that all other parts of the Royal Borough are inappropriate for tall buildings.
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Any development within these areas should refer to the other design and
heritage policies within the Core Strategy including taking account of the
scale, height, bulk and massing of the adjacent townscape.
11.25 Notwithstanding the above, the Tall Buildings Assessment (2011) is relevant
insofar as it makes specific reference to Plumstead, stating “at this point in
time, Plumstead is considered inappropriate for tall buildings. Although
accessibility to parts of Plumstead is good, there are no plans for significant
levels of growth or change in this area and there would therefore be no
required for the increase intensity of usage that a tall building would
provide”. The document states that Plumstead is not considered further as
no significant change is proposed in this location.
11.26 The conclusions of this assessment should now be considered in the context
of the later designation of this part of Plumstead as a Housing Zone and its
current designation as an opportunity area and strategic development
location. Policy 2.13 requires development proposals in opportunity areas to
optimise residential and non-residential output and densities and contribute
towards meeting (or where appropriate, exceeding) the minimum guidelines
for housing and/or indicative estimates for employment capacity.
11.27 Whilst the development guidance for the emerging SALP refers to the
“scope for taller elements to the south of the site to reflect the proximity to
Plumstead station, with a landmark building at this key crossroads” the tallest
building would be located to the north of Plot 1. This is in a location
identified within the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood SPD as a location with
“potential for higher buildings”. This location ensures the 17-storey tower
does not overshadow the plot and provides a strong visual marker for the
site on the approach from the north along Western Way. A large curved
building of up to 12 storeys is proposed at the southern-most point of Plot
1. The form and massing of this building would be distinct from all other
buildings and would respond to the emerging SALP insofar as creating a
landmark building in this prominent location.
11.28 The proposals were subject to a CABE Design Review Panel in 2018. In
relation to building height and massing the Panel advised that whilst the
strategic locations of the towers appeared sound, they requested a clearly
articulated strategy for the relative heights across the masterplan. The Panel
also advised some further variations in the height of residential blocks may
be beneficial to avoid excessive uniformity on site.
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11.29 The development proposes a single mansion block building typology which
was supported by the Design Review Panel in 2018. Whilst the mansion
blocks are set back at upper floors to provide a varied roofscape and to
reduce the perceived scale of buildings onto the streets, the overall
impression is one of limited variation in height and generally consistent scale
and massing.
11.30 The Urban Design Manager considers that the height, scale and massing of
the proposed buildings should have been better tailored to the
characteristics of the site and the surrounding context, specifically the low
rise buildings of Goldfinch Road to the north and the Ridgeway to the south.
Similarly, the Conservation Officer notes that the proposed buildings are
significantly larger than surrounding buildings and would benefit from a
reduction in height, scale and massing.
11.31 The GLA notes in their Stage 1 response that the massing of the buildings
are relatively uniform and that the lack of distinguishing features between
blocks raises concerns over legibility. In this regard it is relevant that the
Design Review Panel recommended further consideration of how the blocks
are identified from each other to give a sense of individuality and character
within a recognisable family across the site. The GLA urged the applicant to
explore opportunities to introduce variation into the massing and enhance
the legibility and building hierarchy.
11.32 In response the applicant argues that the site is insufficiently sized to
introduce distinct character areas and has drawn attention to the variation in
building heights achieved through the stepped design and to the variation in
building character by the differing ground floor uses, relationship to streets
and landscape, varied brick colour and varied balcony and spandrel panel
details.
11.33 There are many different ways to develop this opportunity area site. Whilst
it has not been demonstrated that the quantum of development could not be
accommodated through a more varied distribution of massing, including to
better reference the surrounding context, the proposals are for a high
density group of common yet subtly varied buildings that would aid legibility
and improve permeability across the site in general compliance with the aims
of LP policy 7.7.
11.34 Although the height, scale and massing is not consistent with surrounding
buildings, including the low rise buildings of Goldfinch Road and the prisons
to the north, the industrial units to the east and west and the Ridgeway to
the south, the Housing SPG recognises the potential for large sites to define
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their own setting and for the character of an area to change over time.
Furthermore, the site does not abut an area with a particularly distinctive
character where the Housing SPG highlights a considered approach to the
design of edge conditions along a site’s boundary may be necessary in terms
of height, massing, scale or landscaping.
11.35 Subject to an assessment of design quality, and impact on townscape and the
amenity of surrounding uses (see sections X), the proposed building heights
would be commensurate with a significant level of growth consistent with
optimising the sites capacity to deliver homes and contribute to local
regeneration. The size and form of the buildings also necessarily reflects the
housing requirements of the group for whom housing is provided (primarily
1 and 2 bedroom flatted units). Recognising the sites position within an
opportunity area and in close proximity to Plumstead Rail Station, the GLA
confirms that the principle of the proposed building heights does not raise
any strategic concerns.
- Appearance and materials
11.36 Notwithstanding the reservations made about the height, scale and massing
of the larger buildings the Urban Design Manager is generally supportive of
the architectural approach which includes articulation and relief of buildings
through designed setbacks, projecting and recessed balconies and various
sizes of openings which all contribute to the richness of the overall
architecture. All accesses to buildings are adequately expressed and the
generous height of the ground floor elevation contributes positively to the
overall quality of the architecture.
11.37 The prevailing building material would be brick with all buildings comprising
traditional masonry facades using a variety of textures and muted colours.
These have been selected to offer a sensitive contemporary interpretation of
the wider area’s industrial and predominantly red and buff brick vernacular.
The buildings would also incorporate features, including balustrades and
recessed spandrels to distinguish and differentiate between different buildings
and building parts. The use of high quality materials is welcomed and would
contribute to the creation of a sense of place and architectural quality
throughout the area.
11.38 Conditions are recommended to secure details, including samples of
materials to ensure that they are of an acceptable quality (see Appendix 2).
- Impact on Townscape and Visual Impact
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11.39 An assessment of the impacts of the development on existing townscape
character and visual amenity of the site and surrounding area has been set
out in the ES Chapter 20: Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment (TVIA).
The ES identifies seven Townscape Character Areas (TCAs) and is informed
by 22 representative views/verified Accurate Visual Representations (AVR)
that take into consideration the worst case scenario of winter conditions.
The number and spread of viewpoints are considered to be appropriate.
11.40 In reviewing this chapter, the Council’s consultant identified eleven areas
where clarification/further information was required. These related to
clarification on methodology and confirmation of whether the worst-case
scenario of winter conditions has been considered. Further information was
sought in the form of additional narrative text relating to how judgements
had been formed and in the form of relevant mitigation measures and an
updated NTS. The applicant provided responses which were considered to
address the queries. The TVIA is considered to be sound for the purposes of
assessing the townscape and visual impacts of the scheme.
11.41 For the purposes of establishing a baseline condition, each of the TCAs and
viewpoints have been attributed a townscape or viewpoint value,
susceptibility to change and level of sensitivity. The significance of effect on
townscape and viewpoints has then been determined by considering their
sensitivity against the likely magnitude of impact.
- Townscape Character Areas
11.42 Of the seven TCAs identified, 2 would experience moderate to minor
adverse effects on townscape character during the construction phase where
the presence of construction activity and associated plant in close proximity
would introduce incongruous elements to the townscape. 2 TCAs would
experience minor adverse effects and three would have negligible effects
where there would be no impacts. The ES concludes that the construction of
other committed developments will not change the townscape character
effects identified.
11.43 For operational phase effects, 4 TCAs would experience negligible effects
where key characteristics of the TCAs and integrity of their townscape
character would remain unaffected by the completed development. The
remaining 3 TCAs would experience minor beneficial to negligible effects
(TCA 3 – Plumstead Residential), moderate to minor beneficial effects
(TCA.2 – Broadwater Green Residential) and major to moderate beneficial
effects (TCA.1 – West Thamesmead Industrial). In the case of TCA.1 the
degraded character of the West Thamesmead Industrial character area will
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be completely altered with the introduction of positive townscape elements
that enhance legibility and the overall quality of the public realm.
- Representative Views
11.44 For construction phase effects all 22 viewpoints have been judged to
experience temporary minor adverse or moderate to minor adverse effects.
These are the result of the former cleared industrial site being replaced with
a construction site with visible construction plant and enclosed by hoardings.
It is recommended that construction phase mitigation, including the use of
temporary hoarding and construction phasing be secured through a
Construction Environmental Management Plan.
11.45 For operational phase effects, 13 of the 22 viewpoints have been assessed as
experiencing a negligible effect. Negligible effects typically occur where the
taller elements of the development would be visible as a background
component of a view but would contribute to and be consistent with similar
townscape features that make up the varied roofline. They are not
significant.
11.46 3 viewpoints would experience a minor adverse effect. These include
Viewpoint 3 (Facing north from Griffin Road). Although the view is
considered to be of low value and low sensitivity the development would be
visible and curtail long distance views across the wider cityscape. Viewpoints
16 (Facing south east from Western Way, Plumstead) and 17 (Facing south
east from Western Way, Plumstead) would also experience minor adverse
effects. Both of these are attributed low value with low sensitivity; however,
the minor adverse effects are considered to result from the removal of high
canopy green infrastructure in place of new built form. The adverse effects
are judged to be no worse than minor as new built form is not wholly
uncharacteristic in this location.
11.47 2 viewpoints would experience a minor beneficial effect. These are
Viewpoint 12 (Facing north from Plumstead High Street) and Viewpoint 18
(Facing west from Nathan Way). In these locations the introduction of new
and dominant townscape elements is considered to represent an
improvement to visual amenity by contributing to the varied roofline through
adding new skyline features and qualities to the townscape.
11.48 4 viewpoints would experience a moderate beneficial effect, including
Viewpoint 4 (Facing north from the Ridgeway) and 6 (Facing west from the
Ridgeway) where the TVIA notes that pedestrians would benefit from tree
planting and the high quality design of the new active roadside frontages. The
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Urban Design Managers concerns about the visual harm arising from the
extent of unrelieved built form that would be visible in this view are noted
and the TVIA does acknowledge that the stretch of Ridgeway adjacent to the
site would become more enclosed. However, as this represents a small
proportion of the whole route, Officers concur with the findings of the TVIA
that the completed development would result in a substantial improvement
to visual amenity in relation to the existing baseline.
11.49 Similarly Viewpoint 8 (Facing east from Pettman Crescent) and 15 (Facing
east from Pettman Crescent, Plumstead) are judged to experience moderate
beneficial effects as a result of an improvement to visual amenity from the
layout, orientation and high quality design and materials of the development.
11.50 The potential cumulative impact of construction of other committed
schemes has been considered and no additional significant effects are
envisaged.
11.51 The ES confirms that the development incorporates embedded mitigation
through the considered layout, orientation and massing of buildings and
variance of elevations to enhance visual permeability both at street level as
appreciated from adjacent highways and on the skyline in longer distance
views. It states that the arrangement of taller buildings has been informed by
longer distance views to ensure that the scale and mass of buildings make a
positive contribution to the skyline. Furthermore, the visual representations
illustrate how the use of materials including traditional masonry facades
would help to assimilate the development into its surroundings.
11.52 The site is not located within any strategic or local views as defined in the
London View Management Framework and Core Strategy. It is not located in
an Area of Special Character. By reason of the large expanse of cleared
hardstanding and limited green infrastructure the site has a detrimental
impact on the local area and is considered to represent a visual detractor in
the townscape.
11.53 Whilst the TVIA demonstrates how considerably the development will alter
the character of the area and the skyline it concludes that the
redevelopment of this largely cleared and derelict site with high quality
buildings, open spaces and public realm would result in beneficial townscape
effects which in the case of the immediate area are major to moderate in
significance. In the case of clear and unobstructed views into the site (from
local highways and the Ridgeway) the development would result in moderate
beneficial effects. Minor to negligible effects are concluded for wider
townscape views.
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11.54 It has been demonstrated that in the main the proposals would be barely
discernible or perceived as a background component in views. In a number
of instances, the development would enhance the visual setting and create a
highly improved change in views. At worst the development would
complement existing townscape characteristics and maintain existing
townscape character and quality, and, in some instances, it would fit well
with the scale and pattern of townscape and enhance the existing townscape
character.
11.55 Although comprising a development of tall buildings in an area not identified
as suitable for tall buildings in the Core Strategy, it has been demonstrated
that no part of the development, including building heights, would have a
detrimental impact on local character or result in unacceptable townscape
harm or visual impact that cannot be mitigated in accordance with relevant
policies and guidance.
- Impact on Heritage Assets
11.56 Paragraph 189 of the NPPF states that when determining applications, local
planning authorities (LPAs) should require an applicant to describe the
significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made
by their setting. This should be sufficiently detailed in order to allow the
potential impact on the heritage significance and be proportionate to the
heritage’s importance.
11.57 Paragraph 193 states that when considering the impact of a proposed
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight
should be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the
asset, the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective of whether any
potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less than
substantial harm to its significance.
11.58 Paragraph 194 of the NPPF sets out that any harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, including from development within its setting,
should require clear and convincing justification. Paragraph 196 of the NPPF
states that where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial
harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be
weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including, where
appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.
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11.59 Section 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 sets out the general duties of Local Planning Authorities in regards
to the protection of listed buildings and conservation areas. Section 66
states “In considering whether to grant planning permission [or permission in
principle] for development which affects a listed building or its setting, the local
planning authority or, as the case may be, the Secretary of State shall have special
regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of
special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.” Section 72 states “In
the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, of
any [functions under or by virtue of] any of the provisions mentioned in subsection
(2), special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the
character or appearance of that area.”
11.60 Policy 7.4 of the London Plan and Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy are
supportive of developments that respond to local character and history, and
reflect the identity of local surroundings, including its pattern and grain and
the existing scale, proportion and mass. Policy 7.7 of the London Plan also
sets out that the impact of tall buildings proposed in sensitive locations, such
as conservation areas and listed buildings and their settings, should be given
particular consideration.
11.61 London Plan Policy 7.8 requires that development affecting heritage assets
and their settings should conserve their significance, by being sympathetic to
their form, scale, materials and architectural detail. Core Strategy policies
DH3, DH4, DH(h), DH(i), DH(j) and DH(m) together seek to protect
heritage assets, including archaeology and locally listed buildings. A key
principle of the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood SPD is that all development
proposals are expected to take a holistic view of heritage in the
Thamesmead and Abbey Wood area.
11.62 An assessment of the built heritage impacts of the development has been set
out in the ES Chapter 11: Archaeology and Built Heritage. Potential
archaeological impacts are assessed below. In reviewing this chapter, the
Council’s consultant identified several areas where more
clarification/information relating to built heritage was required. These related
to clarifying the criteria for different levels of heritage significance, clarifying
effects to built heritage assets and their settings, reviewing the Zone of
Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) to correspond with the TVIA, the assessment of
cumulative effects and NTS. The applicant provided responses which were
considered to address the queries.
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11.63 The ES describes the effect of the proposed development on above ground
assets (designated and undesignated historic structures and conservation
areas, and historic character, views and setting). The ES states that the likely
significance of any effect (described as beneficial, neutral or adverse) the
proposed development may have on a built heritage or its setting is a
function of the sensitivity of the asset to change (described as High, Medium
or Low) and the magnitude or severity of the impact resulting from the
development (described as High, Medium, Low, Negligible or Uncertain).
Where appropriate the ES identifies mitigation that aims to reduce or offset
any adverse effect.
11.64 The site does not contain any designated heritage assets and has no built
heritage significance however within the 1.5km study area the ES identifies
two conservation areas, 38 listed buildings and 68 locally listed buildings. The
majority of these are located to the west and north west of the site and fall
within or to the south of the Royal Arsenal Conservation Area. The ES
confirms that the wider setting of these assets and locally listed buildings in
the area makes either no or negligible contribution to their significance and
their sensitivity to change is described as low.
11.65 The Plumstead Common Conservation Area, which contains seven listed
buildings and a number of locally listed buildings is located to the south of
the site. The setting of these assets is identified as relating to their immediate
residential urban character and accordingly they have a low sensitivity to
change.
11.66 There are 3 Grade II listed buildings in closer proximity to the site, including
Plumstead Library (845m south east), Council Depot (former Plumstead
Power Station - 150m east) and Plumstead Fire Station (549m south east)
and a number of locally listed buildings along Plumstead Road, Plumstead
High Street and to the south. With the exception of the Council Depot, the
listed and locally listed buildings identified are located within the commercial
and residential core of Plumstead where the contribution of setting to
significance and their sensitivity to change are both described as low. As a
former power station, the Council Depot was previously located within a
primarily industrial setting. Its current setting is of open land which makes a
negligible contribution to its significance. Its sensitivity to change is described
as medium.
11.67 By reason of the proposed height and massing of the development and the
topography of the surrounding area it is likely that the development would
be visible over a considerable distance, including from the conservation area
boundaries closest to the site. It is therefore likely that the heritage assets
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described above would be affected. The magnitude of impact and significance
of effects during the demolition and construction and operational phases is
considered below.
11.68 Whilst some demolition and construction effects are anticipated through
potential increases in traffic and noise, erection of site hoarding and
appearance of tall buildings as construction progresses, they are summarised
at worst (in the case of the Council Depot) as temporary, direct, moderate,
negative.
11.69 The operational phase effects from the completed development would vary
between each heritage asset. As the closest heritage asset the ES identifies
the Council Depot as being most affected. Whilst its setting makes only a
negligible contribution to its significance the setting change would
nevertheless be substantial. The ES notes that the areas closest to the listed
building would be light industrial and commensurate with elements of the
building’s original setting. The architectural importance of the listed building
would be partly diminished due to the height of surrounding buildings, albeit
the Ridgeway would partially limit visibility of the development from the
Council Depot. The ES concludes the significance of the listed building would
only be affected to a minimal degree, with the effect summarised as
permanent, direct, minor negative.
11.70 Of the other heritage assets identified, the Royal Arsenal Conservation Area
and its listed buildings to the west, Plumstead Common Conservation Area
and its listed and locally listed buildings to the south and Plumstead Fire
Station would suffer permanent, direct, negligible negative effects where
direct views exist. The effects are tempered by their relative distance, the
fact the architectural significance of these buildings would not be affected and
by reason of their urban settings where change is expected.
11.71 Historic England were consulted on the application. They did not wish to
offer comments on the proposals and advised that the views of the Council’s
specialist Conservation Officer were sought. The Conservation Officer
raises concerns about the contextual townscape setting and considers that
the height and scale of the development would cause some harm to the
setting of the Council Depot, albeit this harm would be less than substantial.
They also comment on the apparent absence of reference to the nearby
designated heritage assets and consider that a reduction in height would
better enable the scheme to positively address the surrounding context,
both from an architectural and townscape perspective.
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11.72 Mitigation to built heritage is proposed through unspecified commitments
within the Design Code. Whilst the Design Code and parameter plans would
be secured by condition, the setting harm identified above would remain. It
is therefore necessary to establish the level of harm and in this regard it is
concluded that the harm would be most evident in respect of the Grade II
listed Council Depot only and would be ‘less than substantial’. The much
more limited harm in respect of direct views from the Royal Arsenal
Conservation Area and its listed buildings to the west, Plumstead Common
Conservation Area and its listed and locally listed buildings to the south and
Plumstead Fire Station would also be ‘less than substantial’.
11.73 This harm should be considered in accordance with paragraph 196 of the
NPPF, i.e. the harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposal, bearing in mind the need to give great weight to the protection of
heritage assets. This is dealt with in the conclusions at the end of the report
(see section 29).
- Archaeology
11.74 The site is located within Area of High Archaeological Priority (AHAP) 26,
Royal Arsenal East, as defined by the Core Strategy. Excavations associated
with the development of the Belmarsh West prison site to the north in 2008
revealed the highly significant remains of two elevated Early Neolithic
trackways and comprise some of the earliest structures found in the London
Basin.
11.75 In recognition of the likely archaeological potential of this site Chapter 11 of
the ES is supported by a geoarchaeological deposit model prepared by
MOLA. A geotechnical survey and environmental analysis has also been
conducted and identified evidence of peat deposits dated to the Neolithic
and late Neolithic/early Bronze Age periods across parts of the site. By
reason of the fact no part of the site was developed until the mid-19
Century, the archaeological survival potential is expected to be high,
particularly within the Griffin Manor Way site, except within the footprint of
any pre-existing piled foundations, where it will be low.
11.76 On the basis of the site’s high, possibly nationally significant archaeological
potential, GLAAS advised that further pre-determination site survey work
was required. A programme of geoarchaeological investigation was therefore
undertaken in August 2020 by Quest and Archaeology South East under the
direction of Orion Heritage, the results of which are set out in a Chapter 11
ES Archaeology Addendum. This document updates the archaeological
baseline conditions and reassesses the archaeological effects of the
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development in light of a new geoarchaeological deposit model and an
archaeological/ geoarchaeological evaluation of the site (including through
the excavation of 35 machine dug test pits, 22 of which were located within
the footprint of the proposed 9 residential blocks and the remaining 13 test
pits were located to provide overall good spatial coverage of the site).
11.77 The deposit model and evaluation have confirmed the site's high potential for
palaeoenvironmental and prehistoric remains of medium significance. The
test pitting evaluation has also established that the site has low potential for
Roman and later archaeological remains. GLAAS is satisfied that the
additional surveys and reports contain the necessary level of detail to permit
a geo/archaeology staged condition requiring a process of geo/archaeological
impact specific investigation and mitigation.
11.78 Whilst the report states there are no areas of potentially national important
remains within the site, the Council’s EIA consultant notes there remains an
inherent risk for unexpected remains of this value and that, if encountered,
they would require preservation in-situ. For this reason they recommend
securing the condition requested by GLAAS regarding foundation design.
11.79 Many of the effects of the proposed development on archaeology represent
an improvement over those concluded in the original Chapter 11
assessment, including a minor negative (as opposed to moderate negative)
effect from dewatering, a negligible (as opposed to moderate negative) effect
from cut and fill, and minor negative (as opposed to moderate to major
negative) effect from construction piling.
11.80 The Council’s EIA consultant concurs with the conclusion that following
mitigation works there will be a minor negative residual effect. In accordance
with the recommendations of GLAAS, it is recommended that a programme
of further geoarchaeological evaluation and appropriate subsequent
mitigation and recording, details of foundation design and a scheme to
facilitate community engagement be secured by appropriate condition (see
Appendix 2).
- Conclusions on Design, Townscape and Heritage
11.81 It has been established that the landscape-led masterplan is based on solid
urban design principles in relation to its layout, connectivity and permeability
with its surroundings and would aid legibility. It is therefore regrettable that
the Design Review Panel comments relating to the height and massing
strategy, which are echoed in the concerns raised by the GLA and Council
Officers have not been addressed to achieve a better urban design response
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to the surrounding context. Notwithstanding this the proposed buildings
would comprise good quality architecture and be visually attractive including
through their use of complementary materials. Notwithstanding the
relatively homogenous approach to building types across the site, the
development would create an attractive and distinctive place to live, work
and visit.
11.82 Such a high density development in this location would necessarily result in a
substantial change to the townscape character of the area; however the
TVIA demonstrates that the introduction of well-designed buildings, open
spaces and public realm would in the main result in beneficial townscape
effects. Whilst there would be no adverse impact on character, the proposal
would result in harm to the setting of designated heritage assets, albeit this
harm would be less than substantial.
11.83 In summary, the design of the proposed development and its impact on the
townscape and setting of heritage assets, including impact on archaeology
has been fully assessed. Subject to weighing the heritage harm against the
public benefits of the proposals, the application is capable of complying with
the NPPF (2019), s66 and s72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990, policies 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.11 of the
London Plan (2016), policies DH1, DH2, DH3, DH4, DH(g), DH(h), DH(i),
DH(j), DH(l) and DH(m) of the Core Strategy (2014) and the relevant
supplementary planning documents and guidance that support these policies.
12.

Impact on the amenity of nearby properties

12.1

Policy 7.6 ‘Architecture’ of the London Plan 2016 states that buildings and
structures should not cause unacceptable harm to the amenity of
surrounding land and buildings, particularly residential buildings, in relation to
privacy, overshadowing etc. Core Strategy Policy DH(b) states that when
determining applications for new developments, extensions or renovations
of buildings, the Royal Borough will only permit an application where it can
be demonstrated that the proposed development does not cause an
unacceptable loss of amenity to adjacent occupiers by reducing the amount
of daylight, sunlight or privacy they enjoy or result in an unneighbourly sense
of enclosure.

12.2

Policy D4 ‘Delivering Good Design’ of the Intend to Publish London Plan
(December 2019) confirms the design of development should provide
sufficient daylight and sunlight to new and surrounding housing that is
appropriate for its context, whilst avoiding overheating, minimising
overshadowing and maximising the usability of outside amenity space.
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12.3

Whilst the application site is located in a predominantly industrial and
commercial area there are a number of buildings and land uses with potential
sensitivity to the redevelopment of this site. These include dwellings on
Goldfinch Road and Goosander Way to the north west of the site and
Plumstead High Street to the south. The daylight and sunlight assessment
also takes account of HM Prison Thameside to the north and Heronsgate
School to the north west.
- Daylight and Sunlight

12.4

An assessment of the significance of potential effects on daylight, sunlight and
overshadowing to surrounding buildings and overshadowing to neighbouring
amenity spaces has been set out in the ES Chapter 12: Daylight, Sunlight and
Overshadowing. Daylight and sunlight levels within the proposed dwellings
and sunlight to proposed amenity spaces within the development have been
assessed separately (see section 15).

12.5

In reviewing this chapter, the Council’s consultant identified several areas
where clarification/further information was required. For the purposes of
this part of the report this included provision of transient overshadowing
assessments. The applicant provided responses which were considered to
address the queries.

12.6

The Council’s EIA consultant is satisfied that the daylight and sunlight
calculations have been correctly undertaken in accordance with the BRE
document “Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight – A Guide to Good
Practice, Second Edition” (2011).

12.7

The BRE document contains guidance on site layout and is in part intended
for use in the context of safeguarding daylight and sunlight within existing
buildings. The over-riding principle is that ‘in designing a new development, it is
important to safeguard the light to nearby buildings’ and ‘as a general rule the aim
should be to minimise the impact to existing property’ (Paragraphs 2.2.1 and
2.2.13, BRE 2011). This is consistent with regional and local level planning
policy.

12.8

The BRE document outlines the main methods for quantifying daylight
receipt and the distribution of daylight within a room. These methods can be
used to facilitate an assessment of the impact of proposed development on
the daylight amenity to surrounding properties. They are described within
the BRE document and comprise:
i)

Vertical Sky Component (VSC); and
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ii) No Sky Line (NSL)/daylight distribution (where internal room layouts
are known or can reasonably be assumed).
12.9

The method for quantifying sunlight receipt to existing buildings is the Annual
Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH) method.

12.10 A technical description of the various methodologies is not repeated here,
however what is summarised below are the recommendations in respect of
criteria which define minimum standards.
- Vertical Sky Component (VSC)
12.11 The first methodology, the VSC, is a measure of the illuminance on the
outside of a window, divided by the illuminance on an unobstructed roof
under overcast sky conditions. The BRE document sets out the minimum
target value as below:
‘If the vertical sky component is greater than 27%, then enough skylight should still
be reaching the window of the existing building. Any reduction below this level
should be kept to a minimum. If the vertical sky component, with the new
development in place, is both less than 27% and less than 0.8 times its former
value, then occupants of the existing building will notice the reduction in the amount
of skylight. The area lit by the window is likely to appear more gloomy and electric
lighting will be needed more of the time’ (Paragraphs 2.2.7, BRE 2011).
- No Sky Line (NSL)
12.12 The second methodology is an assessment of direct daylight distribution
within rooms and is achieved by calculating the change in position of the NSL
between the existing and proposed situations. This method takes into
account the number and size of windows to a room but does not give any
quantitative assessment of the light in the room, only where sky can or
cannot be seen. If, following construction of the new development, the NSL
moves so that the area of an existing room which does not receive direct
sunlight is reduced to less than 0.8 times (20%) its former value, then this will
be noticeable to the occupants, and more of the room will appear poorly lit.
This is also true if the NSL encroaches on a key area like kitchen sinks and
worktops. Areas which do not receive direct daylight usually look dark and
gloomy compared to the rest of the room, however bright it is outside. If a
significant part of the working plane within a room receives no direct
daylight, supplementary electric lighting will be needed.
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- Assessment
12.13 The report is consistent with the Scoping Opinion and the EIA consultant is
satisfied that it takes account of all relevant sensitive receptors, including
residential dwellings on Goldfinch Road and Goosander Way to the north
west of the site and Plumstead High Street to the south. The assessment also
takes account of HM Prison Thameside to the north and Heronsgate School
to the north west. In total 22 buildings are included.
12.14 The assessment concludes there would be no noticeable change in the levels
of daylight and sunlight received to 14 of the 22 properties analysed. The
effect of the development on these neighbouring properties is considered
negligible.
12.15 The table below show the results of the tests for those buildings with
windows that would fail to comply with the minimum recommended
standards outlined above. The subsequent commentary will then analyse and
identify the significance of the identified breaches for each address.
Address

HM Prison
Thameside
Heronsgate School
1 Goldfinch Road
2 Goldfinch Road
3 Goldfinch Road
4 Goldfinch Road
5 Goldfinch Road
6 & 7 Goldfinch Road
Daylight (VSC) failures

Total No.
of
windows
tested
446

Total No of
rooms with an
identified breach
(VSC)
41

Total No of
rooms with an
identified breach
(NSL)
1 (of 22 tested)

52
4
9
5
6
6
4

2
3
3
2
3
2
0

Not tested
Not tested
Not tested
Not tested
Not tested
Not tested
Not tested

- VSC and NSL – Summary of effects
12.16 Eight buildings with windows surrounding the application site would
experience a noticeable change to the amount of daylight and sunlight
received. It is relevant however that some of the buildings/windows serve
non-residential buildings (in the case of HM Prison Thameside and
Heronsgate School). Furthermore some of the windows serve non-habitable
rooms in residential dwellings (in the case of 2, 3, 5, 6 & 7 Goldfinch Road).
The BRE guide states that neither of these have a requirement for daylight
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and sunlight and the adverse impacts upon them would not be harmful of
contrary to planning policy or guidance.
12.17 The remaining buildings with the potential to experience noticeable effects
are 1 and 4 Goldfinch Road. The windows at 1 Goldfinch Road would
experience a 9-9.5% loss of VSC however retain VSC values of 24.8%-26.7%.
Of the 3 failures recorded at 4 Goldfinch Road, one relates to a nonhabitable room and one is a secondary window. The third window would
experience a 7.7% loss of VSC from an existing VSC of 25.5% to a retained
VSC value of 17.8%. These windows are however obstructed by overhanging
balconies or projecting wings. In circumstances where windows may receive
less daylight or sunlight by reason of their own design the BRE guide advises
that an additional calculation may be undertaken assuming that the
obstruction does not exist. In this scenario the assessment confirms that
both windows pass the VSC test thereby confirming it is the design of the
buildings preventing the VSC targets being met as opposed to the
development itself. Nevertheless the effect of the development on
neighbouring properties at 1 and 4 Goldfinch Road is considered minor
negative.
- Average Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH)
12.18 In relation to sunlight, the BRE document states that ‘a dwelling will appear
reasonably sunlit provided that:
i) at least one main window wall faces within 90 degrees of due south; and
ii) on this window wall, all points on a line 2m above ground level are within 4m
(measured sideways) of a point which receives at least a quarter of annual
probable sunlight hours, including at least 5% of annual probable sunlight
hours during the winter months, between 21 September and 21 March’.
12.19 Section 3.2.6 of the BRE document states that ‘if the available sunlight hours are
both less than the amount above and less than 0.8 times their former value, either
over the whole year or just in the winter months, then the occupants of the existing
building will notice the loss of sunlight; if the overall annual loss is greater than 4% of
APSH, the room may appear colder and less cheerful and pleasant’.
12.20 The table below shows the results of the tests for those neighbouring
buildings with windows that would fail to comply with the minimum
recommended standards outlined above. The subsequent commentary will
then analyse and identify the significance of the identified breaches for each
address.
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Address

Total No. of
windows tested

2 Goldfinch
8
Road
3 Goldfinch
5
Road
4 Goldfinch
5
Road
5 Goldfinch
5
Road
Sunlight (APSH) failures

Total No. of rooms Total no. of
with an identified
rooms with an
breach (APSH)
identified
breach
(APWSH)
2
2
1

3

2

1

3

3,

12.21 The BRE guide establishes that windows serving non-habitable rooms in
residential dwellings do not have a requirement for daylight and sunlight. This
is the case for 2, 3 and 5 Goldfinch Road. The breaches at 4 Goldfinch Road
relate to a single non-habitable room window (hallway) and a secondary
window to a living room otherwise sufficiently sunlit. On this basis the
breaches identified above would not be harmful or contrary to planning policy
or guidance.
- Overshadowing
12.22 Further information in the form of a transient overshadowing assessment to
surrounding gardens and open spaces has been submitted. In accordance
with BRE guidance at least 50% of an area should receive at least two hours
of sunlight on 21 March, or the area which receives 2 hours of direct
sunlight should not be reduced to less than 0.8 times its former value (i.e.
there should be no more than a 20% reduction). The scope and
methodology of the assessment is acceptable.
12.23 The shadow analysis demonstrates that the proposed development would
not result in any breaches of the BRE guidance or cause any harmful
overshadowing of public or private amenity spaces socio-surrounding the
site and is considered acceptable.
- Privacy, Outlook, and Sense of Enclosure (Goldfinch Road)
12.24 Goldfinch Road is characterised by predominantly two-storey terraced
housing on its west side. At the southern end the dwellings are typically set
back from the road behind front gardens and off-street parking and face a
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landscaped buffer beyond which is the heavily trafficked Western Way. The
terrace block comprising 1-6 Goldfinch Road would be located closest to
the development at approximately 45m from Plot 3 to the east and 75m
from Plot 1 to the south.
12.25 Whilst it is proposed to locate a 17-storey tower at the northern end of
Plot 1, the east-west orientation of the dwellings on Goldfinch Road mean it
would not be possible to attain direct views from the development into
habitable rooms. Furthermore the separation distances and existence of the
road and existing mature landscaping would mean that any views into rear
gardens would be sufficiently distant to not cause unreasonable harm. Plot 1
would not result in any loss of outlook or sense of enclosure to occupiers of
surroundings dwellings.
12.26 By reason of the modest height and scale of development proposed at the
northern end of Plot 3 and the separation distances and spatial buffer
provided by Western Way and Goldfinch Road itself the development would
not result in any adverse loss of privacy. Whilst parts of Plot 3 would be
visible from properties on Goldfinch Road it would not result in any change
or harm to their immediate outlook or cause an unacceptable sense of
enclosure.
12.27 The other closest residential buildings are located on Goosander Way to the
west and Plumstead High Street to the south. By reason of their distance
from the proposed development and the presence of other buildings, roads
and mature landscaping between them the occupiers of these buildings
would experience no loss of privacy, outlook or sense of enclosure that
would be considered harmful.
- Privacy, Outlook, and Sense of Enclosure (Prisons)
12.28 The northern boundary of the application site is shared with HM Prison
Belmarsh, Thameside and Isis. HMP Belmarsh is a Category A (maximum
security) prison. As a recognised sensitive site the proposals have been
carefully designed to ensure issues around access, safety, security and
overlooking into any of the prison buildings and grounds are appropriately
considered.
12.29 To prevent overlooking the proposals have been designed to restrict views
between the development and prison buildings and grounds; the buildings on
Plots 3 and 4 (detailed) and 5 (outline) incorporate a number of measures to
achieve this.
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12.30 Specifically, the buildings would have no windows or openings above second
floor on the north gable elevations. This is identified in the Design Code for
Plot 5. All accessible roofs and terraces with potential to overlook the
prison buildings and grounds would be enclosed by 2m high parapets. Other
roofs would be inaccessible other than for maintenance purposes. The
projecting bays on Plots 3 and 4 have been increased in width to incorporate
recessed balconies on the south sides.
12.31 An overlooking study has also identified where privacy film would be
required to non-opening windows above fourth floor level. These are
identified on the elevation drawings for the detailed elements. The privacy
film would be two way and directional such that from one angle it is clear
but the transparency changes to frosted with the viewing angle thereby
controlling views towards the prison. Where obscure windows are required
to be fixed shut, adjoining opening windows have been designed behind fixed
louvred ventilation panels. Where necessary recessed balconies would
incorporate obscure glazed screens.
12.32 Whilst these measures have been developed in consultation with, and are
supported by, the Ministry of Justice and the prison authorities, they have
requested a post construction assessment to ensure the effectiveness of the
mitigation measures proposed. It is recommended this be secured by
condition. It is also recommended that a condition be imposed to require
the various mitigation measures proposed at Plots 3 and 4 be incorporated
into the future details of Plot 5.
12.33 Subject to appropriate conditions including to require implementation of the
measures and to secure them in perpetuity (including through future lease
arrangements to be secured in the S106 legal agreement), the proposed
development would effectively safeguard the security and privacy of the
adjoining prisons.
- Conclusion on the impact on the amenity of nearby properties
12.34 The impacts of the development on the amenities of surrounding land and
buildings has been fully assessed. It has been evidenced that the development
would not result in demonstrable harm or significant effects to residential
amenity through unacceptable loss of daylight, loss of sunlight or
overshadowing in accordance with the BRE guidance. There would be no
adverse impacts in relation to loss of privacy, outlook or sense of enclosure.
The development has also been designed to safeguard the security of the
adjoining prisons by restricting views and preventing overlooking. In this
respect the development would be consistent with BRE guidance and
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policies 7.6 of the London Plan, DH(b) of the Core Strategy and Policy D4
of the Intend to Publish London Plan.
13.

Residential Mix

13.1

London Plan Policy 3.8 and policy H10 of the Intend to Publish London Plan
encourage a full range of housing choice, with affordable family housing
noted as a strategic priority. This is supported by the Housing SPG, which
seeks to secure family accommodation within residential schemes,
particularly within the affordable rented sector. Policy 3.11 of the London
Plan states that within affordable housing provision, priority should be
accorded to family housing.

13.2

Policy H2 of the Core Strategy identifies a need for a minimum of
approximately 50% 3 and 4+ bedroom housing. It is also consistent with
policy H10 of the Intend to Publish London Plan which requires schemes to
include a range of unit sizes. The exact mix on each site will vary according
to the location of the development and the character of the surrounding
area.

13.3

The detailed breakdown of the housing mix proposed is as follows:
Unit Type
Total
1B1P
59 (3.4%)
1B2P
702 (40.1%)
2B3P
210 (12%)
2B4P
603 (34.5%)
3B4P
148 (8.5%)
3B5P
28 (1.6%)
Total
1750
Proposed Housing Mix

13.4From the above table, the breakdown of the unit types is:
- 1 bed (761 units): 43.5%
- 2 bed (813 units): 46.5% of which 74% are 2B4P units
- 3 bed (176 units): 10.1%
13.5

Family housing is defined in the London Plan Glossary as having three or
more bedrooms. Appendix 7 of the Core Strategy also defines family housing
as ‘housing that has three or more bedrooms and direct access to a garden’;
however it also states that ‘the definition may be flexible in developments where
dwellings have two large double bedrooms but only if it can be demonstrated that
they could cater for a family’. In this case the indicative layouts of the typical
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2B4P units are in excess of the Technical Space Standards and allow for two
single beds to be accommodated. They therefore have the potential to be
used by small families.
13.6

The proposed 3 bedroom family housing would make up 10% of all
dwellings. The RBG Housing Officer and Public Health and Wellbeing team
notes that this is comparatively low. A further 34% of all dwellings would be
large 2B4P units that could be considered suitable for a family. Whilst the
number of 3 bedroom dwellings is a low proportion of the total it is typical
of higher density housing (which assume a lower number of habitable rooms
per dwelling) which is generally recognized as being more suitable in mixed
use developments in town centre and edge of centre locations with good
public transport accessibility. Although such schemes do not preclude
provision of family housing, the Housing SPG acknowledges that higher
density schemes are often considered to be more suitable for households
without children.

13.7

An assessment of the residential mix by tenure is set out below:
Tenure
Shared
Ownership
Affordable
Rent
Private

1 Bed
2 Bed
76
195
(28%)
(72%)
134
222
(31%)
(52%)
551
396
(52%)
(38%)
Total
761
813
(43%)
(46%)
Proposed Affordable Housing Mix and Tenures

3 Bed
0
(0%)
73
(17%)
103
(10%)
176
(10%)

Total
271
429
1050
1750
(100%)

13.8

The above table shows that 17% of the affordable rented units would be
three bedroom. When including the provision of larger 2B4P units, 51% of
homes provided within the affordable rented tenure would be suitable for
occupation by families.

13.9

In summary, the proposed development would provide a range of unit sizes,
including a proportion of family sized homes (including in the affordable
rented tenure) which would meet a continuing need for larger family sized
units to accommodate existing applicants on the Housing Register. As
envisaged by adopted and emerging planning policy the exact mix on each
site varies according to the location of the development and the character of
the surrounding area. In this case the higher proportion of 1 and 2 bedroom
units is considered appropriate in the context of this high density mixed use
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development and its role in the regeneration of this accessible urban
location.
14.

Affordable Housing

14.1

Policies 3.11 and 3.12 of the London Plan seek to maximise affordable
housing provision in London. Policy 3.12 requires the maximum reasonable
amount of affordable housing in all schemes having regard to inter alia the
specific circumstances of individual sites. Policy H3 of the Core Strategy
requires a minimum of 35% affordable housing. The precise percentage,
distribution and type will be determined by the circumstances and
characteristics of the site and of the development, including financial viability.
The tenure split of the affordable housing that is provided should be as 70%
social / affordable rented and 30% intermediate housing.

14.2

Intend to Publish London Plan policy H5(B) states that where the application
site relates to SIL, is deemed appropriate for residential uses in accordance
with Policy E7 and would result in a net loss of industrial capacity, the
threshold level of affordable housing is 50%.

14.3

The Mayor’s ‘Homes for Londoners: Affordable Housing and Viability
Supplementary Planning Guidance 2017’ (the Mayor’s Viability SPG) and
Intend to Publish London Plan policy H5(C) set out the ‘threshold approach’
to planning applications whereby schemes that meet the specific threshold of
affordable housing by habitable room without public subsidy, and which meet
the Mayor’s preferred tenure mix, are eligible to follow the Fast-Track
Route whereby viability information is not required and a late stage review
would not be sought. If the proposal does not meet the relevant threshold,
requires public subsidy or has a discordant tenure split, the proposal will be
assessed using the viability-tested approach.

14.4

The preferred tenure mix is outlined in Intend to Publish London Plan policy
H7 as at least 30% low cost rent (social rent or London Affordable Rent), at
least 30% intermediate (London Living Rent or Shared Ownership) and the
remaining 40% as determined by the Local Planning Authority.

14.5

In total, the proposed development will deliver 40% affordable housing on a
unit basis (43% on a habitable room basis), 5% of which would be
intermediate housing subject to grant funding. This equates to the provision
of 700 affordable homes. The proposal accords with the Council’s required
tenure split (35% at 70:30). In the detailed element, the tenure mix is 47%
LAR and 53% Shared Ownership, whereas in the outline elements the tenure
mix is 76% LAR and 24% Shared Ownership. The proposed tenure split is
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supported by the GLA. Both the affordable rent and shared ownership
affordable housing will be owned and managed by Peabody, a Registered
Provider of affordable housing and joint applicant. The tenure mix is set out
below:
Tenure

Homes

Product

1050

Overall
Split %
60%

Private/Market
housing
Affordable
Housing

613

35%

London
Affordable
Rent
London
Shared
Ownership
London
Shared
Ownership

Additional
87
5%
Affordable
Housing
Total Units
1750
100%
Proposed Affordable Housing Tenure Mix

Private sale

Homes Affordable
Split %
1050
429

70%

184

30%

87

100%

1750

14.6

As recommended by the RBG Housing Officer the affordable rented housing
would be provided at London Affordable Rent (LAR) levels as published by
the Greater London Authority (GLA). All rents are below the Local Housing
Allowance rate and therefore genuinely affordable to those households
reliant on welfare payments. Eligibility for LAR will be determined by RBG.

14.7

It is also recommended that the 271 shared ownership units are to be
marketed at RBG maximum income levels for an initial 3 month period to
ensure they are genuinely affordable to a range of household incomes. After
3 months the GLA affordability criteria as set out and updated annually in
the London Plan Annual Monitoring Report published by the GLA would
apply. The provision, marketing and occupation of all affordable housing
would be secured in the S106 legal agreement.

14.8

In terms of distribution, the affordable housing would be located across the
site and within all but one of the plots. Plots 3, 5 and 6 would contain wholly
affordable rented units. Although the Public Health and Wellbeing team raise
concerns about these locations the RBG Housing Officer notes it would be
in line with the requirements of the Registered Provider for management
and affordability reasons. Plots 1, 2, 4, 7 and 8 would be mixed tenure. In this
way the proposals would comply with the Housing SPG requirement to
maximise tenure integration. As noted by the GLA, the affordable housing
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units would have the same external appearance and access and entrance
arrangements as the private units and the development would therefore be
tenure blind. As covered elsewhere in the report the buildings on the road
edges of the site would be sufficiently set back and subject to appropriate
insulation to ensure a good standard of accommodation.
14.9

As reproduced below the submitted Phasing Plan confirms that 50% of the
affordable housing proposed would be delivered in Phase 1 (Plot 3). Phase 1
accounts for 40% of the total affordable housing provision. Whilst this is
welcomed in principle it is acknowledged that Phase 1 incorporates 3 plots
and the central park and it is therefore recommended that further detailed
phasing of the development on a plot by plot basis be submitted for
information and approval. This will be secured by condition.
Phase Plot
Total homes Private
1
2,3,7
565
282
2A
4
146
88
2B
5,8,9
580
452
3A
6
118
0
3B
1
341
228
Totals
1750
1050
Proposed Phasing and Delivery Programme

Affordable
238
58
128
118
113
700

% Affordable
50%
40%
22%
100%
33%
40%

14.10 Whilst the proposal accords with the Council’s required tenure split (35% at
70:30), the proposal fails to comply with the relevant 50% threshold of
affordable housing. The application is therefore supported by a Financial
Viability Assessment (FVA).
14.11 The FVA has been independently assessed on behalf of the Council by BPS
Chartered Surveyors and also by the GLA. BPS concur with the conclusions
of the FVA that the proposed development is forecast to generate a profit of
£19,115,091, which equates to a profit on cost of 3.27% and profit on GDV
of 3.17%. This is significantly below the minimum developer profit allowance
after allowing for a benchmark land value on an Alternative Use Value (AUV)
basis of £24,300,000. The FVA demonstrates that the scheme is in deficit and
cannot provide any additional affordable housing over and above 40%.
14.12 Policy H5(F) of the Intend to Publish London Plan is consistent with the
Mayor’s Viability SPG in requiring viability tested schemes that fall short of
affordable housing requirements to be subject to early, late and in the case
of larger phased schemes, mid-term reviews. The Viability Review
Mechanisms Procedure Practice Note (April 2019) is relevant.
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14.13 In accordance with this policy and SPG, an early stage financial review
mechanism is to be secured in the S106 legal agreement, to be implemented
in the event the development is not substantially commenced within 18
months from the grant of planning permission. This is an earlier review than
that required by the Intend to Publish London Plan and the Mayor’s Viability
SPG in order incentivise delivery. In the event that the early review
mechanism is triggered, viability testing of the scheme will be undertaken. It
will consider whether market changes in Gross Development Value and
build costs provides sufficient additional surplus over and above the current
position to enable an increase in affordable housing up to the affordable
housing cap of 50% by unit.
14.14 Contrary to the requirements of the policy and SPG, the applicant does not
agree to either mid or late stage reviews. In considering the acceptability of
this position it is relevant that the application proposes 40% affordable
housing which equates to a shortfall from the 50% threshold of 10%. The
shortfall exists only by reason of the net loss of industrial capacity. They
state that the although the application proposes substantial long-term
benefits for the promotion of an industrial masterplan in the West
Thamesmead SIL, given the scale of the proposal, it is not feasible for the
scheme to commit to the delivery of industrial floorspace in accordance with
the provisions of policy H5(B), hence the application is not eligible for the
fast track route. If the proposals did not result in a net loss of industrial
capacity the relevant threshold would be 35%.
14.15 It has been clearly demonstrated that the proposed 40% affordable housing
offer at a tenure split and mix that is acceptable is beyond the maximum
reasonable amount of affordable housing that the scheme can support.
Significantly, the FVA concludes that the developer return would be
substandard even if the affordable housing provision was nil. On this basis
the applicants could justify a significantly reduced affordable housing offer.
14.16 Instead, the applicants have agreed to provide certainty for the delivery of at
least the first phases of the development (comprising 283 homes/50% of the
first phase as affordable housing which will come forward within 5 years).
They will also take the significant upfront risk on committing to deliver a
scheme with 40% affordable housing (including 50% in Phase 1) on the
condition that it is not subject to mid or late stage reviews being required.
14.17 Mid and late stage reviews are used to capture potential future growth in
sales values and are integral to the London Plan’s approach to viability and
the delivery of an increased level of affordable housing. As such, the absence
of such reviews must be appropriately mitigated by an affordable offer
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significantly above the supported viability and is only acceptable by
exception. In this case, the growth-based affordable housing contribution of
40% represents a substantial and significant betterment to the quantum of
affordable housing that has been agreed by the GLA and independently
verified on behalf of the Council as the maximum reasonable amount that
the development could viably support. Furthermore, agreement to this
approach, in conjunction with the early review (to incentivise timely
implementation), would effectively secure and front-load potential growth by
ensuring that a large proportion of on-site affordable housing would be
delivered by the scheme from the outset.
14.18 Although the absence of mid and late stage reviews would represent a
departure from the policy and SPG requirements, the development would
contribute to the creation of mixed and balanced communities and the
circumstances set out above are considered to hold sufficient weight to
recommend that mid and late stage review mechanisms are not required in
this case.
15

Quality of the Residential Environment

15.1

Policy 3.5 of the London Plan emphasises the importance of quality in new
housing developments. Designs should take account of factors relating to
‘arrival’ at the building and the ‘home as a place of retreat’, with adequately
sized rooms and convenient and efficient room layouts. The Mayor’s
Housing SPG sets design standards that will have an influence over the
quality of housing built in Greater London. The housing standards in the
Guidance reflect the National Technical Housing Standards – Nationally
Described Space Standard’s (2015) as well as integrate key policies in the
London Plan that have a bearing on design issues for new housing. The
housing standards set out the minimum level of quality and design that new
homes should meet and apply to all new housing in London and all tenures.

15.2

The extent to which proposed developments depart from the standards
should be taken into account in planning decisions and consideration should
be given to these standards alongside achievement of other policies of the
London Plan. Decisions need to have regard to viability and ensuring an
appropriate level of housing supply against the need to provide homes and
living environments that meet the long term and changing needs of future
occupiers. In most cases, departure from the standards will require a clear
and robust justification. Policy 3.5 of the London Plan provides flexibility in
this respect where development proposals meet specific, identified needs
and demonstrate exemplary design quality, for example through an
appropriate design review process.
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Policy D6 of the Intend to Publish London Plan relates to housing quality and
standards and recognises that qualitative aspects of a development are key to
ensuring successful sustainable housing.
15.3

Policy H5 of the Core Strategy seeks to ensure a high quality of housing
design of new residential development and achievement of an adequate
standard of accommodation to ensure satisfactory levels of residential
amenity and quality of life for future occupiers. The factors to be taken into
account include inter alia: an acceptable level of noise insulation being
achieved by means of sensitive design, layout in developments vulnerable to
transportation noise and vibration; a presumption against single-aspect north
facing units in favour of dual aspect units where possible; a good sized
balcony, terrace or enclosed communal gardens provided for flats; direct
access to a private garden for family housing; safety and security of residents;
and, adequate provision of dwellings built to full wheelchair standards or
easily adaptable.

15.4

Policy DH1 of the Core Strategy requires the design of all developments to
be of a high quality and demonstrate that they positively contribute to the
improvement of both the built and natural environments. The Core Strategy
stipulates that the high levels of growth in housing provision planned for the
Borough will not be at the expense of good quality housing.
- Space Standards

15.5

All of the residential units within the detailed elements either meet or
exceed the requirements of the Technical Housing Standards – Nationally
Described Space Standards (2015) and incorporate in-built storage. The size
and configuration of residential units within the outline elements has not
been determined at this stage however future Reserved Matters applications
relating to layout will confirm compliance with minimum standards.

15.6

Policy D6 of the Intend to Publish London Plan and the Housing SPG states
that a minimum ceiling height of 2.5 metres for at least 75% of the gross
internal area is strongly encouraged. The floor to ceiling heights would be at
least 2.5m across all rooms within the development in accordance with
these requirements thereby aiding daylight penetration, ventilation and
cooling, and sense of space.
- Cores
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15.7

Standards 12 to 16 of the Housing SPG relate to access to units, including
incorporation of access control measures, core layouts and lift provision.
Standard 12 states that each core should be accessible to generally no more
than 8 units per core. 14 of the 24 blocks (59%) would comprise 7 units per
core thereby complying with this requirement. 20 blocks (83%) would have
between 8-10 units per core and 2 blocks would have 12 units per core.

15.8

In assessing the acceptability of these conflicts the guidance advises that the
number of persons sharing a core is relevant, as are design considerations
and management. In this respect all cores would be centrally located (with a
maximum of 6 units accessed from each side), would benefit from natural
daylight and ventilation (in accordance with Standard 14) and all cores would
be served by two 13-person fire-fighting lifts (in accordance with Standards
15 and 16) and policy D5 of the Intend to Publish London Plan. The 2 blocks
with 12 units per core would serve 1 and 2 bedroom units thereby limiting
the size of the community sharing a core and would benefit from natural
daylight at each end of the corridor. In my view the proposals do not
represent excessive departures from the guidance and in the context of the
particular circumstances outlined above the design and layout of the cores
would not in themselves result in unsatisfactory living arrangements for
future occupiers.

15.9

All dwellings would benefit from access control and access to a centrally
located concierge facility within Plot 2.
- Aspect

15.10 Standard 29 of the Housing SPG states that developments should minimise
the number of single aspect dwellings. It also states that single aspect
dwellings that are north facing, exposed to significant noise levels or contain
three or more bedrooms should be avoided. Policy H5 of the Core Strategy
includes a presumption against single aspect north facing units and a
presumption in favour of dual aspect units where possible.
15.11 Policy D6(C) of the Intend to Publish London Plan is also relevant and states
that housing development should maximise the provision of dual aspect
dwellings and normally avoid the provision of single aspect dwellings. Single
aspect dwellings should only be provided where considered to be a more
appropriate design solution to meet policy D3(B) than a dual aspect dwelling
and it can be demonstrated it will have adequate passive ventilation, daylight
and privacy and avoid overheating.
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15.12 The submitted Design and Access Statement outlines the 4 types of aspect
typology. Whilst this states 43.5% of units (761 dwellings) would be ‘pure’
single aspect and would all face east or west, it has been clarified in the ES
that 46 single aspect units would face within 90 degrees of due north. 46
units would therefore be contrary to Standard 29 of the Housing SPG and
paragraph 3.6.5 of the Intend to Publish London Plan. All single aspect units
would be limited to studios and one bed units. The majority of single aspect
units (559) would be market units. The table below outlines the proportion
of dwellings by aspect type.
Aspect type
Pure single aspect
‘Enhanced’ aspect
Dual/triple aspect
Aspect types

% of total units
43.5% (including 2.6% north facing)
46.8%
9.7%

15.13 46.8% of units (819 dwellings) feature 1.8m projecting bays with corner
windows to balconies to provide cross ventilation to open plan LKD and are
described as dual aspect. The Housing SPG refers to the benefits of dualaspect units including better daylight, a greater chance of direct sunlight for
longer periods, natural cross ventilation, and a greater capacity to address
overheating, mitigating pollution, offering a choice of views, access to a quiet
side of the building, greater flexibility in the use of rooms, and more
potential for future adaptivity by altering the use of rooms. The Intend to
Publish London Plan defines dual aspect dwellings as ‘one with openable
windows on two external walls, which may be on opposite sides of a
dwelling or on adjacent sides of a dwelling where the external walls of a
dwelling wrap around the corner of a building. The provision of a bay
window does not constitute dual aspect’.
15.14 In light of the limited access to the benefits listed above it is considered that
the dual aspect units are more accurately referred to elsewhere in the DAS
as ‘enhanced aspect’ rather than dual aspect units as defined in planning
policy and guidance. 9.7% of the total number of units would be either true
dual aspect over two-storeys (1.6% of the total/28 dwellings) or triple aspect
(8.1% of the total/142 dwellings).
15.15 In assessing the acceptability of the single and enhanced aspect units it is
necessary to consider whether the design of single aspect dwellings would
otherwise be of high quality, particularly in relation to habitable rooms and
kitchens being provided with adequate passive ventilation, privacy and
daylight, and that the orientation enhances amenity, including views. As set
out in paragraphs 20.38-20.40, it has been demonstrated that the single and
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enhanced aspect units are capable of avoiding overheating without reliance
on energy intensive mechanical cooling systems.
- Outlook and Privacy
15.16 Standard 28 of the Housing SPG requires habitable rooms to be provided
with an adequate level of privacy in relation to neighbouring properties, the
street and other public spaces. Privacy is an important factor in providing
high quality homes.
15.17 The proposed podium level amenity spaces on each plot would be
surrounded by residential units. The submitted Landscape Strategy confirms
that generous buffer planting and terraces would provide defensible areas to
protect the privacy of the adjoining residential units. It is recommended
further details be sought in the landscaping condition to help protect the
privacy of future occupants.
15.18 All ground floor level residential accommodation would be provided at
upper ground level (approximately half a storey above ground), primarily to
mitigate flood risk but also to provide adequate privacy without
compromising natural surveillance of the public realm. The GLAs concerns
about such arrangements reducing on-street activity by removing the
potential for individual front door entrances and porches directly off the
public realm are noted, however the applicants advise that this is not
consistent with the mansion block typology or the mitigation of flood risk.
Officers are satisfied that the proposals would be appropriate in this regard
and is an approach endorsed by the Design Review Panel in 2018.
15.19 For the detailed elements the minimum distances between units in adjacent
blocks as well as across the podiums are generally in excess of 20m and
considered to provide an acceptable distance between units that face each
other to avoid unacceptable overlooking. Whilst the locations of buildings
within the outline elements have a small degree of flexibility for movement
within the parameters, the street widths and distances between blocks are
typically between 20-24m and would provide adequate privacy for future
residents.
15.20 Officers are satisfied that the overall layout of the blocks and units within
them would also provide an acceptable outlook, and in many cases views of
the landscaped podiums, central park or green fingers, for the vast majority
of units, including those with single or enhanced aspect.
- Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing
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15.21 The Housing SPG refers to standards for daylight and sunlight and
emphasises the importance of natural light in providing homes as a
comfortable place of retreat. It also refers to the need to exercise an
appropriate degree of flexibility when using BRE guidelines to assess the
daylight and sunlight impacts of new development on surrounding properties,
as well as within new developments themselves. Guidelines should be applied
sensitively to higher density development, especially in opportunity areas,
town centres, large sites and accessible locations, where BRE advice suggests
considering the use of alternative targets. This should take into account local
circumstances, the need to optimise housing capacity and scope for the
character and form of an area to change over time.
15.22 An assessment of the impacts of the development in terms of daylight,
sunlight and overshadowing is set out in the ES Chapter 12: Daylight,
Sunlight and Overshadowing. This includes an assessment of the effects on
neighbouring buildings (see section 12) and on daylight and sunlight
availability within the development as assessed below.
15.23 In reviewing this chapter, the Council’s consultant identified several areas
where clarification/further information was required in relation to each
topic. Further information, including in the form of a daylight/sunlight
assessment for the outline elements, including amenity spaces and for the
upper floors and amenity spaces for the detailed elements was subsequently
submitted.
15.24 In relation to the detailed parts of the proposal, the submission includes an
assessment of the internal daylight and sunlight levels within all of the
proposed units, and of the overshadowing of external amenity areas. The
daylight and sunlight calculations have been correctly undertaken in
accordance with the BRE document “Site Layout Planning for Daylight and
Sunlight – A Guide to Good Practice, Second Edition” (2011).
- Daylight (detailed elements)
15.25 There are three main tests for assessing interior daylighting. These are
Average Daylight Factor (ADF), Room Depth and Daylight
Distribution/position of the No Sky Line (NSL).
15.26 ADF is a measure of the overall amount of daylight in a space that takes into
account the internally and externally reflected components and the direct
light from the sky. It is primarily intended for use in calculating daylight
provision in new rooms. The BRE guide recommends in new dwellings, the
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minimum average daylight factor (ADF) is 1% for bedrooms, 1.5% for living
rooms, and 2% for kitchens, including combined living/kitchen/dining (LKD)
rooms. The BRE document explains that these are minimum values of ADF
which should be attained even if a predominantly daylit appearance is not
required.
15.27 The Room Depth test is relevant for rooms that are lit by windows in one
wall only, in which case the depth of the room should not exceed a
particular formula derived value.
15.28 The Daylight Distribution test analyses the position of the No Sky Line
(NSL). This method takes into account the number and size of windows to a
room but does not give any quantitative assessment of the light in the room,
only where sky can or cannot be seen. In new developments, the BRE guide
states that no more than 20% of a room area should be beyond the NSL.
Where more than 20% of a room lies beyond the NSL then the distribution
of daylight in the room will look poor and supplementary electric lighting will
be required. A summary of the daylighting levels within each plot is below:
15.29 Plot 2 would provide generally good levels of compliance with minimum
recommended daylight standards across the buildings. 82% of rooms (414)
would comply with the ADF test. Of the 92 rooms failing the test, 79 rooms
(16%) would also fail the daylight distribution test. 61 of these rooms would
be LKD, of which over half would still achieve in excess of 1.5% ADF. 8
would achieve between 0.8-1% ADF.
15.30 Plot 3 would provide very high levels of compliance with minimum
recommended daylight standards across the buildings. 96% of rooms (500)
would pass the ADF test. The 21 rooms failing the test would all be LKD
rooms at third floor level and below and would also fail the daylight
distribution test. The lowest ADF would be 1.4%, with majority of
transgressions being between 1.5-1.9%.
15.31 Plot 4 would provide generally good levels of compliance with minimum
recommended daylight standards across the buildings. 79% of rooms (326)
would pass the ADF test. Of the 88 rooms failing the test, 41 would
comprise LKD at fourth floor and below. The majority (34) would achieve
ADF of between 1.5-1.9%, albeit would fail the daylight distribution test.
15.32 Plot 7 would provide high levels of compliance with minimum
recommended daylight standards across the buildings. 92% of rooms (480)
would pass the ADF test. Of the 42 rooms that would fail the test, 21 would
comprise LKD (17 of which would achieve ADF of between 1.5-1.9%; the
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remaining 4 would achieve ADF of 1.3-1.4%) and would also fail the daylight
distribution test at third floor and below.
15.33 Plot 8 would provide generally good levels of compliance with minimum
recommended daylight standards across the buildings. 82% of rooms (424)
would pass the ADF test. Of the 93 rooms failing the ADF test, 54 would
comprise LKD (of which 40 would achieve ADF of between 1.5-1.9%; the 3
poorest would achieve ADF of 0.5%, 0.9% and 1%) and would also fail the
daylight distribution test. Notwithstanding the poorest achieving unit having
below levels of daylight, it would be true dual aspect with private external
amenity space and views over the landscaped green corridor to the front
and landscaped podium to the rear and thereby offer a good standard of
accommodation.
15.34 In summary, of the 2480 rooms tested, 88% meet or exceed the principal
test of compliance with relevant ADF daylight targets. This level of
compliance is spread across unit types, including single and enhanced aspect
units and is considered to be acceptable for a high density scheme in this
opportunity area location. To ensure that the proposed residential
accommodation achieves the interior daylighting standards anticipated in the
ES it is necessary to secure details of the internal finishes by appropriate
condition. This is because the ADF calculation is based upon BRE internal
reflectance values and includes assumptions relating to finishes of floors
(medium wooden), walls (light painted) and ceilings (matte white painted).
This would be in accordance with the EIA consultants’ recommendations.
- Sunlight (detailed elements)
15.35 The method for quantifying sunlight receipt to buildings is the Annual
Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH) method. The BRE document states that ‘a
dwelling will appear reasonably sunlit provided that:
i)
at least one main window wall faces within 90 degrees of due south;
and
ii) on this window wall, all points on a line 2m above ground level are within
4m (measured sideways) of a point which receives at least a quarter
(25%) of annual probable sunlight hours, including at least 5% of annual
probable sunlight hours during the winter months, between 21
September and 21 March’.
15.36 The BRE guide states that where possible each dwelling should have at least
one main living room window facing within 90 degrees of due south, albeit
acknowledges that this is not always possible in flats. Appendix 4 (5.5.2) of
the Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014) states that all homes
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should provide for direct sunlight to enter at least one habitable room for
part of the day. Living areas and kitchen dining spaces should preferably
receive direct sunlight.
15.37 The below table shows the APSH results for LKD within each of the detailed
plots.
Plot
Total LKD tested
APSH Pass
2
185
35 (19%)
3
173
57 (33%)
4
146
46 (32%)
7
206
84 (41%)
8
204
63 (31%)
Total
914
285 (31%)
Proposed APSH (sunlight) – detailed plots

APSH Fail
150 (81%)
116 (67%)
100 (68%)
122 (59%)
141 (69%)
629 (69%)

15.38 The shortfalls in sunlight availability across the detailed elements of the
development are widespread with only 31% (285 of 914 LKD rooms)
complying with the BRE recommendations. On Plot 2, none of the LKD
below fourth floor would achieve sunlight targets. On Plots 3 and 4, only the
units with south-facing windows would achieve minimum recommended
sunlight levels at ground, first, second and third floor levels. Plot 7 would
have highest adherence (41%). Overall, 69% (629 LKD) would fail to comply.
These shortfalls are acknowledged to be a function of the height and density
of the scheme, the orientation of facades and presence of balconies and are
not untypical in urban environments.
15.39 Notwithstanding the failures against BRE guidance it is noted that Standard
32 of the Housing SPG requires all homes to provide for direct sunlight to
enter at least one habitable room for part of the day and that living areas and
kitchen dining spaces should preferably receive direct sunlight. In this respect
it is relevant that although 69% of LKD would fail to comply with the BRE
guidelines in relation to sunlight, it does not mean they would not receive
any sunlight at all. The majority of LKD comprise at least 2 windows
(commonly on two sides of a projecting bay) and with very few exceptions
the majority of LKD, including within single and enhanced aspect units will
receive at least some direct sunlight across the year.
- Daylight (outline elements)
15.40 Whilst the ADF test is the best indicator of potential daylighting within a
unit, façade analysis tests can be used in the absence of design details such as
room layouts and uses and locations and design of windows and balconies.
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As requested by the Council’s EIA consultant a Vertical Sky Component
(VSC) façade analysis of the outline plots has been undertaken. The scope
and methodology of the assessment are acceptable. The results of the VSC
façade analysis test are summarised in the table below:
Total
VSC > 27%
VSC 15% Receptors
27%
Tested
2031
1366 (67%)
474 (23%)
Proposed VSC façade analysis – outline plots

VSC 5-15%

VSC < 5%

191 (9%)

0 (0%)

15.41 Of 2031 locations tested, 67% have potential to receive daylight in excess of
27% (the best category of daylight as set out in paragraph 2.1.6 of the BRE
guide). A small number (9%) would have the potential to receive between 515%. None would receive less than 5%. The BRE guide explains that it is
possible to achieve reasonable internal levels of daylight within the categories
with a VSC score over 5%.
15.42 In this context the façade analysis demonstrates that the outline buildings are
capable of providing very good or good daylighting potential for the majority
of future occupiers and reasonable daylighting potential for all others.
- Sunlight (outline elements)
15.43 As with daylight, the applicant has undertaken an APSH façade analysis to
indicate the capacity for units within the outline buildings to receive good
levels of sunlight.
Total
APSH > 25% APSH > 5%
Receptors
(Winter)
Tested
2031
1541 (76%) 1925 (95%)
Proposed APSH façade analysis – outline plots

APSH < 25% APSH < 5%
(Winter)
490

106

15.44 Of 2031 locations tested, 76% have potential to achieve annual probable
sunlight hours scores in excess of 25% (across the year). 95% of locations
tested have the potential to achieve 5% or more during the winter months in
accordance with the BRE guidance. The façade analysis demonstrates that
the outline buildings are capable of providing very good sunlight potential for
future occupiers.
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15.45 The Non Technical Summary concludes that the development has an overall
high level of compliance against the requirements of the BRE guide. From the
assessment undertaken this is more true of the outline elements than the
detailed elements and in the detailed elements it is more true of daylight
than sunlight. Nevertheless, the Housing SPG states that decision makers
should recognise that fully optimising housing potential on large sites may
necessitate standards which depart from those presently experienced but
which still achieve satisfactory levels of residential amenity and avoid
unacceptable harm.
15.46 On balance, and in the context of the total number of dwellings and the
generally good adherence to other qualitative design aspects, including the
general layout, orientation and form of the development, Officers consider
that the level of daylight and sunlight availability will be sufficient to provide
fit for purpose homes across all tenures.
- Overshadowing
15.47 An overshadowing assessment has been undertaken as to the effects of the
proposal on the available sunlight to all proposed public and communal
outdoor areas. The assessment has been undertaken in relation to the BRE
2-hour sun on ground test.
15.48 For the detailed elements the table below demonstrates that with the
exception of one of the podium gardens to Plot 3 (which is served by a
second well-lit garden), the communal podium amenity spaces would all
exceed the minimum recommended amount of sunlight across the day.
Plot

Amenity
Area

Percentage of amenity area
Compliance with BRE
receiving 2 hours sunlight on recommendation
21 March
(Pass/Fail)
2
Garden 1
76%
Pass
3
Garden 2
60%
Pass
3
Garden 3
28%
Fail
4
Garden 4
88%
Pass
7
Garden 5
79%
Pass
8
Garden 6
79%
Pass
Overshadowing of communal amenity areas (detailed plots)
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15.49 Subject to the landscape design of these amenity spaces responding to the
sunlight assessment (for example by locating play space and fixed seating
within areas with most access to sunlight) it is considered that the detailed
plots would provide quality private and communal amenity spaces. It is
recommended that further details be secured by condition.
15.50 For the outline elements, the table below demonstrates that only the
communal podium level amenity spaces on Plots 5 (third floor) and 6 would
achieve the minimum recommended amount of sunlight across the day. The
mixed tenure Plot 1 would achieve close to the recommended level at 42%.
Whilst the ground floor of Plot 5 (affordable rented) would achieve 38% this
plot is served by a further communal garden achieving 100%. Plot 9 (private
sale) would achieve 21%.
Plot

Amenity
Area

Percentage of amenity area
Compliance with BRE
receiving 2 hours sunlight on recommendation
21 March
(Pass/Fail)
1
Garden 7
42%
Fail
5
Garden 8
38%
Fail
5
Garden 9
100%
Pass
6
Garden 10 92%
Pass
9
Garden 11 21%
Fail
Overshadowing of communal amenity areas (outline plots)
15.51 Whilst the shortfall to Plot 9 in particular is regrettable, 270sqm of the
communal amenity area would receive the required amount of sunlight on
21 March. The sunlit space would be centrally located and span the width of
the podium.
15.52 Subject to the landscape design of these amenity spaces responding to the
sunlight assessment (for example by locating play space and seating within
areas with most access to sunlight) it is considered that the outline elements
of the development are capable of providing access to quality private and
communal amenity spaces. It is recommended that further details be secured
by condition.
15.53 The proposed central park and other publicly accessible open spaces,
including green fingers would exceed the BRE recommendation of at least
two hours sunlight on 21st March on more than half their area. Overall, it is
considered the level of sunlight to proposed external amenity areas is
acceptable.
- Accessible Dwellings
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15.54 Policy 3.8 of the London Plan and D7 of the Intend to Publish London Plan
requires that 90% of units meet Building Regulations requirement M4 (2)
‘accessible and adaptable dwellings’ and 10% of new housing must meet
Building Regulations requirement M4 (3) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’.
Wheelchair user dwellings include those designed to be wheelchair
accessible (M4(3)(2)(b) and in which a wheelchair user can live permanently,
comfortably and conveniently with access and use of all facilities within the
home, or easily adaptable (M4(3)(2)(a), which is one that is not immediately
occupied by a wheelchair user but with all spatial provisions in place.
15.55 This requirement is mirrored in policy H5 of the Core Strategy and Standard
12 of the Housing SPG which requires 10% of dwellings to be built to full
wheelchair standards. To ensure future residents have a choice within a
development, wheelchair user dwellings should be distributed throughout a
development to provide a range of aspects, floor level locations, unit sizes
and tenures. London Affordable Rented units are expected to be delivered
to a fully accessible standard and private / intermediate units would be
expected to be easily adaptable.
15.56 The table below provides a breakdown of proposed wheelchair user
dwellings within the detailed and outline elements of the proposed
development based on tenure:
Plots 2, 3, 7 and 8 (detailed)
Tenure
Total
Adaptable
units
Wheelchair Units
Private
541
52
London
173
0
Affordable
Rent
Shared
201
23
Ownership
Total
915
75
Plots 1, 5, 6 and 9 (outline)
Tenure
Total
units
Private
509
London
256
Affordable
Rent

Adaptable
Wheelchair Units
43
0
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Fully Adapted
%
Wheelchair Units
0
9
17
10
0

11

17

10

Fully Adapted
%
Wheelchair Units
0
8
26
10
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Shared
Ownership
Total

70

15

0

18

835

58

26

10

All plots
Total
Adaptable
units
1750
133
Wheelchair user dwellings by tenure

Fully Adapted

%

43

10

15.57 As noted by the RBG Housing Officer the proposal is broadly consistent
with the requirement for 10% wheelchair units across each tenure.
15.58 The Council’s Housing Occupational Therapist has reviewed the layouts of
the proposed accessible and adaptable wheelchair dwellings. Whilst it has
been demonstrated that the units are capable of complying with Approved
Document M4 category 2: accessible and adaptable dwellings, and Approved
Document M4 category 3: wheelchair user dwellings they have raised
concerns that to achieve adaptability in some of the wheelchair user
dwellings would necessitate the loss of a bedspace within those units. As
submitted this would have been the case in 65 units and as revised would
now be the case in 57 units. This would apply to some 2B4P units within the
private and intermediate tenures only. Whilst acknowledging the preference
for units to be adaptable without losing bedspaces, the applicants note there
would be no change to the number of bedrooms and that there is no explicit
reference for such a requirement in planning policy.
15.59 Drop-off points will be provided near to communal entrances and disabled
parking is allocated to each wheelchair accessible dwelling. All cores would
be served by two 13 person lifts in accordance with Standard 15 and 16 of
the Housing SPG to allow for breakdowns. The development would offer a
range of wheelchair user dwellings across 1, 2 and 3 bedroom units and
across tenures, floors and buildings within the detailed and outline elements
of the scheme. The total number of wheelchair user dwellings would comply
with the M4(3) 10% target across the site. 43 out of the 429 affordable
rented units will be delivered as fully accessible wheelchair units. Whilst the
loss of bedspaces is regrettable, there is scope to further limit this within the
outline elements. On this basis, and having regard to the overall quantum of
accessible homes to be delivered Officers consider the proposals would
make satisfactory provision for accessible homes and thereby broaden
housing choice in this location.
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15.60 It is recommended that the detailed drawings of the implementation and
satisfactory marketing of the wheelchair user dwellings is secured by
appropriate condition.
- Amenity Space and Play Space
15.61 Standard 26 of the Housing SPG states that ‘a minimum of 5sqm of private
outdoor space should be provided for 1-2 person dwellings and an extra
1sqm should be provided for each additional occupant’. Balconies should be
a minimum depth of 1500mm. Policy H5 of the Core Strategy states that in
flats a good-sized balcony, a terrace or enclosed communal garden should be
provided and family housing should normally have direct access to a private
garden.
15.62 All of the residential units proposed would include private external amenity
space in the form of a wheelchair accessible balcony or terrace at upper
levels of at least 5sqm. Furthermore, the minimum depth and width of all
proposed spaces would be 1.5m in line with Standard 27 of the Housing
SPG.
15.63 Policy 3.6 of the London Plan requires that new housing development ensure
that children have access to good quality, well designed, secure and
stimulating play opportunities. Policy GG3 of the Intend to Publish London
Plan states that planning and development must plan for improved access to
and quality of green spaces, the provision of new green infrastructure and
spaces for play, recreation and sports.
15.64 Policy H(e) of the Core Strategy requires that in residential developments
that include over 50 units of family housing, suitably equipped and welldesigned children’s play areas are required for different age groups. The
required level of provision is calculated using the methodology set out in the
Mayor of London’s Play and Informal Recreation SPG which also expects all
new residential developments to incorporate good quality, accessible play
provision for all ages of a minimum of 10sqm per child.
15.65 This is consistent with Intend to Publish London Plan policy S4 and identifies
the play space requirements for 0-3 year olds (described as doorstep play),
4-10 year olds, 11-15 year olds and 16-17 year olds.
15.66 Based on the expected child population generated by the development
(assumed where necessary for the outline plots) the proposals would
generate a total play space requirement of 5372sqm. The application is
supported by a site wide Play Strategy which proposes up to 5372sqm of
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child play space and identifies how the play space requirement for each age
range would be provided for. Each residential plot would have access to a
private communal podium garden incorporating formal and informal play
opportunities, predominantly comprising secure doorstep play for the
youngest children within that plot. Further contained (but unfenced) play
opportunities would be provided within the green links and the public square
for general public access by older children and adolescents. For the outline
element the Design Code refers to the landscape and public realm design,
including play strategy being consistent with the proposals for the detailed
elements.
15.67 Overall, the proposed development would provide up to 26,673sqm of
publicly accessible space, including 11,393sqm of amenity space. This includes
the creation of a large, high quality landscaped public square at the heart of
the site (to be delivered within Phase 1) and the green fingers which link the
development with surrounding footpaths and the Ridgeway to the south.
This significant area of public amenity space, to be delivered in the detailed
phases, would be available to residents of the site and the wider public.
Access and maintenance arrangements would be secured through the S106
legal agreement.
15.68 The proposed development would also provide up to 15,628sqm of privately
accessible space at ground and first floor podium levels. At ground floor this
would include the private gardens associated with the adjacent dwellings and
the external space associated with the flexible walk-to services in Plot 9. At
podium levels, high quality hard and soft landscaped gardens would be
provided for the sole use of the residents of the relevant plot. The ES
concludes that by reason of the quantum and quality of open space
proposed, the development would result in a permanent long term
moderate positive (significant) effect on open space provision in the locality
and no mitigation is required.
15.69 Whilst the application demonstrates that the development is capable of
providing appropriate and policy compliant play opportunities across the site,
further details on the specific nature and layout of the various play elements
are required to ensure the areas defined for playing are of good quality,
appropriate for their intended age range and distinguishable from the wider
communal private and public realm. The detailed layouts should respond to
the relevant sunlight assessments. As requested by the GLA it is
recommended these details and the requirement for all play space to be
retained in perpetuity be secured by condition.
- Conclusion on quality of residential environment
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15.70 A detailed review of all aspects relating to the quality of the residential
environment for the proposed residential accommodation has been
undertaken. Whilst all units would comply with minimum internal and
external space and floor to ceiling height standards, departures from other
recommended standards have been identified across the development. The
departures would be of varying degrees of significance.
15.71 The greatest conflicts relate to the high proportion of single aspect units and
the significant shortfalls in relation to sunlight availability when assessed
against the BRE guidance. Lesser conflicts arise from the higher than
recommended number of units accessed from some cores and the extent of
overshadowing of some communal amenity spaces within the outline plots.
Concerns have also been raised about the loss of bed spaces required to
achieve adaptability in a number of the wheelchair user dwellings.
15.72 In weighing these conflicts against the benefits of the wider design-led
approach of the masterplan, Officers consider that the standard of
accommodation proposed, both internally and externally, is commensurate
with a high density urban development and would achieve indoor and
outdoor environments that are comfortable and inviting for people to use in
accordance with relevant policy and guidance.
16

Pollution from Noise and Vibration, Air Quality and Land
Contamination

16.1

Paragraph 109 of the NPPF requires that the planning system should
contribute to and enhance the natural and local environment by preventing
both new and existing development from contributing to or being put at
unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by unacceptable levels of
soil, air, water or noise pollution or land instability.

16.2

The Thamesmead and Abbey Wood SPD also refers to the vision to place
sustainability issues, including noise, air quality and land contamination at the
heart of the decision making-process in this area.
- Noise and Vibration

16.3

Paragraph 180 of the NPPF requires that new development is appropriate
for its location taking into account the likely effects (including cumulative
effects) of pollution on health, living conditions and the natural environment,
as well as the potential sensitivity of the site or the wider area to impacts
that could arise from the development. This should be achieved by mitigating
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and reducing to a minimum, potential adverse impacts resulting from noise
from new development and by avoiding noise giving rise to significant
adverse impacts on health and the quality of life.
16.4

The PPG highlights the objective to advise on how planning can manage
potential noise impacts in new development with reference to the Noise
Policy Statement for England (2010).

16.5

Policy 7.15 of the London Plan requires that development proposals should
manage noise by (amongst other things) avoiding significant adverse noise
impacts, separating new noise sensitive development from major noise
sources and mitigating noise impacts by using good acoustic design principles.
Intend to Publish London Plan policy D12 introduces the ‘agent of change’
principle. The principle places the responsibility of mitigating the impact of
nuisances (including noise) from existing nuisance generating uses on
proposed new development close by, thereby ensuring that residents and
users of the new development are protected from nuisances, and existing
uses are protected from nuisance complaints. Draft policies D1B, D4 and
D13 are relevant.

16.6

The Core Strategy acknowledges the vulnerability of housing developments
to noise and vibration impacts. Policy H5 requires the incorporation of
appropriate protection including through layout and design. Policies DH1 and
E(a) also seek to protect new and existing residential uses from adverse
noise impacts as a result of development.

16.7

A full assessment of the noise and vibration impacts of the development has
been set out in the ES Chapter 6: Noise and Vibration. This Chapter reports
the likely significant effects of the proposals on the site and the surrounding
area in terms of noise and vibration. Where appropriate, it also identifies
proposed mitigation measures to avoid, mitigate or compensate for likely
negative effects arising from the proposals and the subsequent anticipated
residual effects. The effects of the proposed development are considered
over the demolition, construction and operational phases.

16.8

The Council’s EIA consultant has reviewed this Chapter and agreed that the
baseline monitoring of ambient noise and vibration are considered
representative of noise levels and noise sources affecting the site, including
from the adjacent bus depot which TfL has highlighted. The EIA consultant
confirms that relevant national and local planning guidelines have been
considered and technical methodologies following relevant British Standards
have been used in relation to the assessment of the significance of noise and
vibration effects.
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16.9

Effects from construction noise, including construction traffic has been
assessed for each phase and subject to securing measures to control noise
and vibration through the CEMP are judged to be not significant.

16.10 The assessment also assesses impacts from operational noise, including from
building services plant and road traffic sources by predicting façade noise
levels across the proposed development. Subject to securing appropriate
mitigation, including enhanced acoustic glazing measures for some units
facing the A206 the effects are judged to be not significant. Noise from fixed
plant will require mitigation. Noise impacts to balconies and shared external
amenity spaces has also been considered and judged to be moderate.
16.11 To the west of Plot 1 are a number of industrial uses, including a Stagecoach
bus garage. As noted by TfL the garage is in operation 24 hours per day,
every day of the year. Whilst the existence of the bus garage has been
accounted for in the submission, it is recommended that appropriate
planning conditions are imposed to ensure that Plot 1 is designed to fully
mitigate the noise and air quality impacts arising from operations of the bus
garage (both within and outside the building). This would ensure compliance
with the agent of change principle.
16.12 Specific design features to mitigate against potential noise and vibration
impacts will be incorporated into the east elevations of Plots 5 and 6
adjacent to the West Thamesmead SIL, including in relation to glazing
specification, soundproofing and insulation. These are also required to
account for the B1c/B8 uses proposed in the co-location building. The
measures are appropriately specified within the Design Code to ensure that
these plots provide a good standard of residential amenity for future
occupiers and enable the ongoing operation of the industrial uses.
16.13 Based on the distance of the other committed developments in the area,
cumulative noise and vibration impacts are not likely to result in any change
to the predicted effects. The cumulative effects are judged to be negligible.
16.14 In summary, the proposals would ensure a satisfactory standard of
accommodation and safeguard the ongoing and unfettered operations of the
surrounding Strategic Industrial Land, including the bus depot, in accordance
with adopted and emerging planning policies and guidance.
16.15 The Council’s Environmental Protection Officer has reviewed the submitted
information and not raised any concerns in regards to future residents’ noise
environment or the impact of the development on the noise environment in
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general, subject to the approval of further details. Conditions have been
included in Appendix 2 to secure submission of these details.
- Air Quality
16.16 The NPPF also states that development should, wherever possible, help to
improve local environmental conditions such as air quality. It requires
planning decisions for new development in AQMAs to be consistent with
local air quality action plans.
16.17 The PPG contains further guidance on how the impacts of development on
air quality should be taken into account, and where necessary mitigated,
referencing the particular impact of dust on local amenity.
16.18 Policy 7.14 of the London Plan states that developments should minimise
increased exposure to existing poor air quality and make provision to
address local problems of air quality, and that they should also reduce
emissions during demolition and construction phases. The policy requires
that development proposals should be at least air quality neutral. Draft policy
SI1 (Improving air quality) of the Intend to Publish London Plan is relevant.
16.19 At a local level policy E(a) and E(c) (Air Pollution) of the Core Strategy
require development proposals to assess and minimise the likely impact of
development on air quality. Since declaring the whole Borough as an Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA), the Greenwich Air Quality and Action
Plan (2017) has been developed to manage and reduce air quality impacts,
particularly along major roads.
16.20 A full assessment of the air quality impacts of the development has been set
out in the ES Chapter 7: Air quality. This Chapter reports the likely
significant effects of the proposals on the site and the surrounding area in
terms of air quality. Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation
measures to avoid, mitigate or compensate for likely negative effects arising
from the proposals and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The
effects of the proposed development are considered over the demolition,
construction and operational phases.
16.21 For the demolition and construction phase the chapter identifies a low to
high risk of dust soiling impacts during earthworks and construction activities
and a medium risk as a result of track out from vehicles, both individually
and cumulatively with other committed developments. It identifies a low to
medium risk of human health impacts and a low risk as a result of track out
and a low risk of ecological impacts during Phase 1 and as a result of track
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out. These impacts will need to be mitigated and monitored, principally
through a dust management plan (DMP) to minimise effects upon nearby
sensitive receptors. Subject to such mitigation the residual effects are judged
to be not significant.
16.22 For the operational phase the chapter assesses impacts arising from road
traffic, generator and boiler plant emissions. The combined operational air
quality effects of these emissions on existing and future sensitive receptors
(on and off site) without mitigation are judged to be not significant. The ES
chapter has evidenced that the development would be air quality neutral
following best practice methodologies. Notwithstanding this a Framework
Travel Plan and a Residential Travel Plan have been developed in accordance
with policy requirements.
16.23 The Council’s consultant has reviewed the ES and confirmed the air quality
assessment has been undertaken in accordance with best practice guidance.
In the absence of any assessment of odour nuisance impacts they
recommend securing an odour assessment for Class A3 and A5 uses. For
construction related impacts they recommend conditions to secure a DMP
with construction mitigation and monitoring measures including use of Euro
VI construction vehicles during construction and co-ordination with other
construction sites within 500m of the site to ensure emissions are
minimised. Further conditions are recommended in relation to mitigating
operational phase effects from road emissions, including delivery of the
Framework and Residential Travel Plans.
16.24 The Council’s Environmental Health Officer has reviewed the application and
in addition to the conditions above, recommends conditions relating to
controlling boiler emissions, mobile plant, NRMM, and extraction/ventilation
systems.
16.25 In summary, subject to the mitigation proposed, the overall construction and
operational air quality impacts of the development would be not significant.
The development would be compliant with the NPPF and relevant London
Plan and Core Strategy planning policies and guidance.
- Land contamination
16.26 Policy 5.21 of the London Plan states that appropriate measures should be
taken to ensure that development on previously contaminated land does not
activate or spread contamination. Policy E(e) of the Core Strategy states that
the Council will need to be assured that where contamination is found,
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development can be built and occupied safely without any adverse
environmental or health impacts.
16.27 The site has had a number of potentially contaminative past uses including as
part of the Woolwich Arsenal, the Ford Motor Factory, a plastics recycling
factory and fuel storage. The site is part of the Plumstead Marshes and
infilling may have occurred as part of land reclamation. Previous site
investigations have found soils and groundwater to be impacted by
contamination. The site has also been assessed as having medium to high risk
of UXO.
16.28 The Environment Agency notes that groundwater is particularly sensitive in
this location by reason of the site being located upon secondary aquifer A.
There are also potable water supplies within the vicinity.
16.29 Accordingly ES Chapter 10: Ground Conditions and Contamination is
supported by a Preliminary Risk Assessment. In reviewing this chapter, the
Council’s EIA consultant identified eight areas where more
clarification/information was required. The applicant provided responses to
address the queries.
16.30 During the construction phase direct and indirect effects have been
identified that will require mitigation in the form of ground investigation;
remediation and validation if required; a Construction Phase Plan (CPP) to
ensure safe working practices including PPE and RPE as required; a CEMP
including PPE Health and Safety risk assessments, hygiene and welfare
facilities maintaining a watching brief to identify unexpected contamination,
water spraying to prevent dust becoming airborne, temporary surface water
drainage, wheel washes, precautions to prevent fugitive emissions of dust
during transport of materials off-site, construction phase air monitoring
(possibly), travel planning, working hours, and working in accordance with
good practice guidance; use of a Materials Management Plan; appropriate
storage of hazardous materials; and management of potentially contaminated
water. Spill response procedures and dry pouring of cement are also
identified as mitigation.
16.31 The development is considered to have a negligible cumulative effect in
conjunction with other committed developments on the adjacent
environment.
16.32 Mitigation measures for operational phase effects are identified as:
remediation and verification; provision of interceptors for site drainage;
implementation of ground gas mitigation measures; clean service corridors
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and barrier type materials for water supply pipes; the use of appropriate
concrete. The ground gas risk assessment and mitigation design are
highlighted as particularly important as ground gases have been measured
with concentrations and flows that are far in excess of those safe for
residential development. It is therefore essential that further data is collected
to verify this and that appropriate planning conditions requiring site
investigation, risk assessment, remediation and verification are secured to
ensure that gas risks are properly managed.
16.33 The FRR recommends 7 conditions to secure the above mitigation in
addition to the details sought by the Environment Agency and Thames
Water in their responses. These conditions have been included in Appendix
2.
16.34 The Council’s Environmental Protection Officer has also reviewed the
application and advised that land contamination conditions be applied to
ensure that the future occupants of the development are protected from
adverse contaminated land impacts.
17.

Transport and Access

17.1

Chapter 9 of the NPPF relates to promoting sustainable transport and
advocates transport issues being considered at the earliest opportunity in
order that potential impacts can be addressed, opportunities to promote
walking, cycling and public transport identified and appropriate mitigation
sought. The NPPF encourages new developments to be in areas that
facilitate more sustainable modes of travel.

17.2

Policy 6.1 of the London Plan prioritises sustainable transport methods and
encourages development to be located in sustainable locations to help
reduce vehicle trips. Development should provide effective public transport,
including solutions to encourage walking and cycling. Policy 6.3 states that
proposals should not adversely affect safety on the transport network. The
supporting text notes that development cannot place an unacceptable
burden on either the public transport network and/or the road network.
Policy 6.10 relates to the provision of high quality pedestrian environments.

17.3

Emerging policy T1 of the Intend to Publish London Plan states that
development proposals should facilitate the delivery of the Mayor’s strategic
target of 80% of all trips in London to be made by foot, cycle or public
transport by 2041. It requires all development to make the most effective
use of land, reflecting its connectivity and accessibility by existing and future
public transport, walking and cycling routes, and ensure that any impacts on
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London’s transport networks and supporting infrastructure are mitigated.
Emerging policy T4 requires proposals to reflect and be integrated with
current and planned transport access, capacity and connectivity. Where
appropriate, mitigation, either through direct provision of public transport,
walking and cycling facilities and highways improvements or through financial
contributions, will be required to address adverse transport impacts that are
identified.
17.4

At a local level, policy IM4 of the Core Strategy supports the development of
an integrated and sustainable transport system that is extensive in coverage
and meets the needs of residents, businesses, workers and visitors in Royal
Greenwich. The policy aims for all development in the Borough to
contribute to improved accessibility and safety and reduce the use of the
private car and the need to travel. Importantly, development should be
designed for the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users
first.

17.5

Policy IM(a) of the Core Strategy states that when planning transport
provision for major developments and extensive sites where comprehensive
development can take place, developers should have regard to the road
hierarchy, including provision of speed management, incorporation of
appropriate traffic calming measures and encouraging residential roads to be
designed as shared spaces.

17.6

Policy TT7 of the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood SPD refers to the
measures required to give priority to and improve access for pedestrians and
cyclists, including addressing severance caused by major roads. The draft
OAPF acknowledges the proximity of the site to public transport and is clear
that development should not jeopardise the delivery of a Bus Rapid Transit
scheme (BRT) linking Woolwich, Thamesmead and Abbey Wood.

17.7

A full assessment of the transport related impacts of the development has
been set out in the ES Chapter 8: Transport. This Chapter reports the likely
significant effects of the proposals on the site and the surrounding area in
terms of transport. Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation
measures to prevent, minimise or control likely negative effects arising from
the proposals and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of
the proposed development are considered over the demolition, construction
and operational phases.

17.8

The Council’s consultant has confirmed that the scope of the EIA is
appropriate as are the baseline conditions and assessment of effects.
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- Transport and access strategy
17.9

In accordance with policy IM(a) of the Core Strategy the proposed
development is designed around a clear hierarchy of streets. This comprises
a new main vehicular access (left in/left out) from Pettman Crescent gyratory
(east) into the residential element of the site leading to a secondary vehicular
access/exit via a new priority junction on the northern side of Nathan Way.
The two would connect via a purposefully circuitous internal road to
discourage rat running.

17.10 Separate vehicular access would be provided from Nathan Way to serve the
industrial co-location building and to provide an alternative staff access for
the prison multi-storey car park. A further vehicular access would be
provided to the prison from Western Way (subject to separate Application
B). None of the internal roads are intended for adoption.
17.11 In addition, new separate pedestrian and cycle access would be provided
from Pettman Crescent gyratory (east) and two new pedestrian and cycle
access points would be provided from Nathan Way. These ‘green
connections’ would also accommodate restricted vehicular access (primarily
for refuse and emergency vehicles and controlled through on-site
management).
17.12 TfL raise concerns about the location and nature of the primary access
which they consider prioritises vehicular movement over sustainable and
active travel contrary to the Mayor’s Transport Strategy. TfL request that
the applicants reconsider the primary access arrangements and take the
opportunity to create a high quality pedestrian gateway into the site. The
applicant’s response is that the primary access provides an appropriate
transition between the busy gyratory and residential development beyond
and that the provision of a single access point from Nathan Way would not
provide a reliable or resilient access strategy for a development of this size.
17.13 The TA records at AM peak times that approximately 110 vehicles (equating
to 2 per minute) are anticipated to use the gateway access road. In my view
this number of vehicle movements combined with traffic calming measures
(including raised entry table and 20mph speed limits), provision of generous
pavement widths and incorporation of tree planting would reduce the
perception of this being a car dominated street. In addition the Pettman
Crescent frontage benefits from a similarly sized access dedicated to
pedestrians and cyclists. By reason of its siting adjacent to the gyratory
crossing this would likely be used as the primary access for pedestrians and
cyclists.
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17.14 Increasing connectivity and permeability across the site and establishing
strong links between the site and wider area are identified as key design
objectives within the DAS. In this respect the proposals include a network of
streets and routes and a number of measures to promote accessibility and
prioritise the safe and convenient movement of pedestrians and cyclists
between the site, the Ridgeway, Plumstead Rail Station and Plumstead High
Street to the south and Broadwater Green, Broadwater Dock and the River
Thames to the northwest.
17.15 The measures are recommended in the ES and include provision of cycle and
footpaths, signalised and unsignalized crossing facilities, additional ramped
access to the Ridgeway (consideration for which has been given and is shown
indicatively on plans which include a widened bus border to provide footway
on the south-eastern side where currently there is no footway which will
link to the new ramped path onto the Ridgeway), raised table and refuge
island on Nathan Way and relocated bus stops. Connections to and from
Woolwich Crossrail via Tom Cribb Road are identified in the TA as a key
pedestrian route and the Highways Officer recommends additional measures
to enhance this east-west connection by widening the footway on Tom
Cribb Road. A financial contribution of £617,000 has been secured to
implement these and other improvements, including to street lighting.
17.16 Whilst a number of pedestrian and cyclist enhancement measures are
proposed immediately adjacent to the site, the remainder of the link
between the site and Plumstead Rail Station is subject to enhancement
through the Plumstead Rail Station Public Realm Improvement Project
(PRIP). The PRIP seeks to design and implement public realm improvements
to key routes and spaces at Plumstead Station and Pettman Crescent,
including land beneath Plumstead Crescent (known as the undercroft). The
schemes’ focus is to improve the arrival experience at Plumstead Station and
to improve pedestrian and cycle routes from the station to the Griffin Manor
Way/Pettman Crescent Housing Zone development sites (including the sites
subject to this planning application). The improvement works have a total
budget of £2.71m of housing zone funding. Although detailed design cannot
proceed until an implementable planning consent for the housing zone site
has been secured, the works are scheduled to be completed prior to the
occupation of phase one of the development.
17.17 The new walking routes and associated improvements to permeability have
been reviewed against the Healthy Streets criteria in accordance with
emerging policy T2 of the Intend to Publish London Plan and are welcomed
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by TfL. All pavements surrounding the site would be resurfaced in
accordance with details to be agreed with the Council.
17.18 Whilst TfL have raised concerns in relation to the quality and character of
Nathan Way it is noted that public realm enhancement works, including
wider footways, tree planting, landscaping and improved street lighting would
improve the walking experience and safety along this route. It would also
benefit from increased natural surveillance from the adjacent residential
blocks and measures to facilitate pedestrian and cyclist movements between
the site and the Ridgeway. This would be consistent with policy T4 of the
Intend to Publish London Plan requiring appropriate mitigation including
through walking and cycling facilities and highways improvements.
17.19 The ES concludes that the new pedestrian and cycle connections, crossings
and increased pedestrian movement would have a minor positive effect on
amenity, fear and intimidation and a neutral effect on accidents and safety.
The effects are not significant.
17.20 In response to comments from TfL, the layout and design of the new northsouth pedestrian and cycle route adjacent to the Pettman Crescent gyratory
(east) has been amended to increase the space available for cyclists and to
create a landscaped buffer with the road. TfL note that the pedestrian and
cycle infrastructure should read as one coherent strip of public realm such
that the landscape buffer between cycle path and footpath should be mainly
low-level planting. As the footpath would be in private ownership, the
construction detail and maintenance and cleansing arrangements, together
with unrestricted public access will need to be secured via a legal agreement.
Where proposed works fall outside of the application site, further details
and provision would be secured through the legal agreement. All highways
works would be subject to a separate S278 agreement.
17.21 It is regrettable that the application is not supported by an Active Travel
Zone assessment. In accordance with the recommendation of TfL and the
Council’s Highways Officer it is recommended an Active Travel Zone
assessment be undertaken (to a scope agreed by TfL and the Royal Borough)
and appropriate mitigation identified. This should be secured by condition.
17.22 It is also recommended that clear wayfinding signage be provided throughout
the development to assist vehicular, cycle and pedestrian access. These
details can be secured by condition. Whilst the on-site street environment
has been designed to operate at 20mph and create a suitable on-street
cycling environment, TfL’s concerns are noted and it is recommended that
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specific traffic calming measures for the internal roads be secured via
condition.
- Highways impact
17.23 The local highway network is dominated by Pettman Crescent (east) (A206)
which runs in a north-south direction and intersects the application site. The
A206 forms the main route through the one-way gyratory system and
provides a link to Woolwich and Greenwich in the west and Belvedere and
Erith in the east. The A206 is linked to Griffin Manor Way and Nathan Way
by priority ‘T’ junctions. Griffin Manor Way is a no through road forming
the current access to HMP Thameside and Nathan Way runs along the
southern boundary of the site. The Masterplan requires elements of the
existing highway along Griffin Manor Way and Hadden Road to be stopped
up. This will be secured through the legal agreement.
17.24 The A2016 is a dual carriageway that extends north east from the Pettman
Crescent gyratory system towards Thamesmead, Abbey Wood and Erith.
This road forms part of the Strategic Road Network.
17.25 The ES includes an assessment of the environmental effects during the
demolition and construction and operational phases of the development.
17.26 During the demolition and construction phase, the assessment focuses on
severance (factors that separate people from places and other people) and
delay (to bus users, pedestrians and cyclists). The assessment identifies less
than 1% uplift in traffic during the peak demolition and construction phase
(with the exception of Nathan Way which will experience an uplift of
1.23%). In terms of severance it concludes that construction traffic will have
a negligible but negative effect (defined as a small deterioration to the
existing environment), commensurate with the scale of development and its
proximity to the local road network. The effect is not significant. Similarly,
the demolition and construction traffic would have a negligible but negative
effect and would not result in changes affecting perceptions of bus,
pedestrian or cyclist delay. The effect is also not significant.
17.27 The Council’s EIA consultant recommends that embedded mitigation in the
form of a detailed Constructions Logistics Plan, Construction Traffic
Management Plan and Construction Environmental Management Plan be
secured by appropriate conditions.
17.28 The submitted Transport Assessment (TA) has evaluated the impact of the
proposed highway works on the local road network in accordance with
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RBG Core Strategy Policy IM(a). The TA concludes that inclusive of
servicing movements, the development is forecast to generate 110
additional trips onto the local highway network during the AM peak hour
and 91 additional trips during the PM peak hour. The ES concludes that
traffic flow increases are generally minor and would result in negligible
negative severance effects at most links. The relocation of the HMP
Thameside access from Griffin Manor Way to Western Way would
however result in a reduction in flow of 37% causing a minor positive effect
(defined as a small improvement to the existing environment) on severance.
There would also be a minor negative effect on severance arising from the
use of the currently under-utilised internal road within the development.
None of the effects would be significant.
17.29 Once distributed across the wider network the TA concludes this level of
additional traffic would have no detrimental impact on local network
operation or safety. Local junction modelling has also been undertaken and
demonstrates that the level of vehicular movements could be
accommodated on the highway network.
- Public transport impact (buses)
17.30 The submitted TA is supported by a multi-modal trip generation assessment
which estimates trip rates and modal split to assess likely public transport
impacts. The TA forecasts an uplift in use of local bus services during the AM
and PM peak hours. TfL disputes the mode share forecasts and some of the
underlying assumptions and consider that a contribution of £1.8m
(equivalent to 5 additional buses) is required to enhance capacity of local bus
services as a result of the demand to be generated from this development.
TfL note this is required above and beyond the proposed changes to the bus
network in this area as part of the introduction of Crossrail.
17.31 TfL’s view is that the proposed development will result in a greater demand
for bus journeys from the site towards Woolwich DLR and Crossrail
(equivalent to 80% mode share), including as a result of a likely shift to
increased use of Crossrail which will mean a transfer from rail to bus as the
mode used to access Woolwich Station. TfL also note that these stations are
over 1km from the site (and therefore outside of PTAL walking distance)
and the walking and cycling environment between the site and Woolwich is
not of a high quality in all locations and that the use of buses in closer
proximity to the site will be an attractive option to future residents. There
are 11 bus services that are within reasonable walking distance of most of
the site with the nearest stops adjacent on Nathan Way.
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17.32 The applicant accepts that there be an increase in demand for bus journeys,
however identifies an element of existing spare capacity and considers the
likely mode share for bus journeys to be significantly less than 80%. In
contrast to TfL who consider that future residents are likely to utilize buses
as their first mode of transport, they consider it is reasonable to assume a
higher proportion of people will walk, cycle and use Plumstead Station. This
will be promoted through Travel Plans.
17.33 In the context of the existing traffic free routes and presence of the
segregated cycle facilities (westbound) along Plumstead Road to Woolwich
Officer’s concur that access to Woolwich by walking and cycling is likely to
be an attractive option for many. A £35,000 financial contribution towards
resident cycle training is secured to further incentivise residents to cycle. In
this respect it is relevant that whilst buses linking the site with Woolwich
and Crossrail do offer better frequency than rail from Plumstead Station,
walking is equivalent in time and cycling/rail substantially quicker during the
AM peak hour. As noted by the applicant, walking and cycling offers more
reliable, often guaranteed journey times over buses. This will particularly be
the case where buses run at full capacity and result in longer waiting times
for existing and future residents which TfL consider will be the case in the
absence of the financial contribution they are seeking to enhance bus
capacity as a result of the development.
17.34 Although TfL note some parts of the existing route are not high quality,
additional pedestrian and cycle link improvements between the site and both
Plumstead and Crossrail stations are proposed through the PRIP and
through public realm works and financial contributions secured through this
development. An Active Travel Zone assessment will also be secured by
condition.
17.35 Notwithstanding the provision of a large volume of evidence relating to
anticipated trip generation, modal shares and bus capacity no consensus has
been reached on the level of mitigation required between the applicant and
TfL. As evidenced by the viability appraisal, the development cannot viably
support any contribution. Notwithstanding this, and in recognition of the size
and scale of the development, the applicant has agreed to contribute
£500,000 towards enhancing bus capacity on routes adjacent to the site.
Although this is significantly less than the substantial sum sought by TfL, it
would mitigate some of the public transport impacts resulting from this
major development as required by policy T3 of the Intend to Publish London
Plan. Officers are satisfied that it meets the relevant tests of being necessary
to make the development acceptable in planning terms, directly related to
the development and fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind.
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- Public transport impact (rail)
17.36 With regards to rail capacity, the TA forecasts the development would
generate an increase in use of National Rail, DLR and Crossrail services
across the AM and PM peak hours. Specifically it is anticipated that the
development would result in a maximum increase of 32.1 additional
passengers per AM peak hour National Rail service (from Plumstead to
Cannon Street) and 23.6 additional passengers per AM peak DLR service
(from Woolwich Arsenal). The TA concludes that existing provision is
capable of absorbing the additional passengers with more capacity
anticipated upon commencement of Crossrail in 2021. These conclusions
were discussed with Network Rail and no mitigation is proposed. Crossrail
is anticipated to open in 2021 with capacity for 1500 passengers and a
frequency of 12 trains per hour from Woolwich.
17.37 It is noted that neither the Council’s Highways Officer, nor TfL has
considered this increase in passengers to be of concern in terms of public
transport rail capacity. The Council’s EIA consultant is satisfied that in
respect of all modes of travel the assessment of impact is sound and equates
to negligible negative effects and are not significant. Subject to securing the
appropriate mitigation to enhance bus services, the impact on public
transport capacity is considered acceptable.
- Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
17.38 Whilst TfL consider that the primary access arrangements are likely to result
in a less optimal layout in terms of the operation and safety of Pettman
Crescent (east) and future BRT, both TfL and the Council’s Highways Officer
are satisfied that the development has been designed to safeguard the future
delivery of the BRT route, including transit stops in both directions. TfL has
requested an unspecified financial contribution towards the delivery of the
BRT. The applicant notes that proposals for the BRT are at an early stage
and that it is not required to mitigate transport impacts arising from this
development proposal. On this basis Officers do not consider a financial
contribution to the BRT would meet the statutory tests, including being
necessary to make unacceptable development acceptable.
- Car parking
17.39 The NPPF requires transport considerations such as parking to be integral to
the design of developments. The London Plan seeks to strike a balance
between promoting new development and providing excessive parking that
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can undermine the strategic sustainable transport priorities set out in Policy
6.1. Provision should be made for electric vehicle parking, disabled parking
and for delivery and servicing.
17.40 Policy 6.13 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that an appropriate balance is
struck between promoting new development and preventing excessive car
parking provision that can undermine cycling, walking and public transport
use. The adopted London Plan sets out maximum residential parking
standards at Table 6.2. Based on an average PTAL 4, the maximum parking
standard for this site is up to one space per unit. Emerging policy T6 of the
Intend to Publish London Plan states that inner London Opportunity Area
sites such as this should be car free with the exception of disabled parking.
Where parking is provided the Intend to Publish London Plan standards
require that initially 3% disabled parking should be provided and indicate that
a further 7% could be provided in the future if required.
17.41 At a local level, policy IM(c) of the Core Strategy states that developments
must provide the minimum level of car parking provision necessary for
people with disabilities. Developments supported by a high level of public
transport accessibility and within Controlled Parking Zones (CPZ) should be
car free. Policy IM(c) also strongly encourage contributions to car clubs and
pool car schemes in place of private parking in new developments and seeks
the provision of electric charging points in accordance with the minimum
standards set out in the London Plan.
17.42 The proposals include provision for up to 497 on-site parking equating to a
ratio of 0.25-0.3 spaces per dwelling. 24 spaces are proposed to support the
commercial use. 51 disabled parking spaces are proposed equating to 3% of
total dwellings and in accordance with emerging policy.
17.43 In response to TfL’s requirement to reduce the quantum of parking
proposed, the applicants state that a balanced approach has been taken
toward the provision of on-site parking such that it aims to provide sufficient
parking to accommodate the day to day needs of the development without
providing an oversupply which would promote over dependence on the
private car.
17.44 In assessing the acceptability of the parking provision it is relevant that the
site is not located within a CPZ and that the Council has experienced off-site
parking stress in the area. The Highways Officer notes that provision of an
element of on-site car parking for both residential and commercial uses will
help reduce the impact of displaced parking exacerbating existing demand.
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17.45 40 spaces (of which 12 would be accessible) would be located at street level
across the site. The majority of these would be located adjacent to the
northern boundary with the prisons. TfL note that the impact of on-street
parking and servicing/loading bays on the public realm can be addressed
through detailed design and landscaping, including for example the use of
inset bays that can used for pedestrian movement when not in use by
vehicles. This can be addressed through condition. The majority of parking
would be accessed via single ramped entrances at lower ground floor level
and within building envelopes such that it would not give the appearance of a
car dominated development. This is consistent with the Mayor’s Housing
SPG (March 2016) which acknowledges that the amount of space set aside
for cars can often be consolidated or minimised through good design.
17.46 Officers are also mindful that the PTAL 4 represents an average, and that
parts of the site are PTAL 2 ‘poor’ with less accessibility to public transport
than others. Although it would not be a car-free development as sought by
the Intend to Publish London Plan and required by TfL, the proposals would
be in accordance with the adopted London Plan and Core Strategy maximum
standards.
17.47 The Council’s Highways Officers do not object to the car parking strategy
subject to conditions to secure provision of active electric vehicle charging
points (to at least 20% of the total provision) and passive provision for the
remaining spaces, a Parking Design and Management Plan and appropriate
mitigation, including a financial contribution towards carrying out parking
surveys and implementing/enforcing new waiting restrictions in the area,
through the legal agreement.
17.48 As recommended by TfL and the Council’s Highways Officer, the Parking
Design and Management Plan is to include restrictions on sale of spaces and
details on how disabled spaces equivalent to a further 7% of residential
dwellings could be provided should demand arise along with management
arrangements to restrict disabled parking to Blue Badge holders, as well as
measures to prevent unauthorised car parking elsewhere on the site.
- Cycle parking
17.49 All residential units would have access to secure cycle parking facilities
within the lower ground floor level car parking areas of each plot. Cycle
access would be via marked cycle lanes on the vehicular access ramps and
through secure access gates thereby ensuring controlled and safe access for
residents only. The ramp gradient would be no more than 1:10 in
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accordance with the London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS). Pedestrian
access would be via internal stair and lift cores.
17.50 A total of 3122 long stay and 48 short stay cycle parking spaces are to be
provided for the residential elements of the development in line with policy
T5 of the Intend to Publish London Plan standards. Notwithstanding
amendments to the quantum and layout of cycle parking across the
development, TfL maintain that the proposals fail to comply with LCDS,
particularly in relation to the proportion of Sheffield stands proposed. TfL
consider a failure to provide high quality cycle parking for all residents to be
contrary to the Public Sector Equality Duty imposed by the Equalities Act
(2010), which requires authorities to make reasonable adjustments to
remove barriers for disabled people. This applies to the street environment
and to public transport services and covers disabled cyclists as well as
pedestrians.
17.51 The majority of internal cycle parking (approximately 95%) would comprise
double-stacked facilities (with assisted lifting), with the remainder
(approximately 120 spaces) provided as accessible Sheffield stands. All shortstay cycle parking would be provided as Sheffield stands. TfL consider that at
least 20% of stands should be Sheffield stands, plus a further 5% stands to
accommodate larger/adapted cycles.
17.52 In response to TfL’s concerns the applicant has confirmed that the usage and
type of cycle parking will be monitored and reported to the Council/TfL
through the travel planning process. They also note that there is sufficient
space to provide secure, lockable, covered shelters in the public realm
should the demand indicate a requirement, thus ensuring the needs of the
residents are met if demand exceeds supply for Sheffield stands. The Travel
Plan will also set out a communication channel to the on-site management if
a specific resident did not have the ability to store their cycle and
appropriate steps taken to ensure they have a dedicated space.
17.53 In conclusion Officers consider the proposals would provide appropriate
levels of fit for purpose, secure and well located cycle parking. Whilst there
are some areas of non-compliance with the LCDS, these are limited and
alternative measures have been proposed to ensure that high quality cycle
parking is available for all residents, including for users of larger/adapted
cycles in accordance with emerging policy and the requirements of the
Equalities Act. It is recommended that provision of residential cycle parking
(and details of a policy compliant quantum of commercial cycle parking) be
secured by appropriate conditions.
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- Delivery and Servicing
17.54 The application is supported by a Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP). With
the exception of the co-location building in Plot 6 which would have a
dedicated forecourt servicing area, the majority of servicing for other plots
will be undertaken via servicing bays located on-street within the
development and on Nathan Way (required to comply with refuse drag
distances from Plot 7). The Highways Officer recommends that the single
servicing/loading bay on Nathan Way be removed. The applicant agrees to a
condition requiring the need for this bay to be reconsidered.
17.55 A centrally located concierge service (located in Plot 2) would provide a
parcel drop-off facility for residents and would be located adjacent to
loading bay. This facility will preclude the need for repeated service vehicle
deliveries.
17.56 Neither the Council’s Highways Officer or TfL raise any concerns in relation
to the delivery and servicing strategy. It is recommended that the DSP be
secured by condition.
- Construction
17.57 The application is supported by a Construction Logistics Plan (CLP). In
accordance with emerging policy T7 of the Intend to Publish London Plan, it
is recommended that a full CLP be secured through condition. The CLP
includes measures to restrict deliveries during peak hours and management
of construction traffic. As requested by TfL this should include measures to
minimise the impact of construction works on the surrounding public
transport network, in particular the bus stops on Nathan Way, and details
on how the construction activity will adhere to the Mayor’s Vision Zero
principles. In accordance with the recommendations of the EIA consultants,
it is recommended that a Traffic Management Plan be secured by condition
to ensure secure and safe pedestrian and vehicular routes will be maintained
throughout construction.
- Travel Plans
17.58 Travel plans are an established tool to manage travel behaviour and the
application is supported by a Residential Travel Plan and a Framework Travel
Plan (for commercial elements of the development). As requested by TfL it is
recommended that the travel plans be designed to deliver the Mayor’s
strategic mode shift target for 90 per cent of all trips to be made by public
transport, walking and cycling by 2041 and be secured through condition.
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17.59 To encourage sustainable modes of transport it is proposed to provide 4 car
club bays at the outset of the development for use by a car club operator. A
further 10 bays would be safeguarded for future use. This is in excess of the
Highways Officer recommendation that the development could support 12
car club vehicles. It is recommended that further details, including a
commitment to provide 5 years free membership of the on street car club
for each dwelling be secured through appropriate conditions and the legal
agreement.
- Conclusion on transport and access
17.60 In summary, the transport and access strategy is considered to be
acceptable. The principle of high density residential development in this
location has been established through the Housing Zone designation and
draft OAPF and the masterplan approach to promote accessibility and
connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists is welcomed. To ensure the
successful integration of the development into the surrounding area,
appropriate mitigation has been secured to enhance public transport, walking
and cycling infrastructure and to implement highways and public realm
improvements. These would promote sustainable modes of travel and
address the adverse transport impacts identified.
17.61 An element of on-site parking provision is proposed to meet the needs of
future residents and commercial occupiers and would reduce the impacts of
overspill parking on surrounding roads. Although the development would
not be car-free, it does include measures to increase sustainable travel and
reduce car-based journeys. The Council’s EIA consultant notes that the
scheme is intentionally designed to provide a low level of car parking, with
good permeability and high quality public realm along with ample cycle
parking spaces.
17.62 The ES recommends that embedded mitigation in the form of Residential
Travel Plan (to reduce private car use by encouraging residents use of public
transport, walking and cycling), Framework Travel Plan (to reduce private
car use by encouraging employees and visitors of non-residential uses to use
public transport, walking and cycling), Delivery and Servicing Plan (to manage
the activities including arrival and departure of delivery and servicing
vehicles) and Parking Design and Management Plan (setting out the design,
management and operation of on-site car and cycle parking provision) be
secured by appropriate conditions.
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17.63 The worst-case scenario trip generation exercise concludes that the
development would have a negligible impact on the local highway network,
including junction capacity and safety. Subject to the bus service mitigation
outlined above, the public transport impacts are forecast to be
accommodated within existing capacity.
17.64 Overall it is considered that the proposal has an acceptable impact on
transport and accessibility in accordance with the relevant policies and
guidance.
18

Social Infrastructure

18.1

The NPPF states that the purpose of the planning system is to be plan-led,
with paragraph 15 setting out the requirements for plans to provide a
positive vision for the future of each area; a framework for addressing
housing needs and other economic, social and environmental priorities.
Much of the NPPF is relevant to socio-economics. In particular chapter 8
identifies, amongst other things, the need for local authorities to ensure
sufficient choice of school places, to plan positively for the provision and use
of shared spaces, community facilities (including of relevance to this proposal
local shops, open space, public houses) and other local services, and to
ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing,
economic uses and community facilities.

18.2

London Plan policies 2.13 Opportunity Areas and Intensification Areas, 3.1
Ensuring Equal Life Chances for All, 3.3 Increasing Housing Supply, 3.6
Children and Young People’s Play and Informal Recreation Facilities’, 3.8
Housing Choice, 3.11 Affordable Housing Targets, 3.16 Protection and
Enhancement of Social Infrastructure, 3.18 Education Facilities and 4.12
Improving Opportunities for All are relevant to socio-economics.

18.3

Similarly Core Strategy policies H1 New Housing, H2 Housing Mix, H3
Affordable Housing, H(e) Children’s play areas, EA1 Economic development,
EA4 Strategic Industrial Locations, TC6 Other District Centres, OS1 Open
Space and CH1 Cohesive Communities are relevant.

18.4

The Thamesmead and Abbey Wood SPD contains principles relating to
appropriate provision of open spaces, social infrastructure and employment
floorspace.

18.5

A full assessment of the socio-economic impacts of the development has
been set out in the ES Chapter 15: Socio-economics. This Chapter reports
the likely significant effects of the proposals on the site and the surrounding
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area in terms of socio-economic matters. Where appropriate, it also
identifies proposed mitigation measures to prevent, minimise or control
likely negative effects arising from the proposals and the subsequent
anticipated residual effects. The effects of the proposed development are
considered over the demolition and construction and operational phases.
18.6

The Council’s consultant has confirmed that the scope of the EIA is
appropriate. Below is an assessment of the various socio-economic matters
by topic. Open and recreational space is considered in section 15 above.
- Economy – employment and local spend

18.7

The proposed development would result in the creation of approximately
479 construction employment jobs per annum over the period of
construction, resulting in a long term minor positive (not significant) residual
effect on construction employment in Greater London. Once operational,
the proposed commercial and industrial floorspace would generate 175 net
additional jobs, resulting in a long term negligible positive residual effect on
operational employment in Greater London.

18.8

In accordance with policy EA(c) of the Core Strategy the proposed
development would promote training and skills development, including
through a £500,000 financial contribution towards Greenwich Local Labour
and Business Service (GLLAB). Whilst this is less than the £1.75m sought
through the Planning Obligations SPD it is relevant that the applicants
(Berkeley Homes and Peabody) have an ongoing commitment to supporting
local labour, training and apprenticeships across the Borough, including as
part of the Plumstead West Thamesmead Development Agreement.
Through this, the applicant has committed to target a provision of 10%
operatives on site as apprentices or in vocational training and work alongside
training partners and the Borough to create support and assistance
programmes for the wider community, including opportunities specifically
targeting Thamesmead residents.

18.9

The applicants also commit to working closely with the Borough and
Peabody to identify any additional opportunities to support local
employment. At the tender for work stage, this would include endorsing
GLLAB to prospective contractors/sub-contractors, ensuring GLLAB are
notified of vacancies and opportunities when they occur throughout the
development, monitoring and recording of the number of local staff and local
businesses from within the Borough at regular intervals. Opportunities for
apprentices will be reviewed regularly depending on the project
requirements. As and when opportunities arise, these will be advertised to
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Thamesmead residents by informing the Peabody team and using the
Thamesmead portal. Berkeley Homes’ workplace coordinator also runs
ongoing engagement events with local secondary schools and colleges to
help develop a pool of potential candidates to join the business.
18.10 In the context of the overall viability of the scheme and the additional
commitments the applicants make to employment and local labour in the
Borough, the reduced GLLAB contribution is considered to be acceptable
and justified.
18.11 New residents of the development are expected to contribute £30.9m of
additional local expenditure each year, which would have a long term minor
positive residual effect on the Greater London economy.
- Housing
18.12 The provision of 1750 new homes would equate to 65% of the annual target
of the London Plan (2016) or 55% of the annual target of the draft New
London Plan and is considered to result in a long term moderate positive
(significant) residual effect on new housing provision. Similarly, the provision
of 700 affordable homes of different sizes and tenures would have a long
term moderate positive residual effect on meeting the target for new
affordable housing provision in the Borough.
- Education (Early years)
18.13 There are 18 early years facilities (for 0-4 year olds) located within 1.6km of
the site. In the absence of published information about existing capacity the
ES assumes there is limited available capacity. The RBG Early Years and
Childcare Team confirm the closest nursery is across the Ridgeway in an
industrial site and is at capacity. The ES therefore concludes that the
proposed development would increase demand for early years places
resulting in a permanent long term minor to moderate negative (significant)
effect on early years education in the Borough. The ES notes that this effect
could be mitigated through CIL contributions towards expanding existing
facilities or through the provision of on-site facilities, thereby reducing the
effect to long term negligible (not significant).
18.14 In this respect 1,048sqm of Class D1 floorspace is proposed within Plot 9. It
would benefit from direct access to private amenity space and would be
suitable for nursery use. Whilst the RBG Early Years and Childcare Team
recommend that the space is relocated to a more central plot closer to
Plumstead Rail Station, they confirm that it is suitable for nursery use and
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sufficiently sized for the calculated population yield of 139 children. This
would be appropriate on the basis that take up rates for 2 years old are 70%
and take up rates for 3 and 4 year old tend to be around 95% (RBG Early
Years and Childcare Team). Notwithstanding that the nursery would not be
centrally located, it would be appropriately separated from the surrounding
roads and accessible to all parts of the development via high quality
pedestrian and cycle routes. It is recommended that preference for use of
the flexible walk-to floorspace within Plot 9 as a Class D1 nursery be
secured through appropriate mechanisms within the legal agreement.
- Education (Primary)
18.15 The ES baseline analysis shows that based on 95% capacity calculations there
is no capacity to accommodate the number of children projected to occupy
the development. The Admissions, Place Planning, Systems and Resilience
team disagree with the methodology used to estimate the child yield for
primary education (calculated in the ES as up to 87) and instead consider
estimated potential demand for the primary age group equivalent to 338.
18.16 In either scenario additional education infrastructure will be required. The
ES notes that increased demand for primary school places will have a direct,
permanent, long term moderate negative (significant) effect on primary
education provision in the Borough. The ES proposes mitigation in the form
of CIL payments to reduce the impact on demand for primary education
places resulting in a direct, permanent, long term minor negative (not
significant) residual effect on primary education provision.
18.17 Regulation 123 of the CIL Regulations require that charging authorities set
out a list of those projects or types of infrastructure that it intends will be,
or may be, wholly or partly funded through CIL. The Borough’s CIL 123 List
includes education and it is therefore anticipated that part of the £5m
(approximate) Borough CIL contribution will be used for this purpose.
18.18 In response to the other comments raised by the Admissions, Place
Planning, Systems and Resilience team the proposed development includes a
number of public realm improvements, including improved road crossings to
facilitate easier access from the site to local amenities, including schools.
- Education (Secondary)
18.19 The ES confirms that secondary schools within 4.8km of the site have a
good level of available capacity and are capable of absorbing the projected
increase in demand for secondary school places (of up to 43). Accordingly
the development would result in permanent long term negligible (not
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significant) residual impact on secondary education provision and no
mitigation is required. Whether using the estimated child yields for
secondary education in the ES (up to 43) or as calculated by the Admissions,
Place Planning, Systems and Resilience team (148) the Admissions, Place
Planning, Systems and Resilience team concur that there is sufficient
secondary school capacity to accommodate future residents of the
development.
- Primary healthcare
18.20 There are currently eight GP surgeries comprising 23 GPs located within
1km of the site. The GPs have an average list size of 2,630 registered
patients which is significantly higher than the England average of 1,800
patients per GP. The Greenwich Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) note
that the western part of the OA is served by the Riverview Primary Care
Network (PCN). Riverview PCN is operating at approximately 40% above
this ratio at over 2,500 patients per GP (FTE). Registered patient numbers
are continuing to increase; by 1624 between Nov 19 and June 20 to 80,813.
In the absence of published information the ES assumes similar levels of
below average service provision for dentists.
18.21 The ES states that in this context the addition of up to 3,522 residents from
the proposed development would place additional demand on local
healthcare facilities equating to a permanent long term moderate negative
(significant) effect on GP and dentist services. The applicant recognises there
is no capacity within the local or wider area to accommodate the health
needs arising from the development and the ES therefore anticipates that
the residual effect could be reduced through CIL funding of new or
enhanced healthcare facilities to long term negligible (not significant).
Officers consider that the direct healthcare impacts (on primary healthcare,
community and mental health services and acute care infrastructure) require
specific mitigation in the form of S106 contributions. This is consistent with
pre-application advice.
18.22 The Greenwich CCG is responsible for the planning and commissioning of
healthcare services and facilities for Royal Greenwich. In response to this
application they, in conjunction with the Public Health and Wellbeing team
have provided information on their current and future strategies in relation
to refurbishing and expanding facilities to meet the health needs of the
existing population as well as those arising as a result of new development,
including this one across the healthcare types as below.
- Primary health
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18.23 The development site is within reasonable proximity to where the CCG is
planning with its partners to re-develop or upgrade two existing health
centres over the next two-to-three years. These sites comprise Gallions
Reach and Plumstead Health Centres. Planned refurbishment of Gallions
Reach Health Centre is expected to complete in 2021, however,
consideration is being given to redeveloping the site to provide a larger
building which would offer the opportunity for co-location with the Council
and other wellbeing services and provide increased capacity to address the
demands from this development and other development within the
Thamesmead and Abbey Wood Opportunity Area.
18.24 Gallions Reach is within a 20-minute bus journey of the development site,
with transport improvements likely to reduce this. It is on a large site where
redevelopment could offer significant potential to expand primary care and
provide the opportunity to increase the range of health services accessed
locally. Some other services, for example, provided by Oxleas NHS Trust
(children’s services, podiatry and counselling) and dental services already
operate from Gallions and are well used. Additional space could increase
capacity for mental health services and out of hospital services in line with
the ambitions of the NHS Long Term Plan’s focus on prevention and
community based services.
- Mental health
18.25 Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust provides mental health (and community
services) in Greenwich, and use a range of community-based facilities. The
borough-wide services are largely based at Oxleas House on the Queen
Elizabeth Hospital site and the Memorial Hospital, Shooters Hill. It is
anticipated that extended community services would be required to cope
with increased demand e.g. by increasing clinical capacity (both virtually and
physically) for community mental health and Time to Talk services at a range
of sites, including the Memorial Hospital site.
- Intermediate health
18.26 Eltham Community Hospital is the main site for intermediate care within
Greenwich, and Oxleas NHS Foundation Trust have confirmed that they
could accommodate the increased demand within the existing site.
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- Acute health
18.27 Queen Elizabeth Hospital, part of the Lewisham and Greenwich NHS Trust
provides acute services for the local area. The Trust’s Clinical strategy
shows the population growth in Greenwich Peninsula and north Bexley is
projecting 25% over the next 30 year (based on the HUDU calculations) and
exploring which services could be moved from the hospital site into the
community to enable conversion to acute services which need to remain
central to other key services, including critical care. The Trust has seen a
continued growth with around 600 attendances at QEH each day in a
department designed for only 350. Gallions Reach Health Centre is
expected to be a priority (due to its location and size of the site) to
accommodate previous hospital based services, allowing
conversion/upgrading of vacated space at QE for the growth of other
services.
18.28 A financial contribution is sought to cover the capital costs of the
infrastructure provision necessary to cater for the development (with
revenue costs having to be addressed by the NHS). This has been calculated
using the London HUDU (Healthy Urban Development Unit) Planning
Contribution Model.
18.29 The HUDU model has been run on the basis of the proposed development
generating 3,447 residents (2,493 of which are assumed to be new to the
borough) and generates a requirement for £2,641,531 (comprising
£1,073,681 from Phase 1 and 2A comprising 711 units and £1,567,850 from
Phase 2B onwards).
18.30 In the context of the wider viability considerations, including the significant
deficit of the scheme and the various demands for infrastructure, the
development cannot support the level of financial contribution sought. The
applicant has however agreed to make a £1m contribution to healthcare.
This would be secured through the legal agreement. Whilst below the
contribution sought by the CCG through the HUDU model, the
contribution is beyond that envisaged in the ES, which anticipated CIL
contributions only, and would facilitate the delivery of additional health
infrastructure provision of the nature described above. The £1m financial
contribution would not preclude additional funding being sought from the
CIL contribution.
18.31 Subject to securing mitigation for early years education through the
provision of a nursery in Plot 6, mitigation for primary education through
CIL and mitigation for healthcare through s106 financial contributions, it is
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considered that future residents of the development would benefit from
adequate on and off-site social infrastructure. Therefore, the proposed
development would align with the aims of the NPPF (2019), Policies 3.4 and
3.16 of the London Plan (2016) and Policies CH1 and H5 of the Core
Strategy (2014).
19.

Health and Wellbeing

19.1

Chapter 8 of the NPPF (Promoting Healthy and Safe Communities) requires
planning decisions to aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe places. The
PPG contains guidance on achieving healthy and inclusive communities both
in terms of the need to create environments that support and encourage
healthy lifestyles, and in terms of the need to identify and secure the
appropriate health infrastructure.

19.2

The PPG provides further guidance on healthy places as those that support
and promote healthy behaviours and environments and help to reduce
health inequalities for people of all ages. They are inclusive, promote social
interaction and support community engagement and wellbeing across all
ages.

19.3

In relation to safety, the PPG emphasises that planning provides an important
opportunity to consider the security of the built environment, those that live
and work in it and the services it provides. It states that good design that
considers security as an intrinsic part of a masterplan or individual
development can help achieve places that are safe as well as attractive, which
function well, and which do not need subsequent work to achieve or
improve resilience. The consideration of security requirements will need to
be proportionate to the size and nature of the development, the anticipated
number of users and the wider setting.

19.4

Policy 3.2 of the London Plan and policy GG3 of the Intend to Publish
London Plan requires new developments to be designed, constructed and
managed in ways that improve health and promote healthy lifestyles in an
integrated and co-ordinated way. Policy CH2 of the Core Strategy requires
all developments to allow and enable residents to lead more healthy and
active lifestyles.

19.5

A full assessment of the health and wellbeing impacts of the development has
been set out in the ES Chapter 16: Health and Wellbeing. This Chapter
reports the likely significant effects of the proposals on the site and the
surrounding area in terms of health and wellbeing matters. Where
appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation measures to prevent,
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minimise or control likely negative effects arising from the proposals and the
subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of the proposed
development are considered over the demolition and construction and
operational phases.
19.6

The main public health and wellbeing issues relate to vibrant
neighbourhoods, healthy housing, active travel and healthy environment. It is
supported by a Health Impact Assessment (HIA). Notwithstanding the Public
Health and Wellbeing team’s concerns about the HIA it does consider the
health needs of existing residents in the area and future residents of the
proposed development. The wider health impacts of the proposed
development are assessed in other ES Chapters, including Chapter 6: Noise
& Vibration, Chapter 7: Air Quality, Chapter 10: Ground Conditions and
Contamination and Chapter 13: Wind Microclimate. The Council’s
consultant has confirmed that the scope of the EIA is appropriate.

19.7

In assessing the scale and nature of the main effects the ES identifies potential
for existing and future residents across all age groups to experience
disturbance and potentially stress from temporary construction activity.
Subject to mitigation in the form of construction management systems,
including controlling hours of operation, vehicle movements and pollution,
community engagement and worker welfare facilities to be secured through
the CEMP, the residual impact would be of negligible significance. It is
recommended a Construction Logistics Plan (CLP) is also secured by
condition to ensure the impact on the road network is reduced.

19.8

During the operational phase, the development has the potential to result in
reduced access to healthcare facilities. Unmitigated this could result in
effects of moderate negative significance. As above it is however proposed
to secure a financial contribution towards improved healthcare facilities to
meet increased demand from future residents such that in the longer term
the economic gains and improvements to the living environment will result in
minor positive effects to residents of the site and in the local area.

19.9

In line with the requirements of Policy CH2, the development would
promote healthy and active living for all age groups, including through the
provision of public open space, amenity and play space allowing all groups
access to space for outside activities. It would also promote sustainable
travel.

19.10 The safety and security of residents and the general public will be integrated
into the design of the development; however it is recommended that
conditions be applied requiring the development to achieve relevant Secured
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by Design standards as requested by the Metropolitan Police and sought by
policy D11 of the Intend to Publish London Plan. By reason of the size of the
development and its proximity to sensitive land uses, including adjacent
prisons it is also recommended that details of a CCTV and security strategy
be secured in the S106 legal agreement. The application is supported by a
Fire Strategy, however in order to ensure the highest standards of safety for
all building users and to comply with the requirements of policy D12 of the
Intend to Publish London Plan it is recommended that a comprehensive Fire
Statement, to be produced by a suitably qualified assessor, be required by
appropriate condition. .
20.

Environment and Climate Change
- Biodiversity and Ecology

20.1

Paragraph 170 of the NPPF requires planning decisions to contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment, including through protecting and
enhancing sites of biodiversity value and through minimising impacts on and
providing net gains for biodiversity.

20.2

Policy 7.19 of the London Plan states that development proposals should
give strong protection to sites of biodiversity value and wherever possible,
make a positive contribution to the protection, enhancement, creation and
management of biodiversity in support of the Mayor’s Biodiversity Strategy.
The policy goes on to list the considerations for planning decisions to
achieve this strategic aim. Part D(c) states development proposals should
give the level of protection commensurate with their importance. Part E
states that when considering proposals that would affect directly, indirectly
or cumulatively a site of recognised nature conservation interest, a hierarchy
ranging from first avoiding adverse impact to the biodiversity interest to
minimising impact and seeking mitigation to (in exceptional cases) where the
benefits of the proposal clearly outweigh the biodiversity impacts, seek
appropriate compensation.

20.3

At a local level policy OS4 (Biodiversity) of the Core Strategy requires that
new development enhance Royal Greenwich’s rich biodiversity and
geodiversity with a presumption against development of habitats including
SINCs. Policy OS(f) (Ecological factors) expands on the aspects that must be
taken into account when assessing ecological factors, including the
requirement for appropriate surveys to be undertaken. Policy DH1 requires
all developments to enhance biodiversity.
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20.4

Policy E(f) of the Core Strategy and Policy 5.11 of the London Plan provide
additional detail in terms of requirements for living walls/roofs. Policy 5.10 of
the London Plan requires development to integrate green infrastructure to
be incorporated in the design process to contribute to the Mayor’s aim for
‘urban greening’. Intend to Publish London Plan policy G5 contains greater
emphasis on green infrastructure and proposes that new developments
achieve quantifiable net gain using the ‘Urban Greening Factor’ tool to
achieve a 0.4 (housing) or 0.3 (commercial) increase. Draft policy G6
(Biodiversity and access to nature) requires SINCs to be protected and for
developments to seek to achieve net biodiversity gain.

20.5

Policy TE3: Habitats and nature SPD Planning Document (2009) is also
relevant and acknowledges the areas rich and diverse character in terms of
habitats and nature conservation. The SPD states that where appropriate,
developers will be required to be proactive in mitigating against negative
impacts on ecological habitats and also incorporating enhancement
measures.

20.6

A full assessment of the ecological impacts of the development has been set
out in the ES Chapter 14: Ecology. This Chapter reports the likely significant
effects of the proposals on the site and the surrounding area in terms of
ecology. Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation measures
to avoid, mitigate or compensate for likely negative effects arising from the
proposals and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of the
proposed development are considered over the demolition, construction
and operational phases.

20.7

The Chapter is supported by a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) which
includes a Phase 1 Habitat survey and field surveys to confirm the
presence/likely absence of protected species on and adjacent to the site.

20.8

The Council’s consultant has confirmed that the scope of the EIA is
appropriate and includes an assessment of the effects on statutory and nonstatutory sites, habitats and appropriate protected and notable species. The
baseline is appropriate and the assessment is thorough.

20.9

The site is not subject to any statutory nature conservation designations.
The nearest statutory designated site of international importance is Epping
Forest Special Area of Conservation (SAC), located approximately 10.26km
to the north-west of the site. In terms of non-statutory designations,
Belmarsh Ditches Site of Borough Importance of Interest for Nature
Conservation (SBIINC) falls within the proposed works footprint of the
prison access (subject to separate Application B). The Ridgeway SBIINC is
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located 25m south-east of the application site beyond Nathan Way. The
Ridgeway is also identified as containing Habitats of Principal Importance
(HPI).
20.10 Direct impacts on the Belmarsh Ditches SBIINC, including from direct land
take are considered in the assessment of Application B. Subject to the
implementation of construction best practice methods for working near
water throughout the construction and operational phase of that part of the
development, the proposals would have no significant impacts on this nonstatutory site. The embedded mitigation in the form of a Construction
Environment Management Plan will be secured via condition. No significant
impacts from the demolition and construction phase of the development on
The Ridgeway SBIINC are envisaged.
20.11 No significant residual impacts are anticipated as a result of the demolition,
construction and operational works on sensitive ecological receptors and no
negative cumulative effects are expected in combination with other
committed developments.
20.12 The ES makes reference to embedded mitigation including toolbox talks and
supervision by an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW), construction best
practice methods employed during the demolition and construction phases
of the development, as outlined in the CEMP and habitat creation. The
proposed habitat creation includes the provision of biodiverse green/brown
roofs on the buildings and the creation of ground level habitats such as open
water, swales, brownfield landscaping, species-rich lawn, wildflower meadow,
species rich native hedgerow, tree and shrub planting. These proposals are
supported and subject to securing these measures via conditions would
ensure the development delivers net biodiversity gain.
20.13 In addition to the embedded mitigation measures, non-embedded mitigation
measures have been proposed. These include mitigation for the loss of
terrestrial semi-natural habitats within Belmarsh Ditches SBIINC (to be
secured through Application B), mitigation for the removal of a tree with
potential to support a bat roost and a water vole displacement exercise.
Provided that these measures are implemented appropriately and in line with
best practice guidance, they are considered to be sufficient to support the
conclusions that no residual ecological effects are likely to occur as a result
of the proposals.
20.14 In summary the proposals have been designed to minimise impacts on
sensitive ecological receptors and to make a positive contribution to the
protection, enhancement, creation and management of biodiversity in this
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location. It has been demonstrated that the development would achieve an
urban greening factor of 0.4. The proposals would be in accordance with
adopted and emerging policies and guidance relating to biodiversity and
ecology.
- Trees and Landscaping
20.15 Policy 7.21 of the London Plan states that trees and woodlands should be
provided, maintained and enhanced, and any loss of existing trees of value
should be replaced in sustainable locations. Wherever appropriate, the
planting of additional trees, should be included within new development.
20.16 Policy G7 of the Intend to Publish London Plan seeks to ensure that existing
trees of value are retained and encourages the planting of new trees and
woodlands in appropriate locations. It states that the planting of additional
trees should generally be included in new developments, particularly largecanopied species.
20.17 Policy OS(f) of the Core Strategy states that development decisions will be
based on the requirement that landscaping schemes should include
environmentally appropriate planting using locally native species and
demonstrate appropriate irrigation plans for landscaping.
20.18 In accordance with policy OS(f) which requires an appropriate level of
survey to enable decisions to be made about existing trees on site, the
application is supported by a comprehensive Arboricultural Impact
Assessment. The assessment identifies 40 trees for removal. One tree is
identified as category A, 20 category B and 16 category C. 3 would be
category U.
20.19 The majority of trees to be removed are prominently located adjacent to
Griffin Manor Way and are considered to make a valued contribution to the
visual amenity of the area. The Council’s street tree officer has attributed a
CAVAT value to the existing trees of £346,713 and indicates that any
contributions would be used to remove and replace a significant number of
Poplar trees in the area as a result of progressive damage by Clearwing
Moth.
20.20 As evidenced by the viability appraisal, the development cannot viably
support any contribution; however in order to mitigate the loss of trees and
to provide a high quality public realm the application is supported by a site
wide tree planting strategy which makes provision for up to 250 new trees
of various species and maturity, including 22 prominent trees on the east
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side of Pettman Crescent with a combined site-wide CAVAT value of
£1,075m.
20.21 Whilst the loss of existing trees will result in some visual and environmental
harm, this is tempered by the fact that only one tree is identified as category
A (high quality), with the remainder being moderate quality or in the case of
16 trees, low quality. It is also acknowledged that their removal is required
to facilitate the comprehensive redevelopment of this strategic development
site. Although the proposals are not capable of providing any financial
compensation, it will provide an accessible landscape-led design and a net
gain of tree planting of appropriate sizes and species that will on balance
outweigh the harm identified.
- Energy Strategy
20.22 Paragraph 153 of the NPPF states that in determining planning applications,
LPAs should expect new developments to comply with policies and
requirements for decentralised energy supply unless this is demonstrated to
not be feasible or viable. Moreover, the same paragraph establishes new
developments are expected to take account of the landform, layout, building
orientation, massing and landscaping to minimise energy consumption.
20.23 Policy 5.1 of the London Plan seeks an overall reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions whilst policy 5.2 of the London Plan and policy E1 of the Core
Strategy state proposals should make the fullest contribution to minimising
carbon dioxide emission in accordance with the energy hierarchy. Policy SI 2
of the Intend to Publish London Plan requires major development to be net
zero-carbon.
20.24 The application is supported by an Energy and Sustainability Statement and
subsequent Addendum. The submission follows the GLA energy hierarchy of
be lean, be clean, be green, be seen and reduction targets are proposed for
the detailed and outline elements of the development separately as per the
guidance. A minimum on-site reduction of at least 35 per cent beyond
Building Regulations is required for major development.
20.25 For the detailed plots the energy strategy would result in a 36% carbon
reduction for residential elements and 23% reduction for non-residential
(commercial) uses through energy efficiencies (Be Lean), connection to the
heat pump led site wide heat network (Be Clean) and on site solar PV (Be
Green). The remaining carbon reductions required to comply with the zero
carbon saving would be offset via a financial contribution.
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20.26 For the outline plots the energy strategy aims to achieve a 35% carbon
reduction for residential elements and 13% reduction for non-residential
(commercial and community) uses. The remaining carbon reductions
required to comply with the zero carbon saving would be offset either via
appropriate offsetting opportunities, or failing the identification of suitable
schemes a financial contribution.
20.27 For the purposes of the ‘be lean’ element of the energy hierarchy, a range of
demand reduction and energy efficiency measures are proposed that
improve upon the Building Regulation requirements including in relation to
glazing design and specification, wall insulation, mechanical ventilation with
heat recovery (MVHR) and natural ventilation through openable windows.
To minimise energy consumption from lighting, internal and communal light
fittings will be minimised and be 100% low energy LED. This combination of
passive and active measures predict an annual reduction in regulated CO2 of
13.1% compared with the Part L 2013 baseline scheme; which translates to a
16% saving using SAP 10.
20.28 For the purposes of the ‘be clean’ element of the energy hierarchy, policy 5.6
of the London Plan states that major development proposals should in the
first instance explore connection to existing heating or cooling networks (i.e.
offsite), prior to any on-site solutions. If an off-site network is not available
then on-site measures need to be considered.
20.29 Of 6 options considered for this development, it is proposed to implement a
phase/plot level communal heating system led by Air Source Heat Pumps
(ASHP) with back-up gas boilers. The proposals feature a phased energy
centre approach, comprising 3 on-site energy centres. The detailed elements
would be served by an energy centre in Plot 3 featuring 2 roof mounted
ASHP. A heat network would distribute heat to each building. Later phases
would connect to the same site-wide network albeit served by an energy
centre in Plot 5. Plot 1 would be served by a standalone energy centre by
reason of the constraints posed by the location of Pettman Crescent. Whilst
the Energy and Sustainability Officer raises minor concerns with the principle
of a standalone energy centre, they agree to the energy strategy approach on
the basis that connection to either of the other two on site energy centres
be considered prior to submission of relevant reserved matters
applications. The proposed on-site solution would be future proofed and
designed to be capable of connecting to an off-site de-centralised heat
network (DHN) in the future.
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20.30 By reason of the phased nature of the development and the changing nature
of energy technology it is proposed to establish an Energy Review Panel to
review the energy strategy by using in-use performance data from phase 1
alongside best practice approaches, allowing for the lowest carbon options
to be proposed for each reserved matters application. The Panel would
comprise the applicant (Berkeley Homes and Peabody), Royal Borough of
Greenwich, the GLA and the heat network provider.
20.31 The ASHP system predicts an annual reduction in regulated CO2 emissions
of 32% (detailed elements) and 31.2% (outline elements) beyond the
compliant Part L 2013 base case.
20.32 For the purposes of the ‘be green’ element of the energy hierarchy a number
of renewable technologies has been investigated in terms of technical,
physical and financial feasibility, with Solar PV panels found to be appropriate
on roofs not being used for terraces across all blocks. The PV would be colocated with bio-diverse green roofs. In the case of the detailed elements the
inclusion of renewable technologies are predicted to reduce the annual
regulated CO2 emissions by 35.3% beyond the baseline. In the case of the
outline elements they would facilitate a 33.9% improvement over the
baseline.
20.33 The proposed development would not be zero carbon and therefore the
remaining annual carbon shortfall after the proposed ‘Lean’, ‘Clean’ and
‘Green’ measures are to be offset through either: a cash-in-lieu payment to
the Council (based on a carbon price of £60/tonne carbon for 30 years);
direct CO₂ offsetting through retrofit and refurbishment schemes in the
local area; or a combination of both. Whilst this approach is accepted for
off-setting outline elements it is considered that off-setting the detailed
elements should be achieved through a financial contribution.
20.34 In summary, the phased energy centre approach would allow plant areas to
be spread across the development and provide flexibility in the strategy
whilst also providing assurances that long term carbons savings will be
achieved. Site-wide regulated CO₂ emissions will be reduced by at least 35%
for residential units and non-residential units as compared to the baseline,
using energy efficiency measures, on-site heat pumps, as well as solar PV. A
cash in-lieu payment and/or retrofit schemes identified in the local area will
be made to offset the difference between the savings achieved on-site and
the zero carbon target required by the London Plan.
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20.35 Appropriate conditions and a legal agreement are necessary to ensure that
the energy strategy is in compliance with the policies and regulations at the
time of implementation.
- Sustainable Design and Construction
20.36 The Sustainability Statement provided in support of the planning application
demonstrates the sustainability credentials for the proposed development
covering both residential and non-residential elements. The Statement also
describes how the applicable sustainability policies and standards can be met
by the proposed design. This is in line with the Greener Greenwich
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) (adopted 17th September 2014)
and Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (April 2014).
20.37 The Statement demonstrates that the development will meet good standards
of sustainable design and construction.
- Overheating
20.38 Policy 5.9 of the London Plan requires that major development proposals
demonstrate how the design, materials, construction and operation of
development minimise overheating and also meet its cooling needs. Policy SI
4 of the Intend to Publish London Plan requires major development
proposals to demonstrate how they will reduce the potential for internal
overheating and reliance on air conditioning systems.
20.39 The Energy Statement contains an Overheating Strategy setting out how the
cooling hierarchy within the London Plan has been applied to the proposals.
This includes minimising internal heat generation through efficient design,
reducing the amount of heat entering building during summer and utilising
natural and mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR).
20.40 Notwithstanding that a sample of 87 locations have been modelled across
several blocks and a range of unit types and sizes (including single and
enhanced aspect units), the Energy and Sustainability Officer recommends
that further details of the dynamic thermal modelling on a range of
residential units and corridors at lower, middle and top floors and of
different orientations within each plot be submitted to demonstrate how the
relevant phase of the development performs against or exceeds the
overheating criteria. The condition will also require details of any additional
measures to be incorporated into the development to minimise the risk of
overheating (without active cooling) for residential areas.
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- BREEAM
20.41 In line with policy DH1 of the Core Strategy (July 2014), all non-residential
buildings in major developments have to achieve BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating.
A BREEAM pre-assessment has been carried out for a non-specific Shell and
Core building type which demonstrates capability of achieving an ‘Excellent’
rating. On this basis the Energy and Sustainability Officer recommends that a
requirement for ground floor Shell and Core buildings to achieve a BREEAM
‘Excellent’ 2018 New Construction rating be secured by condition. It is also
recommended that standalone non-residential buildings, including B1c/B8 Flexible Industrial and A1/A3/D1 - Flexible Walk to Services be required to
achieve a minimum BREEAM ‘Excellent’ rating with a review into the
feasibility of achieving BREEAM ‘Outstanding’.
21

Water Resources, Drainage and Flood Risk

21.1

Paragraph 155 of the NPPF states that inappropriate development in areas at
risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development away from areas
at highest risk (whether existing or future). Where development is necessary
in such areas, the development should be made safe for its lifetime without
increasing flood risk elsewhere.

21.2

Paragraph 163 states that planning applications in Flood Zones 2 and 3
should be supported by a site-specific Flood Risk Assessment (FRA).
Development should only be allowed in areas at risk of flooding where it can
be demonstrated that:
a) within the site, the most vulnerable development is located in areas
of lowest flood risk, unless there are overriding reasons to prefer a
different location;
b) the development is appropriately flood resistant and resilient;
c) it incorporates sustainable drainage systems, unless there is clear
evidence that this would be inappropriate;
d) any residual risk can be safely managed; and
e) safe access and escape routes are included where appropriate, as
part of an agreed emergency plan.

21.3

The NPPF also states that proposals involving development in Flood Zones 2
and 3 should be subject to the Sequential Test, the aim of which is to steer
new development onto land at the lowest possible risk of flooding. Regional
policy and local policy have identified this site and wider Opportunity Area
as suitable for residential led mixed use redevelopment.
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21.4

The proposal is for residential use in Flood Zone 3, and the NPPF therefore
advises that the Exceptions Test is required in addition to the Sequential
Test. In order for the proposal to be acceptable, it must be demonstrated
that the development would provide wider sustainability benefits, and a site
specific FRA must demonstrate that the development will be safe for its
lifetime, without increasing flood risk elsewhere.

21.5

Policy 5.12 in the London Plan states that development proposals must
comply with the FRA and management requirements set out in the NPPF
and the associated technical guidance on flood risk over the lifetime of the
development. It also seeks to ensure developments required to pass the
Exceptions Test demonstrate that:
- the development will remain safe and operational under flood
conditions;
- a strategy of either safe evacuation and/or safely remaining in the
building is followed under flood conditions;
- key services including electricity, water etc will continue to be
provided under flood conditions; and
- buildings are designed for quick recovery following a flood.

21.6

Policy 5.13 of the London Plan seeks to ensure that development proposals
include SuDS that aim to return water run-off rates back to greenfield levels
and manage surface water runoff as close to source as possible. Moreover,
the NPPF states that major development should incorporate sustainable
drainage systems which should take account of advice from the lead flood
authority; have appropriate proposed minimum operational standards; have
maintenance arrangements in place to ensure an acceptable standard of
operation for the lifetime of the development; and where possible, provide
multifunctional benefits. Policy SI.13 of the Intend to Publish London Plan
sets out the drainage hierarchy.

21.7

The PPG provides advice on flood risk vulnerability and flood zone
compatibility and technical guidance to aid effective implementation of the
NPPF in relation to managing flood risk, including in relation to flood
resilience and resistance measures to address residual risks. The Sustainable
Design and Construction SPG is also relevant.

21.8

At a local level policy E2 of the Core Strategy states that the Royal
Borough's Strategic FRA must be used to inform development and reduce
flood risk in Royal Greenwich by demonstrating consideration of all forms of
flood risk by preparing FRAs in line with advice from the Environment
Agency. Policy E3 relates to flood risk reduction measures.
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- Assessment
21.9

A full assessment of the likely significant effects of the development in terms
of Water Resources, Drainage and Flood Risk matters has been set out in
the ES Chapter 9. Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation
measures to prevent, minimise or control likely negative effects arising from
the proposals and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of
the proposed development are considered over the demolition, construction
and operational phases.

21.10 The Chapter is supported by an FRA and Drainage Strategy which has been
used to inform the baseline conditions of the site. A Utilities Assessment and
draft CEMP has also been submitted. In reviewing this chapter, the Council’s
consultant identified several areas where more clarification/information was
required. These related to clarification of the sites location within a Critical
Drainage Area, the use of the future baseline, an assessment of risk to
sewers from groundworks, clarification of limitations and assumptions,
consideration of flooding from existing infrastructure and whether potable
water saving techniques are embedded in the design. Conditions were also
recommended. The applicants submitted further information, including an
FRA Addendum to address these issues. The Council’s consultant has
confirmed that the assessment of effects is appropriate.
- Tidal/Fluvial Flood Risk
21.11 The site is in Flood Zone 3 and is located within an area benefitting from the
Thames tidal defences. Whilst the site is protected by the River Thames tidal
flood defences up to a 1 in 1000 (0.1%) chance in any year and has a low risk
of overtopping, flood modelling shows that the site is at risk from a
maximum flood level of 3.74m AOD (1 in 200 year event plus climate
change) if there were to be a breach (a failure in the defences).
21.12 The risk of flooding from tidal and fluvial sources during demolition and
construction is likely to be negligible and no mitigation measures are
required.
21.13 The site includes ‘More Vulnerable’ and ‘Less Vulnerable’ uses, as defined by
the PPG. The design of the development includes embedded mitigation to
mitigate impacts during the operational phase of the development such that
it is likely to result in a negligible effect in respect of flood risk from tidal
sources. Specifically the proposed Finish Floor Level of the ‘More Vulnerable’
residential uses are to be raised to a minimum level of 4.05m AOD. As
noted in the FRR this is critical to ensure the safety and wellbeing of future
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occupiers and would be secured by condition. A raised internal area of
equivalent height would be provided to the flexible walk-to services
(potential nursery) in Plot 9. Occupiers of ‘Less Vulnerable’ commercial uses
could access safe refuge via accessible stair cores or mezzanines. It is also
recommended a Flood Warning and Evacuation Plan (FWEP) to benefit all
residential and non-residential uses be secured by condition.
- Surface Water (Pluvial) Flood Risk
21.14 The site is located in a Critical Drainage Area (CDA) and has areas of low,
medium and high risk of surface water flooding which occurs when natural
and engineered systems lack capacity to manage the volume of rainfall. In the
medium risk scenario flood depths that could be experienced are generally
limited to 300mm, and up to 900mm in localised points on surrounding
highways. This risk of flooding from surface water would be adequately
mitigated by the raising of the residential units to mitigate against the tidal
flooding referred to above. The risk of flooding to less vulnerable ground
floor uses could be mitigated with flood resilience measures during detailed
design.
21.15 Demolition and construction works have the potential to change surface
water run-off regimes and it is therefore recommended that temporary
measures to control surface water run-off from the site (including not storing
plant or potentially hazardous materials within flow paths) and to reduce the
risk of surface water run-off entering controlled water courses be set out
and secured through a CEMP. This would reduce the residual effect to
negligible.
21.16 Whilst no significant effects have been identified in relation to surface water
flood risk once the development is complete and operational, the GLA has
raised queries in relation to the Nathan Way Flow Route and existence of a
rubble bund. In order to adequately address the overland flow route to
ensure any risk of flooding to the site is managed and flooding of Nathan
Way is not increased they recommend details of the finished ground levels
and proposed drainage features in this area of the site be secured by
condition.
- Groundwater Flood Risk
21.17 Although there have been no groundwater flooding incidents within or
adjacent to the site, it is located within an area at risk of groundwater
flooding and there is the potential for the proposed lower ground floor to
encroach within the perched groundwater. Although the risk of obstructing
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groundwater flows or causing an increase in flooding elsewhere is low, the
lower ground floor levels would require appropriate water proofing and it is
recommended this be secured by condition.
21.18 The potential effect from groundwater flooding during demolition and
construction would be temporary and localised. It is recommended that
groundwater management measures be set out in a CEMP and secured by
condition to mitigate against negative effects of minor significance.
21.19 No significant effects have been identified in relation to groundwater flood
risk once the development is complete and operational.
- Foul and Potable Water Infrastructure and Capacity
21.20 The demolition and construction phase would generate a minor temporary
increase in wastewater, including from sanitary facilities, excavations, washing
down and wheel wash facilities. In order to mitigate against any negative
effects of minor significance it is recommended that the CEMP includes
actions to minimise and reduce the use of water, including through
monitoring of water consumption. Subject to securing these details in a
CEMP by condition the likely residual effects on foul water and potable
water supply are anticipated to be negligible.
21.21 The operational phase would introduce new land uses on the site and
necessarily result in an increase in foul water discharges to the public sewer
network via existing connections where possible. Whilst the ES notes the
proposals are likely to result in a negligible effect in respect of the capacity of
foul water drainage and sewage treatment works and no mitigation is
required, it is noted that Thames Water advise that network reinforcement
works may be required to accommodate the proposed
development and that further information is required.
21.22 Similarly, whilst the ES notes the operational phase would increase potable
water demand on the site which would likely be accommodated resulting in
a negligible effect with no mitigation measures required, Thames Water have
identified that the development may lead to no / low water pressure and
state that network reinforcement works may be necessary to ensure that
sufficient capacity is made available. It is recommended such details be
secured by condition. This would be in accordance with policy SI 5 of the
Intend to Publish London Plan requiring proposals to seek to improve the
water environment and ensure that adequate water supply and wastewater
infrastructure capacity is provided.
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21.23 The applicant has committed to minimise the use of mains water by
incorporating water efficient sanitary fittings in all residential units targeting a
maximum 105 l/p/d in line with Policy 5.15 of the London Plan and policy SI 5
of the Intend to Publish London Plan. Rainwater harvesting tanks will be
integrated into the SUDs systems to collect run-off for use for landscape
irrigation. Rainwater harvesting tanks are proposed within the lower ground
levels. Appropriate conditions have been included to secure these measures.
- Drainage infrastructure
21.24 The FRA identifies the requirement to divert existing Thames Water sewers
which currently encroach within Plots 1 and 5. These diversions would need
to be agreed with Thames Water. In order to mitigate against temporary
negative effects of minor significance it is recommended that a CEMP be
required to set out measures to protect the sewers, including in relation to
appropriate piling methods to minimise vibration. Subject to securing the
CEMP and a Piling Method Statement by condition the likely residual effects
on existing drainage infrastructure are anticipated to be negligible.
- Drainage Strategy (SuDS)
21.25 The proposed drainage strategy accords with the London Plan drainage
hierarchy insofar as rainwater harvesting tanks are proposed within the
lower ground floors to be used for irrigation. By reason of the contaminated
land and perched groundwater, there is limited potential for rainwater
infiltration to ground. The drainage strategy also proposes rainwater
attenuation in green infrastructure for gradual release through a range of
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), including green roofs, swales, rain
gardens, permeable paving and a detention basin. The Ministry of Justice
comments in relation to drainage are noted. The potential for rainwater
discharge into a local watercourse (Belmarsh Ditch) was explored but
deemed unfeasible due to levels. Further information is to be sought by
condition. Finally, the drainage hierarchy allows for controlled rainwater
discharge into the surrounding public surface water sewer network (Plot 1)
and lastly, in lieu of a watercourse or surface water sewer, the rest of the
site will be discharged into the Thames Water combined network
surrounding the site, mimicking the existing situation.
21.26 The strategy allows for the phased implementation by ensuring the required
on-plot attenuation (via podium tanks) is provided and that the runoff
arising from the buildings is treated (via greenroofs). A management
company will be responsible for the SuDS and a site specific maintenance
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schedule for the green roofs, swales, raingardens and tree pits, pond,
attenuation tanks and permeable paving has been provided.
21.27 Thames Water have requested the drainage strategy be enhanced to specify
the point(s) of connection and peak discharge rates into the public sewer
system for foul and surface water. Thames Water and the GLA also
requested further information in relation to the level of risk from sewer
flooding and raised concerns that the surface water drainage strategy does
not give appropriate regard to the drainage hierarchy and greenfield runoff
rate.
21.28 An FRA Addendum has been submitted. The Addendum provides further
evidence that the risk of flooding to the site from surface water flooding is
considered to be low and the risk off site would not be increased as a result
of the development. It also confirms that the risk of sewer flooding is
considered to be low (Thames Water have confirmed that they have no
records of sewer flooding in the vicinity of the site). The Addendum provides
further details of the resilience measures to be incorporated into the ground
floor commercial units, nursery, and residential entrances, including raised
electrics, flood resistant construction and finishes (i.e. hard surfaces) and
non-return valves on drainage networks. It is recommended that further
details of these measures be secured by appropriate condition.
21.29 The Addendum also contains more detailed modelling of the proposed
drainage network and demonstrates that the greenfield runoff rate is
achieved.
- Conclusion on water resources, drainage and flood risk
21.30 The Council’s Flood Risk consultant (AECOM) has reviewed the proposals
and raises no objections subject to conditions to secure the detailed design
of the surface water drainage scheme and the details sought by Thames
Water.
21.31 The Environment Agency is satisfied that the development is acceptable
subject to the finished floor levels for the more vulnerable uses being
implemented in accordance with the submitted FRA. It is recommended this
be secured by condition.
21.32 The FRA and Sustainable Drainage Strategy concludes compliance with the
Sequential Test on the basis that the site is located within a Strategic
Development Location where significant growth is anticipated. It is
considered that the proposals would also comply with the Exception Test
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requirements in the NPPF, policy 5.12 of the London Plan (2016) and that
the proposals would not increase the flood risk beyond the site in
accordance with policy 5.13 of the London Plan (2016).
22

Wind Microclimate

22.1

Policy 7.6 (Architecture) of the London Plan requires that buildings should
not cause unacceptable harm to the amenity of surrounding land and
buildings, including in relation to wind and microclimate. Similarly policy 7.7
(Location and design of tall and large buildings) states that tall buildings
should not affect their surroundings adversely, including in terms of
microclimate and wind.

22.2

Policies D1, D7, and D8 of the Intend to Publish London Plan include a
number of references to wind microclimate, including in terms of creating
comfortable pedestrian environments.

22.3

Whilst there no local policies or guidance specific to wind, the supporting
text to policy DH2 of the Core Strategy notes that tall buildings are likely to
have a greater environmental impact than other building types.

22.4

In accordance with the Scoping Report issued in 2018, a Wind Microclimate
assessment using Computational Fluid Dynamic modelling has been
undertaken and is included within Chapter 13 of the submitted ES. This
chapter reports the likely significant effects of the proposals on the site and
surrounding area in terms of wind impacts.

22.5

The Council’s consultant has confirmed that the scope of the chapter is
appropriate. The baseline conditions show that as existing the wind
conditions are typical of a low-rise urban area and are suitable for the
intended use of the site. There are no occurrences of strong winds. The
assessment concludes that during the demolition and construction phase the
wind conditions would adjust from the baseline condition representing a
negligible effect. Following completion of the development the wind
conditions generally become calmer owing to the additional shelter provided
by the development and most areas would be suitable for their intended use.

22.6

At ground level the main amenity spaces would have summer wind
conditions ranging from suitable for sitting to standing use (representing a
negligible effect) which is acceptable for mixed use amenity areas. On
podiums, balconies and roof terraces summer wind conditions would range
from suitable for sitting to standing use (representing a negligible effect) with
isolated areas suitable for strolling (representing a minor negative effect).
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22.7

Where localised instances of higher wind speeds are likely to result in a
breach of desired pedestrian comfort levels, including on exposed
thoroughfares around the southern corner of Plot 1 (outline), the western
façade of Plot 5 (outline) and podium area on Plot 6 (outline), the applicant
identifies proposed mitigation measures to prevent, minimise and control
these likely negative effects. In addition to the proposed landscaping scheme
which is expected to reduce wind speeds, further planting of localised trees,
installation of shrub planters around entrances and installation of porous
staggered screens are recommended in the vicinity of Plot 1. Planting of 1.5m
tall shrubs, 3m tall deciduous trees and installation of 2.5m high pergolas are
also recommended to improve wind conditions for occupants of Plot 6.

22.8

In reviewing this ES chapter, the Council’s consultant identified several areas
where more clarification/information was required. The applicant provided
responses which were considered to address the queries. Planning
conditions relating to the localised wind mitigation measures outlined above
plus location of fixed seating in areas suitable for sitting use are
recommended to ensure pedestrian comfort and safety. It is recommended
that the relevant conditions require testing to ensure the effectiveness of the
mitigation measures.

22.9

Subject to securing appropriate mitigation, all areas of the development
would be suitable for their intended use with regards to wind impacts in
compliance with relevant adopted and emerging planning policies.

23

Waste and Recycling Storage and Collection

23.1

The application is supported by a Waste Management Strategy. All residents
will have access to sufficient waste and recycling bins within the maximum
distances set out in the Council’s guidance.

23.2

The Council’s Waste Services team raised a number of queries on the
Strategy, including in relation to waste electric and electronic equipment
(WEEE) and textiles waste and refuse store layouts, particularly in relation
to stacking.

23.3

The Waste Management Strategy involves the input of the on-site Facilities
Management (FM) team who would be responsible for checking the storage
areas on a daily basis, ensuring empty bins are accessible and replacing full
bins with empty bins where stacking of bins is necessary, albeit this has been
limited as far as possible. The FM team would also collect and transport
residents’ WEEE and textiles waste to the appropriate bin store.
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23.4

The FM team would assist collection operatives with manoeuvring bins in
and out of the storage areas where stacking is required. Whilst stacking is
not advocated, the proposed managed approach to refuse collection is not
uncommon. It is also relevant that the Council’s guidance refers to instances
where full operational waste management strategies for sites can be
required, including for large developments where waste collection strategies
are not straight forward and require the cooperation of on-site staff as
would be the case here.

23.5

It is recommended that further details relating to submission of an
Operational Waste Management Plan should be secured via condition. It is
recommended this include details of safe manoeuvring of vehicles to address
TfL’s concerns relating to reducing conflict with pedestrians. Provision of the
waste and recycling containers for each plot would be secured in the S106
legal agreement. As such, it is considered that the development is acceptable
in this regard and accords with policy 5.16 of the London Plan, policy D6 of
the Intend to Publish London Plan and policy H5 of the Core Strategy.

24.

Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (MCIL)

24.1

The Mayor has introduced a London-wide Community Infrastructure Levy
(MCIL) to help implement the London Plan, particularly policies 6.5 and 8.3
and the implementation of Crossrail. The Mayoral CIL will be paid on
commencement of most new development in Greater London that is
granted planning permission.

24.2

The Mayor intends to continue to charge the Community Infrastructure
Levy 2 (MCIL2) from April 2019 in Greater London. The proposed rate for
Greenwich will be £25 per square metre for all developments, with
exception made to developments used wholly or mainly for educational and
health services, as described on the MCIL2 Draft Charging Schedule. The
amount to be charged for each development will be calculated in accordance
with Regulation 40 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010
(as amended).

24.3

The current application is liable to this requirement.
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25.

RBG CIL

25.1

The Royal Borough adopted its Local Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
charging schedule, infrastructure (Regulation 123) list, instalments policy and
exceptional circumstances relief policy on the 25th March 2015 and came
into effect in Royal Greenwich on the 6th April 2015.

25.2

The current application is liable to this requirement.

26.

Legal Agreement

26.1

The following heads of terms will be secured through a S106 legal
agreement:
Financial Contributions
- £5,000,000 SIL Investment Strategy contribution;
- £2,400,000 Plumstead Power Station contribution;
- £1,000,000 health contribution;
- £1,004,407 carbon off-setting contribution (detailed elements).
Contribution for outline elements to be calculated once updated details
of on-site carbon saving measures have been agreed under the relevant
planning condition;
- £617,000 highways contribution;
- £500,000 Transport for London contribution for public transport
enhancements;
- £500,000 GLABB contribution;
- £35,000 cycle training contribution;
- Appropriate indexation of financial contributions.
Affordable Housing
- To secure the delivery, phasing and affordability of the affordable
housing, including: 40% overall affordable housing provision with 50% in
the first phase (173 London Affordable Rent and 112 Shared Ownership
units) units;
- Affordable mix;
- Affordability criteria;
- Triggers for delivery related to the phasing and delivery of the
development;
Marketing and lettings plans;
Service charges;
Rent levels;
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-

Early stage financial review mechanism to be implemented in the event
the development is not substantially commenced within 18 months from
the date of approval.

Transport
- To offer Car club provision and car club membership for each dwelling
for 5 years;
- Use of reasonable endeavours to work with third party landowners to
fund and implement ramped access to the Ridgeway;
- Requirement to enter into an agreement pursuant to S278 of the
Highways Act 1980 (as amended) to include, but not be limited to,
cycleway along Pettman Crescent between the junctions of Western Way
and Nathan Way, installation of controlled pedestrian crossing linking
main site to Plot 1, Nathan Way junction entry treatment including
pedestrian refuge island, new or relocated bus stops on Pettman
Crescent and Nathan Way, resurfacing of pavements around the site.
Community Facilities
- Priority use of ‘walk-to’ community facilities in Plot 9 for Class D1
nursery use.
Open Space and Public Realm
- Provision of the open space and public realm;
- Arrangements for access, management and maintenance of the open
space and public realm.
Other Obligations
- Implementation and completion of planning application 19/4370/F for the
new prisons access prior to stopping up of existing Griffin Manor Way
access;
- Implementation of a SIL Investment Strategy to achieve the short-term
opportunities detailed within the submitted SIL Industrial Masterplan;
- Commitment to securing employment and training as part of
Development Agreement;
- Requirement for retention of relevant HMP Prisons overlooking
mitigation measures to be secured within future residential leases;
- Design Review process for Reserved Matters applications;
- Creation of an Energy Review Panel to review plot and site-wide energy
strategy, to include potential future connection to an offsite Qualifying
Heat Network;
- Renewable/low carbon energy monitoring;
- Provision of refuse and recycling containers in accordance with approved
Waste Strategy;
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-

Monitoring fees.

27.

Implications for Disadvantaged Groups

27.1

The implications for disadvantaged groups identified below are an integral
part of the consideration of the development and community benefits as set
out in the report:
- Delivery of much needed housing for Borough residents, which includes
onsite affordable housing;
- The securing of an inclusive environment for prospective residents
including 43 affordable rented units to be delivered as fully accessible
wheelchair units and a further 133 units throughout the scheme
designed to be adaptable as wheelchair units;
- Access to and within the development for persons with physical
disabilities, including through priority needs parking spaces and
accessible cycle parking;
- Providing new job opportunities in the construction phase, including
through GLLaB;
- Public realm improvements, including new publicly accessible open
space.

28.

Planning balance and overall conclusion

28.1

The discussion of material and policy considerations in the main part of
the report above has examined the following aspects of the scheme and its
impacts: principle of development, density, design quality, townscape and
heritage, impact on the amenity of nearby properties, residential mix,
affordable housing, quality of the residential environment, pollution from
noise, air quality and land contamination, transport and access, social
infrastructure, health and wellbeing, environment and climate change, water
resources, drainage and flood risk, wind microclimate and waste and
recycling storage and collection. Subject to necessary mitigation, to be
secured via conditions and planning obligations as appropriate, the proposals
are generally policy compliant or in some cases subject to material
considerations of sufficient weight to justify relevant departures.

28.2

The site is located in an Opportunity Area, Strategic Development Location
and forms part of a Housing Zone where the principle of residential-led
growth is endorsed. In this respect the planning application for a residential
led mixed-use development, including up to 1750 new homes, of which 40%
would be affordable homes is consistent with the key objectives of the
London Plan and Core Strategy to promote growth in this location. The
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NPPF (paragraph 72) is clear that such aims are best achieved on sites such
as this.
28.3

A substantial part of the site is designated Strategic Industrial Land (SIL).
Adopted and emerging policies are clear that the release of SIL can only be
accepted as part of a co-ordinated plan-led strategy to intensify SIL
elsewhere. In this respect the application is broadly consistent with the aims
and intentions of the draft OAPF. Whilst it does not guarantee the delivery
of intensified industrial floorspace, it does secure £5m to commit to an
Investment Strategy which aims to deliver a number of identified short term
opportunities within the wider SIL. The Investment Strategy would be
managed by a Steering Group with representation by Officers from the
Council and the GLA. Importantly, the application also secures a financial
contribution for the delivery of industrial floorspace at the Plumstead Power
Station.

28.4

The affordable housing would include 429 homes at London Affordable Rent
and 271 shared ownership homes. It has been demonstrated that this is
beyond the maximum reasonable amount that could be delivered on this
site. Notwithstanding that the Council can demonstrate a five-year supply of
housing, this quantum of residential development, and quantum of affordable
housing in particular, would represent a substantial and important public
benefit.

28.5

The proposed development would increase the permeability and
connectivity of the area for pedestrians and cyclists through delivering high
quality landscaped links and public spaces, including a new public park with
associated recreational and ecological value. Officers are satisfied that the
development incorporates the necessary components of a welcoming and
inclusive neighbourhood and these elements of the proposals comprise
significant public benefits weighing in favour of the scheme.

28.6

In terms of townscape and local views, the introduction of a number of large
buildings onto a largely cleared and derelict site would result in significant
changes to the townscape character, particularly as appreciated from
surrounding roads and the Ridgeway. In the main, such changes would be
positive and result in improvements to visual amenity, enhancements to
legibility and to the overall quality of the public realm. These also constitute
public benefits.
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28.7

To be weighed against these benefits are the areas of harm arising from the
policy conflicts identified in the report. These relate primarily to heritage, to
the standard of accommodation proposed for future occupiers and to the
absence of mid and late stage reviews for affordable housing.

28.8

It has been established that the proposed development would lead to less
than substantial harm to the setting of designated heritage assets, most
notably the Grade II listed Council Depot building. Paragraph 196 of the
NPPF states that where a development proposal will lead to less than
substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm
should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal including,
where appropriate, securing its optimum viable use. That balancing exercise
must take account of paragraph 193 of the NPPF, which states that when
considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s
conservation. The more important the asset, the greater the weight should
be.

28.9

Having weighed this harm against the public benefits of the proposal,
including the provision of housing, including affordable housing and the
wider benefits resulting from the development as set out above, my view is
that the harm identified has been clearly and convincingly justified in
accordance with paragraph 194 of the NPPF and appropriately balanced with
the delivery of public benefits as required by paragraph 196 of the NPPF.

28.10 The proposed development would be high density and this has resulted in a
number of compromises in terms of the standard of residential
accommodation proposed. In particular the proposals include a high
proportion of single aspect units and a high proportion of units with minimal
access to recommended levels of sunlight. Notwithstanding these
shortcomings, the proposals would deliver wider benefits to residents, such
as access to shared amenity space and high-quality public realm and Officers
are satisfied that the development does as a whole represent good place
making and with few exceptions will offer an acceptable living environment
for its occupiers.
28.11 It has been demonstrated that the quantum of affordable housing proposed
is beyond what could be considered the maximum reasonable amount. The
amount offered is however conditional upon there being no mid or late
stage reviews. Planning, policies do not include exceptions to the
requirement for mid or late stage reviews and whilst Officers are satisfied
that the growth-based affordable housing contribution of 40% represents a
substantial and significant betterment to the quantum of affordable housing
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that the development could viably support, the proposals would be contrary
to policy and guidance in this regard.
28.12 Transport for London has raised concerns in relation to the quantum of car
parking, the nature of the cycle parking provision and the future impact on
public transport capacity. These issues have been assessed against relevant
policies in the report.
28.13 Whilst it has also been demonstrated that the proposed development is
unable to provide the level of financial contributions sought in relation to
healthcare, employment and training and public transport, financial
contributions for infrastructure delivery have been secured and the
proposals are liable for the Community Infrastructure Levy. As recognized
in the London Plan (paragraph 3.85A), it is important that realistic and
sensitive account is taken of scheme viability when seeking S106
contributions to facilitate and encourage new development.
28.14 The application is supported by an ES. An independent review of the ES has
found it to be sound with all suitable mitigation identified for all significant
impacts.
28.15 On balance, and subject to the mitigation secured, the proposals are
considered to constitute ‘good growth’ that is socially, economically and
environmentally sustainable and consistent with the development plan as a
whole. Accordingly, it is recommended that permission be granted for
application reference 19/4398/O, in line with Section 1 of this report.
Background Papers:
National Planning Policy Framework (2019)
Section 66 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990
The London Plan (2016)
Mayors Housing SPG (2016)
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014)
Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standard (2015)
Accessible London: Achieving an inclusive environment SPG (October 2014)
Planning Obligations SPD (July 2015)
Report Author:
Tel No.:
Email:

Matthew Durling, Senior Principal Planner
020 8921 2020
matthew.durlings@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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Reporting to:
Tel No.:
Email:

Victoria Geoghegan, Assistant Director Planning & Building
Control
020 8921 4296
victoria.geoghegan@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation have been submitted by the
applicant in support of application reference 19/4398/O:
X0100, X0101, X0102, X0103, X0110, Z0111, P0002/B, P0005/B, P0010/A, P0011/B,
P0012/B, P0013/B, P0014/B, P0015/B, P0030/B, P0031/A, P0035/B, P0036/B, P0040/B,
P0041/B, P0045/B, P0101/B, P0103/A, P0104/A, P0105/A, P0106/A, P0107/A, P0108/A,
P0109/A, P0110/A, P0111/A, P0112/A, P0113/A, P0114/A, P0115/A, P0201/A, P0202,
P0203, P0204, P0205, P0206, P0207, P0208, P0209, P0210, P0211, P0212, P0213,
P0214, P0220/A, P0221/A, P0222/A, P0223/A, P0224/A, P0225/A, P0226/A, P0227/A,
P0228, P0229, P0230, P0231, P0232, P0240/A, P0241/A, P0242/A, P0243/A, P0244/A,
P0245/A, P0246/A, P0247/A, P0248, P0249, P0250, P0260/A, P0261/B, P0262/A, P0263,
P0264, P0265, P0266/B, P0267, P0268, P0269, P0270, P0271, P0272, P0280/A, P0281/B,
P0282/B, P0283/A, P0284/A, P0285/A, P0286/A, P0287/A, P0288/A, P0289/A, P0290,
P0291, P0500/A, P0501/A, P0502, P0503, P0510, P0515, P0520, P0525, P0530,
P0615/A, P0616/A, P0617/A, P0620/A, P0621/A, P0622/B, P0625/A, P0626/A, P0627/B,
P0630/A, P0631, P0632/B, P0635/A, P0636/A, P0637/B, P1001, P1002, P1003, P1004,
P1005, P1006, P1007, P1008, P1009, P1010, P1011, P1012, P1013, P1014, P1015,
P1016, P1017, P1018, P1020, P1021, P1022, P1023, P1030, P1040, P1041, P1042,
P1043, P1044, P1045, P1046, P1047, P1048, P1049, P1055, P1060, P5001, P5002,
P5003, P5004, P5005, P5010, P5011, P5012, P5013, P5014, P5020, P5022, P5024,
P5030, P5031.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
Conditions and Reasons for Application Reference 19/4398/O:
Detailed Elements
Condition 1
Expiration of Planning Permission
The detailed element (all matters submitted) of the development to which this
permission relates must be begun not later than the expiration of three (3) years
beginning with the date on which the permission is granted.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (As
Amended).
Condition 2
Approved Drawings
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the application plans,
drawings and documents hereby approved and as detailed below:
X0100, X0101, X0102, X0103, X0110, Z0111, P0002/B, P0005/B, P0010/A, P0011/B,
P0012/B, P0013/B, P0014/B, P0015/B, P0030/B, P0031/A, P0035/B, P0036/B, P0040/B,
P0041/B, P0045/B, P0101/B, P0103/A, P0104/A, P0105/A, P0106/A, P0107/A, P0108/A,
P0109/A, P0110/A, P0111/A, P0112/A, P0113/A, P0114/A, P0115/A, P0201/A, P0202,
P0203, P0204, P0205, P0206, P0207, P0208, P0209, P0210, P0211, P0212, P0213,
P0214, P0220/A, P0221/A, P0222/A, P0223/A, P0224/A, P0225/A, P0226/A, P0227/A,
P0228, P0229, P0230, P0231, P0232, P0240/A, P0241/A, P0242/A, P0243/A, P0244/A,
P0245/A, P0246/A, P0247/A, P0248, P0249, P0250, P0260/A, P0261/B, P0262/A, P0263,
P0264, P0265, P0266/B, P0267, P0268, P0269, P0270, P0271, P0272, P0280/A, P0281/B,
P0282/B, P0283/A, P0284/A, P0285/A, P0286/A, P0287/A, P0288/A, P0289/A, P0290,
P0291, P0500/A, P0501/A, P0502, P0503, P0510, P0515, P0520, P0525, P0530,
P0615/A, P0616/A, P0617/A, P0620/A, P0621/A, P0622/B, P0625/A, P0626/A, P0627/B,
P0630/A, P0631, P0632/B, P0635/A, P0636/A, P0637/B, P1001, P1002, P1003, P1004,
P1005, P1006, P1007, P1008, P1009, P1010, P1011, P1012, P1013, P1014, P1015,
P1016, P1017, P1018, P1020, P1021, P1022, P1023, P1030, P1040, P1041, P1042,
P1043, P1044, P1045, P1046, P1047, P1048, P1049, P1055, P1060, P5001, P5002,
P5003, P5004, P5005, P5010, P5011, P5012, P5013, P5014, P5020, P5022, P5024,
P5030, P5031.
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Reason: In the interests of good planning and to ensure that the development is carried
out in accordance with the approved documents, plans and drawings submitted with
the application and is acceptable to the Local Planning Authority.
Condition 3
Quantum of development
The total quantum of the detailed elements of the application hereby permitted within
each respective use class shall be in accordance with the quantum listed below:
a) Residential Development - the total amount of residential development within Use
Class C3 (Dwelling Houses) shall be 915 units;
b) Flexible Commercial Uses – the total Class A1, A3, A4, B1a, D1, D2 floorspace
shall be 1,044 sqm (GIA).
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the
approved plans and drawings and does not have any effects which have not been
assessed in the Environmental Statement.
Condition 4
Sustainable Design and Construction Standards
a) Upon the first occupation of the residential units within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, the
relevant dwellings shall incorporate sustainability measures as detailed in the Energy
and Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19 December 2019) and Energy and
Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020), both prepared by Buro Happold
Engineering.
b) Upon the first use of each of the non-residential spaces within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8,
the relevant spaces shall incorporate sustainability measures as detailed in the
Energy and Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19 December 2019) and Energy and
Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020), both prepared by Buro Happold
Engineering.
Reason: In the interest of addressing climate change and to secure sustainable
development in accordance with policies 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.9 of the London
Plan 2016, Policy DH1 Design of Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014) and Royal Borough of Greenwich, Greener Greenwich
SPD (2014).
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Condition 5
GSHP Study
a) Prior to commencement of the detailed elements of the development, other than
site preparation, remediation and / or the formation of accesses, a technical
feasibility and viability assessment of a ground source heat pump (GSHP) as an
alternative heating solution for the district heating network shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
i) If the technical feasibility and viability assessment shows that the GSHP is feasible
and viable, then a revised Energy Strategy shall be submitted prior to
commencement of the first plot to outline the measures to be incorporated into
the development, including both residential and non-residential spaces, to
demonstrate compliance with the zero carbon standard and a minimum 35%
CO2 emission reduction target for residential and non-residential buildings,
respectively, (regulated carbon dioxide emissions) above Building Regulations Part
L 2013 with the relevant evidence to be submitted for verification purposes in
line with GLA energy assessment guidance (version 2020). If the technical
feasibility and viability assessment shows that the GSHP is unfeasible and unviable,
then the Energy Strategy shall be implemented as per conditions 7 (Energy
Strategy - Residential) and 8 (Energy Strategy - Non-Residential).
B. If a revised Energy Strategy is submitted as per Part A (i), then within three-months
of the practical completion of the relevant Plot (Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8), the following
information shall be provided to the Local Planning Authority for written approval:
i) technical information and evidence that the renewable/low carbon technologies
are installed in accordance with Part (Ai) and, if appropriate, complies with the
Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECS) product criteria;
ii. Energy Performance Certificates [EPC’s], detailed modelling output reports
showing clearly the DER/BER and TER from the “as built stage” from a
representative sample of dwellings in lower, middle and top floor residential
units and of different orientations and non-residential spaces from the relevant
Plot to confirm compliance with the carbon dioxide savings achieved through
energy efficiency measures and the energy servicing strategy approved under
Part (Ai);
iii. Detailed thermal bridging calculations and ‘As Built’ SAP Thermal Bridging
modelling output reports to aspire to comply to accredited construction details
or to reduce psi values as far as technically feasible to the accredited
performance;
C. Measures to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions associated with other energy
uses not covered by Building Regulations (un-regulated) should be identified,
incorporated and maintained in the development in perpetuity.
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The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the details so
approved.
Reason: To ensure that the an alternative and more energy efficient low carbon
heating/hot water and/or cooling solution has been investigated to serve the residential
and non-residential units within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 in order to contribute to the
avoidance of need for new fossil fuel or other primary energy generation capacity and
to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and to minimise the impact of building
emissions on local air quality in the interests of health, in accordance with policies 3.2,
5.3, 5.5, 5.6 and 7.14 of the London Plan 2016, Policy E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), Royal Borough of Greenwich,
Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) and the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction
SPG (2014).
Condition 6
Energy Strategy (Residential)
A.

Within three-months of the practical completion of the relevant Plot (Plots 2, 3, 4,
7 and 8), the following information shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority:
i. technical information and evidence that the renewable/low carbon technologies
are installed in accordance with Part (B) and, if appropriate, complies with the
Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECS) product criteria;
ii. Energy Performance Certificates [EPC’s], detailed modelling output reports
showing clearly the DER and TER from the “as built stage” from a
representative sample of dwellings, in lower, middle and top floor residential
units and of different orientations from relevant plots to confirm compliance
with the carbon dioxide savings achieved through energy efficiency measures
and the energy servicing strategy approved under Part (B);
iii. Detailed thermal bridging calculations and ‘As Built’ SAP Thermal Bridging
modelling output reports to aspire to comply to accredited construction
details or to reduce psi values as far as technically feasible to the accredited
performance.

B.

Prior to the final completion of the relevant Plot (Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8), the
approved dwellings shall incorporate and maintain measures to achieve as a
minimum an overall onsite reduction in regulated CO2 emissions of 35% (equal
to 300 tonnesCO2/yr) beyond Building Regulations Part L 2013 (using SAP10
Carbon factors) through the following carbon emission savings as detailed in the
approved Energy and Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19 December 2019) and
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Energy and Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020), both prepared by
Buro Happold Engineering:
i. energy saving measures to achieve at least annual carbon dioxide emission
savings equating to at least 10%, in regulated carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
over the compliant BR Part L 2013 TER.
ii. connection of the dwellings to the energy centre that is located in Plot 3
which interconnects with energy centre in Plot 5, comprising of 2 x
0.4MWthermal and 2 x 400kW the air source heat pumps and 3 x 1.45MW
gas boilers and minimum 2x 20m3 thermal storage, or equivalent to provide a
minimum of 55% of the site’s space heating and hot water demand. to all
dwellings and achieve at least annual carbon dioxide emission savings of 138
tonnes CO2, equating to 19.5%, in regulated carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
over the Be Lean case.
iii. Installation of at least 223kWp solar PV system to each of the relevant Plots
(Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8), showing progress with the install capacities indicated
in the Energy and Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020).generate at
least 137.1MWh per annum and achieve at least annual carbon dioxide
emission savings of 31.94 tonnes CO2, equating to 5.6%, in regulated carbon
dioxide (CO2) emissions over the Be Clean case.
iv. Measures to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions associated with other
energy uses not covered by Building Regulations (un-regulated) should be
incorporated and maintained in the development in perpetuity as detailed in
the Energy and Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19 December 2019) and
Energy and Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020), both prepared by
Buro Happold Engineering.
When assessing the CO2 emissions savings provided by the low carbon energy
centre(s) under the second stage of the Energy Hierarchy (Be Clean), each non Reserved Matters Energy Statement shall use a minimum carbon intensity of ≤0.168 kg
CO₂/kWh (using SAP 10 carbon factors) or lower or as calculated based on the low
carbon solution approved under Part (B) for the heat delivered to each block within
the Plots by the low carbon energy centre(s), in accordance with the relevant Energy
or updated DHN information.
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the details so
approved.
Reason: To ensure that the dwellings within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, hereby approved are
energy efficient and to contribute to the avoidance of need for new fossil fuel or other
primary energy generation capacity and to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and
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to minimise the impact of building emissions on local air quality in the interests of
health, in accordance with policies 3.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6 and 7.14 of the London Plan 2016,
Policy E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July
2014), Royal Borough of Greenwich, Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) and the Mayor’s
Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014).
Condition 7
Energy Strategy (Non-residential)
A. Within three-months of the practical completion of the non-residential spaces
within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8, the following information shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority:
i. Efforts to achieve higher carbon dioxide emission savings onsite through beyond
best practice energy efficiency measures and prior to a renewable/low carbon
technology from the base build to at least achieve the minimum 15% reduction
target beyond Building Regulations Part L 2013 as well as achieve as a minimum
an onsite CO2 reduction of 35% (regulated) using SAP 10 carbon factors, shall
be investigated and evidence shall be provided.
ii. technical information and evidence that the renewable/low carbon technologies
are installed in accordance with Part (B) and, if appropriate, complies with the
Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECS) product criteria.
iii. Energy Performance Certificates [EPC’s], detailed modelling output reports
showing clearly the DER/ BER and TER from the “as built stage” to confirm
compliance with the carbon dioxide savings achieved through energy efficiency
measures and the energy servicing strategy approved under Part (B).
iv. Detailed thermal bridging calculations to aspire to comply to accredited
construction details or to reduce psi values as far as technically feasible to the
accredited performance.
B) Prior to the final completion of the non-residential spaces within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and
8, the approved non-residential spaces shall incorporate and maintain energy saving
measures and connection of all non-residential units to the energy centre that is
located in Plot 3 which interconnects with energy centre in Plot 5, comprising of 2
x 0.4MWthermal and 1.62kWe air source water based heat pumps and 3 x
1.45MW gas boilers and minimum 2 x 20m3 thermal storage, to provide
approximately 55% the space heating and hot water to achieve an overall reduction
in regulated CO2 emissions of at least 24% (equal to 5 tonnesCO2/yr) beyond
Building Regulations Part L 2013 (SAP10) through the following carbon emission
savings as detailed in the approved Energy and Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19
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December 2019) and Energy and Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020),
both prepared by Buro Happold Engineering.
C) Measures to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions associated with other energy
uses not covered by Building Regulations (un-regulated) should be incorporated and
maintained in the development in perpetuity as detailed in the approved Energy and
Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19 December 2019) and Energy and Sustainability
Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020), both prepared by Buro Happold Engineering.
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the details so
approved.
Reason: To ensure that the non-residential spaces within Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 hereby
approved are energy efficient and to contribute to the avoidance of need for new fossil
fuel or other primary energy generation capacity and to reduce emissions of
greenhouse gases and to minimise the impact of building emissions on local air quality
in the interests of health, in accordance with policies 3.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6 and 7.14 of the
London Plan 2016, Policy E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014), Royal Borough of Greenwich, Greener Greenwich SPD
(2014) and the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014).
Condition 8
Energy Centre
The 200sqm (gross internal area) sized energy centre located in Plot 3 hereby
approved shall be installed and operational prior to the first occupation of the
residential and non-residential units in Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 and shall thereafter serve
all residential and non-residential units within these Plots subject to the GSHP study
being proved unfeasible and unviable as per condition 6.
Reason: In the interest of securing the centralised energy centre for the detailed
component of the Masterplan site and its sustainable connection to the development in
accordance with policies 5.2 Minimise Carbon Dioxide Emissions, 5.3 Sustainable
Design and Construction, 5.6 Decentralised Energy: Heating, Cooling and Power, 5.7
Renewable Energy and 5.9 Overheating and Cooling of the London Plan 2016, policies
DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(July 2014), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014) and Greener
Greenwich SPD (2014).
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Condition 9
Energy Centres – District Heating
A. Prior to commencement of the relevant part (Plot 3) including residential and nonresidential spaces, the following details shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority:
i. Details of the plant room(s), including size, layout and location, size of boilers and
ASHPs and thermal stores (if available) or any other low carbon technology
proposed;
ii. Details of the technologies and equipment to serve the energy requirements of each
detailed plot, including technical information such as operational data and
operational performance, costs, monthly demand profiles for heating and hot water
demand, analysis used to determine size of the proposed technology, specification
and operation/management strategy; flue location, height and design;
iii. Details of the pipe network (including the size and route, flow and return
temperatures, total length of the heat network in metres (flow and return)
distribution and transmission, diagram route, total plant heating capacity, total heat
generated, total heat supplied to premises and how primary and secondary site heat
network losses have been minimised) for the connection of all residential and/or
non-residential elements into the site wide district heating network;
iv. Details of schematic of the site wide heat network showing all apartments and nonresidential units connected into it;
v. The method of how the facility and/or infrastructure shall be designed to allow for
the future connection of each plot within the detailed elements to the site wide heat
network and offsite heat network; floor plans showing the layout of the plant room
shall be provided;
vi. Details of the HIU including specifications, type and efficiency;
vii. Details and evidence to demonstrate that the district heating network shall be
designed in accordance with Heat Networks: Code of Practice for the UK and Heat
Trust Standards;
B. Details and evidence of a post-commissioning assessment, completed by an
independent assessor, for the hybrid ASHP/ gas boilers solution installed, certifying
that it has been well designed in line with items (i) to (viii), run efficiently, have
reliability of supply, a reasonable customer tariff and appropriate management and
maintenance arrangements are in place.
The allocated space(s) within each plot shall be constructed in accordance with the
approved details.
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Reason: To ensure that the allocated space for energy equipment within the relevant
plots are designed in a manner that ensures that the development contributes to
reducing the use of fossil fuel or other primary energy generation capacity, and to
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in accordance with policies 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 of
the London Plan 2016, policies DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (2014) and Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) or subsequent versions
of the above related documents.
Condition 10
Refuse/recycling
The construction of Plots 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 shall be carried out in strict accordance with
the hereby approved Waste Management Strategy Report (Reference CB/CC/P181495/01 Rev D), with the following details to also be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the first occupation of the relevant
part of the development:
- An Operational Waste Management Strategy to include details of the waste
collection strategy and specific role of the onsite Facilities Management Team;
- Safety measures required to ensure the effective collection of waste so as to not
conflict with the use of the development site or any surrounding uses, including
by pedestrians and cyclists;
The storage and recycling facilities shall in all respects be constructed in accordance
with the approved details, before the relevant part of the development is first occupied
and maintained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order that the Council may be satisfied with the details of the proposal and
ensure compliance with Policy 5.16 of the London Plan (2016), Policy SI 7 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed
Policies 2014.
Condition 11
Cycle Parking (Residential Uses)
Prior to the first occupation of the relevant Plot, the cycle parking facilities for that
Plot shall be provided in accordance with the hereby approved details and they shall
then be retained and maintained for the lifetime of the development.
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Reason: To promote sustainable travel and to ensure compliance with the London
Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) 2016 (or other such document that amends alters or
supersedes the LCDS), Policy 6.9 of the London Plan (2016), Policy T5 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and Policies IM4, IM(b) and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 12
HMP Sites Mitigation – Plots 3 and 4
The measures required to safeguard the security of, and to prevent overlooking from
Plots 3 and 4 into, the adjacent HMP sites shall be implemented in accordance with the
details shown on the hereby approved plans and Section 9.18 of the submitted Design
and Access Statement.
Prior to the first occupation of the relevant plot, evidence that the measures have been
implemented and are effective in preventing overlooking into the adjacent HMP sites
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in
consultation with the Ministry of Justice.
In the event that the Local Planning Authority considers that further measures are
required to safeguard the security and/or prevent overlooking from any part of the
relevant plot into the adjacent HMP sites, full details of such measures shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation
with the Ministry of Justice.
The mitigation measures shall be implemented in full accordance with the details so
approved prior to the first occupation of the relevant plot and retained and maintained
at all times for the lifetime of the development thereafter.
Reason: To ensure the proposed development reduces opportunities for criminal
behaviour and safeguards the security of the adjacent prisons and future occupiers of
the development in accordance with policy 7.3 of the London Plan 2016.
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Outline elements
Condition 13
Expiration of Planning Permission
1. Applications for approval of the reserved matters for the outline elements must be
made not later than the expiration of three years beginning with the date of the
grant of this outline planning permission.
2. The outline elements must commence not later than whichever is the later of the
following dates:i. The expiration of three years from the date of the grant of this outline
planning permission.
ii. The expiration of two years from the final approval of the reserved matters
or, in the case of approval on different dates, the final approval of the last
such matter to be approved.
Reason: To comply with Section 92 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (As
Amended).
Condition 14
Compliance with Documents/Drawings
Applications for approval of the reserved matters shall be submitted in accordance
with the approved documents and drawings listed below unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority:
a) Section 9 of Design & Access Statement Volume 1, dated 19.12.19 – Plots with
Matters Reserved, including Design Code; and
b) The following Plans: P0002, P0005, P0010, P0011, P0012, P0013, P0014, P0015,
P0030, P0031, P0035, P0036, P0040, P0041, P0045.
Reason: In the interests of good planning and to ensure that the development is carried
out in accordance with the approved documents, plans and drawings submitted with
the application and is acceptable to the Local Planning Authority.
Condition 15
Submission of Reserved Matters Details
No development of any phase or plot within the outline element of the development
hereby permitted shall commence until details of the following Reserved Matters for
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that phase or plot have been be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority:
(1) appearance
(2) landscaping
(3) layout
(4) scale
The development shall be carried out in full in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied with the details of
the proposed development.
Condition 16
Maximum Floorspace Restrictions
The maximum quantum for the outline elements of the application hereby permitted
within each respective use class shall not exceed the quantum listed below:
a) Residential Development - the total amount of residential development within Use
Class C3 (Dwelling Houses) shall be no more than 835 units;
b) Flexible Industrial Uses - the total Class B1c/B8 floorspace shall not exceed
3,211sqm (GIA);
c) Flexible Commercial Uses – The total Class A1, A3, A4, B1a, D1, D2 floorspace
shall not exceed 1,048 sqm (GIA).
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the
approved plans and drawings and does not have any effects which have not been
assessed in the Environmental Statement.
Condition 17
Residential Design Standards
Applications for approval of the reserved matters incorporating residential
development shall include a schedule to demonstrate how the residential units within
the relevant phase or plot have been designed to comply with the relevant design
standards set out in the Mayor of London Housing SPG (March 2016) (or such other
relevant standard).
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Reason: In order to ensure an appropriate living environment for future occupiers and
compliance with Policy 3.5 of the London Plan (2016), Mayor of London’s Housing SPG
(November 2016) (or such other relevant standard), Policy D6 of the Draft London
Plan (2019) and Policies H5 and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and
Detailed Policies 2014.
Condition 18
Housing mix/tenure split
Applications for approval of the reserved matters incorporating residential
development shall include details of housing mix and tenure split in substantial
accordance with the hereby approved Summary Tenure Split document (reference
0984-3AG P9004 Revision T).
Reason: To ensure there is a mix and size of dwellings to meet the future needs of
households and ensure compliance with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan (2016) Policy
H10 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policy H2 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 19
Energy Strategy
A. Notwithstanding the Energy and Sustainability Assessment Rev 07 (19 December
2019) and Energy and Sustainability Addendum Rev 01 (13 July 2020) both prepared
by Buro Happold Engineering, an Energy Strategy shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the commencement of
development on Plots 1, 5, 6 and 9. The Energy Strategy shall outline the measures
to be incorporated into the outline elements of the development, including both
residential and non-residential spaces, to demonstrate compliance with the zero
carbon standard and 35% CO2 emission reduction target for residential and nonresidential buildings, respectively, (regulated carbon dioxide emissions) above
Building Regulations Part L 2013or the relevant London Plan and Local Plan policies
and Building Regulations at the time of the submission of the relevant Reserved
Matters applications. Compliance with the emissions saving target may be shown
based on the calculation of carbon savings at the time that the phase is connected
to the onsite district heating network or low carbon energy from waste heat
network from Cory Riverside or alternative offsite low carbon heat network. The
Energy Strategy shall:
i. investigate energy efficiency measures to beyond best practice including waste
water heat recovery (WWHR) to minimise thermal bridging and maximise
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energy and carbon savings prior to incorporation of renewable/low carbon
technologies. The carbon emissions and associated savings at the Be Lean case
must be assessed and demonstrated against SAP 2012 emissions factors or the
relevant Building Regulations carbon emission factors applied at the time of the
submission of the relevant RMA.
ii. identify measures to reduce energy uses not covered by Building Regulations
(un-regulated);
iii. be based on connection of the residential and non-residential units to the onsite
energy centres located in Plot 5 to serve Plots 5, 6 and 9 and Plot 1, served by
gas boilers and Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHPs) or other alternative low carbon
source and renewable energy technology (ies) and secondary heat sources;
iv. maximise onsite renewable energy generation, subject to operational plant
requirements and overshadowing constraints, including a minimum 197kWpeak of
solar Photovoltaics;
v. investigate the reduction of the number of energy centres proposed in Plots 3, 5
and 1 and ways of reducing peak sizes of installed post-occupancy;
vi. provide the energy demand and ways to investigate its reduction;
vii. submission of the GLA’s Carbon Emission Reporting Spreadsheet Reporting
2020 version 1.2 or later, demonstrating the carbon dioxide emissions and
associated savings based on connection to the onsite DHNs or low carbon
energy from waste heat network from Cory Riverside or alternative offsite low
carbon heat network;
viii. a noise assessment regarding the operation of the technology (if applicable)
B. Within three-months of the practical completion of the relevant outline plot, the
following information shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority:
i. Energy Performance Certificates [EPC’s], detailed modelling output reports
showing clearly the DER/ BER and TER and FEES (for dwellings) from the “as
built stage” to confirm compliance with the carbon dioxide savings achieved
through energy efficiency measures and the energy servicing strategy approved
under Part (A) should be submitted for written approval by the Local Authority;
ii. Detailed thermal bridging calculations and ‘As Built’ SAP Thermal Bridging
modelling output reports to aspire to comply to achieved psi values of
construction details or to reduce psi values as far as technically feasible to the
accredited performance;
iii. technical information, evidence of commissioning and evidence that the
renewable/low carbon technologies are installed in accordance with Part (A)
and, if appropriate, comply with the Enhanced Capital Allowances (ECS) product
criteria should be submitted;
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C. Measures to reduce the carbon dioxide emissions associated with other energy uses
not covered by Building Regulations (un-regulated) approved under Part A should
be incorporated prior to occupation and maintained in the development in
perpetuity.
When assessing the CO2 emissions savings provided by the low carbon energy
centre(s) under the second stage of the Energy Hierarchy (Be Clean), each Reserved
Matters Energy Statement shall use a minimum carbon intensity of ≤0.180 kg
CO₂/kWh (using SAP 10 carbon factors0.168 kg CO₂/kWh or lower or as calculated
based on the low carbon solution approved under Part (A) for the heat delivered to
each block within the Plots by the low carbon energy centre(s), in accordance with the
relevant Energy or updated DHN information.
The relevant plot shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the details so
approved, and the necessary equipment to allow connection of each plot to the
interconnected energy centres served by a district heating system shall be installed and
operational prior to the first occupation of the relevant plot.
Reason: To ensure that the development hereby approved is energy efficient and to
contribute to the avoidance of need for new fossil fuel or other primary energy
generation capacity and to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and to minimise the
impact of building emissions on local air quality in the interests of health, in accordance
with policies 3.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6 and 7.14 of the London Plan 2016, Policy E1 of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), Royal Borough
of Greenwich, Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) and the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (2014) or subsequent adopted versions of the above related
documents.
Condition 20
Energy Centres – District Heating
A. Within six months of completion of the casting of ground floor on each block
within Plots 5 and 1 of the outline element including residential and non-residential
spaces, the following details shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority:
i. Evidence of investigation of technical feasibility and economic viability of heat
exported to neighbouring sites and briefings of discussions with sites in close
proximity;
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ii. Details of the plant room(s), including size, layout and location, size of boilers and
ASHPs and thermal stores (if available) or any other low carbon technology
proposed;
iii. Details of the technologies and equipment to serve the energy requirements of
each reserved matters application, including technical information such as
operational data and operational performance, costs, monthly demand profiles
for heating and hot water demand, analysis used to determine size of the
proposed technology, specification and operation/management strategy; flue
location, height and design;
iv. Details of the pipe network (including the size and route, flow and return
temperatures, total length of the heat network in metres (flow and return)
distribution and transmission, diagram route, total plant heating capacity, total
heat generated, total heat supplied to premises and how primary and secondary
site heat network losses have been minimised) for the connection of all
residential and/or non-residential elements into the site wide district heating
network;
v. Details of schematic of the site wide heat network showing all apartments and
non-residential units connected into it;
vi. the method of how the facility and/or infrastructure shall be designed to allow
for the future connection of each plot to the site wide heat network and offsite
heat network; floor plans showing the layout of the plant room shall be
provided;
vii. Details of the HIU including specifications, type and efficiency;
viii. Details and evidence to demonstrate that the district heating network shall be
designed in accordance with Heat Networks: Code of Practice for the UK and
Heat Trust Standards;
B. Details and evidence of a post-commissioning assessment, completed by an
independent assessor, for the hybrid ASHP/ gas boilers solution installed, certifying
that it has been well designed in line with items (i) to (viii), run efficiently, have
reliability of supply, a reasonable customer tariff and appropriate management and
maintenance arrangements are in place.
The allocated space(s) within each of the relevant Plots (within the outline elements)
shall be constructed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the allocated space for energy equipment within the relevant
plots of the RMAs are designed in a manner that ensures that the development
contributes to reducing the use of fossil fuel or other primary energy generation
capacity, and to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases in accordance with policies 5.3,
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5.5 and 5.6 of the London Plan 2016, policies DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014), the Mayor’s Sustainable
Design and Construction SPG (2014) and Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) or
subsequent versions of the above related documents.
Condition 21
Noise and vibration mitigation/testing (Plots 5 and 9)
Prior to the commencement of development of the relevant Plot (Plots 5 or 9) (other
than demolition, site clearance and ground works), an assessment of noise and
vibration levels affecting the relevant part of the development, shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The noise and vibration attenuation assessment shall include a detailed strategy
including appropriate mitigation measures required to protect the amenities of
residential units within Plots 5 and 9, including to ensure that internal noise levels
specified in table 4, section 7.7.2 of the current BS 8233:2014 (or the equivalent
relevant replacement standard at the time) are met in all residential units.
Individual noise events shall not normally exceed 45 dB LAFmax in bedrooms at night.
Noise from industrial sources affecting the residential part of the site, shall be also
considered in accordance with BS 4142:2014+A1:2019 (or the equivalent relevant
replacement standard at the time). The scheme of mechanical ventilation shall include
measures to consider the thermal comfort of occupiers in accordance with the
Acoustics & Noise Consultants AVO Residential Design Guide along with CIBSE
TM52.
The approved scheme of mitigation is to be completed prior to the occupation of the
relevant part of the development and a scheme for testing the internal noise
environment of the residential units, to demonstrate compliance with standards have
been met, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority and shall be permanently maintained thereafter. Testing will be in
accordance with the requirements of BS8233:2014 for internal ambient noise levels.
Any mechanical ventilation systems in residential premises shall meet or exceed the
specifications set out in Schedule 1, Part III, Clauses 6 and 7 of the Noise Insulation
Regulations 1975 with regard to acoustic performance and airflow rates. Alternative
schemes that meet the above noise and ventilation standards can be considered.
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Reason: To safeguard the amenities of future residents, neighbouring properties and
the area generally and to ensure compliance with Policy 7.15 of the London Plan
(2016), Policy D4 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policy E(a) of the Royal
Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies.
Condition 22
Noise and vibration mitigation/testing (Plots 1 and 6)
Prior to the commencement of development of Plots 1 or 6 (other than demolition,
site clearance and ground works), a noise and vibration attenuation assessment to
include an assessment (the scope having been agreed with the Local Planning
Authority) of the potential noise and vibration effects from the adjacent Stagecoach
bus depot (Plot 1) and the permitted industrial operations within Plot 6 shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The noise and vibration attenuation assessment shall include a detailed strategy
including appropriate mitigation measures required to protect the amenities of
residential units within Plots 1 and 6 and the operational requirements of the
permitted industrial uses, including to ensure that internal noise levels specified in table
4, section 7.7.2 of the current BS 8233:2014 (or the equivalent relevant replacement
standard at the time) are met in all residential units.
Individual noise events shall not normally exceed 45 dB LAFmax in bedrooms at night.
Noise from industrial sources affecting the residential part of the site, shall be also
considered in accordance with BS 4142:2014+A1:2019 (or the equivalent relevant
replacement standard at the time).
The approved scheme of mitigation is to be completed prior to the occupation of the
relevant part of the development and a scheme for testing the internal noise
environment of the residential units, to demonstrate compliance with standards have
been met, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority and shall be permanently maintained thereafter. Testing will be in
accordance with the requirements of BS8233:2014 for internal ambient noise levels.
Any mechanical ventilation systems in residential premises shall meet or exceed the
specifications set out in Schedule 1, Part III, Clauses 6 and 7 of the Noise Insulation
Regulations 1975 with regard to acoustic performance and airflow rates. Alternative
schemes that meet the above noise and ventilation standards can be considered.
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Reason: To safeguard the amenities of future residents, neighbouring properties and
the area generally, and to safeguard the future operation of SIL in compliance with
Policy 7.15 of the London Plan (2016), Policies D13 and D14 of the Draft London Plan
(2019) and Policy E(a) of Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
Condition 23
Refuse/recycling
Prior to the commencement of above ground works of the relevant Plot (Plots 1, 5, 6
or 9) (other than demolition, site clearance and ground works), full details of the
refuse storage, recycling facilities and refuse collection arrangements for the relevant
phase or plot shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning
Authority. Such details shall include but not be limited to:
- Separate storage areas for bulk storage and each waste stream;
- Turning areas to allow the refuse trucks to move in forward motion when
entering and exiting the road;
- Provision of bin storage for non-residential uses; Location of any communal
collection points;
- Details of any enclosures to be provided for all of the external communal
collection points;
- Details of management; arrangements for movement of refuse to any collection
points.
The storage and recycling facilities shall in all respects be constructed in accordance
with the approved details, before the relevant part of the development is first occupied
and maintained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order that the Council may be satisfied with the details of the proposal and
ensure compliance with Policy 5.16 of the London Plan (2016), Policy SI 7 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed
Policies 2014.
Condition 24
Cycle parking (Residential uses)
Prior to the commencement of above ground works development of the relevant Plot
(Plots 1, 5, 6 or 9) (other than demolition, site clearance and ground works), full
details of the location and type of facilities for parking of cycles within the relevant part
of the development for occupants and visitors shall be submitted to, and approved in
writing by, the Local Planning Authority.
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For the avoidance of doubt, the provision should be in accordance with the standards
within the London Plan and London Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) 2016.
The cycle parking shall be implemented in accordance with the details so approved
prior to the first occupation of the relevant part of the development and retained and
maintained thereafter.
Reason: To promote sustainable travel and to ensure compliance with the London
Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) 2016 (or other such document that amends alters or
supersedes the LCDS), Policy 6.9 of the London Plan (2016), Policy T5 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and Policies IM4, IM(b) and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Detailed and Outline elements
Condition 25
Phasing
The phasing of the development shall be carried out in accordance with the hereby
approved Masterplan Phasing Plan P0005. Prior to the commencement of each phase of
the Masterplan Phasing Plan, a detailed phasing plan for the purpose of the CIL
Regulations (2010) as amended, relating to each plot within that masterplan phase shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Phasing of the
development shall be carried out in accordance with such approved details.
The approved phases shall be separate chargeable developments for the purposes of
the CIL Regulations. Where development begins on any part of the site for which
reserved matters approval has been granted for chargeable floorspace, and where no
detailed phasing plan for that part of the site for the purpose of the CIL Regulations
has been approved, the phase will be assumed to be the part of the site subject to the
reserved matters approval granted in respect of that floorspace.
The ‘first permits’ date for each phase of the outline elements shall be the date on
which the final pre-commencement condition for that phase is discharged.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority need to be satisfied that the development of this
site is undertaken in a coherent and comprehensive manner, is developed within a
reasonable time-scale for the benefit of future occupiers and other residents of the
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area and for the purposes of Regulations 9(4) and 2(1) of the CIL Regulations (2010) as
amended.
Condition 26
Land Uses
The land uses in respect of this development shall be carried out in substantial
accordance with the layout of the development uses shown in the plans and drawings
hereby approved and as set out in the Environmental Statement dated January 2020
which includes:
Volume 1 – Main Text, Volume 2 – Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Volume
3 – Technical Appendices, Updated Chapter 18 - Summary of Effects and Mitigation
(May Update), Updated Chapter 19 - Summary of Residual Effects (May Update), June
DSO Response, Updated Chapter 10 - Ground Conditions and Contamination (July
Update), Updated Chapter 11 - Archaeology and Built Heritage (July Update), Updated
Chapter 17 - Cumulative Effects (August Update), Updated Appendix 5.1, Updated
Non-Technical Summary (July_Update), LT82% - Window Spec in response to DS07,
Applicant’s Response to LUC Draft Review Report of the Environmental Statement
(May 2020), Applicant’s ES Review Response to LUC FRR (28/07/2020), Chapter 11
Archaeology ES Addendum.
Reason: To ensure that the land uses within the development do not have any effects
which have not been assessed in the Environmental Statement.
Condition 27
Compliance with Environmental Statement
All relevant reserved matters applications and submission of details applications
submitted pursuant to the planning permission hereby approved shall be in substantial
accordance with the Environmental Statement dated January 2020 which includes:
Volume 1 – Main Text, Volume 2 – Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Volume
3 – Technical Appendices, Updated Chapter 18 - Summary of Effects and Mitigation
(May Update), Updated Chapter 19 - Summary of Residual Effects (May Update), June
DSO Response, Updated Chapter 10 - Ground Conditions and Contamination (July
Update), Updated Chapter 11 - Archaeology and Built Heritage (July Update), Updated
Chapter 17 - Cumulative Effects (August Update), Updated Appendix 5.1, Updated
Non-Technical Summary (July Update), LT82% - Window Spec in response to DS07,
Applicant’s Response to LUC Draft Review Report of the Environmental Statement
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(May 2020), Applicant’s ES Review Response to LUC FRR (28/07/2020), Chapter 11
Archaeology ES Addendum.
Reason: In order to ensure that the details of the development are within the
parameters assessed in the Environmental Statement and that the development is
carried out in accordance with the mitigation measures set out in the Environmental
Statement in order to minimise the environmental effects of the development.
Condition 28
Compliance with EIA mitigation measures
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the mitigation measures set
out in the Environmental Statement (January 2020) and further documentation listed in
condition 2, and whenever the Local Planning Authority is requested to approve a
variation to those mitigation measures or a non-material or minor amendment as
provided by planning procedures, it shall only do so if it is satisfied that the proposed
variation or amendment would not have any significant environmental effects which
have not been assessed in the Environmental Statement. All relevant reserved matters
applications and submission of details applications submitted pursuant to this planning
permission hereby approved shall be in accordance with the Environmental Statement.
Reason: To ensure that the details of the development are within the parameters
assessed in the Environmental Statement and that the development is carried out in
accordance with the mitigation measures set out in the Environmental Statement in
order to minimise the environmental effects of the development.
Condition 29
Environmental Impact Assessment
No amendments to approved plans will be accepted unless:
The Local Planning Authority first determines in writing that there is not likely to be
any additional significant negative environmental effect arising from the proposed
amendments in comparison with the plans already subjected to environmental impact
assessment and approved by this permission; or
The submission for amendment has been accompanied by a supplementary
Environmental Impact Assessment assessing the likely significant environmental effects
of the amendments proposed in comparison with the plans already subjected to
environmental impact assessment and the application has been appraised in accordance
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with the procedure set out in the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 2017 (as amended), as if the Regulations
applied to the application to amend under this condition as they would apply to an
application under Section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended).
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the
parameters assessed in the Environmental Statement, as may be modified by those
conditions which the Local Planning Authority considers necessary to secure a
satisfactory development and to ensure that amendments to the plans may be made
providing the proposed changes either do not give rise to additional likely significant
adverse effects in comparison with the plans authorised by this; or that prior to
approval such likely effects are subject to environmental assessment.
Condition 30
Town Centre Uses
The flexible commercial floorspace hereby approved shall at no time exceed the
maximum floorspace caps (GIA sqm) set out below:
- Retail (Class A1) 500sqm
- Cafes/Restaurants (Class A3) 400sqm
- Drinking Establishments (Class A4) 200sqm
- Offices (Class B1a) 400sqm
- Community (Class D1) 1,500sqm
- Leisure (Class D2) 200sqm
The flexible commercial units shall be implemented in accordance with the approved
plans and none shall be amalgamated or extended, including through the installation of
mezzanine floors, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to safeguard the vitality and viability of town centres, to provide a
mix of sustainable retail uses and to safeguard the amenities of neighbouring
properties, particularly residential properties and the area generally and to ensure
compliance with Policies 4.7 and 4.8 of the London plan (2016), Policy E9 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and Policy TC1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (2014).
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Condition 31
Removal of permitted development rights
Notwithstanding the provisions of The Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and reenacting that Order with or without modification), no part of the ground floor flexible
commercial uses as shown on the hereby approved drawing P0103 shall be used as a
dwellinghouse within Class C3 of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order
1987 (as amended).
Reason: In order to safeguard the loss of employment space, provide a mix of
sustainable uses and to safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area
generally and to ensure compliance with Policies 4.2 and 7.15 of the London Plan
(2016), Policy E1 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policies EA1, E(a) and E(c) of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 32
Materials
Notwithstanding the details shown on the plans hereby approved, prior to the
commencement of each relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site clearance
and ground works):
a) details and samples of the materials (where required) to be used for the external
surfaces of the buildings and hard surfaced areas shall have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority; and
b) details of the following features and elements of the scheme must be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority:
i. Brick bonding and brick, including banding and crown detail (annotated plans at a
scale of not less than 1:20 unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority).
ii. External windows, spandrel panels, balconies, doors, screens, louvres, grilles and
balustrading (annotated plans at a scale of not less than 1:10 unless otherwise
agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority).
iii. Depth of window and blind window reveals and soffits (annotated plans at a
scale of not less than 1:20 unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority).
iv. Rainwater goods (annotated plans at a scale of not less than 1:10 unless
otherwise agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority).
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v. Shop fronts, entrances and openings (annotated elevations and section details at
a scale of not less than 1:20 unless otherwise agreed in writing with the Local
Planning Authority).
The development shall be constructed and retained for the lifetime of the development
in full accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the external
appearance of the building(s) and to comply with Policy 7.4 of the London Plan (2016),
Policies DH1, DH(a) ad DH(e) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 33
Site Management Plan
Prior to the first occupation of any part of the development hereby permitted a site
management plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The plan shall include details for deterring antisocial behaviour and should
include, but not be limited to:
- Security measures including location of security/concierge office;
- Provision of a CCTV System to serve the development and which may also be
connected into the Council’s CCTV system and to include as a minimum; the
indicative number of CCTV cameras to be installed; the indicative location of any
cameras; and proposals for management and maintenance of the CCTV system
including the repair and renewal of cameras and associated equipment (including
not only details of physical management and maintenance of such CCTV system
but also a summary as to how such management and maintenance is likely to be
undertaken and funded);
- Details of who will have access to the identified outdoor zones and building
cores and floors;
- Points of access (for both the residential and non-residential components of the
scheme) and how access will be controlled;
- Measures and procedures to prevent antisocial behaviour and crime.
The plan and measures identified within it shall be fully implemented in accordance
with the approved details prior to the occupation of the development and shall be
retained for the lifetime of the development.
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Reason: In order to safeguard the general amenities of the local area, to ensure
compliance CH1 and OS(g) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 34
Secured by Design
The development hereby permitted shall incorporate security measures to minimise
the risk of crime and to meet the specific security needs of the development in
accordance with the principles and objectives of Secured by Design.
1. Prior to the commencement of each relevant phase or plot (other than demolition,
site clearance and ground works), details of these measures shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be
implemented in accordance with the approved details.
2. Prior to first occupation of each relevant phase or plot, a satisfactory Secured by
Design inspection must take place and a Secured by Design certificate for the
relevant phase or plot shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that Secured by Design principles are implemented into the
development in accordance with policies 7.3 of the London Plan (2016) and policy
DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 35
Roof apparatus
Prior to the commencement of the relevant part (other than demolition, site clearance
and ground works), detailed drawings of all roof plant and any associated enclosures
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
development shall be implemented in accordance with the details so approved.
No satellite antenna, apparatus or plant of any sort (including structures or plant in
connection with the use of telecommunication systems or any electronic
communications apparatus) shall be erected on the site or roof of any buildings unless
and until details of their size and location have previously been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
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Reason: To ensure that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the external
appearance of the building(s) and to comply with Policy 7.4 of the London Plan (2016),
Policies DH1 and DH(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 36
Land Contamination – Preliminary Risk Assessment
Prior to the commencement of each phase or plot (or such other date or stage in
development as may be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority), the
following components of a scheme to deal with the risks associated with contamination
of the site of that phase or plot shall each be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the Environment Agency:
1. A Preliminary Risk Assessment which has identified:
- all previous uses;
- potential contaminants associated with those uses;
- a conceptual model of the site indicating sources, pathways and receptors;
- potentially unacceptable risks arising from contamination at the site.
Should the Preliminary Risk Assessment identify the need for further investigation:
2. A site investigation scheme, based on (1) and designed to fully characterise soil,
groundwater, ground gas, NAPL, vapour and radiological contaminants, and
asbestos in soils to provide information for a detailed assessment of the risk to all
receptors that may be affected by development of that Phase or plot, including
those off site.
3. The results of the site investigation and the detailed risk assessment referred to in
(2) and, based on these, an options appraisal and remediation strategy giving full
details of the remediation measures required and how they are to be undertaken.
4. A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order to
demonstrate that the works set out in the remediation strategy in (3) are complete
and identifying any requirements for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages,
maintenance and arrangements for contingency action.
Any changes to these components require the express written consent of the Local
Planning Authority. The scheme shall be implemented as approved.
Reason: Potential sources of contamination associated with historical uses of the site
should be further investigated to ensure that there is not an unacceptable risk to
health and controlled waters in line with the aims of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF); and with Policies (E) of the Royal Borough of Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014); and the Mayor’s London
Plan(2016) Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous substances.
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Condition 37
Land Contamination – Verification Report
Prior to occupation of each phase of the development, a Verification Report
demonstrating completion of the works set out in the approved Remediation Strategy
in respect of that phase and the effectiveness of the remediation shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the
Environment Agency.
The report shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out in accordance
with the approved Verification Plan to demonstrate that the site remediation criteria
have been met. It shall also include a post-construction evaluation of the ground gas
regime and any plan (a long-term monitoring and maintenance plan) for longer-term
monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for contingency action,
as identified in the Verification Plan, and for the reporting of this to the Local Planning
Authority. The long-term monitoring and maintenance plan shall be implemented as
approved.
Reason: Should remediation be deemed necessary, the applicant should demonstrate
that any work has been carried out effectively and the environmental and health risks
have been satisfactorily managed so that the site is deemed suitable for use; in
accordance with the aims of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF); and with
Policies (E) of the Royal Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (2014); and the Mayor’s London Plan (2016) Policies 5.21
Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous substances.
Condition 38
Unsuspected Contamination
If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present
at the site then no further development in that phase (unless otherwise agreed in
writing with the Local Planning Authority) shall be carried out until a Remediation
Strategy detailing how this unsuspected contamination shall be dealt with has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved Remediation
Strategy.
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Reason: To ensure that environmental and health risks have been satisfactorily
managed so that the site is deemed suitable for use; in accordance with the aims of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF); and with Policies (E) of the Royal
Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014); and the
Mayor’s London Plan (2016) Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous
substances.
Condition 39
Piling Method Statement
No impact piling or any other foundation designs using penetrative methods shall take
place until a Piling Method Statement (detailing the depth and type of piling or other
foundation designs to be undertaken and the methodology by which such piling or
foundation designs will be carried out, including measures to prevent and minimise the
potential for damage to subsurface water infrastructure, the programme for the works,
sufficient information to demonstrate that there is no resultant unacceptable risk to
groundwater) has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority in consultation with Thames Water and the Environment Agency.
The piling shall be undertaken in strict accordance with the terms of the approved
Piling Method Statement and Piling Works Risk Assessment.
Reason: To ensure piling works taking place in made ground or contaminated areas do
not present a risk to groundwater within the underlying aquifers. To minimise
disturbance of any existing contamination and the protection of groundwater in the
underlying Aquifers; and to ensure underground water and sewerage utility
infrastructure are not damaged; and to ensure compliance with Policy 5.21 of the
London Plan (2016) and Policy E(e) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (2014); and the Mayor’s London Plan (2016) Policies 5.21
Contaminated Land and 5.22 Hazardous substances.
Condition 40
Foundation Works Risk Assessment
Prior to the commencement of each phase or plot (or such other date or stage in
development as may be agreed in writing with the Local Planning Authority), a
Foundations Works Risk Assessment in respect of that phase or plot detailing
foundation construction methods that are protective of controlled waters and human
health (ground gas/vapour) receptors shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
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The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved Foundation
Works Risk Assessment.
Reason: To ensure foundation works taking place in made ground or contaminated
areas do not present a risk to controlled waters receptors from contaminant or gas
migration due to piling and to ensure compliance with Policy 5.21 of the London Plan
(2016) and Policy E(e) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (2014); and the Mayor’s London Plan (2016) Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land
and 5.22 Hazardous substances.
Condition 41
Unexploded Ordnance
1. Prior to the commencement of each phase of development, a Preliminary Risk
Assessment to identify the risks associated with unexploded ordnance (UXO)
threat on the site in respect of that phase shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Any Preliminary Risk Assessment of UXO
hazards must be undertaken in compliance with current guidance for managing
UXO risks (e.g.C681). The investigation shall include, but not be limited to:
- Home Office WWII Bomb Census Maps;
- WWII and post-WWII aerial photography;
- Official Abandoned Bomb Register;
- LCC Bomb Damage maps;
- Information gathered from the National Archives at Kew;
- Historic UXO information.
2. Should the Preliminary Risk Assessment for a phase identify the need for further
investigation, the following shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority:
- A Detailed Risk Assessment and Intrusive UXO Survey, based on (1) to
characterise the site and; provide information for a detailed assessment of the
risk to all receptors that may be affected, including those off site.
- Following the results and outcomes of the Preliminary and Detailed Risk
Assessments, a Risk Mitigation Plan giving full details of the mitigation measures
required and how they are to be undertaken. This requires the provision of both
a Mitigation Implementation and Verification Plan.
- Details attaining to Operational UXO Emergency Response Plan; and UXO
Safety & Awareness Briefings – must also be provided.
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- The identified mitigation must be carried out in accordance with the approved
details.
3. On completion of the above (2) a final Verification Report is required to
demonstrate that the works set out in (2) have been completed, along with any
requirements for longer-term monitoring of risks, maintenance and arrangements
for contingency action.
Reason: To ensure that appropriate arrangements are in place in the event of the
discovery of UXO and to ensure that environmental and health risks have been
satisfactorily managed so that the site is deemed suitable for use; in accordance with
the aims of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF); and with Policies E(e) of
the Royal Borough of Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(2014); and the Mayor’s London Plan (2016) Policies 5.21 Contaminated Land and 5.22
Hazardous substances.
Condition 42
Archaeology - Public Engagement Framework
No development shall take place until details of the public engagement framework
pertaining to the sites geo/archaeological program of work have been submitted and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried
out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority wishes to secure public value in respect of the
site's geo/archaeological interest in accordance with the NPPF.
Condition 43
Archaeology – Written Scheme of Investigation
A) No development other than demolition to existing ground level shall take place
until the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) has secured the
implementation of a programme of geo/archaeological evaluation in accordance
with a Written Scheme of Investigation which has been submitted by the
applicant and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing and a report
on that evaluation has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority in writing.
B) Under Part A, the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) shall
implement a programme of geo/archaeological observation and
recording/evaluation in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation.
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C) No development other than demolition to existing ground level shall take place
until the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) has secured the
implementation of a programme of geo/archaeological mitigation in accordance
with a Written Scheme of Investigation which has been submitted by the
applicant and approved by the local planning authority in writing and a report on
that evaluation has been submitted to and approved by the local planning
authority in writing.
D) Under Part C, the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) shall
implement a programme of geo/archaeological mitigation in accordance with a
Written Scheme of Investigation.
E) The development shall not be occupied until the site investigation and postinvestigation assessment has been completed in accordance with the programme
set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation approved under Parts (A and C),
and the provision for analysis, publication and dissemination of the results and
archive deposition has been secured.
Reason: Heritage assets of archaeological interest may survive on the site. The planning
authority wishes to secure the provision of appropriate archaeological investigation,
including the publication of results, in accordance with Section 12 of the NPPF.
Condition 44
Archaeology - Foundation Design
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot, details of the foundation
design and construction method to protect archaeological remains shall be submitted
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority wishes to secure physical preservation of the
site's archaeological interest in accordance with the NPPF.
Condition 45
Flood Risk Assessment
The development shall be implemented in strict accordance with the Flood Risk
Assessment and Drainage Strategy (Waterman, December 2019, Document Ref:
WIE14145-100-R-4-5-1-FRA) and Flood Risk Assessment Addendum (Waterman,
September 2020, Document Ref: WIE14145-100-BN-7-1-3-FRAAddendum) hereby
approved for the lifetime of the development.
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Reason: To mitigate against the consequences and probability of flooding and to ensure
compliance with Policy 5.13 of the London Plan (2016) and Policies E2 and E3 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
Condition 46
Finished Floor Levels
The finished floor level for all sleeping accommodation must be set no lower than 4.05
metres above Ordnance Datum (mAOD).
Reason: To reduce the risk of flooding to the proposed development and future
occupants and comply with Policy 5.12 of the London Plan (2016), Policy SI 12 of the
Draft London Plan (2019) and E2 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 47
Flood Warning and Evacuation Plan
Prior to the first occupation of any phase or plot of the development hereby approved,
a Flood Warning and Evacuation Plan for that phase or plot, to include but not be
limited to flood evacuation and escape routes and signage within and outside of
buildings, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
The Flood Warning and Evacuation Plan and measures identified within it shall be fully
implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to the first occupation of
the relevant part of the development and shall be retained for the lifetime of the
development.
Reason: To minimise the risks of flooding to users of the development and to comply
with Policy 5.12 of the London Plan (2016) and E2 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
Condition 48
Waterproofing
Prior to commencement of the relevant phase of development, full details of the
waterproofing measures required to the lower ground/basement levels to prevent
groundwater flooding incidents, and of the flood resilience measures to be
incorporated into the ground floor commercial units, nursery, and residential
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entrances shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
The approved waterproofing and flood resilience measures will be implemented prior
to the first occupation of the development and retained and maintained thereafter.
Reason: To mitigate against the consequences and probability of flooding and to ensure
compliance with Policy 5.13 of the London Plan (2016) and Policies E2 and E3 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
Condition 49
Surface Water Drainage
Prior to commencement of the relevant phase of development, in accordance with the
submitted Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy (Waterman, December 2019,
Document Ref: WIE14145-100-r-4-5-1-FRA) and Flood Risk Assessment Addendum
(Waterman, September 2020, Document Ref: WIE14145-100-BN-7-1-3FRAAddendum), the detailed design of a surface water drainage scheme incorporating
the following measures shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority in consultation with the Lead Local Flood Authority:
- Further details on how SuDS measures at the top of the drainage hierarchy will be
included in the development, and how greenfield runoff rate will be achieved for
Plot 1.
- Further details on how SUDS measures will, as a minimum, reduce runoff to 50% of
the existing rate.
- Provide pre-development and post development runoff rates for the 1 in 1 year and
the 1 in 30 year storm events and post-development calculations for the 1 in 100
year storm event.
- Provide an updated drainage layout plan with details of the pipe sizes and the invert
levels of the piped network and the flow control devices and exceedance routes.
- Provide the attenuation capacity of the SUDS features at the detailed design stage.
- Update the drainage strategy with confirmation of the drainage preferred option
when the Belmarsh Ditch survey results have become available.
- Provide a site-specific maintenance plan which details a management and
maintenance schedule for the proposed SUDS features which reflects the detailed
design.
- Provide details of the flood resilient construction to be used on the site to mitigate
the risk of flooding from a breach of the Thames tidal defences and risk from sewer
flooding’
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- Provide details of the finished ground levels and proposed drainage features within
and adjacent to Plots 6, 7, 8 and 9 to address the Nathan Way overland flow route
to ensure any risk of flooding to the site is managed and flooding of Nathan Way is
not increased.
The approved scheme will be implemented prior to the first occupation of the relevant
part of the development.
Reason: To mitigate against the consequences and probability of flooding and to ensure
compliance with Policy 5.13 of the London Plan (2016) and Policies E2 and E3 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
Condition 50
Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP)
Notwithstanding the draft CEMP hereby approved, a final CEMP shall be produced in
consultation with relevant stakeholders, including the Ministry of Justice, and submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the
Ministry of Justice prior to the commencement of development.
The CEMP shall include all relevant mitigation measures identified in the Environmental
Statement, as well as measures for:
- Appointment of a Community Liaison Officer to maintain engagement between
the site manager, Royal Borough of Greenwich, relevant stakeholders and local
residents;
- Provision and location of welfare facilities, car parking, and loading/unloading
areas;
- Requirement for use of street sweepers;
- Recording and monitoring of recycling levels achieved on the site;
- Controlling construction noise and vibration in accordance with Chapter 6 of
the Environmental Statement;
- Controlling impacts from construction related activities permitted in the hour
prior to and after normal working hours;
- Maintaining hardcover over the site as appropriate during remediation;
- Confined spaces working;
- Safeguarding the security of the adjacent HMP sites;
- Working with radiological materials as appropriate;
- Embedded ecological mitigation, including clarification that any lighting used will
be shielded from spilling onto the adjacent SBIINCs which supports suitable
habitats for bats, clarification as to where off-site reptile receptor sites are, and
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on what basis these sites have been selected, clarification on a proposed
timeframe for when vegetation clearance will occur ( to ensure that it is within
the active season for reptiles) and clarification on the specific mitigation
measures that will be implemented during the works to protect water voles.
The development shall be implemented in full accordance with the details so approved.
Reason: To safeguard residential amenity, safeguard the security of the adjacent HMP
sites, protect areas of nature conservation interest and prevent adverse impact on air
quality within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) as required by Policies 7.14,
7.18 and 7.19 of the London Plan (2016).
Condition 51
Cranes
No cranes or scaffolding shall be erected on the site unless and until construction
methodology and diagrams clearly presenting the location, maximum operating height,
radius and start/finish dates for the use of cranes during the Development has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, the Local
Planning Authority having consulted London City Airport.
Reason: In order to safeguard the general amenities of the local area, in the interests of
aviation safety and to ensure compliance with Policy 7.13 of the London Plan (2016)
and Policy D11 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policy IM(d) of the Royal
Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
Condition 52
Bird Management Strategy
Prior to the commencement of the relevant plot (other than demolition, site clearance
and ground works), a detailed scheme for green and/or brown roofs and associated
aggressive bird management strategy has been submitted to and approved by the Local
Planning Authority in consultation with London City Airport. All green and/or brown
roofs should be designed to make them unattractive to birds so as not to have an
adverse effect on the safety of operations at London City Airport by encouraging bird
roosting and creating sources of food for birds, and thereby presenting a bird strike
threat to aircraft operating at the Airport.
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Reason: This site’s location is within London City Airport’s area of concern with
respect to bird strikes. Details provided have given insufficient certainty that there will
be no elevated risk to aircraft through bird strike.
Condition 53
Wheelchair Accessible Dwellings – M4(3)(2)(b)
a.

b.
c.

Prior to the commencement of the relevant plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of the wheelchair accessible dwellings
within that plot (totalling 17 across plots 2, 3, 7 and 8 and at least 10% across all
outline plots)that comply with Building Regulations 2016 (as amended)
requirement M4(3)(2)(b) ‘wheelchair user dwellings’ shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the
Council’s Housing Occupational Therapist.
The applicant must fit out the dwellings in accordance with the approved details
and as such to gain Greenwich Housing Occupational Therapist approval.
The development shall be carried out and retained for the lifetime of the
development in accordance the approved details.

Reason: To accord with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan 2016 as amended and Policy H5
of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
Condition 54
Wheelchair Adaptable Dwellings – M4(3)(2)(a)
Prior to the commencement of the relevant plot (other than demolition, site clearance
and ground works), full details of the wheelchair adaptable dwellings within that plot
(totalling 75 across plots 2, 3, 7 and 8 and at least 10% across all outline plots) that
comply with Building Regulations 2016 (as amended) requirement M4(3)(2)(a)
‘wheelchair adaptable dwellings’ shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority in consultation with the Council’s Housing Occupational
Therapist.
Reason: To accord with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan 2016 as amended and Policy H5
of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
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Condition 55
Wheelchair Adaptable Dwelling Marketing
a.

b.

c.
d.

Prior to the commencement of the relevant plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of the wheelchair adaptable unit
marketing strategy for that plot shall be submitted to, and approved in writing
by, the Local Planning Authority. The wheelchair adaptable dwellings shall be
marketed as such for a period of eight months.
On completion of the marketing period above, evidence of response to the
marketing strategy shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority in consultation with the Council’s Occupational Therapist.
Any allocated wheelchair adaptable units must comply with the provisions of
M4(3)(2)(a) wheelchair adaptable at final completion unless the units are not to
be occupied by wheelchair users.
If, after the end of the marketing period, the units are not to be occupied by
wheelchair users, they can be fitted in accordance with the provisions of M4(2).
Following c, details should be provided which outline how these units could be
re-converted to a fully accessible unit in the future.

Reason: To accord with policy 3.8 of the London Plan (March 2016) and policy H5 of
the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 56
Accessible and Adaptable Dwellings
a.

Prior to the commencement of the relevant Plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), drawings illustrating that all dwellings in the
relevant plot that are not provided in accordance with conditions 55 and 56 (i.e.
as units in compliance with either Building Regulation requirement M4(3)(2)(a)
or M4(3)(2)(b)) comply with Building Regulations 2016 (as amended)
requirement M4(2) ’accessible and adaptable dwellings’, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the
Council’s Housing Occupational Therapist.

b.

The development shall be carried out and retained for the lifetime of the
development in accordance the approved details.

Reason: To accord with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan (2016) as amended and Policy
H5 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies 2014.
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Condition 57
Accessibility – external
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of access arrangements for the relevant part
of the development for people with mobility difficulties in accordance with relevant
standards shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. For the avoidance of doubt this shall include large scale plans illustrating the
different gradients on all routes to and through the site.
The development shall be completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To facilitate the movement of those with mobility difficulties and to comply
with Policy 7.2 of the London Plan (2016), Policy D5 of the Draft London Plan and
Policy IM4 and IM(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (2014).
Condition 58
Hard and Soft Landscaping
Prior to the commencement of the relevant part of the relevant phase or plot (other
than demolition, site clearance and ground works), a detailed Landscaping Strategy for
that phase or plot, based on the principles secured within the Landscape Strategy
hereby approved, for all the hard and soft landscaping and external works on any part
of the phase or plot not occupied by buildings shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Landscaping Strategy will include details
of:
- Highways and all other external works for use by vehicles;
- Amenity areas and podium spaces – including details of measures to protect the
privacy of adjacent residential units;
- Soft plantings, including trees consistent with the hereby approved Tree Planting
Strategy (1517/023 Rev D), grass and turf areas, shrub and herbaceous areas;
their location, species (use of native species where possible), density and size;
- Means of enclosure;
- Public art;
- Playspace provision;
- Lighting;
- Street furniture (including waste bins);
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- Fixed seating (to be located in positions identified as suitable for sitting use in
the hereby approved Wind Microclimate assessment and to include details of
localized mitigation where required);
- Permeability of all hard surfaces;
- Materials; and
- Phasing of the works.
All hard landscaping works which form part of the approved scheme shall be
completed prior to first occupation of any part of the relevant phase in accordance
with the approved phasing details.
All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the landscaping scheme under part (a) shall
be carried out in the first planting and seeding seasons following the occupation of the
buildings or the completion of the development, whichever is the sooner. Any trees or
plants which within a period of 5 years from the completion of the development die,
are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be replaced in the next
planting season with others of similar size and species.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the details
and quality of the landscaping scheme, to ensure the development provides a high
quality environment for future occupiers and to comply with policies 7.2, 7.5 and 7.19
of the London Plan (2016) and DH1, OS(f) and OS(g) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (2014) and Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) or subsequent versions
of the above related documents.
Condition 59
Timing of Vegetation Clearance
All removal of trees, hedgerows, shrubs, scrub or tall herbaceous vegetation shall be
undertaken between September and February inclusive. If this is not possible then a
suitably qualified ecologist shall check the areas concerned immediately prior to the
clearance works to ensure that no nesting or nest-building birds are present. If any
nesting birds are present, then the vegetation shall not be removed until the fledglings
have left the nest.
Reason: All wild birds, their nests and young are protected during the nesting period
under The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
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Condition 60
External Lighting
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), details of an external lighting strategy for that particular
phase or plot shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
The details shall include:
- Details of the lighting fixtures and location;
- Hours of operation;
- Details of compliance with the Institute of Lighting Engineers guidance on
preventing light pollution.
The lighting strategy shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details
prior to the first occupation of the relevant phase or plot.
Reason: In order to achieve an appropriately lit and high quality public realm that
balances the requirements for safety and security with reducing light pollution in
accordance with policy 7.5 of the London Plan (2016).
Condition 61
Wayfinding
a. Prior to the first occupation of the relevant phase of the development hereby
permitted, details of the signage and wayfinding strategy encompassing the wider
area around the phase (to include but not be limited to improved way-finding to
Plumstead Rail Station, Plumstead High Street, the Ridgeway, Broadwater Green,
local community facilities, central park, green finger routes and bus routes as
appropriate) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, in consultation with Transport for London.
b. The agreed signage shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details
prior to first occupation of the relevant phase.
Reason: In order to achieve safe movement for pedestrians and in the interest of public
safety more generally and to ensure compliance with Policy 6.10 of the London Plan
(2016) and IM4, IM(a) and IM(b) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (2014).
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Condition 62
Play Space
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of the children’s play areas for that phase or
plot, including details of play equipment and safety measures shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The total play space shall provide a minimum provision as follows:
- 0-3 years (2,075.5sqm)
- 4-10 years (2,100.5sqm)
- 11-15 years (842sqm)
- 16-17 years (354sqm)
The location and layout of the play areas shall have regard to the hereby approved
sunlight assessments.
The play areas and play equipment shall be fully implemented in accordance with the
approved details prior to the first occupation of the relevant part of the development
and shall be retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order to ensure that sufficient on-site play facilities are provided for the
future occupiers of the development and to ensure compliance with Shaping
Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation SPG (2012), Policy 3.6 of the London
Plan (2016) and Policy H(e) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 63
Access to On-Site Amenity and Play Space
A. All future occupants of the development hereby approved shall have full access
upon occupation to the combined amenity and child play space identified for their
respective Block on the drawings hereby approved as listed in condition 2 for the
lifetime of the development; and
B. The whole of the amenity space (including roof terraces and balconies) as shown
on drawings hereby approved shall be fully implemented prior to the first
occupation of the relevant building and retained for the lifetime of the
development, for the benefit of the occupiers of the residential units hereby
permitted.
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Reason: In order that all future occupants have full and continuous access to the
amenity space and play space on-site, and to ensure compliance with Policy 3.6 of the
London Plan (2016) and Policies H5 and H(e) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (Adopted July 2014).
Condition 64
Wind Mitigation
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of the wind mitigation measures for that
phase of plot required to meet the relevant comfort and safety criteria as set out in
the hereby approved Wind Microclimate Assessment shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Evidence that the mitigation measures have been tested and are effective in achieving
the relevant comfort and safety levels shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority prior to the first occupation of the relevant phase or plot.
Reason: To ensure the areas of the proposed development are safe for pedestrians to
use and to comply with policy 7.7 of the London Plan (2016).
Condition 65
Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP)
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan for that
phase or plot, including mitigation measures during demolition (if required) and
construction, long-term design objectives, management responsibilities and
maintenance schedules for all landscaped areas including both residential and nonresidential components, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
Development proposals must ensure no net loss of biodiversity and wherever possible,
make a positive contribution to the protection, enhancement, creation and
management of biodiversity for the approved site and achieve or even exceed the
required Urban Greening Factor (UGF) score for the approved site
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The submitted report shall include:
A) Details of all features of ecological value on the site and setting out measures for
their protection during construction works. Any mitigation measures identified
therein shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
B) Detailed phase II roosting bats’ and nesting birds’ surveys which include: bat exit
/ re-entry and nesting bird checks as well as details of the sensitive lighting design
to mitigate for impacts of light-spill on bats;
C) Detailed phase 2 reptiles survey which includes geography, topography, habitats
and local records checks;
D) A method statement for the removal or long-term management /eradication of
invasive species on the site (if identified). The method statement shall include
proposed measures to prevent the spread of any invasive species identified
during any operations such as mowing, strimming or soil movement. It shall also
contain measures to ensure that any soils brought to the site are free of the
seeds / root / stem of any invasive plant covered under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981.
E) Details to protect the established vegetation from any damage that could be
caused during demolition and construction. All works should be undertaken by a
suitably qualified and experienced specialist contractor and should conform to
current industry best practice, i.e. BS 3998: 2010 ‘Tree Work Recommendations’. The details should ensure that existing commuting/foraging
routes utilised by bats and other wildlife (if identified) are maintained.
F) Details from a suitably qualified ecologist specifying how the landscape features
have been developed for biodiversity and ecological enhancement, are linked and
will become part of the wider green infrastructure as well as provide ecological
corridors for the local fauna. The mitigation and enhancement should include the
following:
i.
Native and/or nectar producing and/or deciduous plant and tree species
preferably of local provenance;
ii. Diversity grassland areas such as lawns with low growing native herbs,
unmown grass verges, wildflower mixes on amenity and recreational open
spaces and/or meadow areas;
iii. Dense areas of shrubbery;
iv. Habitat areas identified in the Greenwich Biodiversity Action Plan;
v. Living roofs and walls including extensive green roofs, brown roofs and
intensive green roofs compliant with GRO Green Roof Code (2014 or
subsequent version), substrate, vegetation and assessment of the
effectiveness of the living roof/wall as a source control mechanism and
interceptor for a Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS);
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vi. Provision of appropriate mitigation measures for the removal of the tree with
bat roost potential, including details of the number, location (including
eastings and northings) and design of the bird/bat boxes to be provided as
part of the development and bird and bat sensitive lighting;
vii. Details of the number, location (including eastings and northings) and design
of the bee brick or bee block to be provided as part of the development;
viii. Street trees;
ix. Artificial nesting and roosting sites (including insects and bird, bat and
hedgehogs’ boxes)
x. Additional bankside vegetation planting of the Belmarsh Ditches SBIINC to
mitigate for the loss of semi-natural habitats, in line with paragraph 14.7.34 of
the ES;
xi. mitigation for the potential disturbance of water voles, in line with paragraphs
14.7.35 and 14.7.36 of the ES.
Where habitats are created as mitigation for development, management plans for the
habitat shall also be provided detailing how the areas are to be managed in the longer
term. Once approved the mitigation and management plans shall be undertaken in
accordance with the approved details.
Evidence that the ecological measures approved under parts (A) to (F) have been
installed in accordance with the details above and confirmation of installation by the
suppliers should be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority prior to
first occupation of residential units within the relevant phase.
Reason: To ensure the protection of wildlife and supporting habitat and enhance the
nature conservation value of the site and character of the area, to prevent the spread
of invasive plants and to secure opportunities for the enhancement of the ecological
value of the site in line with London Plan policies 5.11 (Green Roofs and Development
Site Environs) and 7.19 (Biodiversity and Access to Nature) and Core Strategy policy
OS4 (Biodiversity), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014) and
Greener Greenwich SPD (2014).
Condition 66
BREEAM New Construction Standards
a) All non-residential elements of the development hereby permitted shall be built to a
minimum of BREEAM Excellent (or its successor) and make reasonable endeavours
to achieve Outstanding (based on the latest related BREEAM Technical guidance or
subsequent BREEAM version).
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b) No above ground development shall take place until a Design Stage assessment
(under the BREEAM or its successor) for the relevant part of the development has
been carried out and a copy of the summary score sheet and interim BREEAM
Certificate have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
c) Prior to first occupation of the relevant non-residential elements of the
development a copy of BREEAM Assessor’s completed Post Construction Review
(under BREEAM or its successor) shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority
and within 6 months of occupation the final certificates verifying that the agreed
standards have been met, with a copy of a signed legal green fit-out agreement
confirming that the approved non-residential units within each plot will be designed
to beyond best practice energy demand reduction measures, connect to the
approved development’s DHNs and incorporate energy efficient systems for heating
and cooling that will conform to the Energy Strategies approved as part of
conditions 6, 9, 10, 21, 22 and require tenant to incorporate water fittings to
achieve BREEAM Excellent standard for the ‘Wat 01’ BREEAM water category if not
installed by applicant shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.
Following any approval of a 'Post Construction Stage' assessment and certificate of the
non-residential spaces within each plot, the approved measures and technologies to
achieve the BREEAM Excellent or higher standard shall be retained in working order
for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In the interest of addressing climate change and securing sustainable
development in accordance with policies: 5.1; 5.2; 5.3; and 5.9 of the London Plan
(2016); and policies DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 67
Ultra-Low gas boilers dry NOx emission
Any gas boilers accommodated in the onsite plant room of Plots 1, 3 or 5 to serve the
energy requirements of the development should use Ultra-Low NOx boiler(s) with
maximum NOx Emissions that are compliant with or better than the NOx (<40mg
NOx/Kwh) benchmarks as set out at Appendix 5 of the Mayor’s Sustainable Design
and Construction SPG.
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Evidence to demonstrate compliance with these emission limits and ways identified to
meet these limits if installed gas boilers are found to exceed them shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority within three months of their
first operation.
Reason: In the interest of addressing climate change and to secure sustainable
development in accordance with policies 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 of the London Plan 2015, policies
DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(July 2014) and Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG, April 2014.
Condition 68
Overheating and Cooling
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), details of the dynamic thermal modelling on a range of
residential units and corridors of lower, middle and top floor and of different
orientations within each plot, using the guidance provided in CIBSE TM59 (for
residential) & CIBSE Guide A and TM52 (non-residential) under the CIBSE TM49
weather scenarios DSY1, DSY2 and DSY3 and Cooling Hierarchy, and demonstrating
how the relevant phase of the development performs against and even exceed the
overheating criteria, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The details of any additional measures to be incorporated into the
development to minimise the risk of overheating (without active cooling for residential
areas and efforts to achieve these without active cooling or significantly minimize need
for active cooling for non-residential) shall also be submitted and evidence that these
measures can and will be incorporated into the development if the dynamic thermal
modelling demonstrates that overheating would occur. Compliance with Building
Regulations Criterion 3 should be also demonstrated and the actual cooling demand
(kW/m2) (if required) should be demonstrated to be significantly reduced compared to
the notional.
The development shall thereafter be provided in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that each residential and non-residential unit is energy efficient and
to reduce the risk of overheating in line with policy 5.9 of the London Plan 2016, and
policies DH1 and E1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (July 2014) or subsequent versions of the above related documents.
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Condition 69
Water Efficiency
A. Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition,
site clearance and ground works), Water Efficiency calculations for that phase or
plot, prepared by a suitably qualified assessor, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority to demonstrate that the dwellings within
each plot have been designed to meet water efficiency standards with a maximum
water use target of 105 litres of water per person per day for the residential. If
water fittings are specified and installed by the applicant in non-residential areas they
will comply with BREEAM Excellent standard for the ‘Wat 01’ BREEAM water
category or the relevant water use standards in line with Building Regulations,
Mayor’s water saving targets and local requirements at the time of the submission of
the Reserved Matters application.
B. Prior to first occupation of the residential units within the relevant phase or plot,
evidence that the dwellings within that phase or plot have incorporated water saving
and monitoring measures in line with Part A shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
C. Prior to first occupation of the non-residential units within the relevant phase or
plot, evidence that the non-residential spaces have incorporated water saving and
monitoring measures that will prevent the undue consumption of water in line with
Part A shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
The water saving and monitoring measures so approved shall be retained for the
lifetime of the development.
Reason: To ensure the sustainable use of water, in accordance with the approved
sustainability statement and policy 5.15 of London Plan (2016).
Condition 70
Rainwater Recycling
A. Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition,
site clearance and ground works), a report on the feasibility of large scale rainwater
recycling system for irrigation requirements for each plot shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
B. Within six months of installation of the relevant large scale rainwater recycling
system, evidence of commissioning and evidence that the rainwater recycling system
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has been installed in accordance with the details approved under Part A should be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the details as approved, shall
be maintained as such thereafter and shall not be amended without the prior written
consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To reduce the amount of potable water consumed from the water mains
supply and contribute towards the sustainable use of water to comply with Policy 5.13
of the London Plan (2016) and Policy DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014) or subsequent versions.
Condition 71
CEEQUAL
The development should aspire to achieve the minimum of a CEEQUAL ‘Excellent’
standard (based on the latest related CEEQUAL Technical guidance, version 6, or
subsequent scheme).
Within 3 months of completion of the relevant part of development, a copy of the
verified certificate accompanied by a report on the current assessment shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Once all
relevant parts of the Development have been completed and assessed, a copy of an
aggregated certificate for the Developments CEEQUAL Assessment will be issued to
the Local Planning Authority for information.
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To comply with Policy 5.3 of the London Plan (2016) and Policy IM4 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014) or
subsequent versions.
Condition 72
BRE Green Guide
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), details demonstrating that all building materials to be
used on the development comply with the BRE Green Guide to Housing Specification
Categories A+ to D and aspire to comply with categories A+ to C shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. If the relevant part of the
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development falls below the D category, proposed measures will be identified to seek
to achieve the D category.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the details as approved
unless minor variations thereto are otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To comply with Policy 5.3 of the London Plan (2016) and Policy IM4 of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014) or
subsequent versions.
Condition 73
Noise and Vibration Management Plan
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot, a Noise and Vibration
Management Plan for that phase of plot shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The Noise and Vibration Management Plan shall
include but not be limited to further details of the mitigation measures set out in the
Environmental Statement Volume I: Chapter 6, and the draft CEMP, together with
details of:
-

Likely noise levels to be generated from plant;
Measures of minimizing the impact of noise and, if appropriate, vibration arising
from construction activities;
Predicted noise and, if appropriate, vibration levels for construction using
methodologies and locations agreed with the Local Planning Authority;
Procedures to be put in place where agreed noise levels are exceeded and when
complaints are received;
Where works are likely to lead to vibration impacts on surrounding properties,
including the adjacent prisons proposals for monitoring vibration and procedures
to be put in place if agreed vibration levels are exceeded. Note: it is expected
that vibration over 1mm/s measured as a peak particle velocity would constitute
unreasonable vibration.

In determining the acceptability of the method statement, the Local Planning Authority
shall make reference to: The Councils’ Construction Site Noise Code of Practice
http://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/downloads/417/pollution_control_construction_info
rmation_and_advice
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the details so approved.
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Reason: To safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area generally
and to ensure compliance with Policies 3.5 and 7.15 of the London Plan (2016), Policy
D14 of the Draft London Plan and Policies DH1 and E(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 74
Hours of Construction
The demolition, earth removal, piling work and any mechanical building operations
required to implement this development shall only be carried out between the hours
of:
Monday to Friday 8.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m.
Saturdays 8.00 a.m. - 1.00 p.m.
And not at all on Sundays and Public and Bank Holidays.
Reason: To safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area generally
and ensure compliance with Policy E(a) Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy
with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 75
Fixed Plant Noise
Prior to the installation of the relevant plant equipment an acoustic report shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The acoustic
report shall include details of the following:
- Survey of existing background/ambient sound level;
- Manufacturers noise specification (Sound power/Sound pressure level, octave
band spectral levels) of proposed plant;
- The proposed operational hours of the plant;
- Proposed mitigation measures to ensure the existing background sound level will
not increase when measured at one metre from the façade of the nearest noise
sensitive premises. In order to achieve this, the plant shall be designed/selected,
or the noise from the plant should be attenuated, so that it is 10dB below the
existing background level. The measurements and assessment shall be made in
accordance to the latest British Standard 4142:2014+A1:2019 (or most relevant
recent standard) and shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning
Authority;
- Supplementary Noise Assessment which is inclusive of 24hour Noise Survey of
Road Traffic and Impact Assessment of surrounding External Plant
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The noise from any plant or equipment such as air handling units, boilers, lifts,
mechanical ventilation etc. which forms part of the development shall not cause the
existing background noise level to increase when measured at one metre from the
façade of the nearest noise sensitive premises. In order to achieve this, the plant shall
be designed/selected, or the noise from the plant should be attenuated, so that the
noise level from the plant is 10dB or more below the existing representative
background noise level (LA90 15min) (or prevailing standard), which should be
determined in accordance with the Standard.
The approved measures shall be implemented prior to operation of the relevant plant
and permanently maintained thereafter.
Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory appearance to the development to safeguard
the amenities of neighbouring properties and the area generally, to prevent ‘ambient
noise creep’ and to ensure compliance with Policies 3.5 and 7.15 of the London Plan
(2016), Policy D14 of the Draft London Plan and Policies DH1 and E(a) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014)
Condition 76
Acoustic glazing specification/mechanical ventilation
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of a scheme of acoustic window insulation and
mechanical ventilation for that phase or plot, as proposed in Chapter 6 of the
Environmental Statement, to be installed to achieve standards set out in BS 8233:1999
(namely a minimum of 45dBLaeqT for living rooms and 35dBLaeqT for bedrooms) shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme
of mechanical ventilation shall include measures to ensure the thermal comfort of
occupiers in accordance with CIBSE TM52. Other necessary mitigation measures shall
include an air pollution information pack for each residential unit detailing the
operation and necessity of the installed mechanical ventilation. All works forming part
of the approved scheme shall be completed in accordance with the details so approved
before the relevant part of the development is occupied.
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenities of residential properties and ensure
compliance with Policy 7.15 of the London Plan (2016) and Policy E(a) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
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Condition 77
Commercial uses – hours of operation and deliveries
Prior to the commencement of use of any of the commercial uses hereby permitted,
full details of hours of operation including but not limited to time of receiving deliveries
or servicing shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The uses shall thereafter be carried out in strict accordance with the
approved details.
Reason: To safeguard the amenities of neighbouring properties, particularly residential
properties and the area generally and to ensure compliance with Policy 7.15 of the
London Plan (2016) and Policies E(c) and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 78
Sound Insulation
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), a detailed scheme of sound insulation measures for all
divisions (walls/floors/ceilings) separating non-residential/residential areas or between
units in that phase or plot shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The scheme of sound insulation measures shall be prepared by a
suitably qualified consultant/engineer and shall demonstrate that the proposed sound
insulation will achieve a level of protection which is at least +5dB above the Approved
Document E standard (Dwelling houses and flats) for airborne sound insulation and 5dB for impact sound insulation (or prevailing standard). The measurements and
assessment shall be made in accordance to the latest British Standard 8233:2014 (or
most relevant recent standard). The approved scheme shall be implemented prior to
first occupation of the relevant phase and be permanently retained thereafter.
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenities of occupants of the residential properties
and to ensure compliance with Policies 3.5 and 7.15 of the London Plan (2016), Policy
D14 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policies DH1 and E(a) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 79
Air Quality and Dust Management Plan
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot, an Air Quality and Dust
Management Plan for that phase or plot shall be submitted to and approved in writing
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by the Local Planning Authority. The Air Quality and Dust Management Plan will
include further details of the mitigation measures set out in Environmental Statement
Volume I: Chapter 7 and Appendix 7.1 (Section A10).
This should include a risk assessment and a method statement in accordance with the
control of dust and emissions from Construction and Demolition Best Practice
Guidance published by the Greater London Authority (or prevailing standard) and the
following details:
• Proposals for monitoring dust / particulates and procedures to be put in place
where agreed dust / particulates levels are exceeded;
• A dust risk assessment shall be undertaken; to include dust suppression methods
to be used including details of equipment during the different stages of the
development;
• Site plan identifying location of site entrance, exit, wheel washing, hard standing
hoarding (distinguishing between solid hoarding and other barriers such as heras
and monarflex sheeting), stock piles, dust suppression, location of water supplies
and location of nearest neighbouring receptors;
• Confirmation if a mobile crusher will be used on site and if so, a copy of the
permit and indented dates of operation;
• Bonfire policy;
• A demolition asbestos survey;
• Proposals for monitoring dust and preventing or controlling unacceptable
releases, including asbestos;
• Wheel washing facilities, location and facilities for discharging the water;
• Mitigation of water quality impacts, particularly from dust suppression and wheel
washing (in consultation with Thames Water);
• Details of liaison with other high risk construction sites within 200m of the site
boundary to ensure plans are co-ordinated and dust and particulate matter
emissions are minimised.
Reference shall be made to:
• The Mayor of London’s ‘The control of dust and emissions from construction
and demolition’ Supplementary Planning Guidance
https://www.london.gov.uk/file/18750/download?token=zV3ZKTpP
• BRE four part Pollution Control Guide, Part 1 Pre-project planning and effective
management; ‘Controlling particles, vapour and noise pollution from
construction sites’; or
• relevant prevailing standards.
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The development shall be implemented in accordance with the details so approved.
Reason: To protect local air quality and safeguard the amenities of residential
properties and ensure compliance with Policies 5.3 and 7.14 of the London Plan (2016);
Policy SI1 of the Draft London plan (2019) and Policies H5, E(a) and E(c) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies 2014.
Condition 80
Vehicle Emissions
All Heavy Duty Vehicles associated with the demolition and construction phases of the
development hereby approved shall be compliant with Euro VI/6 emissions standards.
Reason: To protect local air quality and minimise the impacts from vehicle pollution to
human health and the environment in accordance with Policy 7.15 of the London Plan
(2016) Policy D14 of the Draft London plan (2019) and Policy DH(k) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 81
Non Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM)
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot, details of all plant and
machinery to be used at the demolition and construction phases for that phase or plot
must be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.
Evidence is required to meet Stage IIIA of EU Directive 97/68/ EC for both NOx and
PM. All Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) and plant to be used on the site of net
power between 37kW and 560 kW has been registered at http://nrmm.london/. Proof
of registration must be submitted to the Local Planning Authority prior to the
commencement of any works on site.
The NRMM used during the demolition and construction phases [as detailed above]
must be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
An inventory of all Non-Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) must be kept on site during
the course of the demolitions, site preparation and construction phases. All machinery
should be regularly serviced, and service logs kept on site for inspection. Records
should be kept on site which details proof of emission limits for all equipment. This
documentation should be made available to local authority officers as required until
development completion.
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Reason: To protect local air quality and to safeguard the amenities of neighbouring
properties and the area generally and to ensure compliance with Policy 7.15 of the
London Plan (2016) Policy D14 of the Draft London plan (2019) and Policy DH(k) of
the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 82
Mechanical ventilation / Odour assessment
Prior to the commencement of the relevant part, details for the installation of
mechanical ventilation equipment or other plant associated with the commercial units
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
No use within Classes A3 or A4 shall commence until full details of any mechanical
ventilation or other plant associated with the commercial operation of the building
(including details of external appearance) have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Details should include full specifications of all filtration, deodorising systems, noise
output and termination points. Particular consideration should be given to the highlevel discharge of kitchen extract air/ the discharge of toxic or odoriferous extract air
where a high level of discharge is usually essential.
The approved scheme shall be completed prior to occupation of the relevant part of
the development and shall be permanently maintained thereafter. Reference shall be
had to Guidance on the Control of Odour and Noise from Commercial Kitchen
Exhaust Systems published by DEFRA
(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69280/p
b10527-kitchen-exhaust-0105.pdf) (or prevailing standard).
Reason: In order to safeguard the amenities of residential properties and ensure
compliance with Policy 7.15 of the London Plan (2015) and Policy E(a) of the Royal
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 83
Boiler Plant Air Quality Assessment
In the event that the selected gas boiler plant is exempt from a Medium Combustion
Plant Directive (MCPD) permit, an air quality assessment and dispersion modelling
exercise shall be undertaken, submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
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Planning Authority prior to installation of the relevant plant to demonstrate that there
will be no significant impact upon local air quality.
Reason: To protect local air quality and the environment in accordance with Policy
7.15 of the London Plan (2016) Policy D14 of the Draft London plan (2019) and Policy
DH(k) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 84
Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP)
No phase or plot of the development hereby permitted shall be occupied until a
Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP) for that phase or plot has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with Transport for
London.
The DSP shall cover the following items:
- Deliveries and collections;
- Servicing trips (including maintenance) with the aim of reducing the impact of
servicing activity;
- Details for management and receipt of deliveries for the residential properties;
- Cleaning and waste removal, including arrangements for refuse collection; and
- Monitoring and review of operations.
No loading or unloading of vehicles arriving at, or departing from, the site shall be
carried out except within the designated (on street or off street) loading areas as
approved. The approved DSP shall be implemented in full accordance with the
approved details from the first occupation of the relevant phase or plot of the
development and shall be adhered to for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order to safeguard residential amenity and pedestrian and traffic safety and
ensure compliance with Policy 6.3 of the London Plan (2016) and Policies E(c), IM4 and
IM(a) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 85
Active Travel Zone Assessment
A. Prior to the commencement of the development, an Active Travel Zone
Assessment, in accordance with the aims of Healthy Streets for London, shall be
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with
Transport for London.
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B. The measures contained in the details approved under part (a) shall be implemented
prior to the first occupation of the development and retained and maintained for
the lifetime of the development.
Reason: To promote healthy and active lifestyles in accordance with Policies 3.2 and
7.1 of the London Plan (2016) and Policy CH2 of Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014)
Condition 86
Demolition / Construction Travel Plan
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot of the development hereby
approved, a detailed site specific Demolition / Construction Travel Plan for that phase
or plot incorporating measures to promote and maximise the use of sustainable travel
(including public transport, walking and cycling) and monitoring arrangements for the
construction of the development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The Travel Plan shall in all respects be implemented in
accordance with the details approved pursuant to this condition.
Reason: To promote sustainable travel, safeguard residential amenity and pedestrian
and traffic safety and ensure compliance with Policy 6.3 of the London Plan (2016),
Policy T4 of the Draft London Plan and Policies E(c) and IM4 of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 87
Demolition/Construction Logistics Plan
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot of the development hereby
approved, a detailed Construction Logistics Plan (CLP) for that phase or plot shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation
with Transport for London and the Ministry of Justice. The CLP shall include (but not
be limited to) details of the access route for vehicles involved in construction of the
development, the expected number of construction vehicles generated by the site, the
impact upon the highway network, the level and location of car parking for
construction workers and measures to dissuade construction workers from parking in
the vicinity of the development.
The development shall in all respects be implemented in accordance with the details
approved pursuant to this condition.
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Reason: In order to safeguard pedestrian and traffic safety, to safeguard the effective
movement of vehicles to and from the adjacent HMP sites, and to ensure compliance
with Policy 6.3 of the London Plan (2016), Policy T4 of the Draft London Plan and
Policies E(c) and IM4 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (2014).
Condition 88
Traffic Management Plan
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot of the development hereby
approved, a Traffic Management Plan for that phase or plot shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with Transport for
London and the Ministry of Justice. The Traffic Management Plan shall demonstrate
how safe and secure pedestrian, cyclist and vehicular access will be maintained
throughout the relevant demolition and construction phases.
The development shall in all respects be implemented in accordance with the details
approved pursuant to this condition.
Reason: In order to safeguard pedestrian and traffic safety, to safeguard the effective
movement of vehicles to and from the adjacent HMP sites, and to ensure compliance
with Policy 6.3 of the London Plan (2016), Policy T4 of the Draft London Plan and
Policies E(c) and IM4 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (2014).
Condition 89
Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot of the development hereby
approved, a Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP) for that phase or plot shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The SWMP shall
include full details of the following:
- Identification of the likely types and quantities of waste to be generated
(including waste acceptance criteria testing to assist in confirming appropriate
waste disposal options for any contaminated materials);
- Identification of waste management options in consideration of the waste
hierarchy, on and offsite options, and the arrangements for identifying and
managing any hazardous wastes produced;
- A plan for efficient materials and waste handling taking into account constraints
imposed by the application site;
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- Targets for the diversion of waste from landfill;
- Identification of waste management sites and contractors for all wastes, ensuring
that contracts are in place and emphasising compliance with legal responsibilities;
- Details of transportation arrangements for the removal of waste from the site;
and
- A commitment to undertaking waste audits to monitor the amount and type of
waste generated and to determine if the targets set out in the SWMP have been
achieved.
The demolition and construction operations associated with the phase or plot shall be
carried out in strict accordance the approved SWMP.
Reason: To ensure that construction waste is appropriately managed during the
construction phases and to mitigate the impact of waste on the environment in
accordance with policy 5.16 of the London Plan (2016), Policy SI 7 of the Draft London
Plan (2019) and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed Policies
2014.
Condition 90
Car Parking
Car parking shall be provided in accordance with the following ratios and amounts:
- A ratio of up to 0.3 spaces per dwelling unit
The car parking spaces provided for the residential units shall be provided prior to the
occupation of any dwelling within the relevant part of the development and maintained
solely for that purpose and no development, whether or not permitted by the Town
and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any order
revoking and re-enacting that order with or without modification) shall be carried out
so as to interfere with such use of the parking.
Reason: To ensure that the amount of parking provided on site complies with the
amount of parking assessed in the Transport Assessment and in the interest of general
traffic and safety an in compliance with Policy 6.13 of the London Plan (2016), Policy
T6 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policy IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
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Condition 91
Disabled Parking
A minimum of 3% of the total parking bays for the development hereby approved shall
be provided as being suitable for wheelchair users prior to the first occupation of the
relevant part of the development hereby permitted and no development, whether or
not permitted by the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development)
Order 2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that order with or without
modification) shall be carried out so as to interfere with such use of the parking.
Reason: In order to safeguard the safety and amenity of users of surrounding roads and
footways and ensure compliance with Policy 6.13 of the London Plan (2016), Policy T6
of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policy IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 92
Car Park Management Plan
The relevant phase or plot of the development hereby approved shall not be occupied
until a Car Park Management Plan for that phase or plot has been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The Car Park Management Plan
must include at least the following details:
i. Details of the layout and controls of means of entry to the car park and secure
cycle storage areas.
ii. The proposed allocation of and arrangements for the management of parking
spaces including disabled parking bays serving the residential development and
further spaces that could be brought into such use.
iii. Conditions of use and monitoring of the residential and non-residential parking to
be provided as well as the on-street visitor parking, disabled parking, car club bays
and Blue Badge parking.
iv. The provision of Electric Vehicle Charging Points (EVCP) including both active and
passive provision in accordance with adopted London Plan Guidance including
how passive provision will be brought to active use.
v. The enforcement of unauthorised parking.
vi. The safety and security measures to be incorporated within the development to
ensure the safety of car/cycle parking areas.
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The Car Park Management Plan as approved shall be implemented prior to occupation
of the relevant part of the Development and shall thereafter be retained and
maintained in accordance with the approved details for the lifetime of the
development.
Reason: To ensure safe and secure off-street parking is maintained and managed to the
satisfaction of the Council and to ensure compliance with Policy 6.13 of the London
Plan (2016), Policy T6 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policies IM4 and IM(c) of
the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 93
On Street Parking/Servicing
Details of all on-street parking including servicing and loading bays, parking reserved
for Blue Badge holders and a minimum of 4 car club bays (plus 10 safeguarded for
future use) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority prior to the construction of the relevant part of the development. The
details shall include a review of the requirement for a loading bay on Nathan Way and
the use of inset bays that can be used for pedestrian movement when not in use by
vehicles.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details and
thereafter the spaces shall be retained for the lifetime of the development. No
development, whether or not permitted by the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that
order with or without modification) shall be carried out so as to interfere with such
use of the parking.
Reason: To ensure that adequate street parking is maintained, to encourage sustainable
modes of transport and safeguard the safety and amenity of users of the surrounding
roads and footways in compliance with Policy 6.13 of the London Plan (2016), Policy
T4, T6 and T7 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policies DH1 and IM(c) of the
Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 94
Traffic Calming
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot of the development hereby
approved (other than demolition, site clearance and ground works), full details of
proposed arrangements for the management of vehicular traffic, pedestrians and
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cyclists, including traffic calming measures, road markings, signage, street lighting,
highways drainage, location of highways trees (including size and species) and visibility
splays within the relevant part of the development shall be submitted to and approved
in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details and
retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order to maintain safety for all road users and to ensure compliance with
Policy 6.3 of the London Plan (2016).
Condition 95
Residential Travel Plan
a) The relevant part of the development hereby approved shall not be occupied
until such time as a detailed site specific Residential Travel Plan, in accordance
with Transport for London’s document ‘Travel Planning for New Development
in London’ has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The development shall operate in full accordance with all measures
identified within the Travel Plan from first occupation.
b) The Travel Plan shall specify initiatives to be implemented by the development to
promote and maximise the use of sustainable travel to and from the site by a
variety of non-car means (including public transport, walking and cycling), shall
set targets and shall specify a monitoring and review mechanism to ensure
compliance with the Travel Plan objectives.
c) Within the timeframe specified by (a) and (b), evidence shall be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority to demonstrate compliance with the monitoring and
review mechanisms agreed under parts (a) and (b).
The Travel Plan shall in all respects be implemented in accordance with the details
approved pursuant to this condition.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the
practicality, viability and sustainability of the Travel Plan for the site and to promote
sustainable travel in accordance with Policy 6.13 and 7.14 of the London Plan (2016),
Policies T6 and SI1 of the Draft London Plan and Policy IM4 of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
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Condition 96
Framework Commercial Travel Plan
a) The relevant part of the development hereby approved shall not be occupied
until such time as a detailed site specific Framework Commercial Travel Plan for
that part, in accordance with Transport for London’s document ‘Travel Planning
for New Development in London’ has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall operate in full
accordance with all measures identified within the Travel Plan from first
occupation.
b) The Travel Plan shall specify initiatives to be implemented by the development to
promote and maximise the use of sustainable travel to and from the site by a
variety of non-car means (including public transport, walking and cycling), shall
set targets and shall specify a monitoring and review mechanism to ensure
compliance with the Travel Plan objectives.
c) Within the timeframe specified by (a) and (b), evidence shall be submitted to the
Local Planning Authority to demonstrate compliance with the monitoring and
review mechanisms agreed under parts (a) and (b).
The Travel Plan shall in all respects be implemented in accordance with the details
approved pursuant to this condition.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the
practicality, viability and sustainability of the Travel Plan for the site and to promote
sustainable travel in accordance with Policy 6.13 and 7.14 of the London Plan (2016),
Policies T6 and SI1 of the Draft London Plan and Policy IM4 of the Royal Greenwich
Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
Condition 97
Wastewater Network Investigations
Prior to the first occupation of the relevant phase or plot of the development,
confirmation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority that:
1. Capacity exists off site to serve the wastewater requirements of that phase or plot;
or
2. A housing and infrastructure phasing plan has been agreed with Thames Water in
respect of the phase or plot. Where a housing and infrastructure phasing plan is
agreed, no occupation shall take place other than in accordance with the agreed
housing and infrastructure phasing plan; or
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3. All wastewater network upgrades required to accommodate the additional flows
from the phase or plot have been completed.
Reason: Network reinforcement works may be required to accommodate the
proposed development. Any reinforcement works identified will be necessary in order
to avoid flooding and/or potential pollution incidents.
Condition 98
Water Network Investigations
Prior to the first occupation of the relevant phase or plot of the development,
confirmation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority that:
a) all water network upgrades required to accommodate the additional flows from the
phase or plot have been completed; or
b) a housing and infrastructure phasing plan has been agreed with Thames Water to
allow additional properties to be occupied. Where a housing and infrastructurephasing plan is agreed no occupation shall take place other than in accordance with
the agreed housing and infrastructure-phasing plan.
Reason: The development may lead to no / low water pressure and network
reinforcement works are anticipated to be necessary to ensure that sufficient capacity
is made available to accommodate additional demand anticipated from the new
development.
Condition 99
Water Capacity
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot of development, impact
studies for that phase of the existing water supply infrastructure shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority (in consultation with Thames
Water). The studies should determine the magnitude of any new additional capacity
required in the system and a suitable connection point associated with the
corresponding phase of development.
Reason: To ensure that the water supply infrastructure has sufficient capacity to cope
with the additional demand.
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Condition 100
Design of Residential Entrances
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details relating to the design of the residential
entrances in that phase or plot including entrance doors, gates, entry control systems,
the display of postal numbers, and the letter box facility, including its position shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The development shall be fully implemented in accordance with the approved details
prior to the occupation of the relevant part of the development and shall be retained
thereafter for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied with the external
appearance of the entrances to be ‘tenure blind’ and contribute to social inclusion, and
to ensure compliance with Policies 3.5 and 7.6 of the London Plan (2016) and Policies
H5 and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Plans
(2014).
Condition 101
Internal Finishes
Upon first occupation of a residential unit, the internal surfaces of living rooms and
bedrooms shall be finished so: ceilings with white paint (a reflectance of at least 85%);
walls with pale cream or white paint (a reflectance of at least 80%); and floors covered
with light-wood veneer or light-coloured carpet (a reflectance of at least 40%) to
ensure they match the values used in the relevant Daylight and Sunlight Assessment.
Reason: To ensure the provision of good quality residential accommodation in
accordance with policy H5 of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with
Detailed Plans (2014).
Condition 102
Permitted Development Rights
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 2015 (as amended), or any Order amending, revoking or reenacting that Order, no building or structures within Schedule 2, Part 1, Classes A-H
shall be erected or carried out to any dwelling house, no additional plumbing or pipes,
other than those shown on the approved plans shall be fixed on the external elevations
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of any building, no windows (or other openings) shall be constructed on any elevation
of any building, and no satellite dishes shall be installed on the elevations of any building
hereby permitted without the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the Local Planning Authority is satisfied with the external
appearance of the buildings, and in the interests of amenity and privacy of adjoining
properties and to ensure compliance with Policy 3.5 of the London Plan (2016) Policy
D4 of the Draft London Plan (2019) and Policy DH1 of the Royal Borough of
Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (July 2014).
Condition 103
HMP Sites Mitigation – Plot 5
Prior to the commencement of development of Plot 5 (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), full details of the measures required to safeguard the
security of, and to prevent overlooking from that plot into, the adjacent HMP sites
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in
consultation with the Ministry of Justice.
Prior to the first occupation of Plot 5, evidence that the measures have been
implemented and are effective in preventing overlooking into the adjacent HMP sites
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in
consultation with the Ministry of Justice.
In the event that further measures are required to prevent overlooking from any part
of Plot 5 into the adjacent HMP sites, full details of such measures shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the
Ministry of Justice.
The mitigation measures shall be implemented in full accordance with the details so
approved prior to the first occupation of the development and retained and maintained
at all times for the lifetime of the development thereafter.
Reason: To ensure the proposed development reduces opportunities for criminal
behaviour and safeguards the security of the adjacent prisons and future occupiers of
the development in accordance with policy 7.3 of the London Plan 2016.
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Condition 104
Waste details – Commercial Units
Prior to the occupation of each of the commercial units hereby approved, full details of
the refuse storage, recycling facilities and refuse collection arrangements shall be
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority. Such details
shall, where relevant to the unit to be occupied, include: -Details of the commercial
waste storage and collection facilities; details of any enclosures to be provided for all of
the external communal collection points; details of management arrangements for
movement of refuse to any collection points.
Reason: In order that the Council may be satisfied with the details of the proposal and
ensure compliance with Policy 5.16 of the London Plan (2016), Policy SI 7 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and DH1 of the Royal Greenwich Core Strategy and Detailed
Policies 2014.
Condition 105
Fire Statement
Prior to the commencement of the relevant phase or plot (other than demolition, site
clearance and ground works), a Fire Statement for the relevant phase or plot, in the
form of an independent fire strategy produced by a third party suitably qualified
assessor shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The statement should detail how the development proposal will function in terms of:
- The building’s construction: methods, products and materials used, including
manufacturers’ details;
- The means of escape for all building users: stair cores, escape for building users
who are disabled or require level access, and the associated evacuation strategy
approach;
- Features which reduce the risk to life: fire alarm systems, passive and active fire
safety measures and associated management and maintenance plans;
- Access for fire service personnel and equipment: how this will be achieved in an
evacuation situation, water supplies, provision and positioning of equipment,
firefighting lifts, stairs and lobbies, any fire suppression and smoke ventilation
systems proposed, and the ongoing maintenance and monitoring of these; and
- How provision will be made within the site to enable fire appliances to gain
access to buildings;
- Ensuring that any potential future modifications to the building will take into
account and not compromise the base build fire safety/protection measures.
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The development shall be implemented in accordance with the approved Fire
Statement and retained as such for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In order to achieve the highest standards of fire safety and ensure the safety of
all building users in accordance with policy D12 of the Intend to Publish London Plan.
Condition 106
Cycle parking (commercial uses)
Prior to the commencement of use of any of the commercial uses hereby permitted,
full details of the location and type of facilities for parking of cycles within the relevant
part of the development for employees and visitors shall be submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the Local Planning Authority.
For the avoidance of doubt, the provision should be in accordance with the standards
within the London Plan and London Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) 2016.
The cycle parking shall be implemented in accordance with the details so approved
prior to the first use of the relevant part of the development and retained and
maintained thereafter.
Reason: To promote sustainable travel and to ensure compliance with the London
Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) 2016 (or other such document that amends alters or
supersedes the LCDS), Policy 6.9 of the London Plan (2016), Policy T5 of the Draft
London Plan (2019) and Policies IM4, IM(b) and IM(c) of the Royal Greenwich Local
Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014).
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INFORMATIVES
GLAAS
The Written Scheme of Investigation will need to be prepared and implemented by a
suitably qualified archaeological practice in accordance with English Heritage Greater
London Archaeology guidelines. It must be approved by the planning authority before
any on-site development related activity occurs.
Environment Agency
With respect to any proposals for piling through made ground, please refer to the EA
guidance document "Piling and Penetrative Ground Improvement Methods on Land
Affected by Contamination: Guidance on Pollution Prevention" (NGWCL Centre
Project NC/99/73). It is suggested that approval of piling methodology is further
discussed with the EA when the guidance has been utilised to design appropriate piling
regimes at the site.
Thames Water
The proposed development is located within 15m of our underground water assets
and as such we would like the following informative attached to any approval granted.
The proposed development is located within 15m of Thames Waters underground
assets, as such the development could cause the assets to fail if appropriate measures
are not taken. Please read our guide ‘working near our assets’ to ensure your workings
are in line with the necessary processes you need to follow if you’re considering
working above or near our pipes or other structures.
https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-a-large-site/Planning-yourdevelopment/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes. Should you require further
information please contact Thames Water. Email:
developer.services@thameswater.co.uk
There are water mains crossing or close to your development. Thames Water do
NOT permit the building over or construction within 3m of water mains. If you're
planning significant works near our mains (within 3m) we’ll need to check that your
development doesn’t reduce capacity, limit repair or maintenance activities during and
after construction, or inhibit the services we provide in any other way. The applicant is
advised to read our guide working near or diverting our pipes.
https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-a-large-site/Planning-yourdevelopment/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes
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Designing Out Crime Officer (Met Police)
For a complete explanation of certified products please refer to the Secured by Design
guidance documents which can be found on the website www.securedbydesign.com
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Appendix 3 – National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents.
The London Plan (March 2016) – The following London Plan policies are of
consideration:
London’s Places
2.13 Opportunity Areas
2.15 Town Centres
2.17 Strategic Industrial Locations
London’s People
3.1 Ensuring Equal Life Chances for all
3.2 Improving Health and Addressing Health Inequalities
3.3 Increasing Housing Supply
3.4 Optimising Housing Potential
3.5 Quality and Design of Housing Development
3.6 Children and young people’s play and informal recreation facilities
3.7 Large residential developments
3.8 Housing Choice
3.9 Mixed and Balanced Communities
3.10 Definition of affordable housing
3.11 Affordable housing targets
3.12 Negotiating affordable housing on individual, private residential and mixed use
schemes 3.13 Affordable Housing thresholds
3.15 Co-ordination of housing development and investment
3.16 Protection and enhancement of social infrastructure
3.17 Health and social care facilities
3.18 Education facilities
London’s economy
4.4 Managing industrial land and premises
London’s response to climate change
5.1 Climate change mitigation
5.2 Minimising carbon dioxide emissions
5.3 Sustainable design and construction
5.5 Decentralised energy networks
5.6 Decentralised energy in development proposals
5.7 Renewable energy
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5.9 Overheating and cooling
5.10 Urban greening
5.11 Green roofs and development site environs
5.12 Flood risk management
5.13 Sustainable drainage
5.14 Water quality and wastewater infrastructure
5.15 Water use and supplies
5.16 Waste net self-sufficiency
5.17 Waste capacity
5.18 Construction, excavation, and demolition waste
5.21 Contaminated Land
London’s Transport
6.1 Strategic approach
6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport capacity
6.4 Enhancing London’s transport connectivity
6.7 Better streets and surface transport
6.9 Cycling
6.10 Walking
6.12 Road network capacity
6.13 Parking
London’s Living Places and Spaces
7.1 Lifetime neighbourhoods
7.2 An inclusive environment
7.3 Designing out crime
7.4 Local character
7.5 Public Realm
7.6 Architecture
7.7 Location and design of tall and large buildings
7.8 Heritage assets and archaeology
7.13 Safety Security and resilience to emergency
7.14 Improving air quality
7.15 Reducing and managing noise, improving and enhancing the acoustic environment
and promoting appropriate soundscape
7.18 Protecting open space and addressing deficiency
7.19 Biodiversity and access to nature
7.21 Trees and woodlands
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Implementation, Monitoring and Review
8.2 Planning Obligations
8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy
Intend to Publish London Plan (2019) - The following emerging London Plan
policies now include some weight of consideration ahead of adoption later in 2020, in
the policy context of this application, these are as follows:
Planning London’s Future – Good Growth
GG1 Building strong and inclusive communities
GG2 Making the best use of land
GG3 Creating a healthy city
GG4 Delivering the homes Londoners need
Spatial Development Patterns
SD1 Opportunity areas
Design
D1 London’s form, character and capacity for growth
D2 Infrastructure requirements for sustainable densities
D3 Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach
D4 Delivering good design
D5 Inclusive design
D6 Housing quality and standards
D7 Accessible housing
D8 Public realm
D9 Tall buildings
D10 Basement Development
D11 Safety, security, and resilience to emergency
D12 Fire Safety
D13 Agent of Change
D14 Noise
Housing
H1 Increasing housing supply
H4 Delivering affordable housing
H5 Threshold approach to applications
H6 Affordable housing tenure
H7 Monitoring of Affordable Housing
H10 Housing size mix
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Economy
E4 Land for industry, logistics and services to support London’s economic function
E5 Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL)
E7 Industrial intensification, co-location and substitution
Social Infrastructure
S1 Developing London’s social infrastructure
S2 Health and social care facilities
S3 Education and childcare facilities
S4 Play and informal recreation
Heritage and Culture
HC1 Heritage conservation and growth
Green Infrastructure and Environment
G1 Green infrastructure
G4 Open space
G5 Urban greening
G6 Biodiversity and access to nature
Sustainable Infrastructure
SI1 Improving air quality
SI2 Minimising greenhouse gas emissions
SI3 Energy infrastructure
SI4 Managing heat risk
SI12 Flood Risk Management
SI13 Sustainable Drainage
Transport
T2 Healthy Streets
T4 Assessing and mitigating transport impacts
T5 Cycling
T6 Car parking
T6.1 Residential Parking
T7 Deliveries, servicing, and construction
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The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014) – The main Core Strategy policies relevant to this
application are:
Housing Policies
H1 New Housing
H2 Housing Mix
H3 Affordable Housing
H5 Housing Design
H(e) Children’s play areas
Economic Policies
EA4 Strategic Industrial Locations
EA(c) Skills and training
TC1 Town Centres
TC6 Other District Centres
Design and Heritage Policies
DH1 Design
DH2 Tall Buildings
DH3 Heritage Assets
DH(b) Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
DH(h) Conservation Areas
DH(i) Statutory Listed Buildings
DH(j) Locally Listed Buildings
DH(m) Archaeology
Open Space Policies
OS1 Open Space
OS4 Biodiversity
OS(b) Community Open Space
OS(c) Public Open Space Deficiency Areas
OS(f) Ecological Factors
Environment and Climate Change Policies
E1 Carbon Emissions
E2 Flood Risk
E(a) Pollution
E(c) Air Pollution
E(e) Contaminated Land
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E(f) Living Roofs and Walls
Cohesive and Healthy Communities Policies
CH1 Cohesive Communities
CH2 Healthy Communities
Infrastructure and Movement Policies
IM1 Infrastructure
IM4 Sustainable Travel
IM(a) Impact on the Road Network
IM(b) Walking and Cycling
IM(c) Parking Standards
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents – the following planning
guidance / documents are considered relevant:
- Mayor of London’s Housing SPG 2016 (‘Mayor’s Housing SPG’)
- Mayor of London’s Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation SPG
2012 (‘Mayor’s Play and Informal Recreation SPG)
- Mayor of London’s Homes for Londoners Affordable Housing and Viability SPG
2017 (‘Mayor’s Affordable Housing and Viability SPG’)
- Mayor of London’s Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive Environment SPG
(2014)
- Mayor of London’s Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and
Demolition SPG (2014)
- Mayor of London’s Social Infrastructure SPG (2015)
- Mayor of London’s Character and Context SPG (2014)
- Mayor of London’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014)
- Mayor of London’s Planning for Equality and Diversity in London SPG (2007)
- Mayor of London’s Use of Planning Obligations in the funding of Crossrail, and
the Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy SPG (2013)
- Mayor of London’s Crossrail Funding Use of Planning Obligation and the Mayoral
Community Infrastructure Levy SPG (2016)
- Air Quality Neutral GLA Planning Support Update (2014)
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Planning Obligations SPD (July 2015)
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Greener Greenwich SPD
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (2011)
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Infrastructure Delivery Plan
- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood Opportunity Area Planning Framework
(Consultation draft)
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Planning Board

Agenda Item: 8

3 November 2020

Reference No: 19/4370/F

Applicant: Berkeley Homes (East Thames) and Peabody Land Ltd (c/o of
agent)
Agent:
Gerald Eve LLP, 72 Welbeck Street, London, W1G 0AY
Site Address:
Land at corner of Hadden Road &
Griffin Manor Way and adjacent to
Western Way & HMP Thameside,
London, SE28 0DE

Ward:
Thamesmead Moorings
Application Type:
Full application

1.

Recommendation

1.1

The Planning Board is requested to grant Planning Permission as outlined
below:
Provision of a new vehicular access route into HMP Thameside from Western
Way and associated highways and landscaping works.

1.2

Subject to:
(i) To resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to any addendums,
and the minutes of this Planning Board meeting.
(ii) Members confirming in their decision that account has been taken of
environmental information, as required by Regulation 26 of the Town and
Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017.
(iii) A statement being placed on the statutory Register confirming the main
reasons and consideration of which the Planning Board decision was based
as required by Regulation 29 of the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017;
(v) To authorise the Assistant Director of Planning & Building Control to: make
any minor changes to the detailed wording of the recommended conditions
as set out in this report (Appendix 2), its addendums and the minutes of this
Planning Board meeting, where the Assistant Director of Planning & Building
Control considers it appropriate, before issuing the decision notice.
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2.

Summary

2.1

Detailed below is a summary of the application:
The Site
Site Area (ha)
Local Plan Allocation
Heritage Assets
Tree Preservation Order
Flood Risk Zone

0.3 ha
None
Area of High Archaeological Potential
No
Flood Zone 3

Public Consultation – 1st Round
Number in support
Number of objections
Number of comments
Main issues raised

0
0
0
NA

2.2

The report details all relevant national, regional and local policy implications of
the scheme, including supplementary planning guidance.

2.3

The application is considered acceptable and is recommended for approval as
set out in section 1 of this report.

2.4

Site Plan
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3.

Site and Surroundings
- Site description

3.1

The application site comprises an area of land located to the north of Hadden
Road and Griffin Manor Way and east of Western Way. It forms a linear strip
of land comprising a roadside verge and associated tree cover along Western
Way and incorporates the existing HMP Thameside entrance. Between the
HMP Thameside boundary and Western Way is a segregated pedestrian and
cycle path. The cycleway is orientated on a north-south alignment and forms
part of the London Cycle Network route 66. Beyond the application site, the
cycle/pedestrian link merges into the footway along Griffin Manor Way.

3.2

Western Way (A2016) is a dual carriageway which connects to the A206
Pettman Crescent gyratory to the southwest of the site. It is part of the
Strategic Road Network (SRN) and thus under Transport for London (TfL)
management. Directly adjacent to the site, Western Way is subject to a 50mph
speed restriction. The southbound carriageway gradually widens into three
lanes and changes to a 30mph speed limit approximately 90m south of the site
on the approach to the Pettman Crescent Gyratory. From the Pettman
Crescent gyratory, the northbound Western Way carriageway is a two lane
road which is subject to a 50mph speed restriction and is separated from the
southbound lanes by a grassed central reserve.

3.3

The site is located within the Thamesmead and Abbey Wood Opportunity
Area and Thamesmead Strategic Development Location. The site is located
within Flood Zone 3 and within an area benefitting from the Thames tidal
defences. Part of the site is a designated Site of Nature Conservation
Importance (SINC) which runs parallel to Western Way, along the landscaped
walkway adjacent to the prisons. The entire Borough is defined as an Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA).

3.4

The site does not lie within an Area of Special Character, Locally Protected or
Strategic Views or a Conservation Area (CA) and there are no listed buildings
on or adjacent to the site. It is located in one of the Borough’s Areas of High
Archaeological Potential (AHAPs).
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- Surroundings
3.5

The application site is located in north Plumstead. To the north and east the
HMP Thameside, Belmarsh and ISIS Prisons extends along Western Way for
approximately one kilometre, where it meets the White Hart Triangle
industries.

3.6

To the west of the site, beyond Western Way and a tree belt are a mix of twostorey houses, residential blocks of 3 and 4 storeys, the Heronsgate Primary
School and Broadwater Green, a designated community open space.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1

12/06/2018: Formal Scoping Opinion issued under the Town & Country
Planning (EIA) Regulations 2017 for a mixed use development comprising of
1,800 residential units, up to 20,000 sqm of industrial use (Class B1c and B8),
up to 5,000 sqm of flexible employment (Class B1, D1 and D2) including a max
cap of 1,500 sqm of Retail (Class A1, A2, A3 and A4), associated parking and
alterations to the public realm.

4.2

04/01/2010: Reserved matters approved for the siting, external appearance,
design and landscaping of outline planning permission dated 14/12/2007 (Ref.
07/2266/O).

4.3

14/12/2007: Outline planning permission approved for “redevelopment to
provide a local prison (Class C2A) comprising up to 35,000sq.m (gross) and
access provided off Griffin Manor Way, provision of 260 off street car parking
spaces and enhanced ecological zones” (reference 07/2266/O).

5.

Proposals (in detail)

5.1

The proposals are for a new left-in/left-out tapered prison access junction from
Western Way leading into the existing HMP Belmarsh and Thameside
roundabout. The application includes on-site access road changes within HMP
Thameside’s boundary plus associated public highway works, including to the
existing segregated footpath and cycleway.

5.2

The existing footpath and cycleway alignment will be diverted via an informal
crossing over the new access to continue adjacent to Western Way on its
approach to the Pettman Crescent (east) gyratory in accordance with the
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details submitted pursuant to Application A. Works outside of the prisons
ownership would be subject to separate S278 Highways Agreement.
5.2

This planning application (Application B) has been submitted alongside a hybrid
application (submitted in part full, part outline form) for a comprehensive
redevelopment of the site (referred to as Application A). Application A is for a
residential-led, mixed use scheme comprising up to 1750 dwellings. Application
A will result in the requirement to stop up Griffin Manor Way and the existing
vehicular access to the prisons. The new prison access is required to deliver a
separate secure and reliable vehicle route that would accommodate the full
range of vehicles requiring access.

5.3

To ensure that prisons access is not interrupted it is envisaged that the
relocated prisons access is implemented prior to removal of the existing
prisons access. The appropriate construction sequencing would be secured
within the S106 Legal Agreement pursuant to Application A.

6.

Consultation

6.1

The application has been subject of public consultation, including with statutory
bodies and local amenity groups.

6.2

Statutory Consultees
A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Representation
Transport for
London (TfL)

Summary of Comments

Officers
comments
See paragraph 10.9.

- Query anticipated vehicle
movements and impact on
the signalised
gyratory/roundabout;
- Query whether proposed
The proposed access
access arrangement has been arrangements have
assessed in microism as part been considered in
of the application for
the context of
residential development;
Application A having
- Applicant should ensure that been completed.
all relevant parties are
content that the design of
See paragraph 10.13.
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-

Ministry of Justice

-

-

-

Natural England

-

Environment
Agency

-

the junction will not result in
a detrimental impact on the
safety and function of
Western Way in this
location, in line with the
Mayor’s Vision Zero
approach.
Applicant must ensure that
the proposed access
arrangements facilitate safe
and efficient cyclist and
pedestrian movement in this
location.
Application fails to address
wider access requirements of
Prisons;
Application fails to account
for emergency response
vehicles to be able to access
the site quickly from Griffin
Manor Way at present but
also via Hadden Road;
Concern removal of Griffin
Manor Way will
detrimentally affect
operations and will not
future proof any changes to
the wider gyratory which
could affect prison access;
No detailed programme of
works to show how
construction will ensure no
loss or disruption to prison
operations.
No comments. See Standing
Advice to assess potential
impacts on protected
species.
We have assessed this
application as having a low
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See paragraph 10.13.

See paragraphs 9.2
and 9.3
See paragraphs 9.2
and 9.3.

See paragraph 9.3.
There are no current
proposals for
changes to the wider
gyratory.
See paragraph 9.4.

Noted. See section
11 ‘Biodiversity and
Ecology’.
Noted.
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environmental risk. We
See section 13 ‘Flood
therefore have no comments Risk’.
to make.
6.3

Council Departments
A summary of the consultation responses received along with the officer
comments are set out in table below:
Details of
Summary of Comments
Representation
Highways
- Access is to be designed to DfT
Officer
guidance with appropriate sight lines
and adequate swept paths;
- A safety audit was carried out and
issues addressed although concern is
still expressed on the large level
difference between the carriageway,
footpath/cycleway and site. A detailed
level plan should be sought.
- Plans and audits do not address an
interim arrangement for the
footpath/cycleway prior to their
realignment.
- Road signs are to be illuminated and
all highway works would be secured
via S278 Highways Agreement.
- It is considered that tactile paving,
dropped crossings, gradients, lighting
etc. would need further development
at detailed design stage.

Officers
comments
Noted.
See
recommended
conditions
(Appendix 2).
See paragraph
10.13.

See paragraph
10.11.
Noted.

6.4

Amenity Groups
No consultation responses have been received from any Amenity Groups.

6.5

Local Residents and Businesses

6.5

No consultation responses have been received from local residents or
businesses.
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7.

Planning Context

7.1

This application needs to be considered in the context of a range of national,
regional and local planning policies and Supplementary Planning Guidance /
Documents.
•
•
•

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF – 2019)
National Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)
The London Plan (March 2016) - Full details of relevant policies refer
to Appendix 3.
The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed
Policies (“Core Strategy” – 2014) - Full details of relevant policies
refer to Appendix 3.
For full details of relevant SPD / Documents refer to Appendix 3.

•
•
7.2

The Intend to Publish London Plan (December 2019) has been through the
required consultation process, and Examination in Public (EiP), and is due to be
adopted later in 2020. Officers consider due to the imminent publication of this
document the relevant policies within the Intend to Publish London Plan do
have substantial weight and will be referenced and referred to in this report
and do inform Officers recommendation.

8.

Material Planning Considerations

8.1

This section of the report provides an analysis of the specific aspects of the
proposed development. The principal issues that need to be considered in the
determination of the planning application (Ref: 19/4370/F) include:
-

Principle of development (Section 9);
Transport and Access (Section 10);
Biodiversity and Ecology (Section 11);
Archaeology (Section 12);
Flood Risk (Section 13);
Neighbour amenity (Section 14);
Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (MCIL) (Section 15);
RBG CIL (Section 16); and
Planning balance and conclusion (Section 17).
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8.2

The development subject of this application has been considered as part of the
environmental impacts arising from the comprehensive redevelopment
proposals subject of Application A in the form of an Environmental Statement
(ES). The ES is consistent with the EIA Scoping Opinion issued by the Council
on 15/06/2018 which confirmed that the following matters should be included:
-

Demolition and Construction;
Noise and Vibration;
Air Quality;
Transport;
Water Resources, Flood Risk and Drainage;
Ground Conditions and Contamination;
Archaeology and Built Heritage;
Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing;
Wind Microclimate;
Ecology;
Socio-economics; and
Health and Wellbeing.

8.3

Applications A and B have been assessed in accordance with the Environmental
Impact Assessment Regulations 2017 (the EIA Regulations).

8.4

The ES has been independently reviewed by LUC who produced their Final
Review Report (FRR) dated September 2020. It is considered that the ES
provides a full account of the development proposed in both Application A and
Application B and the likely significant effects on the environment including
measures to mitigate any environmental effects. The EIA consultants have
confirmed that, in their professional opinion, the ES is compliant with the
requirements of the EIA Regulations and is considered to contain sufficient
environmental information to enable determination of both planning
applications.

8.5

Royal Greenwich, as the relevant planning authority, has examined the
‘environmental information’ and has used this information to reach reasoned
conclusion on the significant effects of the proposed development on the
environment. These conclusions have been incorporated into the relevant
environmental sections of this report.
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8.6

In addition, each section includes a description of any features of the
development and any measures envisaged in order to avoid, prevent, reduce
and, if possible, offset, likely significant adverse effects on the environment. This
report also specifies how these measures are to be secured if the application is
granted planning permission i.e. through planning conditions and/or planning
obligations.

8.7

Conditions are recommended to ensure that the development is carried out in
accordance with the parameters assessed in the ES (for the full wording of
these refer to Appendix 2).

9.

Principle of development

9.1

The proposals for the new prison access have been developed in consultation
with the Ministry of Justice and prison representatives and are required to
accommodate the delivery of the comprehensive residential-led redevelopment
of the adjacent site in accordance with the objectives and aspirations of
London Plan and Core Strategy planning policies.

9.2

Notwithstanding the involvement of the Ministry of Justice, they have raised
concerns about the proposed access strategy, particularly in relation to
Hadden Road, including for emergency response vehicles. They also raise
concerns that the removal of Griffin Manor Way will detrimentally affect
operations.

9.3

Hadden Road is solely accessed via Griffin Manor Way and serves the multistorey car park which has restricted head height at the gated exit and
entrance. Notwithstanding that no works to Hadden Road or Griffin Manor
Way are proposed as part of this planning application, a separate planning
application is under assessment for a new secondary access road (comprising
the reinstatement of the eastern arm of Hadden Road) to connect the prisons
site and multi-storey car park with Nathan Way. On this basis the proposed
development would have no detrimental impact on Hadden Road or the wider
prisons access strategy.

9.4

To ensure that prisons access is not interrupted it is envisaged that the
relocated prisons access is implemented prior to removal of the existing
prisons access. The appropriate construction sequencing would be secured
within the S106 Legal Agreement pursuant to Application A.
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9.5

The proposals would create a separate secure and reliable vehicle route for
the full range of vehicles requiring prisons access and subject to compliance
with relevant planning policies are acceptable in principle.

10.

Transport and Access

10.1

Chapter 9 of the NPPF relates to promoting sustainable transport and
advocates transport issues being considered at the earliest opportunity in order
that potential impacts can be addressed, opportunities to promote walking,
cycling and public transport identified, and appropriate mitigation sought.

10.2

Policy 6.1 of the London Plan prioritises sustainable transport methods and
encourages development to be located in sustainable locations to help reduce
vehicle trips. Development should provide effective public transport, including
solutions to encourage walking and cycling. Policy 6.3 states that proposals
should not adversely affect safety on the transport network. The supporting
text notes that development cannot place an unacceptable burden on either the
public transport network and/or the road network. Policy 6.10 relates to the
provision of high quality pedestrian environments.

10.3

Policy T1 of the Intend to Publish London Plan states that development
proposals should facilitate the delivery of the Mayor’s strategic target of 80% of
all trips in London to be made by foot, cycle or public transport by 2041. It
requires all development to make the most effective use of land, reflecting its
connectivity and accessibility by existing and future public transport, walking
and cycling routes, and ensure that any impacts on London’s transport
networks and supporting infrastructure are mitigated. Emerging policy T4
requires proposals to reflect and be integrated with current and planned
transport access, capacity and connectivity. Where appropriate, mitigation,
either through direct provision of public transport, walking and cycling facilities
and highways improvements or through financial contributions, will be required
to address adverse transport impacts that are identified. Importantly,
development proposals should not increase road danger. Policy T5 (Cycling) is
relevant.

10.4

At a local level, policy IM4 of the Core Strategy supports the development of
an integrated and sustainable transport system that is extensive in coverage and
meets the needs of residents, businesses, workers and visitors in Royal
Greenwich. Importantly, development should be designed for the needs of
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users first.
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10.5

Policy IM(a) of the Core Strategy states that when planning transport provision
for major developments and extensive sites where comprehensive
development can take place, developers should have regard to the road
hierarchy, including provision of speed management and incorporation of
appropriate traffic calming measures. Policy IM(b) sets out the Borough’s
commitment to protecting and enhancing footpaths and cycleways and the
requirement for new development to promote walking and cycling safety,
including with well-lit, signed and well maintained routes and safe facilities for
crossing roads.

10.6

A full assessment of the transport related impacts of the development has been
set out in the ES Chapter 8: Transport. This Chapter reports the likely
significant effects of the proposals on the site and the surrounding area in terms
of transport. Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation
measures to prevent, minimise or control likely negative effects arising from the
proposals and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of the
proposed development are considered over the demolition, construction and
operational phases.

10.7

The Council’s consultant has confirmed that the scope of the EIA is appropriate
as are the baseline conditions and assessment of effects.
Highways impact

10.8

The ES includes an assessment of the environmental effects during the
demolition and construction and operational phases of the development
comprising Applications A and B and concludes no significant effects would
arise. The Council’s EIA consultant recommends that embedded mitigation in
the form of a detailed Constructions Logistics Plan, Construction Traffic
Management Plan and Construction Environmental Management Plan be
secured by appropriate conditions. Whilst it is considered reasonable to
secure these pursuant to Application A it is only considered reasonable to and
necessary to secure a Construction Environment Management Plan pursuant to
this application which is for significantly lesser development.

10.9

A junction capacity assessment has been carried out at the proposed prison
access. In response to the query from TfL, the modelling assumes the wider
development subject of Application A has been fully built out. A further
sensitivity test involving doubling the volume of traffic to account for any
potential changes in operation at the prison has been conducted. The results
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highlight that the proposed access operates efficiently and within operational
capacity thresholds. Specifically, the applicant confirms that the proposed
access will accommodate 96 vehicles during the peak hour which is significantly
below 1% of the traffic accommodated on the southbound Western Way
during the AM peak hour. The applicants conclude the new access would have
a negligible impact on capacity and queues.
10.10 TfL note the existence of queues on Western Way in this location. Whilst the
speed limit where the access is proposed is 50mph, the applicant has indicated
a willingness to work with TfL to reduce the speed limit in this location.
Nevertheless, they confirm that the junction has been designed to account for
the existing speed limit with appropriate sight lines and adequate swept paths.
Relevant safety audits have been undertaken.
Detailed design
10.11 The siting and alignment of the proposed access road has been dictated by the
topography of the site. In response to the concerns raised by the Highways
Officer, the applicant has confirmed that the level differences between the
carriageway and site would be negotiated through a 5% slope which would be
within the desirable maximum gradient for all-purpose single carriageways of
6%. Similarly, the section of existing cycleway leading to the crossing on the
new access route would be realigned and reprofiled to ensure that suitable
gradients are provided within the maximum 8% according to DfT Inclusive
Mobility requirements. As requested by the Highways Officer it is
recommended that further details on the site levels be required prior to
commencement of development.
10.12 In response to the Highways Officer’s comments relating to signage and
detailed design, the Transport and Design Statement does refer to advanced
warning signage being required on Western Way to warn drivers approaching
the junction and to the requirement for appropriate road markings, including
to encourage traffic to slow on exiting Western Way. Details of these features
will be developed through consultation with the Council through the S278
Highways Agreement.
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Pedestrian and cycle infrastructure
10.13 The proposals make safe provision for continuation of the footpath and
cycleway across the new prison access. In the event that the cycle
infrastructure subject to Application A is not implemented in parallel with the
proposals subject of this application, the applicants have demonstrated how a
temporary connection between the proposed new footpath and cycleway and
the existing footpath and cycleway adjacent to Griffin Manor Way could be
accommodated. This is considered to address the concerns of the Highways
Officer in this regard.
10.14 In terms of phasing, it is intended that the new prisons access subject of this
application will be constructed and completed prior to the stopping up of the
existing prisons access via Griffin Manor Way. This would be subject to a
clause within the S106 legal agreement pursuant to Application A.
11.

Biodiversity and Ecology

11.1

Paragraph 170 of the NPPF requires planning decisions to contribute to and
enhance the natural and local environment, including through protecting and
enhancing sites of biodiversity value and through minimising impacts on and
providing net gains for biodiversity.

11.2

Policy 7.19 of the London Plan states that development proposals should give
strong protection to sites of biodiversity value and wherever possible, make a
positive contribution to the protection, enhancement, creation and
management of biodiversity in support of the Mayor’s Biodiversity Strategy. The
policy goes on to list the considerations for planning decisions to achieve this
strategic aim. Part D(c) states development proposals should give the level of
protection commensurate with their importance. Part E states that when
considering proposals that would affect directly, indirectly or cumulatively a site
of recognised nature conservation interest, a hierarchy ranging from first
avoiding adverse impact to the biodiversity interest to minimising impact and
seeking mitigation to (in exceptional cases) where the benefits of the proposal
clearly outweigh the biodiversity impacts, seek appropriate compensation.

11.2

Policy G6 (Biodiversity and access to nature) of the Intend to Publish London
Plan requires SINCs to be protected and for developments to seek to achieve
net biodiversity gain.
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11.3

At a local level, policy OS4 (Biodiversity) of the Core Strategy requires that
new development enhance Royal Greenwich’s rich biodiversity and geodiversity
with a presumption against development of habitats including SINCs. Policy
OS(f) (Ecological factors) expands on the aspects that must be taken into
account when assessing ecological factors, including the requirement for
appropriate surveys to be undertaken. Policy DH1 requires all developments to
enhance biodiversity.

11.4

Whilst the site is not subject to any statutory nature conservation designations,
a small part of the Belmarsh Ditches Site of Borough Grade II Importance of
Interest for Nature Conservation (SBIINC), a non-statutory designation of
Borough value, is located within the site boundary. The wet ditch and
associated habitats were created in 2010.

11.5

The application site comprises a linear area of hardstanding, amenity grassland,
scattered trees, dense scrub and introduced shrub. The small part of the
Belmarsh Ditches SBIINC within the application site comprises a small area of
hardstanding, amenity grassland, scrub and semi-mature scattered trees. The
application site also includes two hedgerows totalling 60m. Whilst they have
been identified as species poor, hedgerows are infrequent in the local area and
they are therefore considered to be important at the Borough level.

11.6

A full assessment of the ecological impacts of the development has been set out
in the ES Chapter 14: Ecology. This Chapter reports the likely significant effects
of the proposals on the site and the surrounding area in terms of ecology.
Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation measures to avoid,
mitigate or compensate for likely negative effects arising from the proposals
and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of the proposed
development are considered over the demolition, construction and operational
phases.

11.7

The Chapter is supported by a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) which
includes a Phase 1 Habitat survey and field surveys to confirm the
presence/likely absence of protected species on and adjacent to the site. The
PEA was submitted in support of this application.

11.8

The Council’s consultant has confirmed that the scope of the EIA is appropriate
and includes an assessment of the effects on statutory and non-statutory sites,
habitats and appropriate protected and notable species. The baseline is
appropriate, and the assessment is thorough.
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Demolition and construction phase
11.9

Whilst no works are proposed to the wet ditch adjacent to the site, the
proposed development has the potential to result in direct impacts through
pollution/contamination and precautionary measures are therefore required
throughout the construction works to protect the priority habitats. These are
to be secured through a Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP).

11.10 A draft CEMP was submitted pursuant to Application A. Whilst acceptable in
many respects, the EIA consultant recommends that the CEMP should be
amended, including in respect of bats (to include clarification that any lighting
used will be shielded from spilling onto the adjacent SBIINCs), reptiles (in
relation to off-site receptor sites) and water voles (to require mitigation
measures necessary to ensure the aquatic habitats supporting the water voles
will not be impacted by run-off, dust, debris and accidental spillages during the
demolition and construction work). It is recommended that the amended
CEMP be required through an appropriate condition.
11.11 The proposed prison access will necessitate the loss of a total of 335sqm of
semi-natural habitats (comprising 225sqm of amenity grassland and 110smqm of
scrub). These are not the primary reason for the SBIINC designation and
subject to embedded mitigation during the demolition and construction phase,
no habitats or species fundamental to the SBIINC are likely to be lost as a
result of the development. It is also proposed to enhance the ditches by
planting additional bankside vegetation within the SBIINC. It is recommended
that details of such enhancements and its ongoing long term management be
secured through a robust Landscape and Environment Management Plan
(LEMP).
11.12 The proposed works will also result in the loss of approximately 60m of
hedgerow. To ensure no net loss of priority hedgerow, the PEA recommends
supplementary hedgerow planting to increase the width of the western most
hedgerow to be retained. This can be secured by condition.
11.13 The PEA confirms that the wet ditch and its banks adjacent to the application
site have high potential to support water vole. By reason of the proposed
works being within 10m of the wet ditch the PEA recommends further precommencement field surveys of the wet ditch to establish the presence/likely
absence of water vole within it and a water vole displacement exercise to
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encourage water voles to move away from the southern end of the ditch
closest to the development. The mitigation of semi-natural habitat losses
through additional bankside planting will also improve the habitat value for
water voles.
11.14 The PEA also recommends a pre-works badger check to ensure no setts have
been created within the site or within a 30m buffer.
Operational phase
11.15 Whilst the new prison access will bring traffic in closer proximity to sensitive
retained habitats within the SBIINC it will not result in any increase in traffic
levels from the baseline.
Any run off from the site into the ditch network
would be naturally filtered such that the operational phase would result in a
negligible impact.
11.16 In summary, no significant residual impacts are anticipated as a result of the
demolition, construction and operational works on sensitive ecological
receptors and no negative cumulative effects are expected in combination with
other committed developments.
11.17 Subject to the implementation of construction best practice methods for
working near water, and securing the enhancement measures identified, the
proposals would have no significant impacts on this non-statutory site.
11.18 The ES makes reference to embedded mitigation including toolbox talks and
supervision by an Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW), construction best
practice methods employed during the demolition and construction phases of
the development, as outlined in the CEMP and habitat creation. These
proposals are supported and subject to securing these measures via conditions
would ensure the development delivers net biodiversity gain.
11.19 In addition to the embedded mitigation measures, non-embedded mitigation
measures have been proposed. These include mitigation for the loss of
terrestrial semi-natural habitats within Belmarsh Ditches SBIINC and a water
vole displacement exercise. Provided that these measures are implemented
appropriately and in line with best practice guidance, they are considered to be
sufficient to support the conclusions that no residual ecological effects are likely
to occur as a result of the proposals.
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11.20 In summary the proposals have been designed to minimise impacts on sensitive
ecological receptors and to make a positive contribution to the protection,
enhancement, creation and management of biodiversity in this location. The
proposals would be in accordance with adopted and emerging policies and
guidance relating to biodiversity and ecology.
12.

Archaeology

12.1

London Plan Policy 7.8 requires that development affecting heritage assets and
their settings should conserve their significance, by being sympathetic to their
form, scale, materials and architectural detail. Intend to Publish London Plan
policy HC1 states that development proposals should identify assets of
archaeological significance and use this information to avoid harm or minimise it
through design and appropriate mitigation.

12.2

Core Strategy policy DH(m) seek to protect heritage assets, including
archaeology and states that the Borough will seek to secure the co-operation
of developers in the excavation, recording and publication of archaeological
finds before development takes place, including by use of planning conditions.

12.3

The site is located within Area of High Archaeological Priority (AHAP) 26,
Royal Arsenal East, as defined by the Core Strategy. Excavations associated
with the development of the Belmarsh West prison site to the north in 2008
revealed the highly significant remains of two elevated Early Neolithic trackways
and comprise some of the earliest structures found in the London Basin.

12.4

In recognition of the likely archaeological potential of the development site,
Chapter 11 of the ES (Archaeology and Built Heritage) is supported by a
geoarchaeological deposit model prepared by MOLA. A geotechnical survey
and environmental analysis has also been conducted in relation to the
Application A site and identified evidence of peat deposits dated to the
Neolithic and late Neolithic/early Bronze Age periods across parts of the site.
By reason of the fact no part of the wider site was developed until the mid-19
Century, the archaeological survival potential is expected to be high, except
within the footprint of any pre-existing piled foundations, where it will be low.

12.5

Although there is no explicit reference to the Application B site within the
archaeological surveys undertaken, the conclusions of the reports are
considered relevant insofar as the new access road will be located directly
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adjacent to the Application A site and necessitate a degree of excavation to
address the level changes between the carriageway and prisons site.
12.6

In recognition of the potential impact on archaeology it is therefore
recommended that conditions be imposed to secure the provision of
appropriate archaeological investigation, including the publication of results
through a Written Scheme of Investigation.

12.7

Whilst the reports submitted pursuant to Application A state there are no
areas of potentially national important remains within the Application A site,
the Council’s EIA consultant notes there remains an inherent risk for
unexpected remains of this value and that, if encountered, they would require
preservation in-situ. It is therefore considered reasonable to secure any
physical preservation of the site's archaeological interest through a condition
requiring details of the construction methods to be used.

13.

Flood Risk

13.1

Paragraph 155 of the NPPF states that inappropriate development in areas at
risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development away from areas at
highest risk (whether existing or future). Where development is necessary in
such areas, the development should be made safe for its lifetime without
increasing flood risk elsewhere.

13.2

Paragraph 163 states that planning applications in Flood Zones 2 and 3 should
be supported by a site-specific Flood Risk Assessment (FRA). Development
should only be allowed in areas at risk of flooding where it can be
demonstrated that:
a) within the site, the most vulnerable development is located in areas of
lowest flood risk, unless there are overriding reasons to prefer a different
location;
b) the development is appropriately flood resistant and resilient;
c) it incorporates sustainable drainage systems, unless there is clear evidence
that this would be inappropriate;
d) any residual risk can be safely managed; and
e) safe access and escape routes are included where appropriate, as part of an
agreed emergency plan.
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13.3

The NPPF also states that proposals involving development in Flood Zones 2
and 3 should be subject to the Sequential Test, the aim of which is to steer new
development onto land at the lowest possible risk of flooding.

13.4

Policy 5.12 in the London Plan states that development proposals must comply
with the FRA and management requirements set out in the NPPF and the
associated technical guidance on flood risk over the lifetime of the
development.

13.5

At a local level policy E2 of the Core Strategy states that the Royal Borough's
Strategic FRA must be used to inform development and reduce flood risk in
Royal Greenwich by demonstrating consideration of all forms of flood risk by
preparing FRAs in line with advice from the Environment Agency. Policy E3
relates to flood risk reduction measures.

13.6

A full assessment of the likely significant effects of the development in terms of
Flood Risk matters has been set out in the ES Chapter 9 pursuant to
Applications A and B. Where appropriate, it also identifies proposed mitigation
measures to prevent, minimise or control likely negative effects arising from the
proposals and the subsequent anticipated residual effects. The effects of the
proposed development are considered over the demolition, construction and
operational phases. The Chapter is supported by an FRA.

13.7

The proposed prison access comprises essential transport infrastructure.
Taking into account the flood risk vulnerability of the proposed prison access
the Exception Test is required to be applied. The Exception Test, as set out in
paragraph 160 of the Framework, is a method to demonstrate and help ensure
that flood risk to people and property will be managed satisfactorily, while
allowing necessary development to go ahead in situations where suitable sites
at lower risk of flooding are not available. In this case the prison access will
facilitate the delivery of the sustainability benefits to the community proposed
in Application A and will be safe for its lifetime. It is noted that the Environment
Agency deem the application as having a low environmental risk.

13.8

Drainage associated with highways and surface water run off from the prison
access proposals would be discharged to the sewers as existing.

13.9

In summary, the proposed prison access is considered to be appropriate in this
location consistent with relevant policies and guidance.
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14.

Impact on neighbour amenity

14.1

Policy 7.6 ‘Architecture’ of the London Plan 2016 states that buildings and
structures should not cause unacceptable harm to the amenity of surrounding
land and buildings, particularly residential buildings, in relation to privacy,
overshadowing etc. Core Strategy Policy DH(b) states that when determining
applications for new developments, extensions or renovations of buildings, the
Royal Borough will only permit an application where it can be demonstrated
that the proposed development does not cause an unacceptable loss of amenity
to adjacent occupiers by reducing the amount of daylight, sunlight or privacy
they enjoy or result in an unneighbourly sense of enclosure.

14.2

Policy D4 ‘Delivering Good Design’ of the Intend to Publish London Plan
(December 2019) confirms the design of development should provide sufficient
daylight and sunlight to new and surrounding housing that is appropriate for its
context, whilst avoiding overheating, minimising overshadowing and maximising
the usability of outside amenity space.

14.3

The nearest residential buildings are located on Goldfinch Road to the west of
the application site and characterised by predominantly two-storey terraced
housing on its west side. The front elevations of properties on Goldfinch Road
are separated from the application site by approximately 50m encompassing
Goldfinch Road itself, a landscaped verge and mature tree belt and the north
and southbound dual carriageways of Western Way.

14.4

The proposed development is limited to the construction of an access road and
does not include any above ground built form. Consequently, there would be
no amenity impacts in terms of daylight, sunlight or privacy. Neither would the
development result in any change or harm to the immediate outlook or cause
an unacceptable sense of enclosure to the occupiers of these properties. In the
context of the heavily trafficked Western Way Officers are also satisfied that
the relocated access road would not give rise to any noticeable increase in
noise or disturbance.

15.

Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy (MCIL)

15.1

The Mayor has introduced a London-wide Community Infrastructure Levy
(MCIL) to help implement the London Plan, particularly policies 6.5 and 8.3 and
the implementation of Crossrail. The Mayoral CIL will be paid on
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commencement of most new development in Greater London that is granted
planning permission.
15.2

The Mayor intends to continue to charge the Community Infrastructure Levy 2
(MCIL2) from April 2019 in Greater London. The proposed rate for
Greenwich will be £25 per square metre for all developments, with exception
made to developments used wholly or mainly for educational and health
services, as described on the MCIL2 Draft Charging Schedule. The amount to
be charged for each development will be calculated in accordance with
Regulation 40 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as
amended).

15.3

The current application is not liable to this requirement.

16.

RBG CIL

16.1

The Royal Borough adopted its Local Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
charging schedule, infrastructure (Regulation 123) list, instalments policy and
exceptional circumstances relief policy on the 25th March 2015 and came into
effect in Royal Greenwich on the 6th April 2015.

16.2

The current application is not liable to this requirement.

17.

Conclusion

17.1

The development proposals would deliver a dedicated secure and reliable
vehicular access route to HMP Belmarsh and Thameside. Whilst the proposals
will not result in any increase in trips generated by the prisons, it has been
demonstrated that the access has been future proofed, and its relocation would
have no major adverse or significant impact on the operation of the local
highway network. Appropriate provision has been made for walking and cycling
infrastructure. There would be no harmful impacts in relation to flood risk or
neighbour amenity. Subject to appropriate safeguards the development would
protect archaeological interest, safeguard habitats or Borough importance and
secure net biodiversity gain in accordance with relevant policies and guidance.

18.

Background Papers
None submitted
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 - Drawing numbers
The following drawings and associated documentation have been submitted by the
applicant in support of application reference 19/4370/F:
23221703-STR-HGN-100-DR-D-00500, 23221703-STR-HGN-100-DR-D-00502,
23221703-STR-HGN-100-DR-D-00601, 23221703-SDG-HGN-00-SK-D-00701,
Transport and Design Statement (Ref: Document Issue – 17.12.2019), Preliminary
Ecological Appraisal (Version 8.0 dated 20/12/2019), Water Vole Presence/Likely
Absence Survey (Version 4.0 dated 20/12/2019).
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APPENDICES
Appendix 2 – Conditions and Informatives
Conditions and Reasons for Application Reference 19/4370/F:
Condition 1
Expiration of Planning Permission
The detailed element (all matters submitted) of the development to which this
permission relates must be begun not later than the expiration of three (3) years
beginning with the date on which the permission is granted.
Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (As
Amended).
Condition 2
Approved Drawings
The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the application plans,
drawings and documents hereby approved and as detailed below:
23221703-STR-HGN-100-DR-D-00500, 23221703-STR-HGN-100-DR-D-00502,
23221703-STR-HGN-100-DR-D-00601, 23221703-SDG-HGN-00-SK-D-00701,
Transport and Design Statement (Ref: Document Issue – 17.12.2019), Preliminary
Ecological Appraisal (Version 8.0 dated 20/12/2019), Water Vole Presence/Likely
Absence Survey (Version 4.0 dated 20/12/2019).
Reason: In the interests of good planning and to ensure that the development is carried
out in accordance with the approved documents, plans and drawings submitted with
the application and is acceptable to the Local Planning Authority.
Condition 3
Compliance with EIA Mitigation Measures
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the mitigation measures set
out in the Environmental Statement (January 2020) and further documentation listed in
condition 2, and whenever the Local Planning Authority is requested to approve a
variation to those mitigation measures or a non-material or minor amendment as
provided by planning procedures, it shall only do so if it is satisfied that the proposed
variation or amendment would not have any significant environmental effects which
have not been assessed in the Environmental Statement. All relevant submission of
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APPENDICES
details applications submitted pursuant to this planning permission hereby approved
shall be in accordance with the Environmental Statement.
Reason: To ensure that the details of the development are within the parameters
assessed in the Environmental Statement and that the development is carried out in
accordance with the mitigation measures set out in the Environmental Statement in
order to minimise the environmental effects of the development.
Condition 4
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
Notwithstanding the draft CEMP hereby approved, a final CEMP shall be produced in
consultation with relevant stakeholders, including the Ministry of Justice, and submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the
Ministry of Justice prior to the commencement of development.
The CEMP shall include all relevant mitigation measures identified in the Environmental
Statement, as well as measures for:
- Appointment of a Community Liaison Officer to maintain engagement between
the site manager, Royal Borough of Greenwich, relevant stakeholders and local
residents;
- Provision and location of welfare facilities, car parking, and loading/unloading
areas;
- Requirement for use of street sweepers;
- Controlling construction noise and vibration in accordance with Chapter 6 of
the Environmental Statement;
- Controlling impacts from construction related activities permitted in the hour
prior to and after normal working hours;
- Safeguarding the security of the adjacent HMP sites;
- Embedded ecological mitigation, including clarification that any constructionrelated lighting used will be shielded from spilling onto the adjacent SBIINCs
which supports suitable habitats for bats, clarification as to where off-site reptile
receptor sites are, and on what basis these sites have been selected, clarification
on a proposed timeframe for when vegetation clearance will occur (to ensure
that it is within the active season for reptiles) and clarification on the specific
mitigation measures that will be implemented during the works to protect water
voles.
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The development shall be implemented in full accordance with the details so approved.
Reason: To safeguard residential amenity, safeguard the security of the adjacent HMP
sites, protect areas of nature conservation interest and prevent adverse impact on air
quality within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) as required by Policies 7.14,
7.18 and 7.19 of the London Plan (2016).
Condition 5
Hard and Soft Landscaping
Prior to the commencement of the development, a detailed hard and soft landscaping
strategy shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The landscaping strategy will include details of:
- Location, species, density and size of native scrub and hedge planting, including
to increase the width of the westernmost hedgerow identified in the hereby
approved Preliminary Ecological Appraisal;
- Location, species and size of at least two replacement trees;
- Means of enclosure;
- Lighting;
- Permeability of all hard surfaces; and
- Materials
All hard-landscaping works which form part of the approved scheme shall be
completed prior to first use of the new prison access hereby approved. All planting,
seeding or turfing comprised in the landscaping scheme shall be carried out in the first
planting and seeding seasons following the completion of the development. Any trees
or plants which within a period of 5 years from the completion of the development
die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased, shall be replaced in the
next planting season with others of similar size and species.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the details
and quality of the landscaping scheme and to comply with policies 7.2, 7.5 and 7.19 of
the London Plan (2016) and DH1, OS(f) and OS(g) of the Royal Greenwich Local Plan:
Core Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and
Construction SPG (2014) and Greener Greenwich SPD (2014) or subsequent versions
of the above related documents.
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Condition 6
Landscape and Ecological Management Plan (LEMP)
Prior to the commencement of the development a Landscape and Ecological
Management Plan, long-term design objectives, management responsibilities and
maintenance schedules for all landscaped areas, shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Development proposals must ensure no net loss of biodiversity and wherever possible,
make a positive contribution to the protection, enhancement, creation and
management of biodiversity for the approved site.
The submitted report shall include:
A) A method statement for the removal or long-term management /eradication of
invasive species on the site (if identified). The method statement shall include proposed
measures to prevent the spread of any invasive species identified during any operations
such as mowing, strimming or soil movement. It shall also contain measures to ensure
that any soils brought to the site are free of the seeds / root / stem of any invasive
plant covered under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.
B) Details from a suitably qualified ecologist specifying how the landscape features have
been developed for biodiversity and ecological enhancement, are linked and will
become part of the wider green infrastructure as well as provide ecological corridors
for the local fauna. The mitigation and enhancement should include the following:
i. Native and/or nectar producing and/or deciduous plant and tree species
preferably of local provenance;
ii. Diversity grassland areas such as lawns with low growing native herbs, unmown
grass verges, wildflower mixes on amenity and recreational open spaces and/or
meadow areas;
iii. Dense areas of shrubbery;
iv. Habitat areas identified in the Greenwich Biodiversity Action Plan;
v. Street trees;
vi. Working with third party landowners to seek to provide additional bankside
vegetation planting of the Belmarsh Ditches SBIINC to mitigate for the loss of
semi-natural habitats, in line with paragraph 14.7.34 of the ES;
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Where habitats are created as mitigation for development, management plans for the
habitat shall also be provided detailing how the areas are to be managed in the longer
term. Once approved the mitigation and management plans shall be undertaken in
accordance with the approved details.
Evidence that the ecological measures approved under parts (A) and (B) have been
installed in accordance with the details above shall be submitted to and approved by
the Local Planning Authority prior to first use of the new access road hereby
approved.
Reason: To ensure the protection of wildlife and supporting habitat and enhance the
nature conservation value of the site and character of the area, to prevent the spread
of invasive plants and to secure opportunities for the enhancement of the ecological
value of the site in line with London Plan policies 5.11 (Green Roofs and Development
Site Environs) and 7.19 (Biodiversity and Access to Nature) and Core Strategy policy
OS4 (Biodiversity), the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014) and
Greener Greenwich SPD (2014).
Condition 7
Water vole surveys/displacement exercise
Prior to the commencement of development, a water vole field survey shall be
undertaken in accordance with the recommendations in the hereby approved
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal and details of a water vole displacement exercise in
accordance with the recommendations of the hereby approved Water Vole
Presence/Likely Absence Survey shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.
The development shall be carried out in accordance with the details so approved.
Reason: To ensure the protection of wildlife and supporting habitat and enhance the
nature conservation value of the site in line with London Plan policy 7.1 and Core
Strategy policy OS4 and the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014).
Condition 8
Badger Setts
A pre-works check for badger setts shall be undertaken immediately prior to the
commencement of development in accordance with the recommendations in the
hereby approved Preliminary Ecological Appraisal.
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Reason: To ensure the protection of wildlife and supporting habitat and enhance the
nature conservation value of the site in line with London Plan policy 7.1 and Core
Strategy policy OS4 and the Mayor’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014).
Condition 9
Levels Plan
Prior to the commencement of the development, plans showing the existing and
proposed land levels across the site and the gradients of the access road shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The development shall be implemented in accordance with the details so approved.
Reason: In order that the Local Planning Authority may be satisfied as to the details of
the proposed access in accordance with policies 6.3 and 6.10 of the London Plan and
policy IM(b) of the Core Strategy.
Condition 10
Archaeology - Written Scheme of Investigation
A) No development other than demolition to existing ground level shall take place
until the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) has secured the
implementation of a programme of geo/archaeological evaluation in accordance
with a Written Scheme of Investigation which has been submitted by the applicant
and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing and a report on that
evaluation has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority in
writing.
B)

Under Part A, the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) shall implement
a programme of geo/archaeological observation and recording/evaluation in
accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation.

C) No development other than demolition to existing ground level shall take place
until the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) has secured the
implementation of a programme of geo/archaeological mitigation in accordance
with a Written Scheme of Investigation which has been submitted by the applicant
and approved by the local planning authority in writing and a report on that
evaluation has been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in
writing.
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D) Under Part C, the applicant (or their heirs and successors in title) shall implement
a programme of geo/archaeological mitigation in accordance with a Written
Scheme of Investigation.
E)

The development shall not be occupied until the site investigation and postinvestigation assessment has been completed in accordance with the programme
set out in the Written Scheme of Investigation approved under Parts (A and C),
and the provision for analysis, publication and dissemination of the results and
archive deposition has been secured.

Reason: Heritage assets of archaeological interest may survive on the site. The planning
authority wishes to secure the provision of appropriate archaeological investigation,
including the publication of results, in accordance with Section 12 of the NPPF.
Condition 11
Foundation Design
Prior to the commencement of the development, details of the foundation design of
the access road, footpath and cycleway and construction methods required to protect
archaeological remains shall be submitted and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: The Local Planning Authority wishes to secure physical preservation of the
site's archaeological interest in accordance with the NPPF.
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Appendix 3 – National, regional and local planning policies and
Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents.
The London Plan (March 2016) – The following London Plan policies are of
consideration:
London’s Places
2.13 Opportunity Areas
London’s People
3.16 Protection and enhancement of social infrastructure
London’s economy
4.4 Managing industrial land and premises
London’s response to climate change
5.3 Sustainable design and construction
5.12 Flood risk management
5.13 Sustainable drainage
London’s Transport
6.1 Strategic approach
6.3 Assessing effects of development on transport capacity
6.4 Enhancing London’s transport connectivity
6.7 Better streets and surface transport
6.9 Cycling
6.10 Walking
6.12 Road network capacity
London’s Living Places and Spaces
7.5 Public Realm
7.8 Heritage assets and archaeology
7.14 Improving air quality
7.19 Biodiversity and access to nature
7.21 Trees and woodlands
Implementation, Monitoring and Review
8.2 Planning Obligations
8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy
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Intend to Publish London Plan (2019) - The following emerging London Plan
policies now include some weight of consideration ahead of adoption later in 2020, in
the policy context of this application, these are as follows:
Planning London’s Future – Good Growth
GG1 Building strong and inclusive communities
GG2 Making the best use of land
GG3 Creating a healthy city
GG4 Delivering the homes Londoners need
Spatial Development Patterns
SD1 Opportunity areas
Design
D5 Inclusive design
D8 Public realm
Economy
E4 Land for industry, logistics and services to support London’s economic function
E5 Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL)
E7 Industrial intensification, co-location and substitution
Social Infrastructure
S1 Developing London’s social infrastructure
Heritage and Culture
HC1 Heritage conservation and growth
Green Infrastructure and Environment
G1 Green infrastructure
G4 Open space
G6 Biodiversity and access to nature
Sustainable Infrastructure
SI1 Improving air quality
SI12 Flood Risk Management
SI13 Sustainable Drainage
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Transport
T2 Healthy Streets
T4 Assessing and mitigating transport impacts
T5 Cycling
T7 Deliveries, servicing, and construction
The Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core Strategy with Detailed Policies
(“Core Strategy” – 2014) – The main Core Strategy policies relevant to this
application are:
Economic Policies
EA4 Strategic Industrial Locations
Design and Heritage Policies
DH3 Heritage Assets
DH(b) Protection of Amenity for Adjacent Occupiers
DH(m) Archaeology
Open Space Policies
OS1 Open Space
OS4 Biodiversity
OS(f) Ecological Factors
Environment and Climate Change Policies
E2 Flood Risk
E(a) Pollution
E(c) Air Pollution
Infrastructure and Movement Policies
IM1 Infrastructure
IM4 Sustainable Travel
IM(a) Impact on the Road Network
IM(b) Walking and Cycling
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Supplementary Planning Guidance / Documents – the following planning
guidance / documents are considered relevant:
- Mayor of London’s Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive Environment SPG
(2014)
- Mayor of London’s Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and
Demolition SPG (2014)
- Mayor of London’s Social Infrastructure SPG (2015)
- Mayor of London’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (2014)
- Mayor of London’s Planning for Equality and Diversity in London SPG (2007)
- Mayor of London’s Use of Planning Obligations in the funding of Crossrail, and
the Mayoral Community Infrastructure Levy SPG (2013)
- Mayor of London’s Crossrail Funding Use of Planning Obligation and the Mayoral
Community Infrastructure Levy SPG (2016)
- Air Quality Neutral GLA Planning Support Update (2014)
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Planning Obligations SPD (July 2015)
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Greener Greenwich SPD
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (2011)
- Royal Borough of Greenwich Infrastructure Delivery Plan
- Thamesmead and Abbey Wood Opportunity Area Planning Framework
(Consultation draft)
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